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1,0EXECUTIVESUMMARY
TheCryogenicOn-OrbitLiquid DepotStorage,AcquisitionandTransferSatellite(COLD-SAT) is an
experimental spacecraft launched on an expendable launch vehicle which is designed to investigate the
systems and technologies required for efficient, effective and reliable management of cryogenic fluid in
the reduced gravity space environment. Fundamental data required for the understanding and design
of systems to meet this need are lacking; the COLD-SAT program will provide this necessary database
and provide low-g verification of fluid and thermal models of cryogenic storage, transfer, and resupply
concepts and processes. Future applications such as Space Station, Space Transfer Vehicle (STV),
Lunar Transfer Vehicle (LTV), External Tank (ET), Aft Cargo Carder (ACC), propellant scavenging,
storage depots, and lunar and interplanetary missions, among others have provided the impetus to
pursue this technology in a timely manner to support the design efforts.
A baseline conceptual approach has been developed and an overview of the results of the 24-month
COLD-SAT Phase A Feasibility Study Program is described which includes the following: 1) a
definition of the technology needs and the accompanying experimental three month baseline mission,
2) a description of the experiment subsystem, major features and rationale for satisfaction of primary
and secondary experiment requirements using liquid hydrogen (LH2) as the test fluid, and 3) a
presentation of the conceptual design of the COLD-SAT spacecraft subsystems which support the on-
orbit experiment with emphasis on those areas which posed the greatest technical challenge.
1.1 Inlroduction
The COLD-SAT satellite (shown in Figure 1.1-1) is an integrated experimental spacecraft designed to
investigate the fluid thermo-physics of subcritical cryogens in a low-gravity space environment and to
provide data and criteria to correlate in-space performance with analytical and numerical modeling of
cryogenic fluid management systems. It has evolved from the Cryogenic Fluid Management Facility
(CFMF) program which was to demonstrate this technology by a series of Shuttle Orbiter bay
experiments (Ref 1.1-1). After the Challenger accident, LH2 payloads (such as Centaur and CFMF)
were excluded from the bay. The COLD-SAT approach, which this study produced, resulted in a
design concept which would be checked out, serviced, and launched from the Cape Canaveral Air
Force Station (CCAFS) on the Delta II expendable launch vehicle. On orbit, the three month mission
consists of a series of liquid hydrogen tests covering the full range of technology categories.
Technical objectives of the COLD-SAT mission are divided into Class I experiments which form the
highest priority of the mission and Class II experiments which generally support the Class I
experiments although they are considered a secondary set of cryogenic technologies. Collectively they
form the COLD-SAT Experiment Set which are primarily scientific in nature and are considered
supporting technologies for future space missions, providing fluid management technology in the
following areas of emphasis: 1) liquid storage, 2) liquid supply, 3) fluid transfer, 4) fluid handling,
and 5) advanced instrumentation.
The experimental spacecraft will provide an opportunity to demonstrate the feasibility of combining
various methods of integrating pressure control, liquid acquisition, and fluid transfer approaches into
subscale experimental tankage concepts that will provide on-demand vapor-free liquid cryogens in
space. Supplying single-phase liquid to accomplish transfer and resupply/top-off of tankage is
essential to having a space-based operational capability. Performance in the reduced gravity space
environment remains unproven and unverified.
As _he design of the COLD-SAT evolved, the approach went through several iterations which are
documented in this report. See Reference 1.1-2 for an earlier conceptual approach to the COLD-SAT
which shows the concept as it existed at the end of Task III at the Preliminary Requirements Review.
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Figure 1.1-1 COLD-SAT Satellite On-Orbit Configuration
1.2 Low-Gravity Cryogenic Fluid Management Technologies
Subcritical cryogenic fluid management technology contains many elements which are required to
successfully support future space system development and mission goals associated with the cost of
system operation and reuse. In-space systems are currently end-of-life limited by depletion of on-
board consumables. Extending the useful life of these systems can be realized by periodic resupply of
cryogenic fluids. Various mission scenarios are totally dependent on transfer and resupply for mission
success.
Figure 1.2-1 reflects a three step approach to providing these technologies starting with (I) individual
component and hardware development, progressing to (II) subsystem element ground based testing,
and finally to (HI) in-space experimentation. All result in the establishment of a cryogenic data base
and the development of refined analytical models which make use of the available data for validation
and correlation purposes. Achieving the right blend of demonstration versus purely scientific
investigations of processes and phenomenon relating to low-g characterizations is cost effective.
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Figure 1.2-I Cryogenic Fluid Management Technology Needs
1.3 COLD-SAT Ex'oeriment Set Overview
The Class I and Class IT experiment set categories comprise the primary and secondary experiment
mission objectives, Tests in each category include low-g fluid and thermal process investigations,
demonstrations of performance capabilities, as well as technology evaluations to achieve an overall test
mix that provides for a maximized technological return over the duration of the mission. A brief listing
of individual experiment objectives is as follows:
CLASSI
Tank Pressure Control - Investigate phenomena associated with controUing heat flux and tank
pressure rise of cryogenic tankage including 1) thermal stratification, 2) fluid mixing, 3)
passive thermodynamic vent system heat exchanger performance, and 4) active mixer heat
exchanger performance.
Tank Chilldown - Inv_tigate the tank chiUdown procwss associated with removing heat from
the tank system by heat transfer between the chilldown fluid (both liquid and vapor) and the
tank bulk mass. The process (mainly using a charge-hold-vent multiple cycle technique) will be
characterized for fluid urilizadon and efficiency.
Tank No-Vent Fill/Refill -Investig.ate the tank resupply process using mainly the no-vent fill
technique for two different sxzes and geometries associated with evaluating the final
f'dl level that can be achieved for various flow introduction techniques and mixing modes.
LAD Fill/Refill Characterization - Demonstrate the filling and refdling characteristics of liquid
acquisition devices in low-g to verify capabilities for vapor-free outflow.
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Liouid Mass Ga_in_ - Assess performance of a mass gage to accurately deumzmae tank liquid
quamity for earing tank conditions (this objective has been deleted from the current set of
obj_ive_).
Lio_uid Dynamics and Slosh Control - Determine the liquid motion resulting from specifically
produced-acceleration environments (this objective has been deleted from the current set of
_nml objectives).
O_.ASSn
Tank Pressurization-Evaluate thepressurizationprocesswhe_by pmssurant isintroducedinto
cryogenic tankage toprovidethe force(and subcoolingeffect)fortank outflow.
Direct Liouid Outflow - Investigatetank expulsion using a low-g accelerationto settleand
orient the fiquid as it is drained.
- Inve_gate the vented fill/top.off process which uses settling to orient the liquid to
the tank outlet so that vapor can be vented at the opposite end while minimizing liquid lost out
the venL
-Assess the capabilityto reduce tank pressure by venting vapor using liquid
settlingwhile minimizing liquidlostout thevent.
Lad Performance - Investigatethe capabilityof supply and receivertank LAD's to provide
vapor-free liquid under varied operating conditions including determining expulsion
efficiencies.
Transfer Line Chilldown - Evaluate the transferlinechilldown process associated with
removing heatfrom the u'ansferlinesystem by heattransferbetween the chilldown fluid(both
liquidand vapor) and the transferlinebulk mass.
Control of Liouid Thermodynamic State - Using a supply tank outlet subcooler (heat
exchanger), characterize the capability to provide single phase fluid during liquid transfer tests.
Compare resultswith subcooling provided by tank pressurization.
Liouid Dumoing -Investigatethe processof rapidtankdumping.
Advanced Insnmmenmfion - Demonstrate the case of state-of-the-artcryogenic two-phase flow
meters, temperanul sensors, and liquid/vapor detectors.
The relationship of each Class I and Class II experiment is shown in Figure 1.3-1. For each
exp_t category the number of testsassociatedwith itam shown. Convenient departurepointsare
highlighted(tankpressurecontrol)forease in relatingexperiment interdependency. Collectivelythe
experiment setdrivesout requirements which have to be met by _fic elements of the experiment
subsystem. This overview of experiment relationshipdefinesthe order of experiment testsequencing
and aided in the development of the experiment data base for sequentialordering of testsand the
assembly of a mission timeline.
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Figure 1.3-I Interdependency of Class I and Class H Experiments
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1.4 Exveriment Subsystem Deserit)tion
The COLD-SAT Experiment Subsystem is composed of the following major elements: liquid hydrogen
storage and supply tank, receiver tank 1, receiver tank 2, gaseous pressurant storage and
pressurization control subsystem, fluid distribution subsystem, experiment control and monitoring
subsystem, and experiment instrumentation subsystem. Figure 1.4-I is a schematic of the inter-
relationships of the experiment subsystem elements. A summary definition of the major experiment
subsystem elements is as follows:
- This tank is vacuum jacketed (VJ), 4.25 m 3 (150 ft 3) capable of holding 286 kg (630
lbs) of LH2 at 95% full. The tank has a diameter of 234 em (92 in) and a length of 211 cm (83 in) to
completely uriliTc the available space in the payload fairing. The pressure vessel (PV) contains a
total communication LAD with an outlet at the bottom of the tank. A vent/pressurization penetration
which feeds directly into the tank via a diffuser is located at the opposite end. Two spray systems are
provided through which liquid can be introduced from one or two mixer pumps to provide mixing of
the bulk fluid. Return fluid from either receiver tank can be introduced into the radial or axial spray
for increased top-off potential and minimizing residuals during receiver to supply tank
transfers.
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Figure 1.4-1 Experiment Subsystem Simplified Schematic
An internal thermodynamic vent system (TVS) heat exchanger (HX) muted on the LAD and on other
critical surfaces is " to cool the bulk fluid, control tank pressure and provide subcooling to the
ot_detpr°vldedLAD and fluid. The TVS I-IX is then routed to a vapor cooled shield (VCS) located
between the PV and the VJ. Thermal conlrol heaters uniformly cover the pressure vessel with assorted
heating elements which are used to vary the tank heat flux for pressure control experiments. Multi-
layer insulation(MID is located between the PV and the VCS, as well as between the VCS and the
VJ. All plumbing penetrations from the PV are routed internal to the VJ and exit at the girth ring area.
Oudet components are sandwiched between the PV and the VJ with component access provided for
contingency maintenance (see Figure 1.4=2). The PV connects to the VJ" with a composite strap
suspension system. LH.2 is loaded on the ground before launch and provides the total LH2 mission
budget.
Receiver Tank I -Receiver tank 1 is an in_te_L non-vacuum jacketed,1.13m 3 (40 ft3) tankcapable
of holding 74 kg (163 Ibs)of I.,]_at95% fulL The lengthis188 cm (74 in)with a diameter of 97 cm
(38 in).The M/V isapproximately 2 and the _ is1.95.The PV containsa LAD toprovide Liquidat
the inlet/outletpenetration. A vent/pressurizationpenetrationexitsat the tank top. Axial and wall
mounted inward pointing spray systems are provided for chilldown and no-vent filltesting. An
externalwallmounted tankTVS HX routedon the PV and on othercriticalsurfacesisprovided tocool
the tank and bulk liquid.A MI.,Iblanket covers the entiretank. The tank issupported to the S/C
strucnn'e with 8 composite su'uts.
Receiver Tank 2 -This tank isan insulated,non-vacuum jacketed 0.56 m3 (19.9ft3)tank capable of
holding 37 kg (81 Ibs)of LH2 at95% full.The tank isalmost spherical97 cm (38 in)in diameter with
a minimal girthringsection.The M/V isapproximately 2 and theI.,A)isI.The PV does not containa
LAD but has a simple screen/platebaffle at the outlet to minimize residualsduring settled
expulsions and prevent vapor intrusion. A combined vent/pressurizationpenetrationexitsat the
opposite end. The PV contains an exteriorwall mounted TVS FIX (no VCS) for pressure control.
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Axial, radial, and tangential spray systems are provided for chflldown and no-vent fill tcstLng. An
optimized MLI blanket surrounds the PV. TankchiUdown can also b¢ accomplished by introducing
chflldown fluid into the TVS HX. Support is provided to S/C sta'uctm_ by two mmnion mounts and a
torsion support.
Axial Wall Mounted
Radial Spray System Jet Tank Heaters
LAD J1"3 In-tank
Mixer Pumps Heat
Exchanger
ST_
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Compact
Heat ST1
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To CHX Flow
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LH2 Fill/Drain
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Figure 1.4-2 Supply Tank Outlet Details
Pressurization - Pmssurant storage is provided by nine bottles, each 29.8 cm (11.75 in) diameter by
122 cm (48 in) length with a volume of 0.076 m 3 (2.7 ft 3 ) tanks pressurized to 20670 kN/m 2 (3000
psia) on the ground prior to flight. Seven tanks store 8 kg (17.5 lbs) of GH2 while the remaining two
contain 4.5 kg (10 lbs) of GHe. Either pressurant can be used for receiver tank pressurization while
only GH2 will be used for the supply tank. Fixed regulators control delivered prtssurant to 276
kN/m2 (40 psia). Pressures less than this maximum arc controlled by tank isolation valves.
Fluid Distribution - Exl_riment tankage is interconnected with a common transfer Li/te containing a
transfer pump and vent line plumbing and associated components and instrumentation. Ground
fill/drain and vent needs of the supply tank arc also provided.
Exneriment Control and Monitoring, - Control and data handling of the experiment and its subelements
is managed via Remote Interface Units (RIUs) which receive commands from the spacecraft
Telemetry, Tracking, and Command ('IT&C) subsystem and operate needed functions.
Instrumentation and sensor data is also collected via the RIUs which provides the data to the TI'&C for
processing or downlinldng.
Instrumentation - Instrumentation required to monitor the Class I and Class IT experiments consists of
temlxrature, pressure, flowrate, valve position, liquid/vapor and liquid level detection, and fluid
quality discrimination measurements required to monitor specific experiment needs. Table 1.4-1
provides a summary of these devices.
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Table 1.4-1 Experiment Instrumentation Summary
Type
Temtm'ature
_sstt.q_
F!owr_
Events
A_on
Other Types
Supply Tan[
87
6
2
2
50
3
4
RT1
50
6
1
2
50
RT2
51
7
1
2
50
_SS.
27
17
8
18
1.5 Soaeeeraft Subsystem Descrint/on
The spacecraft (S/C) subsystems support the experiment subsystem in the accomplishment of
the mission science and operational objectives. Together they comprise the satellite flight segment of
the COLD-SAT System. The following provides a brief description of the spacecraft subsystems.
Figure 1.5-1 views the COLD-SAT inside the 3.05 m (10 ft) Delta II payload fairing with vehicle
station locations and payload envelope constraints shown. The approach for the spacecraft bus which
supports the experiment subsystem is to utilize the existing flight qualified and proven Multi Mission
Spacecraft (MMS) Modules. Over the years Martin Marietta, in consonance with Fairchild, has refined
and expanded on the original MMS design to prgduce an upgraded version of the modules. They are
ideally suited for the COLD-SAT and provide a design which re.quires only minor modification for
COLD-SAT use.
A summary description of the major elements of the spacecraft subsystem is as follows:
Structures Subsystem - This subsystem provides the structural mounting for all S/C and experiment
subsystems and for the satellite to Delta II launch vehicle attachment interface which utilizes a V-band
clamp. Four Multimission Modular Spacecraft (MMS) modules provide most of the support and
attachment for electrical and avionic equipment. These modules mount to a rectangular tube support
structure which also supports both receiver tanks. Eight support longerons attach to the supply tank
vacuum jacket girth rings. Two sets of eight upper and sixteen lower support struts connect to the
longemns for transition to the upper MMS module support frame and tO the lower separation system
ring frame. Mechanisms are provided to deploy, stow and lock deployable items such as the solar
arrays and the TDRSS antenna.
Attitude Control System (ACS) - The ACS, in conjunction with the on-board computer (OBC),
performs the attitude determination function and controls the attitude of the satellite and of the
independent appendages, as well as controlling the thrust vector during orbital adjust maneuvers and
experiment accelerations. Attitude error is corrected using thruster pulsing or reaction wheels and
magnetic torquers, depending on the SIC mode of operation. The commands to the wheels, torquers,
or thrusters are issued by the flight software to the hardware via interface electronics. Coarse sun
sensors initially lock on to the sun, then fine sun sensors provide the pointing reference. Horizon
sensors in the control system, in conjunction with an inertial reference unit, will determine the present
orientation and then the desired orientation commands will be issued from the flight computer's control
software, as required. The ACS is contained in the existing MMS Attitude Control System module.
Electrical Power Subsvstern (EPS) - The EPS utilizes two flight proven MMS modules. The Modular
Power Subsystem (MPS) module provides power generation, regulation and battery charging, and
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elecu'icalswrag¢capabilities. A Power Control & Distribution Module fPCDM) provides protection,
control and distribunon of electrical power to elecu'ical elements external to the subsystem
modules( ACS, MPS, and _H). The PCDM also provides control of solar array and TDRSS
antenna articulation, power to the experiment mixer pumps, and t'_-ing control of ordnance devices.
Command and dam handling functions are provided by the "I'rCS via remote inwrface units (R/Us).
Two solar arrays and two rechargeable 50 amp hour batteries arc the power sources during orbit
operations.
T_lemetry. Tracking and Command Subsystem (TTCS_ - The TTCS provides for storage, formatting
and transmission of telemetry and experiment data and the capability for the decoding and distribution
of commands. The Trcs also provides for the transmission of data downlink and the acceptance of
ground command uplink via the Tracking Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) or the Ground Space
Tracking & Data Network (GSTDN). The Trcs utilizes MMS hardware and contains a Command &
Data Handling subsystem element, as well as a Communication Subsystem element. Multiple remote
interface units (RIUs) and extender units (EUs) allow control and monitoring of the extensive sensors,
valves, and other components of the experiment subsystem. Control of the experiment sequencing
functions and the attitude control function arc both handled by the on-board computer (OBC).
Communications between the TICS and the other subsystems is via a multiplex data bus (MDB) that
consists of a supervisory bus and a reply bus both of which are redundant. A central unit (CU) within
the TICS controls the distribution of commands and the acquisition of data. The RIUs in each of the
subsystems interface to the MDB, process commands and acquire data requested by the CU. The CU
also controls the processing of ground uplinked commands and software loads. Two solid state
recorders can accommodate up to 24 hours of data storage. The Communication Subsystem provides
the capability to communicate with ground stations or TDRSS. TDRSS is the primary communication
link while two omni antennas provide a backup link to the ground. A major portion of the TICS is
contained within the MMS Command and Dam Handling (C&DH) module.
Thermal Control Subsystem (TCS_ - The TCS consists of thermal coatings, insulation, louver
assemblies, sensors, heamm and associated thermostats, and radiative surface plates required to control
and monitor the thermal environment to within proper operating ranges for all satellite hardware. This
design approach provides passive thermal balance of the entire spacecraft using the above specified
techniques, as appropriate combined with S/C aft pointing towards the sun for the major portion of the
mission.
Pronulsion and Ordnance Subsystem - This subsystem provides the delta velocity to perform orbital
maneuvers and attitude adjustments, and maintain controlled acceleration levels for the experiments.
Reaction control thrusters act as a supplement to attitude control provided by reaction wheels and
magnetic torquers and also arc used to de,saturate the reaction wheels. Ordnance pyrotechnic devices
are Used for separation, deployment, actuation, and release of satellite devices, and system activation.
The propulsion subsystem uses hydrazine stored in eight 48.3 cm ( 19 in) diaphragm tanks.
Pressurant regulation at fixed levels maintains selected constant thrust levels for given experiments
which require specified accelerations in the range of 10 to 100 micro G for durations up to 14 hours in
length. Twenty 0.89 N ( 0.2 Ibf ) thrusters are used to meet experiment acceleration and attitude
control requirements. Forward and aft propulsion modules provide for vehicle X-axis thrusting, as
well as pitch and yaw control. Roll thrusters are located on the aft side of the S/C.
Vehicle Fliuht Software - Vehicle flight software, resident in the OBC, will perform command
executions and computations in support of spacecraft and experiment functions, provide control for the
ACS and the experiment, manage data collection and recorder use, control the telemetry, and provide
redundancy management and fault protection.
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Table 1.5- I lists the general top-level c_'cs of the COLD-SAT satellite.
Table 1.5-1 COLD-SAT Characteri_c.s
Size : 2.54 M Dia X 5.89 M Height (8 Ft 4 In X 19 Ft 4 In )
Dry Weight: 2420 Kg (5336Lbs)
Consumables: LH2 285 Kg ( 628 Lbs)
Propellant 434 Kg (956 Lbs)
GI-I2 Pressurant 8 Kg (17.5 Lbs)
GHe Prcssurant 6.8 Kg (15.1 Lbs)
Launch Weight: 3221 Kg (7103 Lbs) (without margin)
Launch Condition: Powered up and recording experiment data
Mission Duration: Three months active
Orbit: Circular at 926 Km (500 Nmi) - 103 minutes at 28.8 deg
orbit becomes slightly elliptical after thrusting
Attitude: Inertial with S/C -X-axis (aft end) pointing at
projection of the sun in the orbit plane
Average Power Requirement: 1167 watts
Operations Approach: TDRSS I0 Min contact per orbit
record and downlink all data
realtime data is also available
S/C Subsystems: Existing, qualified designs
Experiment Subsystem: New tank development required
1.6 Ground Se_m'nent _tnql Interfaces Description
Figure 1.6-1 provides a definition of the COLD-SAT System and the functional interfaces required to
operate the system. Internal satellite and ground support equipment and facility interfaces (both
mechanical and electrical), as well as man machine interfaces are also shown.
The COLD-SAT Ground Segment provides for associated pre-flight, in-flight, and post-flight support
functions as follows:
Mechanical Ground Support Eouipment (MGSE) - The MGSE provides ground servicing, handling
support, transportation support, and maintenance functions for the satellite. The major MGSE
strucun'al hardware items include a transporter with protective cover, handling and rotation doily,
handling/lifting slings & strongback, holding f-mmms and installation tools. In addition, a separation
interface test set and allotment test cquipmcm are provided. Support equipment for the experiment and
propulsion subsystem includes a propellant servicing/deservicing cart, propellant high pressure GHe
pressurant servicing panel, LH2 servieing/deservieing system, high pressure GH2 experiment
pressurant servicing system, high pressure GHe experiment pressurant servicing panel, experiment
and propellant system leak check kits, fluid support equipment and miscellaneous calibration
equipment.
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Figure 1.6-1 COLD-SAT Internal and External Functional Interfaces
_lectrical Ground Su+rm+oft Equipment (EGSE5 - The EGSE provides command, control, calibration,
simulation, ground 28 Vdc power to the satellite, and dam management of the spacecraft and
experiment subsystems during ground test and checkout operations. A major portion of the EGSE
hardware is comprised of the spacecraft TTCS support equipment comprised of a RF test set, sun
sensor simulator, articulation simulator, EPS simulator, ACS simulator, mission sequence and
command generation sysmn, moniumng system, display equipment and printer. In addition, a power
distribution system, spacecraft electrical power subsystem support equipment, an electronics
integration test set, and solar panel test equiprnent are provided.
Satellite Ooerations Control Center (SOCC_ - The SOCC provides in-flight command, control and
management of flight data (both realtime and recorded) for COLD-SAT. Operations softwaxc is
included in the SOCC. The SOCC includes a router, telemetry preprocessor, data management work
stations, mission planning and scheduling work stations, and personal computers for experiment
monitoring and data processing.
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Ground $ervicin_ Considerations - The terminal countdown servi_ng of LH2 and GH2 after the
COLD-SAT is integrated to the Delta II launch vehicle is a critical driver on LC-17 launch site
modifications required to provide the capability to safely perform these operations. It also impacts
meeting COLD-SAT requi_n_nts for tank thermal stabilization and how the chiUdown of the supply
tank is going to be accompfished on the ground. Pad safety considerations and restrictions require that
O.is servicing be accomplished in the final 8 hours prior to launch after the pad is cleared of personnel.
This imposes remotely controlled LH2 and GH2 loading operations using an umbilical connected to
the spacecraft via the launch vehicle fixed umbilical tower. The umbilical disconnects at Munch.
1.7 Mission Description
COLD-SAT mission design requirements were derived primarily from the need to reduce the
background acceleration during certain experiment performance to less than 1 micro G in order to
minimize fluid perturbations and slosh interactions. The capability to wansmit experiment data and
uplink command information was also considered. Launch on a Delta II expendable launch vehicle
(ELV) was selected as the most cost effective option. A final orbital altitude greater than 926 km (500
nmi) was selected to provide a 500 year lifetime, in order to circumvent a detailed reentry breakup
study. Launch to a circular orbit was baselined, with experiment thrust maneuvers performed to
minimize the growth of eccentricity. Although circularity is not a strict requirement, it is beneficial in
order to maintain a more consistent experiment environment due to atmospheric drag variations with
altitude. An initial altitude of 926 km (500 nmi) was selected to provide a margin on the minimum
altitude requirement. The background acceleration at 926 km (500 nmi) is less than 0.001 micro G.
Figure 1.7-1 shows some of the COLD-SAT orbital mission requirements.
The attitude of the COLD-SAT satellite was selected so that the long -X axis of the S/C is in the orbit
plane pointed at the projection of the sun vector in the orbit plane. This arrangement allows adequate
solar array contact with the sun, minimizes the perturbation of the experiment environment and
minimizes the need to desaturate reaction wheels during experiment steady state micro G quiet periods.
This orientation also keeps the propellant tanks pointed towards the sun for the majority of the mission
and eliminates the need for tank heaters. A slow roll, pitch and yaw of the satellite is required, as the
orbit regresses and the earth moves around the sun, which amounts to less than 2 degrees per day.
The TDRSS is baselined as the primary communication mode for down,linking experiment data and
uplinking command information and software loads. The GSTDN is included as a backup ground link
to provide health and status data only. TDRSS contact has been baselined for at least a I0 minute
per orbit downlink/uplink communication period.
A three month mission is planned, based on the projected consumption of the liquid hydrogen budget.
At the end of the mission, propellants, pressurants, and remaining hydrogen will be depleted/purged
fxom S/C tankage as a shut down procedure in order to safe the satellite prior to S/C powerdown.
The COLD-SAT Phase A Feasibility Studies program was concluded in early 1990. It will be
followed with a phase B program which will take the design approach through a Preliminary Design
Review (PDR) subject to continued NASA supporting budget activities. Phase B will begin in mid
1991 followed by a competitive phase C/D procurement leading to a flight in the 1997 timeframe.
Current activities include concepts for supporting technology experiments for focused small scale flight
experiments to augment the overall technologyneeds of Iow-g cryogenic fluid management throughout
the 1990's.
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Figure 1.7-1 COLD-SAT On-Orbit Mission Requirements
1.9 Technoloe'v Issues
Technology issues have been identified for the COLD-SAT in the area of component and hardware
development and then progressing to subsystem clement and individual process investigation testing
on the ground. These items were previously identified on Figure 1.2-1. They fall into the category of
open technology issues that must be addressed prior to Phase C/D program commitment. This
category is of a much higher order when compared to those which provide technology enhancement by
improving performance and reducing risk,but which arc not prerequisitesto proceeding with the
Phase C./Dprogram. The only item which fallsintothislatercategoryistankmass gaging which can
be deletedasa;requirementwithouteffccdngtheothc_experimentalobjectives.Open technologywith
respectto hardware includesthe development of new hardware and demonstrating therequirednew
performance and capabilityof existinghardware. Open process technology involves techniques
associatedwith the low-g environment thatarc not certifiableby ground testingalone,but rather
providedesignand performance datawhich aidsintheunderstandingof theprocessinvolved.
I. 10 Conclusions and Recommendations
The following major conclusions and recommendations were compiled during the course of the
COLD-SAT feasibility study effort:
• We have selected the Delta II as the'most cost effective ELV for launching a payload in the
defined weight class of 4082 kg (9000 Ibs) with margin included. This choice also took into
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account thecostof launchpad modificationsrequiredtoaccommodam LH2/GH2 servicingand
_-_,4_,_toperationalimpact.
• Our selectedspacecraftbus approach utilizesan existingqualifiedand flightproven Multi
Mission Spacecraft (MMS) derivativewhich isan expansion and improvement on theoriginal
MMS hardware.
• Electricalhazard pnmfmg of the spacecraftsubsystems to operate in a potentialhydrogen
environment isaccomplished by operationina vacuum environment during ground testingor
by GN2 purging forthe ground loadingscenario.
• Selectionof a Suitablesupply tank size,which establishedthe mission LH2 budget,resulted
ina finalsizeof,*.25m 3 (150 ft3).While thissizefluctuatedover the study and was drivento
a smaller(minimum recommended )sizedue tocostand payload fairingpackaging consn'alnts,
an upper limitof around 5.67 m 3 (200 ft3)isthe maximum sizecapability.A vacuum jacket
was basclinedforsafeLH2 servicingand containment on the ground.
• Two receiver tanks of approximately 0.57 m 3 (20 ft3) and 1.13 m 3 (40 ft 3) form the basis
for the rest of the experiment subsystem tankage configuration. The smaller receiver tank is
close to spherical in size, while the larger is cylindrical with a total communication liquid
acquisition device.
• The mission durationis3 months and shouldnot exceed 6 months.
Several recommendations forchanges to our baselineconfigurationcallfor additionalstudy
effortbeyond the work performed from our study activities.These include:
• A non-vacuum jacketedsupply tank design.[Reduce complexity and weight (cost)]
•Reduction inthe number of GH2 pressuranttanksand using LH2 forground loading and on-
orbitrecharge of thepressurantsystcrn[Increasereliability].
• Delete the forward propulsion module and eliminate regulated pressurant to the propulsion
tanks. Blowdown propulsion would be used. Both changes affect experiment science
and are a compromise between cost and technology return for these feann'cs.
• Change tofixedsolararrays.[Reduce complexity (cost)]
• Reconfigurethesatelliteand move spacecraftMMS modules toan aftlocation.[Centerof
Gravity and easeof installation]
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2.0INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE
The replenishment of spacecraft cryogenic consumables provides an effective and efficient method for
extending the useful life of spacecraft on-orbit. A wide variety of orbital cryogenic liquid storage and
supply systems are defined in current NASA and DOD planning. These systems vary in size from
small cooling applica_ons to large chemical propellant and electrical orbital, lunar, and interplanetary
transfer vehicles, on-orbit depots and resupply tankers. Other applications include power reactants,
life support, and experiment or process consumables. Many of these applications will make use of in
space cryogenic storage or will require orbital transfer of cryogens for replenishment of spent or
depleted systems. In/tial loading of these systems in space may also be required, creating various
initial thermal conditions from completely cold to warm, which require chilldown operations. All of
these needs have the common requirement of low-g fluid management to accomplish gas-free Liquid
expulsion, transfer, and resupply and efficient thermal conn'ol to manage heat leak and tank pressure.
The focus of the COLD-SAT Program is to develop technology required to meet these needs for the
purpose of establishing an adequate technology base to enable the design and operation of those
systems utilizing subcritical cryogenic fluid in the reduced low-g space environment. The COLD-
SAT satellite will be utilized to develop the technology required to effectively manage cryogens in
space by performing a series of cryogenic fluid management flight experiments. These experiments
will provide essential low-g data to enrich the understanding of the thermophysics of subcritical
cryogens and to validate analytical and numerical models. The technology developed will permit the
establishment of a cryogenic data base containing methodologies and criteria for in space subcritical
cryogenic system design.
2.1 Objective and Scooe
The major thrust of the twenty-four month COLD-SAT Feasibility Studies contract was to produce an •
in-depth assessment and conceptual design approach, supported by appropriate trade studies and
analyses, for a cryogenic fluid management flight experimental satellite to be carried into a suitable low
earth orbit using an expendable launch vehicle fF2.,V). This satellite consists of spacecraft subsystems
supporting an experiment subsystem capable of performing various cryofluid management experiments
falling into high priority (Class I) and secondary (Class lI) categories. Included in this definition is a
development of the system concept, analyses of the system and spacecraft and experiment elements,
and conceptual and preliminary design descriptions. Other needed efforts consist of mission design,
operations planning (both ground and flight), experiment definition, requirements documentation,
specification development, interface definition, project planning and cost estimation. The study is
divided into the following three stages which began in February 1988 and concluded in February
1990:
1) The Initial Concept Development stage lasted approximately six months and consisted of the
development of concepts for the satellite and associated support systems including a
recommendation for the ELV. A Concept Review (CR) concluded this phase.
2) The Concept Refinement and Requirements Definition stage had a duration of approximately
six months and ended with a Preliminary Requirements Review (PRR). Refinements were
made to the preferred approach selected after the CR.
3) The Preliminary Experiment Design stage comprised the last twelve months of the program
and consisted of refinements and updates to the baselined approach presented at the PRR with
emphases on experiment subsystem level definition. This phase was concluded with an
Experiment Review (ER) which also included presenting a complete and comprehensive
COLD-SAT concept.
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This report addresses all aspects of the COLD-SAT System concept development which included the
following:
a) Definition of the COLD-SAT satellite apprm_ concept and configur_on which includes:
I. Design evolution during the study.
2. Experiment Subsystem definition and design.
3. Spacecraft Subsystem definition and design.
b) Mission design and analysis considerations, zeq_ta, and launch vehicle needs.
c) Experiment set goals and objectives for primary and secondary test requirements including
the development of an experiment test data base for the on-orbit mission.
d) Mass properties data, weights, center of gravity information, and consumables capabilities.
e) Power, command and data requirements and capabilities.
f) Subsystem performance predictions.
g) Component and insn'umentation assessments.
h) Ground segment design and requirements for mechanical and electrical equipment and
facilities and ground conu_l of the satellke.
i) COl.,D-SAT system internal and external interface definition.
j) Generation of functional block diagrams and schematics.
k) Preliminary operational scenario development which included ground processing, launch
pad, on-orbit, and post mission operational assessments, as well as contingency considerations
and sateUlte operatiohs conu_l center support.
I) Preliminary safety analysis.
m) Discussion of technology issues.
n) Associated trade studies, analyses, and rationale.
o) Reliability predictior_
p) Project planning and cost estimating activities.
2.2 Desiml Guidelines. Groundrules and Prioritie_
A set of design guidelines was established for the purpose of providing top level guidance for the
development of the COLD-SAT approach concept. They represent a set of groundrules _d goals
addressing the nana, e of the COLD-SAT System, how it has to operate and interface, and how related
issues, requirements, and priorities were established and handled early in the program to create a
reference set of baseline intent.
The following top level design decisions represent given, implied and derived basic features which
were used in the development of the COLD-SAT concept:
a) A maximized total technological return for a minimum total system cost.
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b) Reliabilityfortheproperexecutionof Class Icxpeaqn_ntsof 0.92 or greater.
c) Minimum technologicalriskthrough the use of existinghardware and proven designs and
approaches.
d) Minirmm_ modification to the ELV launch facilities.
e) Maximum use of cxisdng test facilities.
f)Primary uplink/downlink communications with the COLD-SAT with a 10 minute TDRSS
contactper orbitwith backup communications directlytothe ground using GSTDN.
g) Launch weight less than 3401 kg (7500 lbs) with a 20 % contingency (established after the
PRR).
h) The final end-of-mission orbit for the COLD-SAT satellite with a larger than 500 year
reentry life by having a minimum end-of-mission altitude of 926 km (500 nmi).
i)A supply tankand two receivertankswith pressurizationand associatedsupportelements for
the experiment subsystem.
j) The system must be "fail operational" - no single point failure preventing the
accomplishment of all Class I and the majority of Class rl experiment objectives.
k) The system must meet safety requirements of ESMCR 127-1, as a minimum.
2.3 Desi_,n Anm'oach and Methodology
Our approach for the conceptual Phase "A" design study for the COLD-SAT is to produce a cost
effective and technically suitable satellite design which accomplishes the defined experimental and
mission objectives while incorporating the established design guidelines, groundrules and priorities.
In particular, our efforts concentrated upon the effects of the low-g space environment on the
cryogenic storage, acquisition, and transfer technologies which are critical to the COLD-SAT program.
Key towards this end has been the application of systems engineering techniques to optimize the total
system design in terms of performance and cost, as well as insuring that contract/SOW requirements
are met. A broad spectrum of engineering disciplines are necessary for a system as complex as COLD-
SAT and the systems engineering approach serves to tie the process together, permits the rapid
identification of problems, inhibits a drifting from system objectives, and allows recognition of
process completion through required program reviews, technical interchange and customer
agreements.
The extensive nature of the experimental requirements created a systems requirements definition
dominated by the need to accomplish these objectives. As a result, the experiment subsystem drove
the spacecraft subsystems design in the following major areas:
- attitude control
- propulsion
- data acquisition and control
- structures
When applicable, an identification was made of experimental requirements which imposed excessive
and cosdy requirements on the spacecraft subsystems along with options to simplify the spacecraft
design. Implementation of such simplification, however, often resulted in unacceptable experiment
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sciencechanges that were considered to be important to the mission and, therefore not candidates for
deletion or restriction.
Table 2-1 shows some of the key requirements that were used to design the COLD-SAT and the
rationale for why these reqtfirements are drivers of the design. Many impact more than one discipline:
collectively they demonstrate the complexities associated with the systems engineering activity. Even
though there are many design drivem identified, both given and derived, which cover a broad range of
experimental and mission needs, it is important that the design resulting from the trade studies,
analyses, and experiment desires not result in a spacecraft that is overly sophisticated and costly.
Rather, the design should present a realistic compttxn_ between spacecraft and experiment subsystem
complexity, weight, development requivmz_nts, life cycle costs, and how much of the desired potential
mission and on-orbit testing can be accommodated.
Table 2-1 Requirements That Drive the COLD-SAT Design and Rationale
Rano. e
1. Supply tank volume
2. Propellant tank(s) volume
3. Satellite total weight
4. MMS electronics
5. Solid state recorders
6. Articulated solar array
7. Aniculau_ antenna
8. Reaction wheels & :nag torquers
for attitude conu'ol
9. Thruster size/quantities/location
10. Number of RIU's and EU's
11. Earth horizon sensors
12. Fine and coarse sun sensors
13. Aft end pointing towm_Ls the sun
14. Mission duration ( approx 90 days)
15. Final mission altitude of 926 km
(500 nmi)
16. Inidal mission altitude
17. Redundant S/C systems and
experiment subsystem components
18. Receiver tank size and shape
19. Satellite configuration
I. Delta IT payload fairing envelope and
component accessability
2. Experiment acceleration requirements and
spacecraftattitudecontrolneeds
3. Delta IT capability @ 926 km (500 nmi)
4. Intea'face compatibility and existing off the
shelf hardware and software
5. Eliminates external torque considerations on
the experiment from a tape recorder drive motor
6. Maintain sun pointing with minimum array
size
7. TDRSS pointing
8.Eliminatesexternaltorqueproduced by
thrustersused foratl_mdecontrol
9.Experiment accelerationregimes with
rrfinirrdw_lra/tsversecomponents
10.Number of experiment analog channels
1I.Less H/W & S/W complexity thanstar
scanners
12.Accuracy (± 2 deg) forsun pointing
13.Minimiz=s propellantthermalconditioning
with heaters
14.Experiment consumption of 286 kg (630 ib)
LH2 budget
I5. Exceeds 500 year lifetime requirement
16.Minimizes background gravityenvironment
17.Needed tomeet 92% reliability
18. Remaining volume leftaftersupply tank,
MMS module, and propellanttank integration
19.Delta H cg constraintabove the separation
plane
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3.0 EXPERIMENT REOLrlREMENTS AND DEHNIT/ON
The need for advanced cryogenic fluid management technology is driven by future space missions
which will transport, store, and consume cryogenic fluids as part of their everyday mission operation.
Various past activities have examined these needs and have categorized cryogenic technology
requirements requiting in-space testing under one or more of the following five major headings:
•Liquid Storage(thermaland pressurecontrol)
•Liquid Supply (pressurization,acquisitionand subcooling )
•Liquid Transfer(chilldown and fill)
•Fluid Handling (sloshand dumping )
• Advanced Instnancntation(mass gaging and flow metering )
The following logic was employed to further categorize technology requirements and experimentation
objectives:
Q'lass I Exueriment Objectives - Objectives for this class are primarily scientific in nature and are
consider_ enabling technologiesforfuturespace missions. Class Iexperiments comprise the highest
experiment priorityand must be executed properly. On-orbit testingisessentialsince they involve
processeswhich are significandyaffectedby the low gravitationalenvironment.
Class II Exueriment Objectives - This class of experiments forms a lower level of testing priority and
has a correspondingly lower science value and are considered supporting in nature. Objectives may
include component and system demonstration which provide future space missions with reduced
operational complexity and/or performance enhancement. For the most part, Class II technologies are
required for the successful accomplishment of Class I objectives.
Figure I-2 previouslypresentedin Section i shows theselevelsof in-spaceexperimentation,as well
as prerequisitelevels of ground based subsystem element testing and individual component
development.
Two levels of Cryogenic Fluid Management (CFM) technology have been identified which have to be
initiated and completed (or well under way with appropriate confidence levels established) before the
COLD-SAT Phase C/D Critical Design Review (CDR). The two levels support the on-orbit testing
objectives of the COLD-SAT program, and they both contribute to the accumulation of a Cryogenic
Fluid Management Dam Base and the development/validation of required analytical and design tools.
The first level of technology need begins with component development needed to support the COLD-
SAT experiment subsystem hardware design development and subsequent fabrication and assembly of
the flight hardware. Some of this activity has already been initiated by NASA and has to be continued
in a timely and effective programmed approach to support the Phase C/D effort. The second level of
technology need is associated with storage, transfer, and resupply processes either at a particular
element level (such as spray nozzle characterization) or at a subsystem level (spray system
characterization for chilldown and associated filling of a particular tank configuration). The number of
activities in these areas are extensive and requires an immediate development approach and planning
for the carrying out of these tasks.
The basic CFM technology that is desired to be investigated by COLD-SAT on-orbit low-g
experimentation is also depicted in Figttm 1-2 and falls under one of the five major headings as shown.
Some of these items have been deleted from the current mission objectives due to experiment
complexity and costing considerations. This does not detract from the technology need for these areas
such as mass gaging and slosh dynamics. The development of a ground test bed dedicated to this
effort would tremendously support these investigations, as would ground simulations of the on-orbit
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mission (u best as can be conducted in a onc-g thermal vacuum environment) using COLD-SAT flight
hardware tested with I2-I2.
All of the above will produce data that will contribute to the building of a Cryogenic Fluid Data Base.
This data base will feed into the development and eventual verification, validation and correlation of
analytical models which will be needed m support planned and future programs that will require that
this technology be developed. They are shown at the far left and right on Figure I-2.
F'maUy, the need to have an appropriate mix of both scientific experimentation and system or
component level demonsn'ation is required for the COLD-SAT system (with the beavier weight biased
towards the collection of scientific data).
3.IT¢chnolo_ Goals -A briefsummary of cryogenicfluidmanagement technology goals forthe five
generalcategoriesispresentedbelow.
- Future applicationsrequire thatcryogens be stored in sp.ac.e.forperiods of time
ranging from severalhours,to severaldays, to severalyears and involves rmmnnmng liquidboil-off
and controllingtank pressure. Various continuous storage scenariosfor depots and Space Station
Freedom needs have also been suggested. Cryogenic storage systems are dependant on effective
thermal controlsystem performance and tank pressureconu'olto provide reasonable boil-offlosses
with passive thermodynamic vent system (TVS) controlfor long-term storageand activemixing for
thermal stratificationmanagement for shorterdurationneeds. Some applicationsmay requireactive
refrigeration.
Heat teaches cryogenic tanks through the tank insulation,the support system, the plumbing
penetrations,and through insmanentation leadwires. Heating ratesarealsostronglyinfluencedby the
externalthermal environment and by any attempt tolimitsuch heatingby using thermal coatingsand
protections.While much of theseinfluencescan be wellcharacterized,the performance of thickMLI
blanket systems on large tankage with respect to heat transfer, attachment at the tank surface and
reducing compression/maintaining adequate blanket density, as well as seam and closeotlt
discontinuities, is difficult. All of these are issues which have to be addressed. They have
implications associated with ground processing, ground servicing, launch environment, ascent effects
and on-orbit influences. Other ground servicing factors for LH2 tanks that are loaded on the ground
and then transported to orbit and which play an important part in this area include insulation options
other than conventional vacuum-jacketed systems. These options might include application of closed-
ceLl foam directly on the tank with MLI over the foam and having the entire system purged with dry
nitrogen gas to preclude condensation of nitrogen or oxygen (if air were allowed to contact the tank).
Requirements for a purge bag around the tank system is another complication that has to be
considered.
Tank pressure control is accomplished through proper tank them'tal management resulting from direct
tank venting while the liquid is settled, or by using a thermodynamic vent system to both intercept and
remove heat from the tank system, or by inhibiting/regulating thermal stratification by mixing the tank
contents. A TVS is termed a passive control system where sacrificial tank fluid is flashed through a
throttling Joule-Thomson expander and then routed through internal tank heat exchangers and then into
a heat exchanger on the vapor-cooled shield (VCS) that surrounds the tank. Active control is
accomplished with circulation devices that mix the tank contents to provide quick, short term pressure
control without regard for the heat energy management of the system. It is highly desirable to maintain
the stored liquid at as low a pressure as possible to maximize the potential use of the fluid, and to
minimize the weight of the tankage system. Optimization of these approaches and their efficient
integrationintotankage designsremains tobe characterized.Other considerationsincludeLH2 cooling
enhancement provided by para-to-orthoconversion in which a fluidthermal performance advantage
can be gained from endothermic conversion of the vented hydrogen in itsconversion from itsinitial
para form to near itsequilibriumpara-.ort.hoc mposition. Fluid utilizationimprovements are made
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possible by using more than one VCS and coupling VCS's when I.M2 and other cryogens are stored in
close proximity.
Finally, for very long-term storage applications, mechanical refrigerators could reduce venting losses
by absorbing the majority of the heat input to the fluid storage tank.
- This technology area will investigate the unproven process of feeding single-phase,
vapor-free subcritical cryogenic liquid at a required and controlled thermodynamic state from a storage
tank outlet to a user interface in the low-gravity space environment. The process involves the
acquisition of tank fluid at the tank outlet using settling techniques or management of fluid using
surface tension and capillary forces that make use of the characteristics of total communication fine
mesh screen devices. Fluid expulsion is accomplished by autogenous gas pressurization or by
pressurizing with a non-condensible pressurant such as heLium. Helium imposes very different gas
requirements and influences on system performance. Expulsion using this technique also accounts for
necessary subeooling effects that the liquid experiences as part of the process of going to a higher
pressure condition. Heat exchangers can also be used to achieve desired levels of temperature
reduction. Mechanically-pumped outflow can also be used where the pump AP provides both the
driving force, as well as the required suix:ooling effect on the fluid. Proper inlet conditions have to be
maintained at the pump inlet so as not to induce fluid vaporization. This can be accomplished by a
slight pressurization of the tank or by heat exchanger fluid conditioning.
- This portion of the technology needs involves the requirement to transfer liquid from
a supply tank to a receiver tank in the low-gravity space environment while minimizing liquid losses
associated with the transfer process and controlling both the supply and specifically the receiver tank
pressure during the chilldown and filling process. Low-g effects and the inability to readily vent the
receiver tank during the filling process presents new problems that have to be overcome. These issues
ate all related to low=g influences on heat transfer rates and fluid motion/positioning.
The first step in the procedure is to chilldown the transfer line interconnecting the supply and receiver
tank and then to chilldown the receiver tank while optimizing the amount of fluid consumed. The time
required to accomplish these operations is also very dependant on low-g phenomenon and the amount
of extra fluid available to be used to reduce the chilldown time. Tank chilldown can be performed
using a direct contact wall-mounted heat exchanger through which chiUdown fluid is routed on the tank
wall, or by a charge-hold-vent technique whereby a fixed liquid charge is introduced into the tank via
the spray systems. For the latter, the charge is held in the tank, allowing the transfer of heat from the
tank wall to the fluid to take place until all of the fluid is vaporized. The fluid in the charge-hold-vent
chilldown technique is ideally allowed enough time to come into thermal equilibrium with the tank
wall. In reality, the fluid is allowed to nearly achieve the tank wall temperature since the heating ume
becomes substantial. The warm vapor is then vented to space and the process is repeated until the
desired initial temperature for tank filling is reached. This entire process is dependant upon several
heat transfer processes which are all operating under the unknown low-g influence. These heat
transfer properties are expected to be also highly influenced by the fluid properties, liquid injection
technique, tank wall temperature and tank size/shape.
The process of filling the receiver tank after chilldown from an initially empty configuration can be
accomplished using the following approaches:
- no-vent fill
- vented fill
- ullage exchange
Variations in the above techniques can also be used to top-off a partially full tank.
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h is highly desirable to accomplish resupply of user tanks without venting as the transfer proceeds,
since establishing an acceleration environment to settle liquid and clear a vent port may significantly
impact the user system. Many systems are very sensitive to proximity venting and in certain cases may
not be allowed or are severely restricted. The no-vent fill process accomplishes the tank filling without
venting and can be divided into the following three phases. The first phase starts at the beginning of
the transfer and proceeds until liquid starts to accumulate. It is characterized by vaporization and
flashing of incoming liquid. Phase-two covers most of the remaining fill process, where incoming
liquid causes compression of the vapor. The final phase occurs throughout the fill process but is most
important near the end of the process and involves condensation of vapor to make room for more
liquid before vapor compression stops the process. It becomes very important to "find" the ullage with
fine liquid sprays to _ the fill level The no-vent fill process involves the various heat transfer
processes operating in the unknown effects of the Iow-g environment. These processes have to be
investigated.
The vented-fill technique can be used if both venting and a settling acceleration environment can be
created. Liquid is introduced into the tank via the outlet to try to allow the liquid to accumulate in this
area as detmmined by fluid momentum and tank acceleration levels. When the tank pressure equals the
satmmed condition of the incoming fluid the tank vent can be opened to vent vapor and maintain the
tank slightly above this condition. The settling acceleration will hopefully maintain a stable interface
and allow only vapor to be vented as the tank fills. If fluid momentum is greater than a critical level,
the incoming fluid will Likely penetrate the fluid interface, resulting in geysering and probable liquid
flow out the vent. When this occurs, the vent will be closed and the process terminated if a stable
interface cannot be re-established. Venting prematurely can adversely effect the process by causing
flashing and liquid carryover out the vent. Again, various unknown fluid and gravity effects are
working and an understanding of the effects cannot be confidendy predicted.
The last transfer technique, ullage exchange, is a form of a no-vent fill. The ullage exchange technique
is a method of transfen'ing liquids in a low-g environment which eliminates problems associated with
vented or no-vent fillprocesses. Fluid transferwith the ullageexchange techniqueisaccomplished by
connecting the supply and receivertank filland vent linestoeach other so thatthereisa closed fluid
loopconnecting the two tanks.The supply tankhas a liquidacquisitiondevice (LAD) todeliverliquid
to the tank outlet. The liquidis transferredto the receivertank with a liquidpump. Pressure is
relieved in the receivertank as the tank is being filled by venting through the vent line. The position of
the ullage is uncertain in such a process, so liquid or gas may be vented. All fluid vented from the
receiver tank is collected in the supply tank. The ullage exchange approach offers several design and
operational advantages over other techniques such as the no-vent fill approach, including a less
complex receiver tank configuration, the capability to handle a non-condensible pressurant, and greater
flexibility in perfcaming receiver tank top-offs. The unknown technology issue is the capability of the
process to sweep out ullage from the receiver tank so that significant ullage does not become trapped
and thereby limitthe fill levelthatcan be obtainedby the process.
Inherent in all of the above liquid transfer processes is the added complication of insuring that if the
receiver tank contains a liquid acquisition device (LAD) that it is lzoperty and completely filled during
the tank filling process, and particularly for the initially empty case. For a tank top-off, it is also
criticalthatthe top-offprocess does not violateor comprom/se the integrityof the fluidinthe LAD.
_,lJd.,_,a/].cLlJ/_ - In the technology area of fluid handling, various issues associated with fluid motion
resulting from spacecraft maneuvering and its dynamic interaction with the spacecraft have to be better
understood. The ambient, low=gravity, on-orbit environment will influence the static orientation of the
liquid and accelerations produced by satellite operations, specifically those produced from maneuvers
will cause liquid motion. The effect of the applied environments on the liquid modon, including such
variables as tank size and shape, tank fill fraction, and presence of slosh baffling, are areas requiring
on-orbit investigations so that safe and predictable spacecraft operations can be predicted. The forces
on the tank wall resulting from the liquid motion influence the maneuvering of the spacecraft. Space
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missionswhich are aborted may require that the tank contents be rapidly dumped overboard. This
process is not well understood.
Advanced Instrumentation - There is a recognized need in the area of advanced cryogenic
insmamentation to develop devices that can perform the following:
- determine the quantity or mass of liquid in a tank under low-g conditions
- measure liquid and cold gas. mass flow rates
- detect two phase flow (_te when vapor is present)
- perform liquid level detection under settled low-g conditions where surface tension forces can
still be dominant
- high accuracy thermometry (:k-0.1 K') and associated signal conditioning circuit design
necessary to maintain this accuracy
An in-space cryogenic experiment will provide an ideal test bed for the evaluation of these devices.
3.2 Ex_riment Set Reouirements - An integrated on-orbit cryogenic experiment which incorporates all
of the the above techno|ogy req_nts as experimental objectives would result in an overly complex
(for both experimental and associated spacecraft support systems) and very costly system that is at risk
in various areas due to required component immaturity, as well as the value of the data that could be
expected for the money spent. Pertinence to specific applications must also be considered in
prioritizing the items and assessing whether they are candidates for inclusion into the COLD-SAT
experimentation. Table 3.2-1 provides information on how these technologies are being addressed by
COLD-SAT. This table shows that various technology areas are not being addressed by the current
COLD-SAT experiment set. Rationale for the exclusion of these areas is provided as follows:
- All tank thermal performance experiments were deleted by customer technical direction.
- Launch effects on thick MLI cannot be assessed since no experiment tank contains a
thick enough insulation blanket [thick blankets range on the order of 5-7.6 cm (2-3 in)].
Thermal performance of receiver tanks were fixed by customer technical direction to a heat
flux of 1.58 W/m 2 (0.5 Btu/hr-ft 2) which Limit MLI blanket size to less than 2.54 cm (1 in).
Also the rank being assessed should contain a cryogen so that any deleterious effects of
reduced thermal performance may be observed during launch, ascent, and on-orbit.
-The COLD-SAT mission currently has a 3-month life. Long-term space effects on
cannot be evaluated during this short time. One year or more is required.
-The supply tank currendy contains a vacuum jacket for LH2 ground servicing safety.
Combined foam/MLI systems can only be evaluated on non-vacuum jacketed tanks.
- Para-to-ortho thermal performance gains can be assessed on the ground and is an added
complexity that is not cost effective.
- Multiple/coupled VCS were also judged to be an added complexity and not cost effective by
the customer. ALso, the performance of mdtiple VCS can be evaluated on the ground.
-Refrigerator and liquifier designs
require extra power, large radiators,
design.
have not matured sufficiendy to be cost effective. They
and a great complexity to the experiment subsystem
- Tank quantity mass gaging design has not sufficiently matured at-this time to be included
as part of the COLD-SAT baseline. The requirement was deleted per customer direction.
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- The high orbit of the COLD-SAT as directed by the customer creates such a low gravity field
that settled outflows using background accelemnon levels will not work. Surface tension
forces predominate in this gravity regime.
- The amount of heat requixed to affect LAD pe_ormance is many orders of magnitude greater
than the supply tank beaters arc currently sized. This was not considered to be an important
rest requirement and is supported by ground testing results.
-All Liquiddynamics and slosh control experiments were deleted per customer technical
direction.They imposed excessive propulsion and instrumentationrequirements upon the
system.
-Slush hydrogen technology isbeing developed as partof NASP and was never considered to
be a partof COLD-SAT. Itistoo complicatedand notcosteffective.
Table 32-1 Cryogenic Fluid Management Technology Crincality Needs Met by COLD-SAT
!lilil[l lilililil,l Il l l!l.l l!l!lIII i ,l l!lilil
'lilil!lilililil!lllliillli[ilil!l!lililitii!lil l!]!iilil!lilili
CURRENT COLD.SAT IN-SPACE EXPERIMENTATION
"Tm_Wm_smmw_
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OF POOR QUALITy
Table 3.2-2 listthe COLD-SAT Class I and Class II experiment set categories which form the
e_ental technical objectives of the mission. Several requirements (as shown) have been deleted
over the course of the program by customer technical _on.
Table 32-2 The COLD-SAT Experiment Set
Clam I Ea_rlmut
1.1 }
1.2
1-3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
Tank Premure Control (Actlv, and Pa_lvt)
Tank Chflldowu In Low-Gravlty
Low*G No*Vent Fill and Refill of Cryo Tanlm
Capillary LiquM Acquisition Device (LAD)
Fill/Refill Cbaracter_tlon
L/quid Mare Gaging in Low.Gravity (Requirement I)eJet_l)
Liquid Dyuunics and Slosh Control (Requirement Deleted)
Clam 1I
2.4
2.$
2.6
2.7
2.9
2.10
_antal Categories
Tank Thermsl Performance (Requirements Deleted)
Tank PresNrtzatlon with GH and GLIe
Liquid _m'flng in Low-Gravity
a. Tank Direct Liquid Outflow
b. Tank Vented FIH
c. Tank Ullage Venting
Liquid Acquisition Device Performance in Low-(;
Transfer Line Chllldown
Control of Lkluid Thermodynamic State During Outflow
Tank Liquid Dumping in Low-G
Advanced InsU'umentattoa for CrTo In Iow-G
3.2.1 Class I Exveriments - A discussion of the Class I experiment requirements as they apply to
each of the individual ERD ( Ref. 3.2-1) experiments is presented in the following paragraphs:
Tank Pressure Control (Experiment Series 1,1 and 1,2) - Table 3.2-3 provides the top level
requirements for the tank pressure control experiments. Four major areas make up the experiment
objective for both the active and passive pressure control portions of the experiment. Efficient tank
pressure control of on-orbit cryogenic tankage is dependent on the capability of the thermodynamic
vent system (TVS) heat exchanger, the vai_or-eooled shield (VCS), and the compact heat exchanger
(CHX) to control the heat flux into the tank and/or remove heat from the system. This heat removal
capability will be augmented in the supply tank with a compact heat exchanger that can remove heat
from the tank at many times the rate of the TVS heat exchanger. Pressure control accomplished by
thermal destratification willbe investigated. The mixer system willaid in destrarifying the fluid while
also removing heat from the bulk fluid with the compact heat exchanger.
So that the influences that contribute to mixer and TVS performance can be investigated, the listed
parameters in Table 3.2-3 will be varied for the supply tank (majority of tests performed in this series )
and receiver tank pressure control tests.
Key measurements required to provide data necessary to the understanding of the processes being
investigated, as well as verification of analytical predictions are also defined in Table 3.2-3. These
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include tank wall temperatures, bulk fluid tempcrmmes, tank pressure, accelerations, liquid and vapor
detectors, and TVS and liquid outflow rates.
Table 3 J-3 Tank Prea_re Control Experiment Principal Requirements
! , OBJECTIVE - INVESTIGATE PHENOMENA ASSOCIATSD WITH CONTROLLING TANK
PRESSURE (CONCENTRATING ON SUPPLY TANK )
• THERMAL STTIATIRCATION
- FLUID MIXING ( JET INDUCED AND SPRAY )
- PASSIVE THERMODYNAMIC VENT SYSTEM HEAT EXCHANGER PERFORMANCE
- ACTIVE MIXER HEAT EXCHANGER PERFORMANCE
• PARAMETERS BEING VARIED
• HEAT FLUX INTO THE TANK 0.315 TO 1.88 W/M'_2 (0.1 TO 0.6 BTU/HR-FT2)
- ACCELERATION ENVIRONMENT (1E-06 TO 1.4E -04 G'S)
- UQUID RLL LEVEL ( 90%, 75% AND 50% )
- MIXER FLOWRATE 20.4 TO 24.9 KG/I'IR (45 TO 55 LB/HR) AND 40.8 TO 49.9
KG/HR (90 TO 110 LB/I-IR)
- HEAT FLUX OUT OF THE TANK BY "rvs HX 0.022 TO 0.045 KG/HR (0.05 TO 0.1
LWHR)
• HEAT FLUX OUT OF THE TANK BY MIXER HX 0.73 TO 1.48 KG/I'IR (1.S TO 3.2
LB/HR)
• KEY MEASUREMENTS REQUIRED
- TANK TEMPERATURE PRORLE BOTH WALL AND BULK FLUID
- TANK PRESSURE CHANGE BOTH INCREASE ANO 0ECREASE
- ACCELERATION ENVIRONMENT
- UQUIONAFOR INTERFACE POSITION
- OUTFLOW RATES FOR TVS AND MIXER HEAT EXCHANGERS
The tank pressure control experiment is comprised of the following individual tests:
1.1&1.2 Low Gravity Tank Pressure Control - Active and Passive - Near Full
Test #I: Prelaunch and Ascent
Test #2: Supply Tank Thermal Swatification - Low Heat 0.315 W/m 2 (0.1Btu/hr-ft 2)
Test #3: Supply Tank Axial Jet Low Flow Mixing - Low Heat 0.315 W/m 2 (0. IBtu/hr-ft 2)
Test #4: Supply Tank "rvs Operation - Low Heat 0.315 W/m 2 (0. IBm/hr-ft 2)
Test #5: Supply Tank Axial Jet Low Flow Mixing & CHX Operation -
Low Heat 0.315 W/m2 (0.1Btu/hr-ft2)
Test #6: Supply Tank Axial Jet High Flow Miring & CHX Operation -
Low Heat O.315.W/m 2 (0.1Btu/hr-ft 2)
Test #7: Supply Tank Radial Spray High Flow Mixing & CHX Operation -
Low Heat0.315 W/m2 C0.1Bt./hr-ft2)
Test #8: Supply Tank Thermal Stratificalion - Medium Heat 0.95 W/m 2 (0.3 Btu/hr-ft 2)
Test #9: Supply Tank Axial Jet Low Flow Mixing - Medium Heat 0.95 W/m 2 (0.3 Btu/hr-ft 2)
Test #I0: Supply Tank Axial Jet Low Flow Mixing & CHX Operation -
Medium Heat 0.95 W/m 2 (0.3 Bru/hr-ft 2)
Test #11: Supply Tank Axial Jet High Flow Mixing & CHX Operation -
Medium Heat 0.95 W/m 2 (0.3 Btu/hr-ft 2)
Test #12: Supply Tank Radial Spray High Flow Mixing & CHX Operation -
Medium Heat 0.95 W/m2(0.3 Bra/hr-ft 2)
Test #13: Supply Tank Thermal Stratification - High Heat 1.9 W/m 2 (0.6 Btu/hr-fc 2)
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Test#14: Supply Tank Axial Jet High Flow Mixing - High Heat 1.9 W/m 2 (0.6 Badhr-ft 2)
Test #15: Supply Tank Axial Jet Low Flow Mixing & CHX Operation -
High Heat 1.9 W/m 2 (0.6 Bm/hr-ft 2)
Test #16: Supply Tank Axial _t High Flow Mixing & CHX Operation -
High Heat 1.9 W/m _ (0.6 Btu/hr-ft z)
Test #17: Supply Tank Radial Spray High Flow Mixing & CHX Operation -
High Heat 1.9 W/m 2 (0.6 Btu/hr-ft 2)
1.1&1.2 Low Gravity Tank Pressure Control - Active and Passive - 75% Full
Test #18:
Test #19:
Test #20:
Test #'21:
Test #22:
Test #23:
Test #24:
Supply Tank Thermal Stratification - High Heat 1.9 W/m 2 (0.6 Btu/hr-ft 2)
Supply Tank Axial Jet Low Flow Mixing - High Heat 1.9 W/m 2 (0.6 Btu/hr-ft 2)
Supply Tank Radial Spray High Flow Mixing - High Heat 1.9 W/m 2 (0.6 Btu/hr-
ft2)
Supply Tank TVS Operation - Low Heat 0.315 W/m 2 (0.1Btu/hr-ft 2)
Supply Tank Axial Jet Low Flow Mixing & CI-IX Operation - Low Heat
0.315 W/m 2 (0.1Btu/hr-ft 2)
Supply Tank Axial Jet High Flow Mixing & CH Op_'dzion - LOw Heat
0.315 W/m 2 (0.1Btu/hr-ft2)
Supply Tank Radial SprayHigh Flow Mixing & CHX Operation -Low Heat
0.315 W/m 2 (0.1Btu/hr-ft 2)
1. l&l.2 Low Gravity Tank Pressure Control - Active and Passive - 50% Full
Test #25:
Test #26:
Test #27:
Test #28:
Test #29:
Test #30:
Test #31:
Test #32:
Test #33:
Test #34:
Test #35:
Test #36:
Supply Tank Thermal Stratification - High Heat 1.9 W/m2(0.6 Btu/hr-ft 2)
Supply Tank Axial Jet Low Flow Mixing - High Heat 1.9 W/m 2 (0.6 Btu/hr-ft 2)
Supply Tank Radial Spray High Flow Mixing - High Heat 1.9 W/m 2 (0.6 Btu/hr-
ft2)
Supply Tank Thermal Stratification - High Heat 1.9 W/m 2 (0.6 Btu/hr-ft 2) &
Medium Thrust (1.0E-05)
Supply Tank Axial Jet Low Flow Mixing - High Heat 1.9 W/m 2 (0.6 Btu/hr-ft 2) &
Medium Thrust (1.0E-05)
Supply Tank Thermal Stratification - High Heat 1.9 W/m 2 (0.6 Btu/hr-ft2)& High
Thrust (4.7E-05)
Supply Tank Axial Jet Low Flow Mixing - High Heat 1.9 W/m 2 (0.6 Btu/hr-ft 2) &
High Thrust (4.7E-05)
Supply Tank TVS Operation-Low Heat 0.315 W/m 2 (0.IBm/la'-ft2)
Supply Tank Axial JetHigh Flow Mixing & CHX Operation -Low Heat
0.315 W/m 2 (0.1Btu/lu'-ft2)
Supply Tank TVS Operation -Low Heat 0.315 W/m 2 (0.IBtu/hr-ft2) & Medium
Thrust (1.0E-05)
Supply Tank Axial Jet High Flow Mixing & CHX Operation - Low Heat
0.315 W/m 2 (0.1Btu/hr-ft 2) & Medium Thrust (1.0E-05)
Supply Tank TVS Operation - Low Heat 0.315 W/m 2 (0. IBtu/hr-ft 2) & High Thrust
(4.7E-05)
Test #37: Supply Tank Axial Jet High Flow Mixing & CHX Operation - Low Heat
0.315 W/m 2 (0.1Btu/hr-ft 2) & High Thrust (4.7E-05)
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1.1&l.2 Low Gravity Tank Pre_s__m'eControl - Active and P_ve - Other Supply and
_ver Tank Over-ringConditions
Test #38: Supply Tank Nominal TVS Operation Without Mixing
Test #39: Supply Tank Nominal TVS Operation With Mixing
Test #40:. Supply Tank Nominal TVS Operation for Pressure Decrease With Mixing
Test #41: Supply Tank Maximum TVS Operation for Pressure Decrease With Mixing
Test #42: Supply Tank Compact Heat Exchanger (CHX) Operation With One Mixer
Test #43: Supply Tank Compact Heat Exchanger (CHX) Operation With Two Mixers
Test #44: Receiver Tank 1 Nominal TVS Operation
Test #45: Receiver Tank 1 Maximum TVS Operation
Test #46: Receiver Tank 2 Nominal "INS Operation
Test #47: Receiver Tank 2 Maximum TVS Operation
Test #48: Supply Tank Thermal Stratification ( Near Empty) - Medium Heat 0.95 W/m 2
(0.3 Btu/hr-ft2)
Test #49: Supply Tank Empty Tank TVS Operation (LAD Residuals Only)
Test #50:
Test #51:
Test #52:
Test #53:
Receiver Tank IEmpty Tank TVS Operation (LAD ResidualsOnly)
Receiver Tank IWarm-up Evaluation
Receiv_ Tank 2 Warm-up Evaluation
Supply Tank Warm-up Evaluation
Tank Chilldown (Experiment Series 1.33 - Table 3.2-4 provides the top level requirements for the tank
chiUdown experiments. Tank chiikiown is a precursor to the filling of a depleted subcritical cryogenic
system in the space environment. Proper tank chflldown is essential to the efficient filling of tankage
to high fill levels. The process of removing energy from the system involves optimizing the heat
transfer between the chiLldown fluid ( both liquid and vapor ) and the tank wall and other associated
internal/external plumbing, hardware and structure. Optimization of the process ( limiting the fluid
used while maximizing the heat transfer ) is an important test requirement. In some instances, it may be
desirable to limit the time for the chflldown process, which will presumably use more fluid for
chilldown since efficiency will be less. The amount of chilldown LH2 will be determined for various
chilldown scenarios, as well as the time required to achieve the desired predetermined target
temperature.
So that the effects of influences which contribute to receiver tank chilldown can be investigated, the
parameters listed in Table 3.24 wiU be varied, primarily for receiver tank 2 where the majority of the
chilldown testing wiU be concentrated. Four tests are currendy baselined for receiver tank 1, whereas
ten tests have been allocated for receiver tank 2. The initial tank wail temperana'es will be varied due to
the varying warm-up period durations between tests and with the use of tank wall-mounted heaters.
Key measurements required to provide data necessary to the understanding of the processes being
investigated, as well as verification of analytical tank chilldown predictions are also defined in Table
3.2-4. Pressures are crucial for accurate determination of venting stages that offer additional wall
cooling and separate the charge-hold-vent cycle until the target temperature is attained.
The tank chilldown experiment is comprised of the following individual tests:
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1.3 Tank Chilldown in Low-G
Test #1: Receiver Tank 2 Chilldown Using the Tangential Spray Only with Nominal Flow
Test #2: Receiver Tank 1 Chilldown Using the Cirmmfferential Spray Only with Nominal Flow
Test #3: Receiver Tank 2 Chilldown Using the Radial Spray Only with Nominal Flow
Test #4: Receiver Tank 2 Chilldown Using the Radial Spray Only with Maximum Flow
Test #5: Receiver Tank 2 Chilldown Using Nominal Tangential Spray Flow and Nominal
RadialSpray Flow (SimultaneousSpray Operation )
Test #6: Receiver Tank 2 Chilldown Using Flow Into the Irdet/Ouflet Baffle
Spray Flow (Radial/TangentialSequencing of theSprays )
Test#7: Receivca"Tank 2 Chilldown Using Nominal TangentialFlow and Nominal Axial
Spray Flow (Simultaneous Spray Operation )
Test#8: Receiver Tank I Chilldown Using Nominal CircumferentialSpray Flow and Nominal
Axial Spray Flow (Simultaneous Spray Operation)
Test#9: ReceiverTank 2 Chilldown Using Tank Wall Heat Exchanger
Test #10: Receiv flank2 Chilldown Using the RadialSpray Only with Nominal Flow
and High Acceleration(4.7E -05)
Test #11: Receiver Tank 1 Chllldown Using the LAD
Test #12: Receiver Tank 2 Chilldown Using the Axial Spray Only with Nominal Flow
Test #13: Receiver Tank 1 Chilldown Using the Axial Spray Only with Nominal Flow
Test #14: Receiver Tank 2 Warm-up Using Tank Heaters
Table 3.2-4 Tank ChiUdown Experiment Principal Requirements
• OBJECTIVE . iNVESTIGATE THE TANK CHILLDOWN PROCESS ASSOCIATED WITH
FIFJJOVING HEAT FROM THE TANK SYSTEM BY HEAT THANSFFJ:I BETWEEN THE
CHLLDOWN FLUID ( BOTH UQUID ANO VAPOR ) AND THE TANK BULK MASS.
THE PROCF.S8 WILL BE CHARACTERIZED FOR FLUID UTILIZATION/EFFICIENCY.
• PARAMETF.HS IlK VARIED
- TANK MASS TO VOLUME RATIOS ( BECAUSE 2 TANKS ARE BEING TESTED )
- SELECTION OF SPRAY SYSTEM BEING USED
• CHARGE MASS QUANTIFY AND FLOW RATE
• VAPOR HOLD TIME AND VENTING TECHNIQUE ( VENT CYCLES & TVS VENTING )
• INITIAL STAFrT1NG TEMPERATURE OF THE TANK SYSTEM
- ACCELERATION ENVIRGNMENI"
. INLET FLUID TltERIdOOYNAMiC CON01TIONS
.KEY MEASUREMENTS REQUIRED
. TANK TEMPERATURE PROFILE BOTH WALL AND FLUID
- TANK PRE.qBuRE CHANGE FOR CHARGE, HOLD, AND VENT CYCLF.S
- MA_I QUANTTrf USED FOR EACH CHANGE CYCLE
- FLOW RATE USED FOR EACH CHARGE CYCLE
- TIME TAKEN FOR CH ,ARGE, HOLD, AND VENT CYCLES
- FLOWRATE FOR VENT CYCLES
- ACCELERATION ENVIRGNMENT
Tank No-Vent Fill (Experiment Series 1.4) - Table 3.2-5 provides the top level requirements for tank
no-vent fill and refill experiments. Filling of a cold empty or partially full cryogen tank in low-g poses
many challenges. The ability to fill or refdl tankage to desired fill levels without early termination due
to excessive vapor generation will be addressed in these tests. During the filling process vapor is
generated by a combination of flashing to low pressure and cooling of the tank wall (from target
temperature to LH2). Ullage vapor pressure is controlled during the fill process by promoting
condensation due to fluid mixing. A variety of spray nozzles will be used to investigate the filling
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Table 3.2 -5 Tank No-Vent Fill and ReftIl Experiment Principal Requirements
• OBJEC1WE - tNVESTI_4TE 1TileTANK NO-VENT FILl. ,4NO REFILJ.PROCE,Sll FOR
TIMKIIOFTWOOIFFERENTS_JESANDGEOMETRI_A880CIATEDWlTH
EVALUA'r4_ THE FINAL [qLJL.LIEVlB.THAT CAN BI[ REACHED FOil VAIqlOtM Iq.uIID
INA[CTION AND llXlNG CONOmON8
• PARNEETEim D VAmlED
. TANK I.rD RAllO8 ( BliP2 YANKS AIUE BEING TESTED)
. SELECTImi OF SPIqAY SYS11[M8 BEING I.ml[D
. FLOW RATE O@INCOli_ FLUID TO RADIAL & AXIAL SPRAY SYSllEMB
• INLET PLUm THImMOOYNNmC CONmllOfm
. ACCm.ERATION ENVIRONMENT
. mmAL IqLL (:ONIXIIONS OF THE TANK
• KI[Y _ FIEQUIRED
- T_K 'rEMP_ATUII _ BOTH WAL_ AHD FI.UIO
- TANK Pfll[SSUIqE CHANGE WITH 11ME
- INCOMING FLUID FLOW PATE
• TOTAL.MA88 TRAJ48FERRED
- LIQUIDNAPOilq INTlmlFACI[ POSi71ON
o ACCIEIJ[RATION ENVIRONMENT
process which includes optimization of the condensation of vapor at the end of the process in order to
maximize the fill level.
So that the effects of influences that contribute to the filling process can be investigated, the parameters
listed in Table 3.2-5 will be varied for the two receiver tanks being tested. In addition to varying the
listed parameters in the individual tests, a staged-fill process will be investigated by performing
intermediate fluid mixing steps during staged-filling operations in an independent test.
Key measurements required to provide data necessary to the understanding of the process being
investigated are also listed in Table 3.2-5. These dam will be required to aid in the understanding of
the fluid, thermodynamic and thermal processes occurring, as well as being used for verification of
analytical model tank no-vent fill predictions.
The tankno-ventfiR/refillexperiment iscomprised of thefollowingindividualtests:
14 Low Gravity No-Vent Fill and Refill of Tanks
Test #1: Receiver Tank 2 FillUsing Tangentialand Then Nominal Flow RadialSpray
Test #'2:Receiver Tank IFillUsing Simultaneous Cirvumferentialand Nominal Flow Axial
Spray
Test #3: Receiver Tank 2 FillUsing Tangentialand Then Nominal Flow Axial Spray
Test #4: Receiver Tank I Nominal Flow FillUsing Axial Spray -Medium Acceleration
_o Sere Towards Vent
Test #5: Receiver Tank IHigh Flow FillUsing Axial Spray
Test#6: Receiver Tank 2 Nominal Flow Hll Via Tank BaffledInlet/Outlet
Test #7: Receiver Tank 2 FillUsing Tangentialand Then High Flow RadialSpray
Test #8: Receiver Tank 1 Fill Via Tank InleffOudet LAD
Test #9: Receiver Tank 2 F'_l Using Tangential and Then High Flow Axial Spray
Test #10: Receiver Tank 1 Fill Using Simultaneous High How Ckcumferential and Axial
Spray
Test #11: Receiver Tank 2 Fill Using Simultaneous Tangential and Nominal Radial Spray
Test #12: Receiver Tank 1 70% Topoff Using High Flow Axial Spray
Test #13: Receiver Tank 2 30% Topoff Using Nominal Flow Radial Spray
Test #14: Supply Tank Topoff Via Radial Spray System
Test #15: Supply Tank Topoff Via Radial Spray System- High Acceleration
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Test#16:
Test #17:
Test #18:
Test #19:
Test #20:
Test #21:
Test #22:
Test #23:
Test #24:
Test #25:
Test #26:
(4.7E=05 or 1.4E-04)
Supply Tank Topoff Via LAD/Outlet with Mixer On
Supply Tank Topoff Via LAD/Outlet with Mixer Off
Supply Tank Topoff V'ta LAD/Outlet with Mixer On - High Acceleration
(4.7E-05 or 1.4E-04)
Supply Tank Topoff Via LAD/Outlet with Mixer Off- High Acceleration
(4.7E-05 or 1.4E-04)
Supply Tank Topoff Via Axial Spray System
Supply Tank Topoff Via Axial Spray System - High Acceleration
(4.71/-05 or 1.4E-04)
Receiver Tank 2 Ullage Exchange - One Mixer Pump Circulation
Receiver Tank 2 Ullage Exchange - Two Mixer Pump Chmdation
Receiver Tank 1 Ullage Exchange - Two Mixer Pump Circulation with
Medium Acceleration (4.TE-05) Settling to the Outlet End
Receiver Tank 1 Fill Using Nominal Flow Axial Spray
Receiver Tank 2 Interrupted Fill Via Tank Baffled Inlet/Outlet
LAD Fill/Refill (Ext_'iment Series 1.5_ - Table 3.2-6 provides the top level requirements for the total
communication LAD Fill/refill experiments. As part of the receiver tank 1 filling process, the ability to
completely fill a LAD that is chilled down to the target temperature will be evaluated. As the LAD
filling process proceeds, the device will generate vapor until the LH2 temperature is reached. Some of
this vapor may become entrained in the device after liquid starts to accumulate and remain after f'zlling
is complete. During refill tests of receiver tank 1 the capability of the LAD to remain full will be
assessed. Similar assessments will be made when receiver tank liquid is back-transferred to the supply
tank.
By performing a short outflow of the LAD after the transfer is complete, the expulsion of vapor-free
liquid will be verified. If vapor is detected (using transfer line flow meter output), methods of bubble
collapse will be used by either cooling the LAD fluid with TVS fluid (so that vapor condensation is
promoted) or by increasing the tank pressure with GH2 (which is a secondary method only to be used
ifTVS cooling fails). Table 3.2-1 identifies a need for a fluid quality (or two-phase) flow meter. This
flow meter will be used to detect vapor that mayhave been ingested into the LAD during the brief
outflow period. The LAD thermodynamic conditions such as the pressure in the tank and the
temperature of the fluid in the LAD will be measured to determine fluid thermodynamic states at which
vapor-free outflow can be obtained.
Table 32-6 Total Communication LAD FilllRe3_ll Krperiment Principal Requirements
• OBJECTIVE - OEMONSTR&TE THE FILLING AND REFILLING
CHARACTL:RISTICS OP UQUID ACQUISITION OEV1C_ IN LOW-G
TO VERIFY CAPABILrrlER FOR VAPOR FREE OUTFLOW
• PAP.&METERS BEING VARIED
- INITIALLY EMPTY VS FULl. LAD CHANNELS
- FILLJNG INTERNAL VS EXTERNAL
• ACCELERATION ENVIRONMENT
• KEY MEASUREMENTS REQUIRED
- TRANSgER LiNE FLOWMETER QUAUTY DISTINCTION
- _ER LINE TEMPERATURES
• ACCELERATION ENVIRONMENT
• LAD TEMPERATURES
- TANK PRESSURE LEVEL
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The LAD filJ/reKll experiment is c_ of the following individual tests:
1.5 To=l Commnnic:_rian Cavilhrv Lia.id Acanisirion Device Fill/Refill Characterization
Test#l: _Tank 1 LAD Empty F/ll
Test #2: Receiver Tank 1 LAD Re_LII
Test #3: Supply Tank I LAD Refill
The following Class I experiment requirements (ERD 1.6 and 1.7) have been deleted from the current
COLD-SAT Experiment Set by customex direction. They are provided for information on the type of
¢xperizmnts that were originally contmplamd.
Liouid Mass Ga_in_ _x-_mriment Series 1.6_ - The mass gaging experiment was comprised of the
re/lowing individiJaftests Fief to the deletion of this e,xpcriment requirement:
1.6 Liauid Mass Ga_n_, in Low-G
Test #1: Supply tank mass gaging during stesdy-state nominal storage operations
T¢_ #'2: Pc__e when fluid sn'adficafion is present
Test #3: Performance when fluid is well mixed
Test #4: With senling accelerations tending to position fluid to known locations
Test #5: During and af'r_ tank inflow/outflow
Table 3.2-7 provides the top level requirements for the liquid mass gaging experiment. Parameters
which influence mass gaging would be varied parametrically to attempt to quantify their effects on the
process. Performance and accuracy of the mass gage output would be assessed against a known
condition (where fluid is not being removed or added to the tank) for various orientations of the fluid
contents. Predicted mass in the supply tank would be measured using the mass gage and compared
with integrated flow meter readings and settled liquid level measurements.
Table 32-7 Mass Gaging Experfment Principal Requirements
• OBJECTNE - A881_i THE PERFORMANCE OF A MASS GAGE TO ACCURATELY
DETERMINE SUPPLY TANK LIQUID QUANTITY FOR DIFFERENT'TANK CONOfflONS
• PARAMm BEING VARIED
-TANK FLUID THERMAL CONOrrTON8 ( STRATIFIED OR MIXED )
- TANK PRE!iEURI! CONOfl'IONS
- ACCI-"LER&TION ENVIRONMENT C&US_IG sE'rTLED UQUIO POSTTION
- TANK FiLL LEV In CAUSED BY OUTFLOW/INFLOW
• KIY MEASUREMENTg REQUIRED
• _ GAGE REABNG
- INTEGI:IATED OVERBOARD Iq.ff# Ok"rl_I_IINATION
. MASS IN OTHER TANKS O_IKt?ION
- UQUIONAPOR iNTERFACE IN3mrT1QN
• TANK mUl:l_
. TANK FLUID TEMPERATURES
Liauid Dynamics and Slosh Control (Experiment Series 1.7) - The liquid dynamics and slosh control
experiment was comprised of the following individual tests prior to the deletion of this experiment
requirement:
1.7 Lia_uidDynan_cs and Slosh Control
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Test#1: Supply Tank Slosh Investigation
a. 75-80% Full - Receiver Tank 2 90% Full
b. 62% Full - No Liquid in Receiver Tanks
c..50% Full- Receiver Tank 1 90% Full
d. 25% Full - Receiver Tank 1 90% Full
e.25% Full-No Liquid in Receiver Tanks
Test #'2: Receiver Tank 1 Slosh Investigation
a. Nearly Full - Supply Tank 50% Full
b. Nearly Full - Supply Tank 25% Full
c. 80% Full - No Liquid in Other Tanks
d. 50% Full - No Liquid in Other Tanks
Test #3: Receiver Tank 2 Slosh Investigation
a. Nearly Full Tank - Supply Tank 80% Full
b. 75% Full - No Liquid in Other Tanks
c. 50% Full - No Liquid in Other Tanks
Table 3.2-8 provides the top level requirements for the liquid dynamics and slosh control experiments.
The ambient, low-gravity,on-orbitenvironment willinfluencethe staticorientationof the liquid,and
accelerations produced by satellite operations and specifically produced maneuvers would cause liquid
motion. The effect of the applied environments on the liquid motion, including such variables as tank
size and shape, tank fill fraction, and presence of slosh baffling would be investigated. The forces on
the tank wall resulting from the liquid motion, although small [less than 4.45 N (1 lbf) for the
maximum acceleration condition possible] have an influence that must be accounted for in maneuvering
of the spacecraft.
Table 32-8 Liquid Dynamics and Slosh Control Experiment Principal Requirements
• OBJECTIVE * DETERMINE THE LIQUID MOTION RESULTING FROM SPECIFICALLY
PlqODUCED ACCELERATION ENVIRONMENTS
• PARAMETERS BEING VARIED
- ACCELERATION LEVELS AND DIRECTION
- TIME _ERATION IS APPLIED
- LIQUID LEVEL IN THE TANK
- FILL CONDITION8 IN OTHER TANKS
• TANK GEOMETRY { THREE TANKS WILL BE "rESTED WITH LH2 )
• KEY MF.J_UREMENll REQUIRED
- TANK LJQUID QUANTITY
• I.J_UO/VAPOR I_FACE POSITION
- ACCELERATION ENVIRONMENT
The approach for slosh testing (which is our independent recommendation ) is to produce a wide range
of slosh conditions using the hydrogen stored in each of the experiment tanks at various phases of the
mission. The near zero-g environment on-orbit provides the conditions for performing these tests.
The satellite propulsion system would be used to provide the needed disturbances, such as
translations, rotations, and impulses, to cause fluid motion. Following the disturbance, the satellite
would returnto nearzcro-gand theresponseof the liquidand satellitewould be monitored.
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3.2.2 ('_h_s 1"IExnenments - A discussion of the Class 11 experiment requirements as they apply to
each of the individual ERD experiments is presented in the following paragraphs:
Tank Thermal Performance (Exz_ment Series 2.1.2.2 and 2.3_. - Thermal performance is measured
daring the operation of the mnalning tests.
Tank Pressurization (Exneriment Series 2.4) - Efficient tank Fres_on of on-orbit cryogenic
tankage is dependent on the capability of the pressurant gas in.jection to SUl_..1.y gas to the ullage.to
maintain pressure while maximizing stratification and minimizing heat aamuon to the bulk fired.
Control of tank pressure in low-g will be evaluat_ using the GH2 presstaization system for each of
the cryogenic tanks which comprise the experiment subsystem configuration. GHe will be used to
pressurize the receiver tangs only. Tests will be performed to evaluate the pressurization process for
the purpose of pressurizing tankage for liquid outflow and transfer. The performance of hydrogen and
helium pressurization will be assessed.
The supply tank will be pressurized to 68.9 kPa (10 psid) overpressure for pressurized transfers
(25%) and 13.8 kPa (2 psid) for pumped transfers (75%). In turn, the receiver tanks will be
pressurized to a 68.9 kPa (10 psid) overpressta'e condition for back-transfers to the supply tank. Of
these back-transfers, 50% will each be performed with GH2 and GHe pressurant. GHe pressurant
will not be used in the supply runic in order to avoid contamination with the condensible. Most of the
GHe receivertank back-wansferswillbe conducted towards the end of the mission forsimilarreasons.
The parameters being varied in the pressurization experiment axe Listed in Table 3.2-9.
Table 3.2-9 Tank Pressurization Experiment Principal Requirements
• OBJI[CTIVI[ - EVALUATE THE PRI[S_JRIZATT43N PROCESS WHF..FIEBY PRf.SSURANT
115INlrRQ_ INTO CRYOGENIC TANKAGE TO PROVIOE THIS FORCE (ANO
St,lSCOOIJ.MG EFFECY_ FOR TANK OUTlq.OW
• PARAMm BEING VARIED
- USE OF F.Jl14EN GH2 OR GHI[
- AMOUNT O41s'OVIF,R PIRESSUNI[ CONornoN FI_DM TANK
UTUFIATED CONDITION
-TANK PRESSURE BLQWOOWN VERSUS MAINTAINING TANK PRESSURE
OURING TANK OUTFLOW
• KEY MEASUREMEN'I_ REQUIRED
• TANK INiESSUNI[ CHANGE wrrH "rIME
. PLOWRA'i'E OF REGULATED PRESlla,IIR&NI'
. TEMPERATURE Oil 114E F.NTImmG PRImlURANT
. I'EMP_RATURE OP THE TANK UI.I.AGE
- POSrI1ON OFTHI TANK IA.LAGE
- RATE OF _ OF TANK I.I_JID _LUi
. I'NANSPlM LUI FLOW IU, TIE
The GH2 and GHe pressurization subsystem is conservatively sized so that there will be adequate
gaseous pressurant available on-orbit to provide pressurant for the entire COLD-SAT mission. Many
of the key measurements required will be used for on-orbit system monitoring, control, and pressurant
quantity use calculations. The others will be used for correlating with analytical models for purposes
of la'edicting lm_ssurant performance and use.
The tank pressurization experiment is comprised of the following individual tests:
2.4 Tank Pressurizationwith Gaseous Hvdroeen and Gaseous Helium
Test #1: Pressurize Supply Tank with GH2
Test #2: Pressurize Receiver Tank 1 with GH2
Test #3: Pressurize Receiver Tank 2 with GH2
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Test #4: Pressurize Receiver Tank 1 with GHe
Test #5: Press_ Recover Tank 2 with GHe
Liouid Settlin_ Direct Liouid Outflow (Experiment Sed¢_ 2.5a) - Table 3.2-10 shows the top level
requirements f-or this expciSn_nt. Receiver tank 2 (which does not have a LAD) expulsion using Iow-
g acceleration to settle and orient the liquid while it is drained will be assessed. Settling characteristics,
quality of required vapor-free liquid expelled and liquid residuals resulting when vapor carryover
predominates will form a part of the test objectives. Receiver tank 2 is configured with a simple plate
baffle at the outlet to prevent suction dip and intrusion of vapor into the outflow stream until the tank is
depleted. Tank residuals may be on the order of 5%.
Table 32-10 Liquid Settling Direct Liquid Outflow Experiment Principal Requirements
• OBJECTIVE - INVESTIGATE TANK EXPULSION USING A LOW-G ACCELERATION
TO SETTLE AND ORIENT THE LIQUID AS IT IS DRAINED
• PARAMETERS BEING VARIED
- MAGNn'UOE OF INITIAL SETTLING ACCELERATION
- MAGNITUDE OF ACCELERATION MAINTAINED 0URING OUTFLOW
. OUTFLOW RATE BEING MAINTAINED DURING EXPULSION
• KEY MEASUREMENTS REQUIRED
- ACCELEFIATION ENVIRONMENT
• UQUIDNAPOR INTERFACE POSITION
- TRANSFER LINE FLOWRATE
The parameters being varied include the settling acceleration, acceleration being maintained during
outflow, and the outflow rate during which vapor-free liquid is obtained during the expulsion. It is
intended to make liquid/vapor position measurements so that the liquid/vapor interface may be
determined and characterized with respect to the quality of the expelled liquid. In addition, expulsion
flow rates will be noted at which times vapor is identified in the outflowing liquid.
The liquid serding direct liquid outflow experiment is comprised of the following individual tests:
2.5a Low-G Direct Liouid Outflow with Liquid Settling
Test #1: Receiver Tank 2 Outflow with Settling Via Baffled Oudet Using High Acceleration
(1.4E-04) Initial Settling Maintained During Outflow
Test #'2: Receiver Tank 2 Outflow with Settling Via Baffled Oudet High Acceleration (1.4E-04)
Initial Settling Reduced to Medium Acceleration (4.7E-05) During Outflow
Test #3: Receiver Tank 2 Outflow with Settling Via Baffled Outlet
Intermediate Acceleration (4.7E-05) Initial Settling Maintained During Outflow
Liouid Settlin_ Vented Fill (Experiment Series 2.5b_ - Table 3.2.11 provides the top level requirements
for tank vented fill experiments under settled conditions. Filling of a cold-empty or refill of a partially-
full cryogenic tank in low-g poses many challenges. Techniques which use liquid setting combined
with vapor venting will be assessed. The fill is accomplished under a settling acceleration to
accumulate liquid at the inlet end and vapor at the vent end. This separation attempts to preferentially
orient vapor so that it can be vented to control the tank pressure during the filling process while
minimizing liquid carryover exiting through the vent.
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Table 32-11 Liquid Settling Vented Fill Experiment Principal Requironents
• _. INVliST;QATIE'rHll VlDCTED FlU. PfIOCESS WI_H USgS b_UIO
8&'TTI3NQ FOIl U AN EMPTY TANK All Wm I All FOR TANK TOP-OF1r
• @AR,UfTIEB BIDNQ VARIED
. IIAGMlIJIH Olr s_r'II.JNG ACCm.ERATION
. FIATli AT IMHIIICHVAIPQFI IB VENTID
. RAll[ AT WtlICH LIQUID IS IN1TIOOUCIW INTO THE TANK
• ICEY_ Iqli_,lmED
. ,t_'CEL/mATION _
. _AI_R mTImFACt
• _ UNE FLOtWIATE
• TANK VENY lINE 1T.MPImATURE
. TANK VID_ L/NE I.JQUIDSliNSO#!
. VENT _ FLOW RATE
A couple of different options have been identified with which to perform the vented fill process. The
firstwould be to vent during the Rllwith the intentof venting vapor only. Since flightweight tanks
am designed for low pmssttm operation,itwould be important tobalance theinflow rateand the vent
ratein order tooptimize theprocess and controlthe thermodynamics involved in vapor generationas
the process isbeing accomplished. A problem inherentwith thismethod isthelikelihoodof venting
liquidat the same time due to the filldynamics when liquidisflowing into the tank. The second
approach considers interrnittentfilland venting stepsaccompanied by settlingmaneuvers to insure
vapor venting only. This could be accomplished by venting when the tank pressure levelreaches a
criticalvalue.
The parameters being variedin the experiment and the key measurements required are alsolistedin
Table 3.2-11. Using thevarious techniquesdescribedand the tank and fluidconditionsspecified,the
abilitytoRll thereceivertankstoacceptablelevelswithout loosingexcessiveliquidoverboard through
the open ventwillbe addressedin thisseriesof tests.
The liquid settling vented fill experiment is comprised of the foLlowing individual tests:
2.5b Low-G Vented Fill with Liauid Settlin_
Test #1: Receiver Tank IVented FLU Using High SettlingAccelexation(1.4E-04)
Test #2: Receiver Tank 1 Vented FillUsing Medium SettlingAcceleration(4.7E-05)
Test #3: Receiver Tank 2 Vented Fdl Using High SettlingAcceleration(1.4E-04)
Test#4: Receiver Tank 2 Vented FillUsing Medium SettlingAcceleration(4.7E-05)
Test#5: Receiver Tank 2 Vented HillUsing CHX Subcooling
Test #6: Receiver Tank 1 50% FullTopoffUsing High SettlingAcceleration(1.4E-04)
Liquid Settlin_ Vavor Ventin_ (Exveriment Series 2.5c) - Table 3.2-12 shows the top level
requirements for the tank vapor venting experiment under settled liquid conditions. Controlling
cryogenic tank pressure on-orbit using vapor venting is a process that will be assessed by this series of
tests.Settlingaccelerationsam requiredtoattempttoorientthe liquidto the outletend while collecting
the vapor atthe vent end. Opening the tank vent willallow some of thecontents to be vented with a
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goal to minimi_e the amount of liquid lost overboard. The process of reducing the tank pressure is
complicated by the thermodynamics of the tank fluid at or close to the saturated condition of the liquid.
Table 32-12 Liquid Settling Vapor Venting Experiment Principal Requirements
• OikJEC'nVE. INVESTIGATE THE CAPABIU'rY TO g|OUC| TANK
PRESSURE BY VENTING VAPQFI USING UQUID SETTUNG
• PARAM_ 81EINQ VARIED
• THERMODYNAMIC CONOITION OF THE ULLAGE
• VBCl"ING GH2 OR GHo
- TANK GEOMETRY
• RATE OF ULLAGE VENTING
• KEY MEASUREMENTS REQUIRED
• ACC|LERATION ENVIRONMENT
• TANK PRESSURE
- ULLAGE TEMPERATURE
- UQUID/VAPQR INTERFACE POSITION
- TANK VENT LINE TEMPERATURE
- TANK viper1"LiNE LIQUID SENSOR
- VID¢T LINE FLOW RATE
A possible implication is the reduced pressure when venting that could possibly cause bulk boiling in
the rank with the possibility of subsequent loss of liquid out the vent. The reduced pressure which
promotes boiling of the liquid will cause turbulence at the liquid/vapor interface and generation of
additional vapor to be vented. These are all undesirable conditions for optimal vapor venting process
performance, and an attempt will be made to understand and reduce their effects on the process.
The thermodynamic conditions of the tank bulk fluid and ullage (pressure and temperatures) will be
measured to characterize the venting process in terms of the quality of vented fluid for the conditions
being varied. Vent line flow rates and fluid quality sensors will be used to make measurements for
controlling the vent flow during the experiments. The parameters being varied and the key
measurements for monitoring and process characterization are listed in Table 3.2-12.
The liquid settling venting experiment is comprised of the following individual tests:
2.5c Low-G Venting with Liouid Settlinff
Test #1: Receiver Tank 1 Superheated GH2 Ullage Venting
Test #'2: Receiver Tank 2 Superheated GI-I2 Ullage Venting
Test #3: Supply Tank Superheated GI-12 Ullage Venting
LAD Performance (Exoeriment Series 2.6) - Table 3.2-13 provides the top level requirements for the
LAD performance experiments. The supply tank and receiver tank 1 both contain total communication
liquid acquisition devices which will be used to provide for vapor-free outflow from the tanks to
support various experiment set objectives. This series of tests will characterize the performance of
these devices over a wide range of nominal and off-nominal operational conditions in order to verify
vapor-free operation, as well as acceptable expulsion efficiency where screen breakdown occurs ( less
than 1% of the tank volume preferably).
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Table 3.2-13 LAD Performance _nt Principal Requirements
I
. OBJEGIWE - INVIEfI1GATE THE CAPAilIUTY OF 3UPlq.Y AND RECM/VER TANK 1
LAD'S TO PftOVlGE VAPOR FREE LIQUID UNGER VARIED OIqERATING CONOITIOI_
14CLUiXlm DlrrERMImm ExIqJI.._ON EFFICtlINCaES
• PARAIdETIEIm m V_
. LAD OESlQN ( TWO OEVlC_ WILL SE 11ESllm )
. ,tCCiLENATION ENVlgONOJENT
. UQUID pGernoN ( Brr_T vS wolwlr CASlE)
- I.AD OUIlq.OW RAllE8
• KIEYVS.Ia_IRIEME_lm_
. AGCID.ERATION ENVIRONMENT
- UQUIONAP(_ INllmTAClE POSmON
• TR,Id48FER LINE FLOW RATES
. TRAI_FER LINE FLOW IdlrlrER QUALIFY tNOIGATION
.KEY_REOUmF.D-EXPUI.SiONEFFICIMNCY
• TRNiSFER LINE FLOW _ QUNJTY tNOICATION
.1'V8 FLOW RATll
. TANK FI.UIO TEMPERATURE
- TANK PRF,.qSURIE
i i
The paramcmrs being varied include examination of two different LAD designs, one in the COLD-SAT
supply tank and the other in receiver tank 1 (receiver tank 2 does not have a LAD, only a baffle
device). The acceleration level and direction will be varied to impose best and worst case liquid
orientations on the device channels while providing for vapor-free liquid acquisition and high
expulsion eff_encies. Measta'cmcnts to chara_ the process and to provide for a higher level of
understanding include acceleration, fluid pressure and t_mperattum states, LAD tempm'aturcs, and
transfer line fluid flow and quality measurements. These measurements will allow for determining
conditions at which vapor-fr_ liquid can be expelled for given LAD design configurations.
The LAD performance experiment is comprised of the following individual tests:
2.6 Liouid Acauisition Device Performance in Low-G
Test
Test
Test
Test
Tes_
Test
Test
Test
Test
#1: Supply Tank LAD Outflow Under Nominal Low-g Conditions
#2: Supply Tank LAD Outflow With Liquid Settling to the Vent End (-4.7E-05)
#3: Supply Tank LAD Outflow With Liquid Settling to the Outlet End (4.7E-05)
#4: Receiver Tank 1 LAD Outflow Under Nominal Low-g Conditions
#5: Receiver Tank I LAD Outflow With Liquid Settling to the Vent End (-4.TE-05)
#6: Receiver Tank 1 LAD Outflow With Liquid Settling to the Outlet End (4.7E-05)
#7: Receiver Tank 1 LAD Expulsion
#8: Supply Tank LAD Expulsion Efficiency
#9: Receiver Tank 1 LAD Expulsion Under Settled Acceleration (1.4E-04)
Transfer Line Chilldown (Exveriment Series 2.7_ - Table 3.2-14 provides the top level requirements
for the transfer line chilldown experiments. Transfer line chilldown is a precursor to the
filling_flRing of tankage on-orbit. Proper line chilldown is essential to the efficient filling of tankage
to high fill levels because thermally subcooled liquid is desired with which to fill a tank. The process
of removing energy from the line involves optimizing the heat transfer between the chiUdown fluid (
both liquid and vapor ) and the line wall and other associated internal/external plumbing, hardware,
components and structure so that the efficiency of the chilldown fluid is utilized to the maximum.
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Table 32-14 Transfer Line Chilldawn Experiment Principal Requirements
• OBJECTIVE . INVESTIGATIE THE TRANSFE_ LINE CHILLDOWN PROCESS
ASSOCIATED WITH REMOVING HEAT FROM THE TRANSFER UNIi SYSTEM BY
HIEAT 71:IANSFF.R BETWEEN THE CHILLDOWN FLUID ( BOTH LIQUID AND VAPOR )
AND THE _ LINE BULK MAML THE PROCE88 WILL BE CHARACTERIZED
FOR FLUID UT11.J2AllON_.FFICIENCY.
• PARAMETERS BEING VARIED
. mm,_. #'r,tm',_ T_mATUm OF THE :usm; um SYST_
. CHLLDOWN FLUID THERMOOYNAMIC CONOITION8
• KEY MEJk_LIRF.MENTS REQUIRED
- TRANSFER LINE TEMPF.RATURE PROFILE
• PRESSURE AND FLUID TEMPERATURE OF TANK PROVIOING THE
CHR.LDOWN FLUID
- TRANSFER LINE PRESSURES
Transfer line chiUdown will be investigated and demonstrated during this experiment. Optimization of
the process (limiting the fluid used while maximizing the beat transfer ) is an issue which will be
addressed. But, also important as a Class IT objective, is to provide the initial conditions for the filling
experiments. ChiUdown from initially warm conditions to various degrees of initially cold conditions
will be accomplished.
The thermodynamic conditions of the chilldown fluid introduced into the lines will be varied as
conditions permit and the ini_d thermal states of the transfer line hardware including valves, lines, etc.
willbe measured to the extent possible with the instrumentation employed. Temperature profiles in the
transfer Unc systems will be measured as will the pressure responses. The parameters being varied
an d the key measurements are also listed in Table 3.2-14.
The transfer line chilldown experiment is comprised of the following individual tests:
2.7 Transfer Line Chilldown in Low - G
Test #h Transfer Line Chilldown
Test #2: Combined Transfer Line and Tank Chilldown
Control of Liouid Thermodynamic State (Experiment Series 2.8) - Table 3.2-15 shows the top level
requirements _'orthe controlof liquidthermodynamic stateexperiments.This seriesof experiments
addresses the control of liquid subcooling during outflow using techniques other than tank
pressurization.The outletof the supply tank isprovided with a configurationthatallows the fluidto
pass through a compact heatexchanger (CHX) which provides 1.4K (2.5R) of liquidsubcooling for
a maximum recireulationflow of 50 kg/hr (110 Ib/hr).A high boiloffram [up to 1.45 kg/hr (3.2
Ib/hr)]isutilizedtoperform thisfunction,however tankpressurization(and associatedenergy inputto
thetank )isnot required.
Some of the data taken from this experiment will be used to characterize the compact heat exchanger
(CHX) performance since numerous warm and cold side heat exchanger temperature and pressure
measurements will be taken and compared to the thermal performance achieved in the tank in terms of
the fluid thermodynamic conditions. The use of the CHX is the quickest method for removing heat
from the tank other than possibly venting down the pressure which imposes demanding propulsive
requirements for liquid settling. The results of using the CI=IX for thermal subcooling of the liquid
before liquid transfer will be compared to those obtained for thermodynamically-subcooled liquid
(pressurization).
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Table 3.2-15 Control of I.Acluid Thermodynamic State Experiment Principal Requirements
• OBJECTIVE - USING A _./PWLY TANK OUTLET SUIIOOOLEN ( COMPACT HEAT
EXCHANGER ), CltlAJULClrlDqlzIETHE CAPABILJI'Y TO PAOVlDE SINGLE PHASE
Um OUR_ L_UW _ _ COMPARE N_ULT3 M1H 8UICO_U_G
PNOVIDED BV TANK I=_IUim, IP.U_TICN.
• PJtflAMETEnB BEING VARIED
- mJBCOOLEW COLD SID| FLUm FLOW RATIE
- mJBCQQLEH WARM SIDE FLUID FLOW HAllE
• KEY _ REQUIRED
- 8UBCO(X.F.R WARM SIDE TEMPERATUNIUI AND PRESSUFIIm
- 8UBCOOLEiq WARM SIDE DELTA-PflFJSURE
.8UBCOOLER COLD SIDLETEMPERATURES AND PflESSURE8
- 8UBCOOLER WARM S_OEFLUID FLOW RATE
- SUBCOOLER COLD SIDLEFLOW RATE
• 8UImlq.Y TANK OUTFLOW FLUID TEMPERATURE
The controlof liquidthm_aodynami¢ stateexpead.mcmtiscomprised of thefollowingindividualtests:
2.8 Controlof Liouid Thermodynamic StateDuring,Outflow
Test #I: Supply Tank Subcoolcd Outflow Compact Heat F_.xchangcr(CHX) Low Flow
Test #2: Supply Tank Subcoolcd Outflow Compact Heat Exchanger (CHX) High Flow
Liouid Dumvinu (Exveriment Series2.9)-In certainsituationsthe contentsof a cryogenic tank must
be iapidlydfiml_xLoverboard inorder to safethe system. A finaldumping of the remaining contents
of receivertank2 at the end of the mission willbe accomplished todetermine the effectivenessof the
dumping technique..Approximately 50% of the rankvolume inliquidwillbe allocatedforthedumping
experiment inreceivertank 2. This tank does not containa LAD and no Sottli/Igaccelerationswillbe
provided toaid the process,thusa worst case conditionwillbc examined using tank pressurizationfor
the expulsion driver. Table 3.2-16 provides the top level requirements for the liquiddumping
CX_C1_L
Liquid and vapor willbe outflowed, with no regard to the qualityof the expelled fluid.When thc
outflow rateand tankpressurehave dropped tonear zero,expulsionwillbe consideredto be complcze.
Subsequent tank lock-up and monitoring of pressure and temperature and the TVS flowrate for
ventingwilldetermine theamount of fluidremaining inthe tankfollowingthedump process.
Table 3.2-16 Liquid Dumping Experiment Principal Requixements
• OBJEI_rIvE - INVE3YIGATIE THE PRQCIWS OF P.APlOTANK DUMPING
• WARAME111/m BEING VARIEO
• NONE (ONIE_slr}
• KEV MEASURIU/LMll REQUIRED
. T&NK TEMPlERATUR| ANO PRE3,qURE PROIqLE
. Iq_F.SSUIqAKI"QUANTITY USED
• 11ME TO ACCOMPI._ THE DUMP
- _DUAL_ I.EF'r IN THIE TANK
Advanced Instrumentation for Crvo in Low-G (Exveriment Series 2. I0) - Advanced instrumentation
for cryogenic usage has not been sufficiently developed as of this report. Sufficient capacity is
reserved to incorporate sensors as they are developed.
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3.3 Exneriment Definition - The following paragraphs contain descriptions and a definition of the
COLD-SAT experiments and the processes associated with each experiment by ERD.
Tank F_essure Control _ERD 1.1 and 1.2) - The experiment processes to be studied in ERD 1.1 and
1.2 include thermal stratification and pressure rise, mixing, passive pressure control, and active
pressure control. A definition and description of the experimental configuration (hardware) related to
the processes being examined is presented as well, with schemaac representations.
Stratification and Pressure Rise - The pressure in a cryogenic tank will rise ff thermal energy is added
to the tank. The rate of Fressurization is influenced by the rate of heat addition, the fill level of the
tank, and the degree of thermal stradficaaon in the tank. Thermal swadfication is important because a
warm liquid layer adjacent to the ullage will impose its vapor pressure on the ullage, thereby raising the
tank pressure above the value it would have if the tank contents were mixed. In the presence of an
acceleration field, warm liquid will move to the surface while colder Liquid will move to the bottom of
the tank, resulting in thermal stratification along the acceleration axis. Acceleration level is a significant
factor in the development of the thermal swam_icarion because the buoyant movement of liquid is
dependent on acceleration. In the absence of an acceleration field, however, thermal stratification can
s_ll develop due to thermal transients, non-uniform heating, or fluid transfer operations such as filling
or venting.
The expansion of the warming liquid (same mass, lower density) also affects stratification by
performing work on the ullage, resulting in a pressure rise. Work on the ullage raises the ullage
temperature due to compression which in turn increases the heat transfer rate at the liquid/vapor
interface, thereby raising the temperature of the liquid near the surface. Localized heating of the ullage
has the same effect on heat and mass transfer at the interface and on the pressure rise characteristics in
response to this phenomenon.
Acceleration level can influence direct ullage heating and the thermodynamics at the liquid/vapor
_nterface by affecting the shape of the liquid/vapor interface. In a low-g environment, the meniscus of
a wetting liquid may completely surround the ullage, thereby preventing direct heating of the ullage
from the tank wall and heating only the liquid. The magnitude of the wall heating rate influences
hearing of the liquid and the pressure rise in the tank. Low-g values will cause small buoyancy effects
in the liquid that will be gravity and tank geometry dependent. In this case, heat transfer in the liquid
could occur by liquid conduction if no gravity environment exists for buoyant thermal stratification.
Buoyancy will be diminished in the extreme low-g case. The formation of the warm liquid layer
adjacent to and possibly surrounding the ullage as a consequence of these low-g effects are some of the
physical processes to be studied in the stratification and pressure rise experiments.
- Mixing reduces the pressure in the tank by destratifying the fluid contents to a saturated two=
phase condition. Mixing is accomplished by pumping liquid from the tank and injecting the liquid
back into the tank with a jet nozzle. The effect of injecting the liquid into the tank is to impart motion
to the bulk liquid which disperses the warm liquid layer. The liquid adjacent to the ullage is cooled as
the liquid is mixed, causing condensation from the warmer ullage to the L/V interface and to the liquid.
This process results in tank pressure decay. The process is complete when the tank contents reach a
homogeneous saturated state. The tank pressure reaches a minimum value when the two-phase
conditions are achieved. Further mixing does not cause any further reduction in pressure and may
raise the tank pressure because energy, in the form of work, is added to the tank during mixing. The
physical processes to be studied include the elimination of thermal stratification in the tank mixing
experiments.
Passive Pressure Control - The pressure in a cryogenic tank will rise if thermal energy is added to the
tank and the tank is not vented. It is desirable to vent gas from a tank to minimize the mass of vented
fluid. In an environment with a relatively large acceleration field, such as on the Earth's surface or on
a thrusting rocket, the position of the ullage is known and gas can be easily vented. In a Iow-g
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environment, however, the positionof the ullagemay not be known and itmay be impossible tovent
gas directly fi'om the tank. This difficulty can be overcome with a Thermodynamic Vent System
(TVS). A TVS takes advantage of the fact that it is possible to position or locate Liquid in a Iow-g
environment by using a LAD so that liquid can usually be withdrawn fi'om the tank when it may be
difficult to withdraw gas. A TVS functions by using liquid withdrawn from the tank LAD and passing
the I/quid through a Joule-Thomson (J-T) expander. The J-T expander causes flashing of the liquid,
which reduces the liquid's pressure and temperature. The two-phase fluid downstream of the $-T
expander is muted through a heat exchanger in contact with the bulk liquid. Since the bulk liquid is
warmer than the two-phase fluid in the TVS I-IX, heat is transferred from the bulk liquid to the two-
phase fluid. Heat transfer causes boiling in the two-phase HX side, and boiling continues until ali
liquid has evaporated. The gas may then be vented overboard. The J-T expander, heat exchanger, and
control components comprise the TVS. It should be noted that a LAD is not required to operate a
TVS. Without a LAD, liquid or vapor could enter the TVS. Since the intent of a "INS is to vent vapor
from the tank, the ingestion of vapor would not degrade TVS operation. Operating a TVS without a
LAD would, however, require some form of J-T expander control to accommodate the different flow
conditions. A LAD assures relatively constant inlet conditions to the TVS and permits a simpler J-T
expander design.
TVS venting is similar to direct venting of the ullage, with the exception that the pressure of the vented
TVS HX gas islower. The TVS gas can be used to reduce heat leak tothe bulk liquidifitismuted
priorto venting through a heat exchanger surroundingthe pressurevessel.The vented gas issensibly
heated in the Vapor-Cooled Shield (VCS), and the thermal energy is transported out of the system by
the vent flow_ A properly positioned and designed VCS can reduce the heat leak to an LH2 tank
by 50% if conduction or convection are the dominant modes of heat wansfer to the tank. The heat leak
can be reduced further if radiation heat transfer dominates. Passive pressure conu'oi refers to the use
of a wall or LAD-mounted TVS to control tank pressure. The thermal performance of a passive TVS
is controlled by free convection heat transfer in the bulk fluid and two-phase heat transfer in the TVS,
neither of which is well understood in a low-g environment. The thermal performance of a passive
TVS and VCS is the physical process to be studied in the passive pressure control experiments.
Active Pressure Control - Active pressure control is similar to passive pressure control except that the
heat exchanger is not attached to the tank wall or LAD. The heat exchanger is a separate component
through which the bulk liquid and two phase fluid flow. In the case of the COLD-SAT experiment, a
Compact Heat Exchanger (CHX) will be used for active pressure control experimentation. There is
forced convection heat transfer on both sides of the heat exchanger, and it should be capable of
transferring more heat per unit area than the wall mounted heat exchangers. A pump must be included
in the bulk liquid flow leg to force the liquid through the CHX. The thermal performance of the CH.X
is the physical process to be studied in the active pressure control experiments.
Exverimental Confi_,uration - A schematic of the supply tank is shown in Figure 3.3-1, which
ilh/strates the principal components used in the stratification, mixing, and pressure control
experiments. Not included in the schematic are flow control valves, unused flow legs, the LAD, radial
jets, or insu'amentation. The supply tank has an LAD which delivers liquid to the tank outlet. Flow
legs branch off the outlet line to a J-T expander or a pump. Flow through the J-T expander branches
to either the TVS heat exchanger attached to the LAD or the CHX. The TVS flow passes through the
VCS and is vented after it exits the VCS heat exchanger. The CHX flow is vented after leaving the
heat exchanger. Flow through the pump passes through the CHX and is injected into the tank through
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Figure 3.3-1 Pressure Control Principal Components (Supply Tank)
an axial jet or several radial jets. Thermal energy is supplied to the tank by wall heaters externally
mounted to the pressure vessel.
Thermal stratification will be induced by turning off the TVS and CHX, controlling the acceleration to
some predetermined value and direction, and activating tank wall heaters. The only components
involved in establishing the thermal stratification are the wall heaters. Figure 3.3-2 illustrates the
acceleration direction and magnitude for the stratification tests. The liquid orientation with background
acceleration is shown as arbitrary because the direction of the very small acceleration will vary and may
rotate around the tank several times during a test.
Wall Heaters Provide Heat Flux Input
Q
a) Background b) Medium Thrust c) High Thrust
Figure 3.3-2 Accelerations for Stratification Testing
Acceleration
ol
The mixing tests arc performed after the liquid in the tank has been thermally stratified The liquid in
the tank is mixed by withdrawing liquid from the tank, pumping it through the inactive CHX, and
injecting the liquid into the tank with the axial or radial jets. The CHX is inactive when there is no
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flow through the two-phase side and there is no cooling of the liquid. Flowrate throu .gh the system is
controlled by the variable speed pump. Routing of the flow through axial or radial jets is controlled by
latching valves. Heat flux is controlled to the tank during these tests with the tank wall heaters. Figure
3.3-3 i]lusuates the flow path for the axial mixing tests.
Q
Wall
Heaters
Figure 33-3 Axial Mixing Flow Path Used for Mixing Tests
The passive pressure control experiments use the LAD mounted heat exchanger to remove heat from
the tank. Liquid is withdrawn from the LAD, throttled through the I-T expander, routed through the
heat exchanger and VCS, and vented overboard. TVS flow is controlled by several flow control
orifices which are selected by latching valves. Valve operation is conu'oUed by tank pressure. These
tests are usually performed without the mixer, but some tests do use the mixer. Figure 3.3-4 shows
the flow paths for the passive pressure control experiments with and without the mixer, including the
tank heating with the tank wall heaters. The pressure control experiments in the receiver tanks arc
similar to the experiments in the supply tank without the mixer and without inducing stratification.
The active pressure control experiments use the CHX and the pump m withdraw liquid from the rank,
cool the liquid in the a-IX, and inject the liquid into the tank with the axial jet.. Figure 3.3-5 shows the
flow path for the active pressure control experiments with and without the nuxer, including the tank
heating with the tank wall heaters. CI-IX flow is cOntrolled by several flow control orifices which are
selected by latching valves. Liquid side flow control is accomplished by varying the speed of the
pump.
Tank Chilldown (ERD 1.3_-The uitirnatepurpose of thetankchilldown experiment isto investigate
thetank chilldown processassociatedwith removing heatfrom thetank system by heattransferfrom
the tank wall to the chiUdown fluid. The process will be characterized by performing a multitude of
tests designed to evaluate various methods of chilldown with different spray systems and a tank wall
heat exchanger in order to assess time utilization and fluid efficienc.y. These processes will be
evaluated as functions of spray system selection, spray system sequencing, flow rates, acceleration,
subcooling, tank mass-to-volume (M/V) ratio, tank area-to-volume (A/V) ratio, and venting
methodologies. Optimal methods for ¢fficiendy and quickl, y chilling down a warm .c_'y?genic tank will
be identified. The results of the tests will be correlated ,,vsth analytical models and emsung dam.
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a) Without Mixer b) With Mixer
Figure 33-4 Passive Pressure Control Flow Paths for the TVS l-IX and Mixer
Figure 33-5 Active Pressure Control Flow Paths
Tank chilldown is a precursor to the filling of an initially warm depleted subcritical cryogenic system in
the space environment (on-orbit). Proper tank chilldown is essential to the efficient filling of tankage
to high f'fll levels (generally 90-95%). The process of removing energy from the system involves
optimizing the heat transfer between the chilldown fluid (both liquid and vapor) and the tank wall and
other associated internal/external plumbing, hardware and structure. The processes pertinent to tank
chilldown will be investigated and demonstrated in the two COLD-SAT receiver tanks. Optimization
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of the process (limiting the fluid used and time for chilldown while maximizing the heat transfer) is an
important issue which will be addressed and evaluated. The amount of chilldown _ as well as the
time required to achieve the desired predetmmined "target" temperature will be determined for various
chflldown scenarios involving the use of the spray systems and tank wall heat exchangers.
The "target" temperature is a threshold condition (may be a range of temperatures for different fills)
which allows for proper tank filling to proceed without overcooling the tank during chiUdown. If the
tank temperature is chilled down to a temperature which is too warm, an unopfimized fill may result,
with the chance that the maxlmnm tank pressure may be attained before the tank is fully cooled and
filled to the final fill level For this condition, pressure control may be difficult and result in
intermediate venting steps with unwanted fluid loss. Chilldown to a temperature which is lower than
necessary results in an excessive and inefficient use of _ for cooling, but may enhance the
subsequent filling process.
The experiment processes to be studied in ERD 1.3 include spray system chilldown and tank
chilldown via the tank wall-mounted heat exchanger. A definition and description of the experimental
configuration (hardware) related to the processes being examined is presented as well, along with
schematic hardware representations of the systems being used.
_prav System Chilldown - The spray chilldown process involves the introduction of chilldown fluid
into the rank via one or more of the spray nozzle systems. The spray systems function to initiate fluid
injection and motion for the purpose of putting the cold fluid in contact with the warm rank wail and
the associated tank internal hardware, and for inducing thermodynamic mixing between liquid and
vapor, lAquid spray droplet patterns are introduced at saturated fluid enthalpies with kinetic energy
which is ulfinmmly converted to a higher internal energy state during the process of heat transfer from
the tank wall to the fluid. The available spray nozzle systems impart a variety of fluid motions in
different regions of the tank that persist for finite periods of time. The internal hardware may interfere
with fluid motions, patterns, and the time that fluid motion persists.
With the goal in mind to reduce the fluid consumption and time for the chilldown process to occur, a
unique "charge-hold-vent" procedure has been adopted for this purpose. Each of a number of charge-
hold-vent cycles is characterized so that only an appropriate amount of charge mass is admitted to a
receiver tank, allowing maximum utilization of its available cooling (within time constraints) before
venting overboard. The entire chilldown process is assumed to start from an initial tank temperature
and finish when the tank temperature reaches the target temperature. The vent stage pressure drop is
another parameter that controls the process since the number of vent stages for a given cycle varies. A
smaller vent stage pressure drop will better utilize isentropic cooling of the gas and require less
chilldown fluid, but an increase in the number of vent stages and the chilldown time will be realized.
Larger vent stage lnessure drops will substantially reduce the chiLldown process time and only slightly
increase the fluid demand for an equivalent chilldown process. This latter approach will be adopted for
COLD-SAT since the time limitation imposed with multiple vent stages poses more of an impact than
the fluid usage.
Initially, a charge mass of liquid and/or liquid droplets will be admitted into one of the evacuated
receiver tanks. The tanks will be evacuated by means of the back-pressure and free vent systems to
drop the tank pressure down to a space vacuum. At this time, processes such as fluid dynamic
splattering, liquid flashing, film boiling, vapor and liquid heating, etc. will occur simultaneously or
independently. The initial flashing process to a sanumed vapor occurs relatively rapidly.as long as the
saturation pressure of the fluid is higher than the tank pressure. If the charge mass _s small, then
considerable film boiling will contribute to the increase in tank pressure in addition to the flashing.
This process involves transient convective heat transfer between the resulting saturated vapor fluid
state (liquid vaporized) and the tank wall. For free convection, the process is relatively slow,
however, if a persisting fluid motion is induced, forced convection between the vapor and the rank
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wail will result and chilldown will occur more rapidly. The chflldown time may be reduced many
times that for free convection.
The performance of the spray chilldown process can be altered by injecting fluid at different rates and
through different nozzle systems. The thrust of the spray system chilldown experiments will be to
examine diffe_nt methods to accomplish receiv_ tank chilldown of scaled model tanks that in mrn
may be scaled to larger and furl-scale flight tanks. Optimal methods will be identified through careful
characterization of the COLD-SAT receiv_ tank chiUdown tests.
Tank Wall Heat Exchanger (HX3 Chilldown -An altcrnammethod to chilldown of cryogenicpressure
vesselsinvolvesthemudng of cold chilldownliquidthrough thetank'sTVS tank wall heatexchanger.
The process isperformed by admitting higher pressure liquidinto the tank wall heat exchanger
downstream of and bypassing theJ-T expansion valve and allowing thisfluidtoabsorb heat from the
tank wail. The chilldown fluidwillcontinuallyflashas itflows through the heat exchanger while
dropping to a lower pressure.The flashingof thechflldown fluideffectivelyrestrictsheatexchanger
flow causing a self-regulatingcriticalflow situationto exist.Flashing willcontinue allof the way
down to the targettemperature with the HX flow rateincreasing as the tank wall temperature is
reduced. Since the range of tank wall temperatures during chflldown arc much higher than the
saturationtemperatureof thechilldown fluidand because theflow willbe restrictedue toflashing,the
fluidshould fullyvaporize and bc efficiendyutilizedin thisprocess. High heattransferratesfrom the
tank wall to the HX and the chflldown fluidare anticipatedto effectivelyincrease the forced heat
transfercoefficientand theram of tankwallcooling. When expelledfrom the heatexchanger, thefluid
willwarm to a superheatedvapor conditionator near the tank temperature. Since the process isself-
regulating,the time for chilldown is unknown untila testdemonstrates the performance. The
crnployment of thischilldownmethod may pose difficultyinchillingthe internalhardware down tothe
targettcmpermurc.
Exoeriment Confi_'urarion- The two receivertanks willbe configured with various spray systems
which willbe usedindividuallyand incombination tooptimize and assessthe chilldown process from
the standpointof liquidmass consumpdo'n and operationaldine requirements. Numerous parameters
willbe controlledso thattheireffectson theprocess may be examined. A chilldown testwillalsobc
performed using the tank wall heatexchanger and introducingchilldown fluiddirectlyintothe tank
through the inlet/outletport. This testwill be performed as a process demonstration so that
comparisons can be made with the various spray techniques. Dcscripuons of the receivertank test
configurations arc presented below. Figures 3.3-6 and 3.3-7 illustratethe experiment system
schematicsand theirassociatedhardware forreceivertank 1 and receivertank 2,respectively.
A description of the receiver tank spray systems and the alternate method of introducing chilldown
fluid into a tank wall heat exchanger is discussed below. The series of individual tests in this
experiment are designed to collectively characterize the chilldown processes for use of the spray
systems and wall-mounted heat exchanger. Parameters that affect the chilldown process will bc varied
parametrically in an attempt to quantify their effects. Appropriate measurements will be made that
allow the quantitative assessment of the processes to be performed.
Receiver Tank 1 - This tank originally had a tangential spray system which was deleted by customer
technical direction since it was felt that the motion of the spray tangential to the tank wall would be
interrupted by the LAD. In its place, a circumferential spray system with six nozzles has been
provided to promote forced fluid contact with the tank wall. Since this tank is only chilled down from
ambient temperature once, with subsequent chilldowns starting at an initially cold condition, creating
persistent fluid motion with this system is not that great an experimental driver. A single axial nozzle
has been designed into this tank to provide for internal mixing in the center of the tank. A radial spray
system has not been incorporated into this tank because it would interfere with the objectives of the
singleaxialspray which representsa radialnozzleina full-scaletank. Flow controlof the axialnozzle
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consists of low and nominal flow rate orifices in parallel with each Oe .gs) other so that a total of three
are possible. The third "high" flow rate is obtained by operanng both legs in tandem. The
Chcmnfelcmial
Spray
Axial Spray
Transfer Line
Figure 3.3-6 Hardware Schematic of Receiver Tank 1 for ChiUdown
Tank
WaUI-Ie_
Exchanger
Baffle
N.Oo
T_sfer Line
Figure 3.3-7 Schematic of Receiver Tank 2for Chilldown
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cixcumfcz_ntial nozzle system Im:)vides a full maximum flow rate capability dictated by the supply tank
presstm_ and transfer line characteristics. It is operated by opening either eiectrically-acmat_ valve for
a full flow condition. Nozzles selected for this configuration are selected to dictate the small droplet
size charactm'istics required of this system.
Unlike receiver tank 2, receiver tank 1 does not have a tank wall-mounted heater for thermal
conditioning at the start of chilldown. The initial temperature conditions at the start of chilldown for
receiver tank 1 will be the natural mmperatm¢ the tank realizes from its environment at the time testing
commences. The number of tests in receiver tank 1 is only four with the last three probably having
only a single chilldown cycle to reach the target tempea-am_. Chindown testing will be concentrated in
receiver tank 2. Currently, this tank has a metal mass-to-volume (M/V) ratio that is about 2:1. Final
M/V needs of the receiver tanks have to be determined and incorporated into the design. The M/V of
this tank needs to be increased (mass added).
RgggLY.__T.alIK_ - Most of the chilldown testing will be performed in receiver tank 2. Since this tank is
a smaller scale version of a spherical OTV tank more commonly requiring chilldown, and since the
M/V ratio is expected to be smaller than receiver tank 1 for a more rapid chiUdown process, the focus
for chilldown testing is concentrated here. More tests can be accomplished in this tank as opposed to
the larger receiver tank.
Three different spray systems (tangential, radial, and axial) are provided so that various charge mass
characteristics and fluid motions can be induced in the tank. There are four tangential nozzles in this
tank that are controlled with a solenoid valve system for maximum flow capability. No flow control is
provided with this spray system. Both low and nominal flow capabilities arc provided for each the
radial and axial spray systems to provide three different flow rates each. The radial spray system has
six nozzles and the axial system has three for uniform spray distribution.
ChiUdown with the tank wall heat exchanger will be examined in this tank. The wall-mounted TVS
heat exchanger will serve as a chilldown direct contact chilldown device in a single test. Flow control
will be inherently regulated by critical two-phase flow in the tank wall heat exchanger which is
externally mounted. This approach will chilldown the tank in the least amount of time by permitting
the maximum flowrate through the heat exchanger.
A tank warm-up heater is provided to return the tank to its predetermined initial temperature starting
conditions. Multiple chflldowns with the same starting conditions will be accomplished using this
heater from ambient down to colder conditions.
Also,the inlet/outletbaffleatthebottom of thetank willbe used inthe spray classof teststointroduce
chilldownfluidintothetank forthesame charge-hold-ventcycleprocedures.
The mass-to-volume (M/V) ratio of thistank iscurrendy 2:1. Work isneeded to reduce the M/V of
thistankand increasetheM/V ofreceivertank Iso thatitwillbe about one-halfof theM/V of receiver
tank Ifor chilldown performance comparison.
O_her Tank Chilldown Considerations - No chilldown tests will be conducted on the supply tank since
it will always contain some liquid.
Initially, the transferred chilldown fluid will be subcooled either by the compact heat exchanger (CHX)
to reduce the saturation pressure 34.5 kN/m 2 (5 psia) or by supply tank pressurization. The final
conditions of the chilled tank will be in the vicinity of the target temperature. Venting will be
accomplished through the tank vent down to a f'mal value of 13.8 kN/m: (2 psia) or less at the end of
each cycle. The 345 kN/m 2 (50 psia) maximum pressure is the maximum allowable tank condition
employed for vent staging during any cycle.
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The supply tank pressure for chilldown fluid transfer will not be maintained during the chilldown
process unless the pressure condition becomes substantially reduced. A single pressurant charge
should suffice and provide adequate subcooling for chflldown fluid transfer. In addition, the transfer
line will be chilled down prior to tank chflldown so that pure subcooled Liquid may be admitted into the
tank.
The initial temperature at the start of some chilldowns Will be as warm as .possible, hopefully near
ambient conditions of 294 K (530 R). This should be easily controlled in receiver tank 2 with the tank
heater, By starting the process with a warm tank, more data can be acquired for a larger number of
chilldown cycles, and over a wider temperam_ range. This will aid in providing data for the variety of
thermodynamic process phenomena that might occur over the chilldown temperature range. The wall
temperature of receiver tank 1 will be at or near the ambient S/C condition for the fh'st test. For
subsequent tests in receiver tank 1, the start temperature will probably be lower than the ambient S/C
temperam'e because there will probably not be enough time for the tank warm up.
The tank temperature at the end of the multiple cycle chilldown process should at least attain the value
of the target temperature, ff not extending below the ideal calculated values to insure a successful no-
vent fill Final chilldown temperatures should be in the range of 78 K (141 R) or less for the COLD-
SAT experiment receivertanksifa 90-95% fillisgoing tobe realized.
At the start of each chilldown cycle, the tank will be at an evacuated pressure condition provided by the
space vacuum through the free vent system. The free vent system will also be opened to space vacuum
during vent staging and following each vent cycle. A fully evacuated condition will be established in
the tank after the chilldown is complete to provide initial conditions for tank filling.
Ng-Vent Fill and Refill of Tanks (ERD 1.4_ - The first set of objectives of this experimentation series
is to investigate the process of fiUing tanks using a subcritical cryogen without venting and to gather
data that will allow the accurate modeling and design of future no-vent fill systems. This data
primarily consists.of the following parameters:
I.Initialtanktemperaune (empty tank)and inletflow conditions
2.Fluid condition(state)in thetank
3.Fluidmixing system performance
4.Condensation rateatinterfaceand liquidposition(nota directmeasurement)
5. F'malfillconditionsof tank
The second objectiveconsistsof the studyingof the ullageexchange process. This processwillcouple
the vent systems of the supply and receivertanksduring a fluidu"ansfer,therebyallowing the transfer
tobecome a no-ventfilleven though thereceivertankwillbe venting.
This experimentation series can be broken into three separate groups of experiments. These consist of
(I)a no-vent fill,(2)a topoff(a no-vent fillthatbegins with some liquidinitiallyin the tank),and (3)
an ullageexchange. A definitionand descriptionof the experimental configurationrelatedto the
processes being examined is presented as well, along with schematic hardware representations of the
systems being used.
(1) No-Vent Fill - The first test. a no-vent fill is a method of filling a cryogenic tank without venting.
This test inherently requires three separate processes to be successfully completed. The processes are
the following:
1. Initial Fressure rise (due to flashing and liquid evaporation)
2. Ullage condensation (via mixing of tank fluid)
3. Ullage compression (final pressure rise)
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Initial Pressure Rise - This step of a no-vent fill occurs during the first few seconds of the experiment.
In this process the tank is pressurizing from an initial pressure of-6.89 kN/m 2 (1 psia) to the
saturation pressure of the inlet fluid flow. Upon entering the tank, part of the liquid inflow to the tank
will flash due to the drop in pressure and most of the remaining liquid will boil after contacting the tank
wall. This boiling also reduces the tank wall temperature and will cease once the wall temperature has
been reduced to the saturation temperature of the fluid. Analysis has shown that the time required for
this pressure rise is highly dependent on the heat transfer between the liquid and the waiL The general
consensus is that all of the fluid will boil due to the expected high heat transfer coefficient that will
develop.
The pressure risetime and finalwall temperature are controlledby many factors. The initialtank
temperaturehas a greateffecton thetime requiredtoreach the saturationpressureof the inletliquid.If
theinitialtemperatureistoo low then the tank wall willcooldown quickly,the boilingwillstop,and
the pressure riseratebecomes very low. The heat transferbetween the liquidand the wall isthe
primary driverof the wallcoolingram, and thetankpressureriserate.Other factorsincludethe liquid
flow rate,the tank geometry,plusthe inletliquidconditions.
Ulla_e Condensation -Once the tank pressurehas exceeded the saturationpressureof the inletflow,
theflashingwillcease.Ifafterthispointthepropermixing conditionscan be achieved theliquidcan be
used to condense the ullage,thereby maintaining the tank pressure at a fairlyconstant level. To
achievethe necessarycondensation of the ullage,convectiveforcesof a greatenough magnitude must
be achieved. The flow configuration(flow rate,nozzlechoices,etc.)used and the accelerationlevel
willhave a major impact on and controlthisprocess. The choice of accelerationlevelwillinherently
controlthelocationof theullage,whereas the flow configurationwillaffectthe resultanthear transfer
between the liquid and the ullage by providing various fluid motions. In addition,the ullage
condensation process willbe the startingpointfor a topofftestsincethe fluidtank willalreadyhave
liquidaccumulated inthetank.
As statedbefore,the interracialheatand mass transferisthe drivingparameter forthe effectivenessof
the no-ventfillprocess.This parameter ismainly controlledby the spacecraftacceleration,liquidflow
rate,and nozzleconfiguration.In addition,thetank geometry and initialtank conditions(i.e.isthisa
fill or a topoff) will have some effect on the process.
Ullage Comvression - This process occurs at the end of the no-vent fill and results in a final pressure
rise that continues until the receiver tank pressure rises to the level of the supply tank. Once this
occurs, the fill will cease ending the experiment. The exact point where compression exerts a greater
effect than condensation on the ullage is determined by the beat transfer.
- Topoff is simply a no-vent fill which is initiated with liquid present in the receiver tank.
This process must be studied since one cannot be assured that all resupplies on-orbit will be to a tank
that has been emptied. The processes involved are the same as ullage condensation and ullage
compression of the no-vent fill process.
(3) Ullage Exchange - The last test, ullage exchange, is a form of a no-vent fill. In this case, the vents
of the receiver tank and the supply tank are interconnected. This action allows the venting of liquid
from the receiver tank since it will be captured by the supply tank instead of being lost overboard.
This transfer method is very desirable since it will allow a resupply of cryogens to be performed
without the requirement for the tank spray systems that no-vent fill has. The processes involved with
this task are:
1.Initial pressure rise (due to flashing and liquid evaporation)
2.Liquid transfer and vent fluid recireulation to supply tank (ullage exchange)
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Initial Pressure Rise - This process is basical/y the same as the initial pressure rise process of a no-vent
fill in that the tanks being chilled down f_m an initial target temperana'e to a point at which liquid will
begin co accumulate in the receiver tank. During this process the tank pressure is also increasing to a
level greater than that in the supply dewar. This is to allow the transfer of the receiver tank ullage to
the supply tank.
Liquid Transfer and Vent Fluid Recircnlation to Supnl v Tank - This process is the heart of an ullage
exchange. Once the receiver and supply tank pressures equalize, the vents of the two tanks will be
connected by opening a valve in the pressurization system. The use of the pressurization system
allows this test to be implemented with tittle hardware impact. The liquid is transferred into the
receiver tank through the inint/ouflet, and allowed to move due to its own momentum (i.e. no nozzles
are used to position or control the fluid motion). Whatever fluid is in the vicinity of the vent will be
transferred back to the supply tank. Thus liquid or gas can be returned to the supply tank. The fuid
transferred from the receiver tank hack to the supply tank will chilldown the pressurization line, so no
prechilling of the pressurization line is necessary. The vent line will be monitored for liquid flow, and
once the flow is predominantly liquid, the process will be terminated.
For the ullage exchange process, the major driver of the final fill rote is whether liquid or gas is venting
to the supply tank. This parameter clearly affects the fill rate since if the vent fluid is mainly liquid,
this transfer process will be very inefficient and cannot produce good results. The fill level of the
receiver tank will be determined by performing a supply tank topoff after each exchange and recording
the flowmeter reading. Acceleration will affect the probability of venting liquid so it must be
considered when performing the process. Keeping the liquid settled at the tank outlet end will aid in
minimizing liquid carryover through the vent which is a desired feature that enhances the process.
Exneriment Descrintion - No-vent fill will be demonstrated for the two receiver tanks using various
spray systems to characterize the a.bilityto control maximum fill level and maximum pressure during
filL Variables which influence tank fill and tank pressure will be varied parametrically in an attempt to
quantify these effects. Spray flow, acceleration environments, and the "target" temperature are the
key parameters which will be varied in an attempt to understand the thermodynamic and fluid
conditions of this process. •
These tests will be accomplished using the two receiver tanks which respectively possess a LAD and
outlet end baffles with a variety of spray systems. The following summarizes those tests that will be
accomplished in each tank.
A. Receiver tank I
I. Single axial spray at bottom of tank
2. Combination of axial spray and inward spray (ci_u_erential spray system) mounted at
the mak circumfereace
3. Inflow through the LAD
B. Receiver tank 2
1. TangenfialA-adial/axial spray operated in various combinations
2. Inflow through the inlet/outlet baffle
3. Ullage exchange with inflow through the inlet/outlet baffle
Exneriment Confi_,uration - The following provides a brief description of the conceptual experiment
configuration requ_d to investigate low-g no-vent fill, topoff, and ullage exchange.
Spray Characterization - Spray jet orientation location and flow characteristics are uniquely configured
for each receiver tank. Receiver tank 1 possesses a circumferential spray system that is located on the
tank wall to provide a spray flow directedtowards the centerof the tank and isdesigned to promote
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ullagecondensation. This tankalsohas a singleaxialjetwhich islocatedin the bottom of the tank to
represent a full scale region of an OTV/depot tank's spray nozzle. On the other hand, receiver tank 2
has three spray systems that are located in the spherical tank geometry to provide: (I) wall-mounted
circumferential spray flow producing across-the-tank spray liquid flow, (2) radial flow from the center
axis out to the wall to mix with a centrally located ullage, and (3) axial jets aimed along the axis from
either end to reach the centrally located ullage.
Fill/Iniection Techniques - Flow can be directed through the spray nozzles to promom mixing, or by
directhujectionthrough the outlet(receivertank2) or LAD (receivertank I)touse as a basicreference
testfor a bare tank fill.Outlet baffles(receivertank 2) will affectthe spray patternsin eithera
beneficialor detrimentalway.
The interrupted fill technique will be conducted by performing a series of staged fills interceded with
the use of the passive TVS I-IX for conditioning the fluid prior to each fill stage. This technique will
demonstrate the feasibility of performing a no-vent fill to high fill levels in terms of the efficiency and
time required to attain a desired fill level. The fill level obtained from a single stage no-vent fill is
relatively unknown and can only be demonstrated, and therefore, this method provides an absolute
means toachievea desiredend fillcondition.
Thermodynamics/Heat Transfer - The "target" temperature which is related to the mass/volume ratio of
the tank and was evaluated in the chilldown tests will be explored as a function of mixing method and
flow rate. The fluid injection flow and state will also affect the maximum fill level and pressure. This
will be evaluated in this experiment by controlling the supply tank pressure and liquid temperature.
Fluid Mass Gau_ng - Knowledge of the receiver tank fill level requires an accurate measurement of
fluid mass by using the integrated flow into the tank. Fill level will also be determined by settling the
liquid and measuring fill level with liquid/vapor probe. The liquid/vapor probe provides a means of
measuring the settled fluid level in the tank.
Conceptual schematics of both receiver tanks 1 and 2 arc presented in Figures 3.3-8 and 3.3-9,
respectively. 'These figures show the spray systems utilized for each tank and the associated fluid
components required to provide flow control for the spray systems (same configurations for
chilldown). The inlet/outlet baffle (for receiver tank 2) and the LAD (for receiver tank 1) are also
shown since these devices will be used in tests to provide a baseline fill level against which to compare
the no-vent fill data.
LAD Fill/Refill Characterization (ERD 1.5") - The acquisition of liquid in a low-g environment can be
difficultbecause itspositionmay be unknown due tothe dominance of surfaceor inertialforcesover
body forces(Bond and Weber Numbers). A totalcommunication capillaryliquidacquisitiondevice
(LAD) can overcome thisdifficulty.A LAD consistsof one or severalchannels in a tank having one
side covered with a finemesh screen. The screen serves as a vapor barrierbecause, when fully
wetted,itresistspenetrationof gas intothe liquid-filledchannel. Ifa tank with a LAD isfilled,itis
essentialto remove allvapor from the channel to ensure thatthe screen is completely wetted.
Otherwise vapor can flow throughthe screenand out of the tank. Bubbles inthe LAD can be removed
by pressurizingthe tank or cooling the LAD with a heatexchanger. Techniques to filla LAD and
remove any vapor bubbles inthe channel arc thephysicalprocessesto be studiedin theLAD f'xll/ref'dl
expcrirnents.
Exoerirnental Confi_mlration - A schematic of the COLD-SAT components used in the LAD fill/refill
eXl_eriments is presented in Figure 3.3-10. These consist of the supply tank, receiver tanks, GHe and
GH2 pressurization systems, LAD's, TVS's, fill nozzles, and flowmeters. The supply tank and
receiver tank 1 contain LAD's. The LAD in the supply tank and receiver tank 1 consists of four
channels positioned circumferentially in the tank along the tank axis at right angles to each other. A
TVS heat exchanger is attached to the LAD in the supply tank to provide localized cooling of the LAD.
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•The LAD inreceivertank I does not containa TVS heatexchanger in an attempt tosimplifythe tank
design. Localizedcooling,or an increaseinthe tankpressureabove the bulk fluidsaturationpressure,
can collapse bubbles in the channels or prevent theirformation. GHc and GH2 pressurizationis
availableto alltanks,although only GH2 pressurizationwillbc used in the supply tank. Flowmetcrs
areincluded inthe transferlinetomeasure flowratesand detectentrainedvapor inthe flowstream.
alto l
Cilcumfcrential
Axial Spray
Figure3.3-8 Receiver Tank I FiU Schematic .
Tank Pressurization with Gaseous Hydrogen and Gaseous Helium (ERD 2.4) - The primary objective
of this experiment is to investigate pressurization of the supply and receiver tanks for purposes of
providing the force necessary to drive liquid outflow and transfer, and to use a higher pressure level to
promote subcooling of the tank liquid.The performance of gaseous pressurizationrequired of the
COLD-SAT supply and receiver tanks for transfer,fill,and back-transfer operations will be
investigated. Pressurizationwillbc performed while maintainingfixed pressure setpointsforihitgal
pressurizationfollowed by tank pressurizedtransfer.The process willbc characterizedby providing
testswith which to evaluate the pressurizationprocess with both gaseous hydrogen and gaseous
helium pressuranr. The effectsof varying parameters such as acceleration environment and
orientation,liquid filllevels, liquid outflow rates,and pressure set'pointson pressurization
performance and pressurant use will be examined. This experin_nt is desigr_ to support the primary
enabling cryogenic fluid management, transfer, and storage process technologies conducted in the
Class I ¢xpcmnent set.
Efficient tank pressurization of on-orbit cryogenic tankage is essential to the outflow and transfer
processes associated with receiver tank fills and supply tank back-transfers. Pressurization efficiency
is dependent on the capability of the pressurant gas supplied to be diffused properly into the tank ullage
region in order to maximize stratification and minimize liquid/vapor interface heat transfer. Lack of
fluid stratification (destratification) results in subsequent pressure loss and an increased demand for
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gaseouspressurantto sustaindesired tank pressu._ levels. Pressurant consumption under certain
conditions could become exorbitant, demanding more prcssuraat over the mission than could be
feasibly stored in pressure bottles ff these processes arc not optimized.
Tangendal
Spray
RadialSpray
Tra_fcr Line
Figure 3.3-9 Receiver Tank 2 Fill Schematic
Jel3
LAD
Prcssur_don Line
Transfer Line
Figure 3.3-I0 LAD Fill RefillPrincipalComponents
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Control of tank prcssuxc in low-gravity will bc evaluated using the GH2 pressurization process for all
of the cryogenic tanks which comprise the experiment subsystem configuration and with the GHe
lYrcs_tion system for each of the receiver tanks. No GHc pressurization will be conducmd in the
supply tank so that the thermodynamics examined in thistank arc governed by a single fluid
constituentonly consistentwith thecondensiblehydrogen fluid.
Pressurization with Gaseous Hydrogen - Pressurization with warm gaseous hy.drogen witl be
performed for allsupply tank prcss_ons and approximately one-half of the rccezvertank back-
transfe_'s to the supply tank. The pmsSurant will be added to the tank through the pmssurant dif_scr at
a flow mtc that is adcquam enough to maintain ta_ssum for the maximum anticipated Liquidoutflow
and transfer ram. The pressurization system flow ram will be designed with the largm" of the required
hydrogen or helium flow rates as the limiting case. The required flow rate of hydrogen will be
dctcmmlcd from pmssurant consumption calculations detcnnined from analytical models developed for
hydrogen prcssurant.
Pressurization with Gaseous Helium - Pressurization with warm gaseous helium will be performed for
about one-half of the receiver tank back-transfers to the supply tank. The prcssurant witl be added to
the tank through the same diffuser sysmm that hydrogen is admitted to the tanks. The helium
prcssurant flow rate will be determined from prcssurant consumption calculations determined from
analytical models that use helium pmssurant.
Qther Pressurization Considerations - The foregoing discussion pertains to both pressurization
processes, pressurization with hydrogen and pressurization with helium. Each of the pressurization
methods willbe compared to one anotherso thattheirperformance can bc assessedfrom the standpoint
of pressurantquantity consumed, thermal energy added from the pressurant,thermal condiuoning
followingpressurization,and pressurizationsubsystem control
The initial tank [ncssurc will vary at the start of any given pressurization test because it may not always
be advantageous or possible to reduce the tank .pressure down to nominal conditions of 103.4 kN/m 2
(15 psia) between pressurizations. These varying initial tank pressure conditions will just provide
additional data points with which to conduct a performance assessment of the initial pressurization
process. Initial pressurization quantities and the time required to achieve setpoint pressure values from
various initial tank pressure conditions will be dependent also on the thermodynamic state of the fluid
in the tank. The tank pmssttm and fluid thermodynamic state will inherently govern the heat and mass
transfer characteristics of the _t with the fluid once injected.
The ability mmalntain tank pressure is a function of the degree of fluid stratification which, in turn, is
a function of acceleration level, acceleration orientation, and tank fluid stability. A fluid dynamicaLly
unstable tank system (sloshing tank fluid) will cause the liquid and vapor constituents to mix with each
other, thus enhancing the liquid vapor (L/V) heat and mass transfer and effectively reducing tank
pressure. With the presence of fluid sloshing, the potential exists for the tank liquid come in contact
with the pmssurant and prcssurant diffuser. Injected pmssurant in contact with the tank bulk liquid can
induce higher than desir_ forced heat transfer coefficients resulting in rapid cooling and condensation
of the pmssurant with no added benefit towards the goal of tank pressurization. Therefore, increased
L/V interface heat and mass transfer will defeat the purpose of stratifying the fluid for efficient
pressurization and so the fluid constituents should be separated and the Liquid settled so that the
pressurant may diffuse properly to stratify the va .pot. ullage. The rate.of p_ssurc buildup _ mductio.n
and the pmssurant control and consumpuon variables _Ll be affected oy me mccnamcs or mcse nma
dynamic processes. Different acceleration levels and induced disturbances during flight can have a
dcfmite impacL
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The temperature at which pressurant is introduced into the tank wiU affect the pressurant consumption
to varying degrees. A colder gaseous pressurant will consume many times more pressurant because
less thermal energy is stored in the gas and more has to be added to get the desired ullage
compressibility effects. Less of a warmer pressurant may be required if approp.riately stratified in a
low-g situation with liquid settling. However, in cases where the acceleration envtronment is relatively
high and warm pressurant is.introduced, buoyancy effects may drive up the heat u'ansfer rate at the I._
interface and actuaLly increase the demand for warm gaseous pressurant. An optimal situation for
pressurant use exists when warm pressurant is used and the liquid is settled at a minimum Bond
number that effectively settles the liquid and allows su'ad__adon to occur.
For optimal pressurization performance, the pressurant should be diffused into the ullage near the top
of the tank and away from the liquid to avoid heat transfer and condensation which would demand
larger quantities of pressurant. The idea is to inject the thermal energy (pressurant) into the.uppermost
region of the vapor ullage on the opposite end of the tank to the direction of the accelerauon vector.
Although COLD-SAT tests requiring pressurization for outflow, transfer, or subcooling of liquid
hydrogen will not necessarily induce these ideal conditions, these factors should be considered for
application to realistic space systems where objectives may outline the need to conserve as much
pressurant as possible.
Experiment Configuration - The experiment pressurization system is required of the COLD-SAT for
cr,jogenic hydrogen fluid outflow and transfer operations such as no-vent fill, chiLldown, etc. This
system is comprised of high-pressure gaseous hydrogen and helium pressure bottles and the associated
fluid system hardware for the plumbing and flow control. The high pressure gas bottles are initially
charged on the ground during ground support functions. The system is sized and designed without
recharging the system on-orbit and is able to provide pressurant margin for the entire COLD-SAT
mission. A warm gas pressurization system is simple, easy to facilitate, and eliminates hardware
complexities involved with autogenously pressurizing cryogenic tanks. The pressurant bottles will be
insulated with MLI to minimize on-orbit cooling.
The pressurant storage bottles will be charged on the ground at approximately 20.7 MPa (3,000 psia),
a pressure only to be maintained initially before the tanks are blown down during their on-orbit use.
The design currently baselined for the COLD-SAT experiment subsystem is a composite graphite-
epoxy overwrapped pressure bottle with a fluid compatible aluminum liner. A total of nine pressurant
bottles are required to deliver the necessary hydrogen and helium pressurant for COLD-SAT
experimentation. Seven of these are required for GI--I2 and two for GHe requirements. Figure 3.3-11
illustrates the pressurization system from a schematic point of view, showing the necessary hardware
requirements.
The entire system is represented in the schematic, including all of the relevant hardware with
redundancy for pressurant flow and control. Valves, filters, and flow regulation with a fixed pressure
regulator and redundant flow control orifices have been established to control the pressurant flow rate
to a fixed value as required. The pressure bottles will deliver pressurant down to about 689-1379
kN/m 2 (100-200 psia) at which point pressure regulation may become difficult. Pressures and
temperatures will be continually monitored not only within the individual pressurant tanks themselves,
but at the pressurant inlet and within the tank fluid, especially in the ullage region.
L,ow-G Extmlsion. Fill. and Ventin_ of Tanks Usin_ Settlin_ Acceleration (ERD's 2.5a. b. and c) -
This experiment series is required to study various processes under low-g settling acceleration
environments. The series will be broken up into thi'ee distinct areas of study. These consist of (2.5a)
tank expulsion, (2.5b) a vented tank filling operation, and (2.5c) a settled tank venting, all to be
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performed in low-g. These tests will allow one to determine if, by judicious use of acceleration to
position the liquid, fluid control can be maintained while on orbit.
GH2 GH2 GH2 GHe
GH2 GH2 GH2 GH2 GHe
Figure 33-11 Hardware Schematic of the COLD-SAT Pressurization System
Low-G Exoulsion (ERE) 2.5a) - The f'trst test will study the expulsion of liquid out of a tank without
the use of-a LAD. In this test, receiver tank 2 will be used since it contains no Liquid acquisition
device. The processes involved with this test are settling and outflow. This test consists of applying a
known acceleration field to the spacecraft to settle the Liquid over the outlet, and expeUing liquid out of
the inlet/oudet baffle. The test will terminate when liquid no longer flows oat the baffle. Once the test
is over the liquid residual in the tank will be measurexL
- Accelerations above the background level of 10 .9 g's will be used to orient the Liquid over the
inlet/outlet baffle of the tank. This settLing maneuver has been used as the principle method of
ensuring liquid acquisition for decades. The settling time and resultant interface shape is a function of
the applied thrust level and duration, and the tank geometry. The use of two different thrust levels will
allow the study of the affect this variable has on the outflow.
Outflow -Once the liquidhas settled in a desiredlocation,the liquidoutflow willbegin. This process
is a simple flow analysis, as long as the Liquid interface remains stable. The interface of the fluid will
not be flat and will even vary with time. Near the end of the outflow, the interface will break down
allowing vapor into the transfer line. At this point the outflow will terminate and the amount of liquid
remaining in the tank will be referred m as the residual.
Vented Fill (ERD 2.5b) - Vented fall is a task in which a tank is filled with a cryogen while venting to
relieve pressure. This method is commonly used on the ground to fill a dewar. In low-g though, there
am no gravitational forces to ensure a stable interface between the liquid and the ullage. Therefore if
this method were to be tried in a bare tank in zero-g, the fluid would geyser and probably exit the tank
directly through the vent. By providing a settling acceleration and limiting the fluid inflow rate to a
level that will ensure a stable interface, this method of tank filling could be made to work. This
experiment can be broken into two processes, tank chilldown and tank fill.
Tank Chilldowll - This process is basically the same as the normal tank chiUdown in that the tank is
being chilled down from an initial temperature to a point at which liquid will begin to accumulate in the
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receiver tank. During this process the inlet fluid will be flashing and vaporizing due to the drop in
pressure and the heat exchange to the warm wall.
- This process will nmurally begin once the tank wall has cooled down to the saturation
temperature of the incoming liquid. During this process liquid wiU be entering the tank and
accumulating, in locations determined by the fluid momentum and tank acceleration levels. If the fluid
momentum Is greater than a critical level, the incoming fluid stream will likely penetrate the fluid
interface, resulting in Liquid geysering and probable flow of liquid out of the vent. When this event
occurs (or when the tank fills to a level at which liquid will vent), the transfer will be terminated.
Low-_ Tank Ventin_r(ERD 2.5c)-This testwillstudy the venting of a cryogen without the use of a
TVS system. This I_-acticeisrisky sinceitisdifficulto controlthe liquidposition,thereforeLH2
could vent overboard insteadof gas. The processes involved with thistestare settlingand low-g
venting. This testconsistsof applying a known accelerationfieldto the spacecraftto settlethe liquid
over the outlet,and venting gas out of the pressurantdiffuserat the top of the tank. The testwill
terminatewhen thetank pressurehas dropped toa setlevel.When liquidhas been detectedin thevent
fluid, the test will be momentarily stopped and the liquid will be reoriented over the inlet. At this point
venting wiU begin again.
_¢.RRRg -Accelerationson the orderof 10-5to 10-4g'swillbe used toorientthe liquidaway from the
tank vent. This settlingmaneuver has been used before as a method of ensuring gas venting, with
limitedsuccess. The settlingtime and resultantinterfaceshape isa functionof the tank geometry and
theappliedthrustleveland duration.
V_.C.RRRg- Once the fluid has been oriented over the inlet/oudet baffle, the vent will begin. This process
is very simple to analyze except for the question of whether liquid or gas is venting. Another factor
that will be varied is the tank fluid initial condition. The question is whether or not the fluid in the tank
will be at saturation or superheated uUage conditions. In the superheated case it is assumed that the
tank will vent without much bulk fluid boiling. In the saturmed case, the tank fluid will likely bulk boil
and froth, leading to excessive liquid entrainment into the vent gas. This second case is expected to
produce worse results than the fhst one and therefore venting will only be accomplished for
superheated vapor conditions. One last factor that will be studied will be the effect of having a non-
condensable gas in the ullage (i.e. GHe instead of GH2).
Exneriment Descrit)tion - These low-g fluid transfer experiments will be performed with two receiver
tan-ks to study the effect of tank scaling along with the previously mentioned parameters. These
parameters are primarily the acceleration environment of the spacecraft, the fluid flow rate, and the tank
initial conditions. These tests will be accomplished using the two COLD-SAT receiver tanks which
respectively possess a LAD and outlet end baffles. The following summarizes those tests that will be
accomplished in each tank.
At Receiver Tank 1
1. Vented fill through the LAD
2. Low-g vent of superheated ullage
B° Receiver Tank 2
1. Low-g outflow through the inlet/outlet baltic
2. Vented fill through the inlet/outlet baffle
3. Low-g vent of superheated ullage
C. Supply Tank
1. Low-g vent of superheated ullage
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F.xneriment Confimn-ation - The following provides a brief description of the conceptual experiment
cotifiguration req_ to investigate low-g no-vent fill and ullage exchange:
Fill/In/ection Technioues - Flow will be directed into the tank via the outlet (receiver tank 2) or LAD
(receiver tank 1). In_t flow baffles (receiver tank 2) will affect the flow patterns in either a beneficial
or detrimental way.
yentin_ Technioues - The vent fluid will be directed out of the tank via the pressurant diffusers located
in both-receiver ranks and the supply tank. The back pressure vent systems will be used to ensure that
no fluid will freeze in the line,
Liquid Detection - To ensure that no liquid will be vented overboard during a fill or a vent, liquid
sensors will be placed in the vent line. Detection of vapor in the transfer line, required for the low-g
expulsion, will be provided by the flow meters.
Fluid Mass Gau_in_ - Knowledge of the receiver tank fall level requires an accurate measurement of
fluid mass by using the integrated flow into the tank. If the fluid is settled, then the fill level probe will
also provide a means of measuring the fluid level
Conceptual schematics of both receiver tanks 1 and 2 axe presented in figures3.3-12 and 3.3-13
respectively.These figuresshow theinlet/outletbaffle(forreceivertank 2),theLAD (forreceivertank
I),and the pressurantdiffusers.
ent
Diffuser
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f
Figure 33- 12 Receiver Tank I Liquid Settling Schematic
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Figure 3.3-13 Receiver Tank 2 Liquid Settling Schematic
LAD Performance (ERD 2.6") - The use of a liquid acquisition device (LAD) to deliver vapor-free
liquid in a low-g environment has been discussed in earlier sections. The ability to do this depends on
the extent that vapor can penetrate the LAD screen. Vapor penetration is resisted by liquid wetting the
screen, and the maximum differmatialpressure which can be resisted is the bubble point. "The pressure
difference across the screen is caused by flow losses through the screen and channels, hydrostatic
head, hydraulic transients, and external vibrations. The sum of these pressure losses must not exceed
the screen bubble point or the screen will break down and vapor will penetrate the channel. Also, the
total pressure difference must not exceed the extent of liquid subcooling or flashing may occur,
introducing vapor in the channel. This is particularly important in cryogenic systems where the liquid
is stored near its boiling point. The determination of the conditions under which the LAD's in the
supply and receiver tank 1 break down are the physical processes to be studied in the LAD
perfcmnance experiments.
Exnerimental Confi_ration - A schematic of the COLD-SAT components used in the LAD
performance experiments is presented in Figure 3.3-14. These consist of the supply tank and receiver
tank 1 with LAD's and TVS's, GHe and GH2 pressurization systems, and flowmeters. The LAD's
consist of four channels positioned eircumferentially in the tank along the tank axis at right angles to
each other. A TVS heat exchanger is attached to the LAD in the supply tank to provide localized
cooling of the LAD. Localized cooling can collapse bubbles in the channels or prevent their formation.
GI-ie and GH2 pressurization is available in both tanks to provide the differential pressure for
expulsion, but only GH2 pressurization will be used in the supply tank. Flowmeters are included in
the transfer line to measure flowrates and detect entrained vapor in the flowstrearn.
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Figure 33-14 [.AD Performance PrindpaI Components
Tl'_sfer Line Chilldown (ERD 2.73 - On-orbit transfer of cryogenic fluids requires chilldown of the
¢ansfer line before the process can proceed. The transfer line must be chilled down so that excessive
heat transfer does not cause flashing in the Line. C_ldown has been studied in a 1-g environment, but
no studies have been performed in low-g. The process may be sensitive to acceleration level, so 1-g
data may not be applicable to low-g chilldowns. Monitoring of the wansfer linechilldown isthe
physical process to be studiedin theu'ansferLinechilldown experiments.
Exn_n'imental Confi_,rafion - A schematic of the COLD-SAT components used in the transfer line
chilldown experiments is presented in Figure 3.3-15. These consist of the supply tank and receiver
tanks, the LAD in the supply tank and receiver tank 1, GHe and GH2 pressurization system, transfer
lines, vents, and flowmeters. GH2 and GHe pressurization is available in all tanks but only GH2
pressurizationwillbe used in the supply rank. Flowmcters arc includedin the transfer line to measure
flowratesand detectentrainedvapor in the flowsu'eam. Transfer linechilldown isaccomplished by
flowing a small amount of liquidintothe transferlinefrom the supply tank and venting the fluidfrom
the Line.
Control of Liouid Subcoolin_, Durine Outflow (ERD 2.83 - Most fluid transfer operations require
subcooled liquid conditions in-the line-to prevent flashing. This is particularly important in cryogenic
systems where the liquid is stored near the boiling point. It is also necessary to provide subeooled
liquid during a no-vent fill process so that the incoming liquid can absorb the heat of vaporization of
condensing vapor. Otherwise, pressure would build up in the tank, halting the fill process.
Subcooled conditions can be achieved by either raising the pressure of the liquid in the supply tank or
reducing the liquid temperature. The former method is used in pressurization experiments. The latter
method of achieving subcooling is used in this experiment. Temperature reduction is accomplished
during fluid transfer from the supply tank to one of the receiver tanks by outflowing through the CHX.
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The thermal performance of the CHX is the physical process to be studied in liquid subcooling
cxp_iments.
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Figure 33- 15 Transfer Line Chilldown Principal Components
Experimental Configuration - A schematic of the COLD-SAT components used in the CI-LX
performance experiments is presented in Figure 3.3-16. These consist of the supply tank and receiver
ranks, the CHX and LAD in the supply tank, the mixer/transfer pump, the GH2 pressurization system,
and flowmeters. The LAD consists of four channels positioned circumferentially in the supply tank
along the tank axis at right angles to each other. GH2 and GHe pressurization is available in all tanks
but only GH2 pressurization will be used in the supply tank. Liquid can be withdrawn from the tank
either by pressurization or with the pump. Flowmeters arc included in the transfer line to measure
flowrates. Cooling of the outflow fluid is accomplished by diverting some of the outflow fluid
through the J-T expander which reduces the CI-IX fluid pressure to 34.5 kN/m 2 (5 psia). The fluid
downsu'cam of the expander is colder than the bulk liquid, and heat is u'ansfcrred from the bulk liquid
the two-phase fluid in the I-IX.
Liouid Dumpimz in Low-(] (ERD 2.9_ - The primary objective of the liquid dumping experiment is to
investigate the process of rapid tank dumping. Contingency operations may require dumping of
hazardous cryogens without liquid positioning in order to safe the system. The effectiveness of the
low-g dumping technique will be investigated without a LAD or settling accelerations as a worst case
condition. The remaining experiment hydrogen from receiver tank 2 will be dumped overboard to
space from the tank oudet through the free vent system while pressurizing the tank with helium to aid
in the expulsion.
The low-g liquid dumping process involves the rapid dumping of a tank's remaining fluid. This
process is required if a cryogenic fluid system would have to be sated in the event of a mission abort
resulting from some occurrence that might pose a hazard to keeping the cryogen in the tank.
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Figure 3.3-16 CHX Performance Principal Components
Ideally, it would be desirable to position the liquid towards the outflow line or vent by inducing a
settling acceleration. In addition, if the tank possessed a liquid acquisition device to aid in the liquid
expulsion, dumping of the remaining tank fluid would be weLl supported. To obtain near complete
dumping of liquid, expulsion of liquid in preference to vapor is desired.
Under more realistic circumstances, however, the opportunity to dump fluid under these conditions
will not be available. The tank containing the liquid to be dumped may not even have a LAD to aid in,
expulsion. Such is the case with the COLD-SAT receiver tank 2. Tank liquid dumping will have to be
performed under more severe, less desirable conditions. Liquid dumping from receiver tank 2 will be
accomplished without a LAD and without any settling accelerations. The fluid will be dumped out of
the tank outlet at the bottom of the tank. This will provide a worse ease condition with which to
demonstrate the process when combined with the effects of using the free vent to investigate sub-triple
point effects.
The outlet baffle provided in this receiver rank will be used for expulsion out of the tank outlet by
aiding somewhat in the liquid expulsion. The oudet baffle will be used to help delay the ingestion of
vapor during low-g draining, ensuring more effective removal of liquid. A baffle over the oudet
would provide a more uniform velocity field to direct the outflowing liquid, and delay the drawing of
vapor into the oudet. Capillary forces act to uniformly distribute the liquid over the tank wall, which
aids in promoting continual draining.
The fluid will be dumped overboard as liquid and vapor with no regard to the quality of the expelled
fluid. When the outflow rate and tank pressure drop down to near zero where flow essentially ceases,
the dump will be considered complete. This final expulsion of the tank will depend upon the
continuing orientation of the liquid under the effect of capillary and flow forces at the outlet/baffle.
Subsequendy, the tank will be locked-up and the fluid pressure and temperature allowed to increase so
that the residuals can be vented through the TVS vent system. Subsequent monitoring of the tank
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lyressure while the tank and fluid tempc_tures increase will establish the quantity of residual liquid in
the tank.
The potential for freezing of the dumped liquid and vapor exists in instances where the fluid may be
vented too rapidly to a vacuum condition. If the pressure in the tank, the tank oudct, or the vent line
falls below the triple point of hydrogen, the liquid could freeze. Freezing of the liquid will result in
blockage of the vent line and halted dump flow and is a part of the process that will be evaluated.
Ex_-rirnent Confimaration - Receiver tank 2 has no configuration hardware specific to liquid dumping
in low-g. This exl_eriment will use receiver tank 2 and its hardware as configured for the other COLD-
SAT experiments. The fluid will be forced out of the tank oudet with helium pressurization and
dumped through the free vent. The tank will be pressurized to 344 kN/m 2 (50 psia) initially and
allowed to vent down to 13.8 kN/m 2 (2 psia) as a final pressure at which time the dump process will
cease.
3.4 Rccgmmen_ied E _xperiment Set Modifications
Suggested design changes that could be implemented for a more cost effective design are included in
the following recommendations. The following are still unresolved issues that would result in
experiment set modifications that would provide enhancement to the current baseline:
- The experiment set was developed with a defined set of Class I and Class II objectives
but without a methodical approach to insure that the best experiment mix is being
performed for each experiment class. An evaluation of the experiment set is needed
using a statisticaliy-designed approach for each experiment class to establish the correct
mix of parametric conditions to ensure adequate experiment data quality for the
minimum number of experiments and so that experiment results can be properly
understood.
- Further assessment of receiver tank 1 LAD design requirements and associated
breakdown/stress testing desires is needed. Analysis on the type of LAD for receiver
tank 1 showed that a very coarse screen device would be needed to induce breakdown
under stressed conditions and that the nominal performance of the device could be
compromised as a result. Such coarse screen may not even wick properly under
nominal use. Sensitivity to acceleration was found to be low, where as flow rate and
associated frictional loses predominated. Additional requirements definition and
assessment in this area is needed.
- Long-duration pressure control tests are required to understand the full transient
nature of pressure control with a passive TVS heat exchanger system. The supply tank
never is allowed to reach a steady state condition for a nominal heat flux test. Such a
test is required for many in-space storage applications. Current tests occur in highly
transient thermal situations.
- Nominal and overflow TVS flow rate conditions need to be further defined for the
transient thermal situation that exists with tank pressure control and for LAD
subcooling. Recent supply tank TVS analysis demonstrated a tremendous system
inertia and a need for additional analysis and u_iderstanding in this area so that proper
testing can be suggested, as well as for proper flow rate control and determination.
- All stratification tests are currently performed under as close to quiescent conditions as
are possible to obtain (within the limits of ACS and propulsion system design). A
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smuifi_tion test und_ nominal S/C ACS operation would be useful in demonsu-a_ing a
truer to life simanon.
- The Fttmess of tank pressure control/pressure reduction/LAD conditioning, using the
TVS, induces stratification and can be influenced by other stratification occurring in the
taak. Such effects will be difficult to ascertain and affect to such a degree the
understanding and analytical determination of the process that it may be impossible to
analyticaUy correlate the tank pressure control using the TVS, with analytical models.
- All mixing for d_stratification is currently performed with mixer pumps. Mixing
using normal ACS or some defined thruster firing should be investigated.
- Increasing the nominal heat flux value for the receiver tanks to 1.56 w (0.5 Bm/hr-ft 2)
resulted in excessive use of LH2 for chilldown and pressure control that could be used
better elsewhere. Assessments of TVS/MLI capabilities showed that a value closer to
0.63 w (0.2 Bm/hr-ft 2) is attainable and cost effective.
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4,0 EXtERIMFNT SUBSYSTEM DEFIN]TION
The COLD-SAT Experiment Subsystem is composed of the following major elements:
• liquid hydrogen storage and supply tank
• receiver tank 1
• receiver tank 2
• gaseous pressurant storage and pressurant control
• fluid distribution and control
• experiment control and monitoring
• instrumentation
The functional requirement of the experiment subsystem is to provide the capability to perform the
required experiments, tests and demonstrations of the experiment set which was def'med in Section 2.
This will be accomplished with the configuration defined in the following sections
4.1 Ex-periment Subsystem Evolution Overview
The experiment concept definition became the design driver for the entire spacecraft approach due to
the size constraints imposed by the payload fairing and the need to integrate the spacecraft systems
around theexperiment subsystem tankage. Due to this limitationit quickly became apparent that it was
impracticalto attachan experiment subsystem package directlyto an existingspacecraftbus. In
evolving the experiment concept,an experiment setdefiningexperiment requirements was assembled
and included an allocationof technology requirementstoone or more of the tankage elements of the
approach. This exercise determined the adequacy of a three tank (supply and two receiver tanks )
design and led tothe development of thedesignconcept for each tank. A pointof departurewas thus
createdto satisfytheexperiment set.When thetankage designwas integratedwith gas pressurization,
plumbing and vaiving,sensorinstrumentationand experiment control,an initialexperiment concept
was developed which was iteratedand refinedover the duration of the program to meet changing
experiment setneeds. The paralleldevelopment and refinementof theexperiment setfor both Class I
and Class IIexperiments and the detailedtestingre.quiredfor each experiment classresultedin the
evolutionof requirements, experiment,and suppornng spacecraftsubsystems intothe COLD-SAT
satelliteand COLD-gAT system. Certainexperiment subsystem featuresand design considerations
have been recommended for incorporationinto the COLD-SAT concept above and beyond those
requirements provided in the SOW or atthe Kick-off conference.Many of these recomrncndations
became a partof thebaseline.
Figure4.I-Iprovides an integratedexperiment schematic showing themajor elements of thedesign in
a simplifiedform, along with theinterrelationshipsof theseelements which are requiredto satisfythe
detailedinitialexperiment set. Table 4.1-I provides a listingof the major featuresof the initial
experiment subsystem as itwas configured forthe Concept Review (CR). The following provides a
summary definitionof major subsystem elements asconfiguredforthe Concept Review:
CR Sut)t)lv Tank - This tank is vacuum jacketed (VJ), 6.15 m 3 (217 ft 3) capable of holding 413 kg
(911 lbs) of LH2 at 95% full. The tank has a diameter of 239 crn (90 in) and a length of 227 cm (90 in)
to completely utilize the available space in the payload fairing.A 82.6 cm (32.5 in) barrel section for the
PV having a 208.3 cm (82 in) diameter connects to elliptical, square root of 2, domes. The pressure
vessel (PV) contains a total communication LAD with an outlet at the bottom of the tank. A
vent/pressurization penetration which feeds directly into the tank via a diffuser is located at the opposite
end. Two spray systems are provided through which liquid can be introduced from a mixer pump to
provide mixing of the bulk fluid. The tank contains slosh baffles at yet to be determined fill heights for
fluid dynamic investigations. Return fluid from either receiver tank can be introduced into the radial or
axial spray for increased top-off potential and minimizing residuals during receiver to supply tank
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transfers. An internal thermodynamic vent system (TVS) heat exchanger (HX') muted on the LAD and
on other critical surfaces is provided to cool the bulk fluid, control tank pressure and provide
subcooling to the LAD and outlet fluid. The TVS HXI is then routed to a vapor cooled shield (VCS)
located between the PV and the VL A second TVS HX2 is routed directly to the VCS. Para-to-O_o
conversion is provided in the TVS HX. A GHe vacuum degradation system is used to vary the tank
heat flux for pressure control experiments is provided on the VL A hot spot heater at the vent is
included to investigate high localized heating phenomena. Multi-layer insulation _ is located
between the VC.,$ and the PV, as well as between the VCS and the VJ. All plumbing penetrations
from the PV are routed internal to the VJ and exit at the girth ring area. Outlet components are
sandwiched between the PV and the VJ with component access provided for contingency maintenance.
The PV connects to the VJ with a strut suspension system. LH2 is loaded on the ground before launch
and provides the total LH2 mission budget. The tank has a mass gage to determine liquid quantity.
The design of this tank was intended to represent a scaled down version of an earth-to-orbit tanker to
evaluate the integrated thermal performance charac_zation of the configuration.
Figure 4.1-1 Concept Review Experiment Subsystem Schematic
Table 4.1-1 Concept Review Experiment Subsystem Features
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CR Receiver Tank 1 - Receiver tank I isan insulated,non-vacuum jacketed,1.2 m 3 (42.6ft3) tank
capable of holding 77 kg (170 Ibs)of LH2 at95% full.To maximize the scienceof characterizinga
singlenozzle in a tank with a I.,/Dclose to 2, the length was selectedto be 183 cm (72 in) with a
diameter of 102 cm (40 in).The barrelsectionof the PV is81.3 cm (32 in)long. The dome ends are
spherical and use the same forglngs and tooling as receiver tank 2. The M/V is 4.9 and the L/D is 1.8.
The PV contains a LAD feeding an inlet/outlet penetration. A vent/_on penetration is routed
from the vent end to the girth area for exiting the PV. This design arrangement provides for minimal
clearance at the tank ends and allows for a tighter packaging arrangement. Axial and tangential spray
systems are provided for chilldown and no-vent fill testing. An internal tank TVS FIX routed on the
LAD and on other critical surfaces is provided to cool the bulk Liquid. This HX is then routed to dual
VCS's. MLI is located between the PV and the VC$1, between VCS 1 and VCS2, and outside the
VCS. A second TVS HX2 is routed directly to the dual VCS (first to VCS 1 and then to VCS2). Para-
to-Ortho conversion is provided in the TVS HX. Tank chilldown can also be accomplished by
introducing chilldown fluid into the TVS HX mounted to internal tank components. A wall mounted
tank warm-up heater is used for establishing.initial conditions for multiple chilldown tests. The tank
has a mass gage to determine liquid quanuty. The tank is supported to the S/C structure with 8
alumina-epoxy struts. The design of this tank was intended to represent a scaled down version of an
on-orbitdepot toevaluatetheintegratedthermalperformance characterizationof theconfiguration.
CR Receiver Tank 2 - This tank isan insulated,non-vacuum jacketed0.55 m 3 (19.4ft3) tankcapable
of holding 35 kg (77 Ibs)of LH2 at95% fullThe tank isalmost sphericalI02 cm (40 in)in diameter
with a minimal girth ring section. The M/V is approximately 4.4 and the L/D is 1. The PV does not
contain a LAD but has a simple screen/plate baffle at the outlet to minimize residuals during settled
expulsions and prevent vapor intrusion. A combined vent/pressurization penetration is routed to the
girth ring ( in a similar manner to receiver tank 1) to provide for minimal clearance at the vent end. The
PV contains an exterior wall mounted TVS HX (no VCS) for pressure control and an internal type
fluid mixer (type TBD). Axial, radial, and tangential spray systems are provided for chilldown and no-
vent fill testing. An optimized MLI blanket surrounds the PV. Tank chilldown can also be
accomplished by introducing chilldown fluid into the TVS HX. A wall mounted tank warm-up heater
is used for establishing initial conditions for multiple chilldown tests. Support is provided to S/C
structure by two trunnion mounts. The design of this tank was intended to represent a scaled down
version of an OTV tank to evaluate the integrated thermal performance characterization of the
configuration.
CR Pressurization - Pressurant storage is provided by six 63.5 cm (25 in) diameter 0.12 m 3 (4.18
ft 3 ) tanks pressurized to 20670 kN/m 2 (3000 psia) on the ground prior to flight. Four tanks store
7.3 kg (16 lbs) of GH2 while the remaining two contain 11.4 kg (25 lbs) of GHe. Either pressumnt
can be used for receiver tank pressurization while only GH2 will be used for the supply tank. The
GH2 tanks can be recharged on-orbitusing residualreceivertank L212 and allowed to warm-up to
meet the GI-12pressurantneeds. Fixed regulatorscontroldeliveredpressurant to 345 kN/m 2 (50
psia).Pressureslessthan thismaximum are controlledby tank isolationvalves. Manual GH2 and
GHe servicingisprovided. An additionalsupply tank GH2 pressurizationoption isto at/togcnously
pressurizethrough a pumped vaporizer using transferlineLH2.
CR Fluid Distribution- Experiment tankage isinterconnectedwith a common transferlineand back
pressure and freevent lineplumbing and associatedcomponents and instrumentation.A transfer
line/ventby-pass is provided at both the supply tank and receiver tank end of the system so that
transferlinechilldown can be accomplished using fluidfrom any tank.. Ground fill/drainand vent
needs of the supply tank arealsoprovided.
-CR Experiment Control and Monitoring - Control and data handling of the experiment and its
subelements is managed via Remote InterfaceUnits (RIUs) which receive commands from the
spacecraftTracking, Telemetry, and Command (TT&C) subsystem and operate needed functions.
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Instrumentation and sensor data is also collected via the R1Us and provides the data to the TT&C for
processing or downlinkmg.
C]_ Insn-umentarion - _su-umcntafion required to monitor the Class I and Class 1I experiments
consists of temperannc, pressu_, flowraxc, valve position, liquid/vapor detection, mass gaging, and
fluid quality discrimination me_nts required to monitor specific expez_ent needs. Table 4.1-2
provides a summm_ of these devices and compares sensor evolution to the PRR configuration.
Table 4.1.2 F.xperiment Subsystem lnstrtanentation Evolution
Type
Temtm'atme
Pressure
Flowram
Liquid level
Valve Position
A_elel_on
Power/Current
SupplyTank
CR PRR
110 112
5 4
2 1
24 24
4O 20
9 3
6 10
RCVR TK 1
CR PRR
92 81
4 3
2 1
8 8
20 21
3 -
RCVR TK 2
CR PRR
65 65
3 3
2 I
4 4
20 22
3 3
6 2
Press./Pwr
CR PRR
36 34
23 25
7 9
24 9
- 3
Following the Concept Review, refinements, modifications and changes to the experiment subsystem
were made that resulted in several iterations to the experiment subsystem approach and configuration.
Figure 4.1-2 provides an integrated experiment schematic showing the major elements of the design in
a simplified form, along with the intenelationships of these elements which are required to satisfy the
modified PRR exl3eriment set. Table 4.1-3 provides a Listing of the major features of the refined
experiment subsystem as it was configcred for the Preliminary Requirements Review. An updated
configuration was presented at the Preliminary Requirements Review and included the following
definition of major subsystem elements:
GH2/LH2
Vent
LH2 Fill
Figure 4.1-2 Prelbm'nary Requirements Review Experiment Subsystem Simplified Schematic
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Table 4.1-3 Pre "hminaryRequirements Review Experiment Subsystem Features
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pRR Supply Tank - This tank is vacuum jacketed (VJ), 6.15 m 3 (217 ft 3) capable of holding 413 kg
(911 lbs) of 1.24_2 at 95% full. The tank has a diameter of 239 cm (94 in) and a length of 227 cm (90 in)
to completely utilize the available space in the payload fairing. A 63.5 cm (25 in) barrel section for the
internal PV having a 218. cm (86 in) diameter connects to elliptical root 3 dome ends. The pressure
vessel (PV) contains a total communication LAD with an outlet at the bottom of the tank. A
vent/pressurization penetration which feeds directly into the tank via a diffuser is located at the opposite
end. Two spray systems arc provided through which liquid can be introduced from a mixer pump to
provide mixing of the bulk fluid. Return fluid from either receiver tank can be introduced into the
radial or axial spray for increased top-off potential and minimizing residuals during receiver to supply
tank transfers. The tank contains slosh baffles at yet to b¢ determined fill heights for fluid dynamic
investigations. An internal thermodynamic vent system (TVS) heat exchanger (I-IX) routed on the
LAD and on other critical surfaces is provided to cool the bulk fluid, control tank pressure and provide
subcooling to the LAD and oudet fluid. The TVS HX is then routed to a vapor cooled shield (VCS)
located between the PV and the VJ. A thermal control shield (TCS) covered with assorted heating
elements which are used to vary the tank heat flux for pressure control experiments is provided just
outside the PV. Multi-layer insulation (MLI) is located between the TCS and the VCS, as well as
between the VCS and the VJ. All plumbing penetrations from the PV axe routed internal to the VJ and
exit at the girth ring area. On-orbit the annular vacuum region can be exposed to the space vacuum by
operating an ordnance valve. Oudet components are sandwiched between the PV and the VJ with
component access provided for contingency maintenance. The PV connects to the VJ with a strut
suspension system. _ is loaded on the ground before launch and provides the total LH2 mission
budget. The tank has a mass gage to determine liquid quantity.
PRR Receiver Tank 1 - Receiver tank 1 is an insulated, non-vacuum jacketed, 1.2 m 3 (42.6 ft3) tank
capable of holding 77 kg (170 lbs) of LH2 at 95% full. The length is 183 cm (72 in) with a diameter
of 102 cm (40 in). The M/V is approximately 5 and the IJD is 1.8. The PV contains a LAD feeding an
inlet/outlet penetration. A vent/pressurization penetration exits the vent at the tank top. Axial and
tangential spray systems arc provided for chiUdown and no-vent flU testing. An internal tank TVS HX
routed on the LAD and on other critical surfaces is provided to cool the bulk liquid. This HX is then
routed to a VCS. MLI is located between the PV and the VCS and outside the VCS. The tank is
supported to the S/C structure with 8 composite struts.
PRR Receiver Tank 2 - This tank is an insulated, non-vacuum jacketed 0.55 m 3 (19.4 ft 3) tank
capable of holding 35 kg (77 lbs) of LH2 at 95% full. The tank is almost spherical 102 cm (40 in) in
diameter with a minimal girth ring section. The M/V is approximately 4 and the I.jD is 1. The PV does
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not contain a LAD but has a simple screen/plate baffle at the outlet to minimize residuals during settled
expulsions and prevent vapor intrusion. A combined vent/pressurization penetration exits at the
opposite end. The PV contains an exterior wall mounted TVS FIX (no VCS) for pressure control.
Axial, radial, and tangential spray systems are provided for chilldown and no-vent fill testing. An
optimized MLI blanket surrounds the PV. Tank chilldown can also be accomplished by introducing
chilldown fluid into the TVS HX. Support is provided to SIC structure by two trunnion mounts.
PRR Pressurization - Pressurant storage is provided by seven 63.5 cm (25 in) diameter 0.12 m3 (4.18
ft 3 ) tanks pressurized to 20670 kN/m (3000 psia) on the ground prior to flight. Five tanks store 9.1
kg (20 lbs) of GH2 while the remaining two contain 11.4 kg (25 lbs) of GHe. Either pressurant can be
used for receiver tank pressurization while only _GH2 will be used for the supply tank. Fixed
regulators control delivered pressurant to 345 kN/m 2 (50 psia). Pressures lessthan this maximum are
controlled by tank isolation valves.
PRR Fluid Distribution - Experiment tankage is/nterconnected with a common transfer line and back
pressure and free vent line plumbing and associated components and instrumentation. A transfer
line/vent by-pass is provided at the receiver tank end of the system. Ground fill/drain and vent needs
of the supply tank are also provided.
PRR Exoeriment Control and Monitorint - Control and data handling of the experiment and its
subelements is managed via Remote Interface Units (RIUs) which receive commands from the
spacecraft Telemetry, Tracking, and Command cI'r&c) subsystem and operate needed functions.
Instrumentation and sensor data is also collected via the RIUs and provides the data to the "I'F&C for
processing or downiinking.
PRR Instrumentation - Instrumentation required to monitor the Class I and Class H experiments
consists of temperature, pressure, flowrate, valve position, liquid/vapor detection, mass gaging, and
fluid quality discrimination measurements reqttired to monitor specific expemnent needs. Table 4.1-3
provides a summary of these devices and compares sensor evolution from the CR configuration.
By comparing Tables 4.1-1 and 4.1-3 the major changes to the experiment subsystem configuration
become evident. Justificationfor most of these modifications were driven by the desireto reduce
complexity and simplify the approach, reduce the need for the development of new components or
processes and, thereby, reduce the overall cost of the approach.
After the PRR additional changes and refinements to the experiment system were made. The rest of
section4 describesthe finalizedexperiment subsystem configurationwhich resultedfrom the study
and the supportive analyses that were conducted to define the experiment processes being
accomplished. Section I already provided a summary descriptionof the f'malizedexperiment
subsystem major elements and features. Figure 4.1-3 shows the finalizedbaseline experiment
subsystem integratedschematicand providestheinterrelationshipof themajor elements toone another,
as well asthe importantdesign featuresof each. Additionaldetailsof each of the elements isprovided
in the foIlow/ng sections.
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4.2 _tmR.z.Za_
The LI-Z2supply tank provides the liquidhydrogen storagecapabilityforthe COLD-SAT mission and
consistsof thefollowingsubelements:
• Supply tank pressurevessel
-Totalcommunication LiquidAcquisitionDevice (I..AD)forthetankoutlet
-Radialspraysystem
-Axialjet(spray)
- Internal tank TVS heat exchange:" on the LAD
- Vent line pressurant diffuser
- Tank waLl mounted heaters
- Insu'umenmtion rake
- Insm_menmtion
• Vacuum jacket
-Vapor Cooled Shield(VCS)
- VSC TVS heat exchanger ( muted from internal tank )
- Multi Layer Insuiauon (MLI) blankets
- Expose VJ annulus to space environment ordnance valve
- Compact Heat Exchanger (CHX)
- Mixer Pumps
-Support Straps
- Instrumentation
•Fluiddistributionand control
-TVS & CHX flow control
-Outflow lineisolationvalvingintheVJ
-Vent lineconnectionand isolationvalvingtothe back pressurevent
-Ground fill/drain& ventsystem connectionand QD interfacetotheT-0 umbilical
-Instrumentation
The supply tank is a vacuum jacketed, 4.25 m 3 (150.4 ft 3) tank capable of holding 286 kg (630 lbs) of
LJ-I2 at 95% full. To completely utilize the available space in the payload fairing and maintain as low a
center of gravity as is possible for the entire satellite, the tank was designed to be as wide as possible
in diameter and as short as possible in length for the required volume. The tank has a diameter of 234
cm (92 in) and a length of211 cm (83 in). A 35.6 crn (14 in) barrel section for the internal PV, having
a 203.2 cm (80 in) diameter, connects to elliptical, square root of 2, dome ends. The PV contains a
total communication LAD with an outlet at the bottom of the tank. A vent/pressurization penetration
which feeds directly into the tank via a diffuser is located at the opposite end. Two spray systems are
provided through which liquid can be introduced from mixer pumps to provide mixing of the bulk
fluid. Return fluid from either of the receiver ranks can be intrdduced into the radial or axial spray for
increased top-off potential and minimizing residuals during receiver to supply tank transfers. An
internal tank TVS routed on the LAD is provided to cool the bulk fluid, control tank pressure, and
particularly to provide subcooling to the LAD. This TVS heat exchanger is then routed to a VCS
located between the PV and the VJ. MLI insulation is located between the PV and the VCS, as well as
between the VCS and the VI where the majority of the insulation will be located. Thermal control
heaters uniformly cover the pressure vessel with assorted heating elements which are used to vary the
tank heat flux for pressure control and stratification experiments. All plumbing penetrations from the
PV are routed internal to the VJ and exit at the girth ring area. Outlet components are sandwiched
between the PV and the VJ with component access provided for contingency maintenance. The PV
connects to the VJ with a strap suspension system. The tank is completely instrumented to provide
necessary experimental data. The supply tank is loaded on the ground before launch and provides the
total LH2 budget for the mission.
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Figure 4.2-I shows a cutaway view of the supply tank with major subelemems identified.
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Figure 4.2-1 Supply Tank Design
Figure 4.2-2 is the supply tank portion of the integrated experiment subsystem schematic. It is
extracted to show the details associated with instrumentation locations, and/or groupings, control
network functions, plumbing/flow routings, component configurations, internal arrangements, along
with interfaces to vents, to the fill/drain line, and to the presstmzation system.
4.2.1 Pressure Vessel (PV') - This tank is an integrated cylindrical assembly consisting of a 4.25 m 3
(150 ft 3) 2219-T62 aluminum PV holding a quantity of 4019 liters (1060 gals) of LH2 at a maximum
operating pressure of 482 kN/m 2 (70 psia) when loaded to 95% full. The assembly consists of two
square root of 2, eUipsoidal shaped, domes welded to a short equatorial barrel section 35.6 cm (14 in)
long by 203 cm (80 in) diameter. The dome wall thicknesses arc a minimum of 0.25 cm (0.10 in) with
increasing thickness at the poles and at the attachment girth ring interface of 0.36 cm (0.14 in). An
increased thickness of 0.36 cm (0.14 in) is also provided at the 8 strap attachment locations on each
dome. The barrel section has a constant wall thickness of 0.36 cm (0.14 in). These wall thicknesses
resulted from a 2.0 safety factor (derived requirement) imposed on the design yield point using a
maximum analyzed pressure of 965 kN/m 2 (140 psia). This configuration results in a leak before
burst design. A requirement for design collapse pressure has also been incorporated into the design.
The PV contains the following internal parts:
Liouid Acouisition Device (LAD) - The PV contains a total communication LAD that interfaces
at the poles of the tank (± X axis). It makes use of the surface tension forces produced at the
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4.2-2 Supply Tank Schematic
end isfixed by a wekled stainlesssmcl to aluminum bi-memJlic u'ansinon robe between the
acquisition device and the PV. Four 7.6 cmx 1.27 cm (3 in x 0.5 in) continuous stainless
sine! channels manifolded at the outlet make up the configuration which is shown in Figure
4.2-3. The channels arc truncated at the top of the tank, terminating the flow passage such that
the four channels join at the top of the tank to provide rigidity and support. The channels are
tctminamd at the top to pro-vent exposure of the scr_n to the tank ullage during the ground
loading and launch phase of the mission. The 128 x 905.5 wims/cm (325 x 2300 wires/inch)
stainless steel double Dutch twiU sc'r_n is welded to the channel side facing the tank wall and
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OF POOR QUALITY
is backed up by perforated plate for su'ucuu-al support. This confignration provides for
continuous screen continuity within each channel to maintain the necessary wetting and
wicking characteristics near the PV wall that result in high expulsion efficiencies estimated to
be 99.5% for the supply tank and high resistance to breakdown. Attachment to the PV is
provided at the top and bottom of the barrel section using slip fit clips to allow for needed LAD
movement across the required thermal range.
PPt.Y TANK
• FOUR CHANNELS USING 325 X 2300 FINE MESH SCREEN
BACKED WITH 50% OPEN PERFORATED PLATE
• CHANNEL DIMENSIONS: 3" X .5" X 97"
• EXPULSION EFFICIENCY: -99.5%
Figure 4.2-3 Supply Tank LAD Configuration
Radial Sorav System - This system of ten 0.159 cm (0.0625 in) diameter orifice sized spray
nozzles _'e located on a radial standpipe which is off-set from the tank center line so as to
minimize interferencewith the spray actionfrom the axialjet.They axe evenly locatedalong
the standpipeand symmetrically spaced at36° toprovide uniform coverage tooptimize ullage
cooling during back transfersfrom the receivertanks to enhance supply tank top-off.Fluid
from the mixer pump(s) can also be routed to these nozzles for tank fluid mixing and
destratificationrests.
A2_d.2gl.._d_ -The prime mixing mode forthe supply tank forpurposes of reducing them)al
stratificationwillutilizea single2.54 cm (Iin)diameterjetwhich islocatedatthe outletcna ot
the tank along the tank centeriinewith the spray directedtowards the vent end. Mixer pump
flow between 18.1to49.9 kg/hr(40 to II0 Ib/hr)can be routed tothejetso thatmixing can be
evaluatedfor both geyseringand non-geyscringconditions.Flow rareiscontrolledby varying
the speed of the pump.
LAD Mounted TVS HX - The LAD does not control the location of the ullage within the tank
in a low-g environment, so venting of the tank (controlling tank pressure) in the conventional
manner of opening the tank vent is not possible..The TVS HX internal to the tank mounted on
the four LAD channels provides a means for relieving the tank pressure increase due to heat
input. The TVS HX will be utilized to remove heat from the cryogen in the COLD-SAT supply
tank. This HX can be used in two modes. The first is labeled nominal and is a situation where
the heat removal rate (i.e. line flow rate) is equal to the heating rate of the fluid. This case will
be utilized to maintain a constant tank pressure. The other operational mode will be where the
flow rate exceeds the nominal case to reduce tank pressure. As of now, the TVS HX will only
be utilized in the nominal mode, but the capability for the excess flow must be accommodated
for in the design.
In the TVS, LH2 is withdrawn from the LAD and passed through Joule-Thomson expanders.
This chilled fluid at a reduced pressure is then routed into a manifold that diverts the flow into a
0.64 cm (0.25 in) diameter heat exchanger tube mounted to the back side of each of the four
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LAD channels. The vented fluid is used as a refrigerant to reduce or maintain the net heat input
to the tank based on TVS flow adjustment. At the vent end of the tank the fluid enters another
manifold where the flow comes back together where it exits the PV for routing to the VCS.
The other function for the HX wiU be to ensure vapor free operation of the tank Liquid
Acquisition Device (LAD). By muting the FIX robing properly over the surface of the LAD,
the cooling capabih'ty of the fluid can be used to condense any vapor bubbles that might form in
the LAD. These two requirements provide a complication in the design, since to provide
cooling to the entire LAD might present a different flow rate than the heat removal/pressure
control requirement would call for.
Vent Line Pressurant Diffuser- The pressurant diffuser at the end of the vent line is designed to
disperse incoming GH2 pressurant and to prevent direct presstwant impingement on the Liquid.
It is important, for optimized use of the fixed quantity of stored GH2 pressurant, not only to
introduce pressurant at a warm condition, but also to prevent pressurant mixing into the liquid.
The diffuser will also tend to retard migration of liquid out of the vent during settled vent tests.
External Wall Mounted Heaters - Tank stratification is induced by external wall mounted
surface heaters that pro_de both uniform and very low heating to establish heat fluxes of
0.315, 0.95, and 1.9 w/m 2 (0.1, 0.3 and 0.6 Btu/hr-ft2). Heater blankets that provide heating
densities of 0.315 to 1.9 w/m 2 ( 0.03 to 0.18 w/ft2) are required. Total heater power for these
cases varies from 4.14 to 24.8 watts.
Instrumentation Rake - A composite tube instrumentation rake is attached to the back side of the
LAD channels at the 95% and 5% full levels, respectively. It provides mounting for tank fluid
temperature sensors at various locations with respect to both fill level and position within the
fluid.
4.2.2Vacuum Jacket(V_) -An annularvacuum regionof 15.2cm (6 in)surroundsthe pressurevessel
and isprovided by a cylindricalvacuum jacketmade of 2219-T62 aluminum. The assembly consists
of two squarerootof 2,ellipsoidalshaped,domes welded toa short equatorialbarrelsection45.7 cm
(18 in)long by 23,*crn (92 in) in diameter. The dome wall thicknessesare 0.51 cm (0.22 in)with
similarthicknessat the poles and atthe attachment girthringinterface.The barrelsectionalsohas a
constant wall thickness of 0.51 cm (0.22 in) and has added strength provided by 8 spacecraft
•SmlCnnal longemns and girthringsupports.These wall thicknessesresultedfrom a 1.5 safetyfactor
(derivedrequirement)imposed on thedesign yieldpointusing a maximum analyzed collapsepressure
of 101.3 kN/m 2 (I,*.7psia).The lower dome contains a penetrationfor contingency component
access. The VJ contains the following intenmi/extemal parts:
Vatxa" Cooled Shield (VCS3 & TVS HX - The heat flux requirement has set the nominal TVS
flow rate to 0.157 kg/hr (0.071 lb/hr). This flow after it exits the internal tank HX is muted
onto the VCS using the same sized tubing. At this point the fluid in the HX is all cold gas
which is used to intercept heat on the VSC before it reaches the tank. The VCS is 6061-T62
aluminum and isplaced so that38% of theinsulationthicknessisbelow it
Multi Laver Insulation (ML13 - The thermal design of the COLD-SAT supply tank MLI system
was based on achieving a nominal heat leak into the tank with the TVS off. Via the use of a
Thermodynamic Vent System (TVS), a Vapor Cooled Shield (VCS), and Multi-Layer
Insulation(MI.,I)the heatfluxintothe tankcan be controlledtowhatever isrequired.The heat
fluxvalue forthe COLD-SAT supply tank was setat0.315 w/m 2 (0.I Btu/hr-ft2)per direction
from NASA LeRC. This value resultedin a requiredtank heat leakof 43.2 w (13.7 Btu/hr).
Another imposed requirementwas thatthe heat transferintothecryogen via conduction paths
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should be less than 10% of the total. The two customer directions plus the functional
requirement to control tank pressure were the primary design drivers for the MLI system.
The above were used to determine the derived design requirements of the tank insulation
system. Analysis of the tank lockup case showed thatthe desired heat fluxcan be obtained
with 1.9 cm (0.75 in) of MLI on the inner tank and 3.18 cm (1.25 in) on the VCS. The
conduction can be limited to -7% of the total heat leak via the use of thermal intercepts between
the VCS and the tank supports and plumbing.
The MLI configurationconsists of 3.8 x 10.3 mm (0.15 rail)double aluminized Mylar
radiationshieldsseparatedby two Dacron B4A net spacers,assembled toa layerdensityof 24
reflectors/cm (50fro).
I_ose VJ Annulus to Space Environment - Once the COLD-SAT is on-orbit an ordnance
valve will be actuated open to expose the vacuum jacket annular region to the hard space
vacuum. This will aid in thermal performance of the system should small leaks develop from
aLlof the components and fittings located in the annulus.
Corrmact Heat Exchanger (CHX_ - The functional requirement of the compact heat exchanger
(CHX) system is to provide active pressure control for the supply tank and thermal subcooling
to outflow fluid. The CH must provide sufficient heat removal capacity for a heat flux of 1.9
w/m 2 (0.6 BTU/ft2-hr), which is 6 times the nominal tank heating rate and is equivalent to
265 w (84 BTU/hr). It was assumed that the CHX should provide 34.5 kN/m _' (5 psi) of
subcooling to the outflow at 45.4 kg (100 lbm/hr), which is equivalent to 1701 w (540
BTU/hr) of heat removal. The CHX system analysis produced the design requirement of a 3 m
(10 ft) concentric tube heat exchanger.with a 2.54 cm (1.0 in) outer tuber and 1.6 cm (0.625
in) inner tube. The two phase fluid flows thru the inner tube at a rate of 0.73 to 1.45 kg/hr
(1.6 to 3.2 lb/hr). The CHX is mounted to the bottom of the PV so that it is thermally shorted
to the tank as shown in Figure 4.2-4.
PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
COMPACT HEAT EXCHANGER
MIXER PUMPS TO CHX FLOW CONTROL
LIMIT OF COMPONENT ACCESS
VALVE ST'J
VALVE ST6
GIRTH RING
VALVE ST4
; RELIEF VALVE RV6
I TO AXIAL SPRAY
VALVE S'1"2
JT EXPANDERS
VALVE ST1
SUPPORT STRAPS
(16 PLACES)
TO RADIAL SPRAY
VALVE ST5
PRESSURE VESSEL VACUUMJACKET
TO TRANSFER LINE
Figure 42-4 Supply Tank Vacuum Annular Region Design Details
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- Figure 4.2-5 illustrates the single pump concept for mixing and transfer
functions. The pump consists of a 3-phase variable speed ac motor connected to a partial
emission impeller by low thermal conductivity shaft. The pump can operate at clifferent
speeds. This is accomplished by varying the ac power to the motor. The ac power is provided
by a controller external to the pump. The controller contains inverters to generate ac power
from the dc power available on COLD-SAT. The pump and motor housing is completely
welded to provide a hermetically sealed package which could be placed inside the supply tank
vacuum annulus. The motor housing is aluminum whereas the electrical feed-through and
impeller housing are stair, less steel, so hi-metallic unions are included in the design. The motor
housing is alnminnm to promote heat dissipation via conduction to the supply tank. Heat
dissipalionisimportanttopreventvapor formationin themot.orwhich could migrate across the
seal and cavitat¢the pump. The pump isdesigned so that the impeller,shaft,and motor
cavitiesm'c flooded with LH2. There are labyrinthsealssepa_ting themotor and impeller,but
they are included only to prevent largeflows along the shaft.LH2 can slowly migrate across
the seal. The impeller has a partialemission design which permits adequate efficiencyat
relativelylow pump speeds. The impeller alsofeaturesa screw type inducer at the inletto
provide low N'PSH operatingcapabih'ty.
The characteristics for the pump are shown in Table 4.2-1 for the three opcra_g modes. The
physicalcharacteristicsof thepump arcshown inthe fzrsthreelinesand remain constantforall
modes of opc_azion.The operal_ngcharacteristicsarc listedbelow the physicalcharacteristics.
The.s,includeforeach mode the head rise,flow rate,head coefficient(y),flow coefficient(j),
actual speed, specific speed, and pump efficiencies. It can be seen that the pump efficiency is
over 40% for all modes, so the impeller design is adequate for all modes of operation. The
overall efficiency, which includes pump and motor efficiencies, is lower than the pump
efficiencies because of the motor contribution. The lowest overall efficiency occurs in the low
mixing mode, but this does cause excessive heating because of the low power level required
for mixing. The table also presents the motor characteristics. The input power varies from 6.0
watts for the low flow mixing to 80.9 watts for transfer. These power levels are broken out
into pump and motor power dissipation at the bottom of the table. The worst case heat input is
for mixing where 36.32 watts are dissipated in the motor and 44.59 are dissipated in the pump.
Motor heat dissipation is shown for an ambient temperature condition. Motor operation at LH2
conditions is expected to result in an order of magnitude less heat dissipation.
_/t,.l_/_/ 7,./ /VG
_¢'dFE 7"
;/ :_'ii/NI
Figure 4.2-5 _ Mixer/Transfer Pump Design Details
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Table 4.2-1 LH2 Mixer Transfer Pump Characteristics
PUMP:
IMPELLER DIAMETER (IN)
THROAT DIAMETER (IN)
BLADEHBGHT (IN)
HEAO(FEET)
FLOW RATE (LBM/HR)
HEJ_ COEFFICIENT
LOW MIXING
2.2
0.169
O.2O4
16.3
55
O.682
HIGH MIXING
2.2
0.169
O.2O4
65.O
110
6.682
TRANSFER
2.2
0.169
O.2O4
260.1
20O
0.687
FLOW COEFFICIENT
SPEED (RP_
SPECIFIC SPEED
PUMP EFFICIENCY (%)
OVERALL EFFICIENCY (%)
MOTOR:
VOLTAGE (VAC 3-PHASE 400 HZ)
INPUT POWER (WATTS)
MOTOR EFFICIENCY (%)
HEAT INPUT TO SYSTEM:
MOTOR (WATTS)
PUMP (WATTS)
TOTAL(WA'I'rs)
O8OO
289O
2O.9
41.4
2.5
51.0
6.0
13.5
5.19
0.82
6.01
6.8OO
S770
20.9
43.S
16.8
102.0
16.6
37.3
10.41
6.19
16.60
6.729
11,500
19.9
43.9
24.1
200.0
80.9
55.1
36.32
44.59
80.91
• tlll_d,g./Za_ - The PV is supported to the VI by 16 composite tension support straps. The
straps are mounted to thickened areas on the PV domes and to the VJ barrel section. This
allows for the installation of the completed PV, VCS and MLI including all plumbing
penetrations that interface with the VJ barrel to be assembled and installed prior to the closure
of VI dome to bah'el section welds.
4.2.3 Fluid Distribution and Coqtrol - Four plumbing penetrations exit the supply tank at the VJ barrel
section. They all require isolation and control valving and instrumentation to contain and control the
outflow and inflow of LH2 and GH2. Functions provided arc as follows:
TVS & CHX Flow Control - Flow in both the TVS and CHX is controlled by electrically
operated on-off latching valves actuated by commands routed to RIU's 11 to 14. Two flow
control legs containing orificed restrictions provide the capability to regulate flow to three
levels. TVS tubing is 0.64 cm (0.25 in) OD with a 0.17 cm (0.065 in) wall thickness.
Associated components are all 0.64 crn (0.25 in) in size. The tubing after exiting the CHX is
1.3 cm (0.50 in) OD with similar sized components.
Outlet/Inlet Lin_ - This 1.9 "era (0.75 in) OD line carries the LI-I2 from the tank LAD to the
transfer line for routing to either receiver tank or to the vent system via the ta-ansfer/vent by-
pass. Internal to the vacuum jacket I.,H2 from this line can be routed to the mixer pumps or to
the two phase side of the CI-/X via a .IT expander.
- The tank vent line is 2.5 em (1.0 in) OD exidng the tank through similar sized
relief devices to the ground vent interface. Vent isolation is provided by 1.3 cm (0.5 in)
electrically operated valves that interface with the 1.9 cm (0.75 in) OD BP/l::ree vent.
F)ressurant is introduced into this line via 1.3 crn (0.5 in) sized pressurant valves.
Ground LH2 Fill/Drain & Vent - The 1.9 crn (0.75 in) ground filVdrain QD at the T-0 umbilical
interfaces with the I.,H2 ground servicing system and provides both flU and contingency dram
capability for the tank.
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Instrumentation - The tank and associated Lines are fully instrumented. See section 4.7 for
details.
4.3 Receiver Tank 1
Receiver tank 1 is one of two tanks that provide an initially empty container for on-orbk LH2
chilldown, transfer and resupply evaluation and is composed of the following major subelements:
• Pressure Vessel
- Total communication LAD for the tank outlet
- Axial spray system and _ flow control
- Inward fazing wall mounted ch'cumferential spray system
- External tank wall mounted TVS heat exchanger
- Vent line pressuram diffuser
- MLI blankets
- Tank supports
• Fluid distribution and control
- Tank inlet/outlet
- Back pressure and free vent system
- Vent line
- TVS flow control
- Spray system flow control
-Instrumentation
Receiver tank l isan insulated,non-vacuum jacketed,1.13m 3 (40.2ft3)tank capable of holding 74
kg (163 Ibs)of LH2 at95% full.To maximize the scienceof characterizinga singlenozzle in a tank
with a L/D of closeto2 when compared tothe otherreceivertank,thetank was configured tobe empty
of internaldevices along the centralaxis.The lengthof the receivertank I was selectedtobe 188 cm
(74 in)with a diameter of 97 cm (38 in). The barrelsectionof the PV is91 cm (36 in)long. The
dome ends are sphericaland can use the same forgingsand toolingas receivertank 2 [which isalso97
cm (38 in)indiameter]. The M/V isapproximately 2.I and theL/D is 1.95. The PV containsa total
communication LAD with an outlet/inletpenetration which exits at a polar boss in the lower
hemisphere. A vent/pressurizationpenetrationexitsatthe dome pole. Axial and wallmounted inward
pointing(cirmm_ferential)spray systems are provided forchilldown and fill/refilltesting.An exmmal
tank TVS routed on the tank wall and on other criticalsurfacesisprovided tocool the tank contents.
An optimized MLI blanket [2.5cm (1.0in)or less]covers the entiretank. The tank issupported to
the spacecraftstructurewith 8 composite struts.Figure4.3-I shows a cutaway view of the tank with
major subelementsidentified.
An integrated experimem subsystem schematic has been previously shown in Figure 4.1-3. The
receiver tank 1 portion of this schematic has been extracted in Figure 4.3-2 to show the details
associated with it. These include design details, instrumentation locations and/or groupings, control
network functions and plumbing/flow routings and component relationships. Interfaces with vents,
fill/drain lines,n'ansfer lines, pressurization system and other system features are shown.
4.3.1_ -This tank isan integratedcylindricalassembly consistingof a 1.13m 3 (40.2
ft3) 2219-2"62 aluminum PV holding a quantity of 1040 liters(274 gals)of LH2 at a maximum
operating pressureof 482 kN/m 2 (70 psia)when loaded to95% full.The assembly consistsof two
sphericalshaped domes welded to a 91 cm (36 in)long by 97 cm (38 in)diameter equatorialbarrel
section.The dome wall thicknessesam a minimum of 0.11 cm (0.045in)with increasingthicknessat
thepoles and atthe attachment barrelsectioninterfaceof 0.25 cm (0.10in). The barrelsectionhas a
constantwall thicknessof 0.25 cm (0.10 in).These wall thicknessesresultedfrom a 2.0 safetyfactor
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(derivedrequirmnmat)imposed on the designyieldpointusing a maximum analyzed pressure of 965
kN/m 2 (140 psia).This configurationresultsina leakbeforeburstdesign. A requirement fordesign
collapse pressure has also been incorporated into the design. The PV contains the following
internal/externalparts:
PRESSURANT DIFFUSER
VENT PENETRATION
CIRCUMFERENTIAL SPRAY
MLI
SUPPORT STRUTS
74 IN 38 IN
LAD
PRESSURE VESSEL
AXIAL NOZZLE
Figure 4.3-1 Receiver Tank 1 Design OUTLET PENETRATION
Liauid Acouisition Device (LAD) - The PV contains a total communication LAD that interfaces
at the poles of the tank (+ X axis). It makes use of the surface tension forces produced at the
interface between the gas and liquid within the pores of a fine-mesh screen and is the key
clement for suberidcal gas-free expulsion of LH2 in the low-g space environment. The oudet
end is fixed by a welded stainless steel to aluminum bi-mctalic transition tube between the
acquisition device and the PV. Four 7.6 em x 1.27 cm (3 in x 0.5 in) continuous stainless
steelchannels manifolded attheoutletmake up the configurationwhich issimilartothe supply
tankLAD designshown infigure4.2-3.The channel flow passages terminateatthe top of the
tank such that the four channels structurally connect to provide rigidity and support. The 128
x 905.5 wires/era (325 x 2300 wires/inch) stainless steel double Dutch twill screen is welded
to the channel side facing the tank wall and is backed up by perforated plate for structural
support. This configuration provides for continuous screen continuity within each channel to
maintain the necessary wetting and wicking characteristics near the PV wall that result in high
expulsion effieiencies estimated to be greater than 99% for this tank and high resistance to
breakdown. Attachment to the PV is provided at the top and bottom of the barrel section using
slip fit clips to allow for needed LAD movement across the required thermal range. This device
is not configured to be able to be stressed or compromised by flowrate or acceleration. See
section 4.9 for analysis regarding this requirement.
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Figure 43-2 Receiver Tank I Schematic
Axial S m'av System - A large part of the investigations to be performed with this single nozzle
is to simulam the effect of nozzles mounted on a central radial spray stand pipe in a 3.66 m (12
ft)diameter tank. A nozzlewith an orificediameterof 0.4 cm (0.156in)was selectedto
promote a hoUow spraypatternwitha minimalrisktocloggingwhileproducingsmalldroplet
sizes that result in droplet heating up to 90% of the saturation temperature for the contact time
provided by the tank length and droplet velocity. Tests were desired for cases where liquid was
settled away from the nozzle to collect at the vent end, as well as, where liquid was settled over
the nozzle so that jet effects could be studied. Only the former could be incorporated into the
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experiment set due to LH2 budget constraints. Use of the axial spray without settling
accelerationwillalsobe performed. The tankiscentrallyempty toaccommodate thesetests.
CircumferentialSm'av System - This spray system consistsof 6 inward facingspray nozzles
mounted on the ci_anfdrence of thetank wall. They willbe used forboth chilldown and fill
assessments. An extra wide angle type of nozzle spray patternisdesired to simultaneously
directthe flow patternboth inward and along the wail. A nozzle with an orificediameter of
0.16 cm (0.0625 in) was selectedto promote a 165 ° spray pattern while producing small
dropletsizesthatresultin dropletheating up to 90% of the saturationtemperature for the
contact time provided by the tank diameter and droplet velocity.
'rvs Heat ExchanL, er - The LAD does not control the location of the ullage within the tank in a
low-g environmefit, so venting of the tank (controlling tank pressure) in the conventional
manner of opening the tank vent is not possible. The TVS HX is mounted external to the tank
on the wall and provides a means for relieving the tank pressure increase due to heat input.
The TVS I--IX will be u_lized to remove heat from the cryogen in the receiver tank. This HX
can be used in two modes. The first is labeled nominal and is a situation where the heat
removal rate (i.e. line flow rate) is equal to the heating rate of the fluid. This case will be
utilizedtomaintaina constanttankpresstn,e where theTVS flowratejustbalancesthe incoming
heat leak. The other operational mode will be where the flow rate exceeds the nominal case to
reduce tank pressure. In this mode the TVS flow rate will be increased by a factor of 2-3 to
drop tank pressure by subcooling the tank contents.
In theT'VS, I..H2iswithdrawn from the LAD and passed through Joule-Thomson expanders.
This chilledfluidata reduced pressureisthenroutedintoa manifold thatdivertsthe flow intoa
0.64cm (0.25in) diameter heatexchanger tubemounted tothetank wall exterior.The vented
fluidisused as a refrigerantoreduce or maintain the net heatinput tothe tank based on TVS
flow adjustment.
Vent Line'Pressurant Diffuser - The prcssurant diffuser at the end of the vent line is designed to
disperse incoming GH2 or GHe pressurant and to prevent direct pressurant impingement on
the liquid. It is important not only to introduce prcssurant at a warm condition, but also to
prevent pressurant mixing into the liquid for optimized use of the fixed quantity of stored GH2
and GHe prcssurant. The diffuser will also tend to retard migration of liquid out of the vent
during settled vent tests and for ullage exchange transfers.
_d_id.,l_dgllgg_ - The thermal design of COLD-SAT receiver tank 1 MLI system was based on
achieving a nominal heat leak into the tank with the TVS off. Via the use of a Thermodynamic
Vent System (TVS) heat exchanger and Multi-Layer Insulation (MLI) the heat flux into the
tank can be controlled to whatever is required. The heat flux value for the COLD-SAT supply
tank was set at 1.58 wire 2 (0.5 Btu/hr-ft 2) per direction from NASA LeRC. This value
resulted in a required tank heat leak of 97.7 w (31 Btu/hr). This requirement plus the
functional requirement to control tank pressure were the primary design drivers for the MLI
system.
The above were used to determine the derived design requirements of the tank insulation
system. Itwas estimatedthatthedesiredheat fluxcan be obtained with no more than 2.5 cm
(I.0in) of MLI on the tank.
The MLI configuration consists of 3.8 x 10 -3 mm (0.15 rail) double aluminized Mylar
radiation shields separated by two Dacron BgA net spacers, assembled to a layer density of 24
reflectors/crn (60fro).
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- Eight compositz robe support swats with aluminum end fittings connect the
PV to the spacecraft rectangular tube support structure. The swats mount to clevis attachment
fittings on the barrel section. Figure 4.3-3 shows a top view of the tank mounted to the
structln_.
4.3.2 Fluid Distribution and Control - Nine plumbing penetrations exit receiver tank 1 along with a
TVS flow control line. They all require isolation and control valving and instrumentation to contain
and control the outflow and inflow of IM2 and GH2. Functions provided are as follows:
'rvs Flow Control - Flow in the TVS is controlled by electrically operated on-off latching
valves actuated by commands muted to RIIYs 11 to 14. Two flow control legs containing
orificed restrictions provide the capability to regulate flow to three levels. TVS tubing is 0.64
cm (0.25 in) OD with a 0.17 cm (0.065 in) wall thickness. Associated components are all 0.95
cm (0.375 in) in size.
Outlet/Inlet Line - This 1.9 cm (0.75 in) OD line carries the _ from the tank LAD to the
wan_er line for muting to either the supply tank or to the vent system via the transfer/vent by-
pass.
Vent _ne - The tank vent line is 1.3 cm (0.5 in) OD that connects to vent isolation provided by
1.3 cm (0.5 in) electrically operated valves that interface with the 1.9 cra (0.75 in) OD BP/Free
vent. Two orificed vent paths are provided to accomplish various rates of gas venting to
accommodate vented fill rests that require restricted venting capability. Pressurant is introduced
into this line via 1.3 cm (0.5 in) sized pressurant valves.
Sm-av System Flow Control - Flow in the axial nozzle is controlled by electrically operated on-
off latcl_ing valves actuated by commands routed to RIU's 11 to 14. Two flow control legs
containing orificed restrictions provide the capability to regulate flow to three levels.
Instrumentation - The tank and associated lines are fully instrumented. See section 4.7 for
details.
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Figure 43-3 Receiver Tank 1 Mounting Configuration
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4.4 Receiver Tank 2
Receive" tank 2 is one of two tanks that provide an ini_Lly empty container for on-orbit LH2
chilldowrt, transfer and resupply evaluation and is composed of the following major subelements:
• Pressure Vessel
- Simple plate/screen baffle at the outlet
- Axial spray system
- Radial spray system
- Tangential spray system
- Exm-nal wall mounted TVS heat exchanger
- 'IWS heat exchanger chRldown
- Vent line pressurant diffuser
- MI.I blanket
- Warm-up heater
- Tnmnion support mounts
*Fluiddisu'ibution and control
- Inleqoudet
- Back pressure & free vent system
- Vent line
- TVS flow control
-Spray system flow control
- Instrumentation
Receiver tank 2 is an insulated, non-vacuum jacket, 0.56 m 3 (19.9 ft 3) tank capable of holding 37 kg
(81 lbs) of LH2 at 95% full. The tank is almost spherical 97 cm (38 in) diameter with a minimal 12.7
cm (5 in) girth ring section. The M/V is approximately 2.1 and the L/D is 1.1. The PV does not
contain a LAD but has a simple screen/plate baffle at the outlet to minimize residuals during settled
expulsions and prevents suction dip and vapor intrusion. During inflow through the inlet, the baffle
also serves to direct the flow towards the tank wall and not towards the vent at the opposite end. The
vent penetration exits the tank at the dome pole. The PV contains an exterior wall mounted TVS heat
exchanger (no VCS) for pressure control. Axial radial and tangential spray systems are provided for
tank chflldown and fill/refill testing. An optimized MLI blanket of 2.5 cm (1.0 in or less) thickness
surrounds the PV. The tank is supported to the spacecraft structure with 2 trunnion supports. The
current relationship of M/V of the two receiver tanks is 1 and should be as close to 2 as possible.
Adding weight to receiver tank I is also an option. More detailed analysis is required to trim weight
from receiver tank 2. In addition, a better definition of the mass of components and tank internals is
required. Since chilldown testing is now concentrated in receiver tank 2, the desire is to achieve as
low a M/V ratioas possibleforit.The tank is mounted within the MMS rectangulartube support
structureof the spacecraftusing tank supporttrunnionsmounted to the structure.Figure 4.4-I shows
acutaway view of thetank withmajor subelementsidentified.
An integrated experiment subsystem schematic has been previously shown in Figure 4. i-3. The
receiver tank 2 portion of this schematic has been extracted in Figure 4.4-2 to show the details
associated with it. These include design details, instrumentation locations and/or groupings, con=ol
network functions and plumbing/flow routings and component relationships. Interfaces with vents,
fill/drain lines, transfer lines, pressurization system and other system features are shown.
4.4.1 Pressure Vessel - This tank is an integrated, almost spherical, assembly consisting of a 0.56 m3
(19.9 ft 3) 2219-T62 aluminum PV holding a quantity of 517 liters (136 gals) of LH2 at a maximum
operating pressure of 482 kN/m 2 (70 psia) when loaded to 95% full. The assembly consists of two
spherical shaped domes welded to a 12.7 cm (5 in) long by 97 cm (38 in) diameter equatorial barrel
section. The dome wall thicknesses are a minimum of 0.11 era (0.045 in) with increasing thickness at
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the poles and at the attachment barrel section/nt_rface of 0.2.5 cm (0,10 in). The barrel section has a
constant wall t_ickness of 0.2..5 cm (0.I0 in). These wall thicknesses resulted from a 2.0 safety factor
(derived requirement) imposed on the design yield point using a maximum analyzed Fressure of 965
kN/m 2 (140 psia). This configuration results in a leak before burst design. A requirement for design
collapse pressure has also been incorporated into the design. The PV contains the following
incrnal/ex_crnal parts:
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Figure 4.4-1 Receiver Tank 2 Details
OUTLE'I
OUTLET BAFFLE
Sirrmle Plate/Screen Baffle - In order to keep the interior walls of this receiver tank "clean" so
tha_ persistent fluid mouon/flow patterns may develop, a total communication type LAD was
not desired. Use of settling accelerations during both tank inflow and outflows dictated the
type of device that was needed to both accommodate inflow diffusion and minimize tank
res/duals during expulsions. These needs are accomplished by the use of a simple pla_screen
baffle at the tank oufleL During sealed tank outflows it prevents suction dip and resulting
vapor intrusion. For seRled vented fills and ullage exchange resupply, incoming fluid is
direc_l towards the tank wafts as to not directly impinge on the open vent line. Since TVS
fluid is withdrawn from the rank outlet for tank pressure control, this device cannot guarantee
the quality of fluid to the JT expander.
Axial S may System - Two manifolded axial nozzles surrounding the radial spray stand pipe
provide the capability to spray axially along the tank centeriine for the purpose of contacting
vapor for condensation during tank filling. They will also be used for rank chilldown. A
nozzle with an orifice diameter of 0.32 era (0.125 in) was selected to promote a hollow spray
patternwith a minimal risk to clogging while producing small droplet sizes that result in droplet
hearing up to 90% of the saturation temperature for the contact time provided by the tank length
and droplet velocity.
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4.4-2 Receiver Tank 2 Schematic
Radial Sm'av System - Six manifolded radial nozzles evenly spaced around (at 60 ° intervals)
and along the length of the radial spray stand pipe provide the capability to spray radially
perpendicular to the tank centm'line for the purpose of contacting vapor for condensation
during tank filling. They will also be used for tank chilldown. A nozzle with an orifice
diamet_ of 0.16 cm (0.0625 in) was selected to promote a hollow spray pattern with a minimal
risk to clogging while producing small droplet sizes that result in droplet heating up to 90% of
the saturation temperature for the contact time provided by the tank diameter and droplet
velocity.
Tangential SDI'avSystem -This system consistsof 4 spray nozzles which penetratethe tank
wall and directincoming liquidintoa spray patterntangentialtothe innerwall surface. Since
fullflow isdesiredfrom thesenozzlesa diaxnctcrof I.Icm (0.44in)was selectedto providca
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maximum flow area while sdll providing for a velocity increase at the nozzle exit to promote the
desired tangential fluid motion.
TvS Heat Exchan_er - The LAD does not conlzol the location of the ullage within the tank in a
Iow-g environment, so venting of the tank (controlling tank pressure) in the conventional
manner of opening the umk vent is not possible. The TVS I-IX is mounted external to the tank
on the wall and provides a means for relieving the tank pressure increase due to heat input.
The TVS HX will be utilized to remove heat from the cryogen in the receiver tank. This I-IX
can be used in two modes. The first is labeled nominal and is a situation where the heat
removal rate (i.e. line flow rate) is equal to the heating rate of the flui& This case will be
utilized to maintain a constant tank pressure where the TVS flowrae just balances the incoming
heat leak. The other operational mode will be where the flow raze exceeds the nominal case to
reduce tank pressure. In this mode the TVS flow rate will be increased by a factor of 2-3 to
drop tank pressure by subcooling the tank contents.
In the TVS, I.H2 is withdrawn from the LAD and passed through Joule-Thomson expanders.
This chilled fluid at a reduced pressure is then routed into a manifold that diverts the flow into a
0.64 c'm (0,2.5 in) diameter heat exchanger tube mounted to the tank wall exterior. The vented
fluid is used as a refaigerant to reduce or maintain the net heat input to the tank based on TVS
flow adjustment.
TYS Heat Exchanger ChiIldown -Since theTVS heatexchanger tubingisindirectcontactwith
the tank wall,chiildown fluidcan be introduced intoitto access tank chiIIdown using this
technique.
Vent Line Pressurant Diffuser - The pressurant diffuser at the end of the vent Line is designed to
disperse incoming GH2 or GHe pressurant and to prevent direct pressurant impingement on
th_ liquid. It is important not only to introduce pressurant at a warm condition, but also to
prevent pressurant mixing into the liquid for optimized use of the fixed quantity of stored GH2
and GHe pressuzant. The diffuser will also tend to retard migration of liquid out of the vent
during settled vent tests and for ullage exchange transfers.
- The thermal design of COLD-SAT receiver tank 2 MLI system was based on
achieving a nominal heat leak into the tank with the TVS off. Via the use of a Thermodynamic
Vent System (TVS) heat exchanger and Multi-Layer Insulation (MLI) the heat flux into the
tank can be controlled to whatever is required. The heat flux value for the COLD-SAT supply
tank was set at 1.58 w/m 2 (0.5 Btu/hr-ft 2) per direction from NASA LeRC. This value
resulted in a required tank heat leak of 56.7 w (18 Btu/hr). This requirement plus the
functionalrequirement to controltank pressurewere the primary design driversfor the MLI
system.
The above were used to determine the derived design requirements of the tank insulation
system. It was estimated that the desired heat flux can be obtained with no more than 2.5 cm
(1.0 in) of MI.J on the tank.
The MLI configuration consists of 3.8 x I0-3 mm (0.15 rail)double aluminized Mylar
radiationshieldsseparatedby two Dacron B4A net spacers,assembled toa layerdensityof 24
reflectors/_ (60fro).
Warm-q v Hea)er - Two banks of wall heaters provide 30 w of power each to receiver tank 2
for thermal conditioning to desired levels during experiment operations.. Each bank provides
uniform wall heating from dual element blanket type heaters which are bonded to the outer tank
wall surface. Required heating density for the blanket is 0.08 w/m 2 (0.83 w/ft 2) for each
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redundant element.The wall heaters are controlled from separate RIU's and EVE's providing
totally redundant and isolated control capability.
Trunnion Su_)m_rtMounts -The girthringprovides thetank mounting locationfortwo S-glass/
epoxy mmni0ns. One mmnion isfixed,and isadjustedtoprovide forproper positioningof the
tank by a dn'caded fittingthatiswelded in place.The othertrunnion has on open end thatis
freeto move toallow forcontractionand expansion of the pressurevessel/trunnionassembly.
The mmnions have been successfully designed, fabricated and qualification rested for fatigue,
loading, failure and design margin, under contract NAS3-.23245 and were delivered to LeRC at
the end of the program (Ref 4.4-1). Figure 4.4-3 shows a top view of the tank installed into
the MMS rectangular robe support strucnne core cavity by the trunnion mounts.
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Figure 4.4-3 Receiver Tank 2 Mounting Configuration
4.4.2Fluid Distributionand Control -Seven plumbing penetrationsexit receivertank 2 along with a
TVS flow controlline.They allrequireisolationand controlvalving and instrumentationto contain
and controltheoutflow and inflow of1.2i2and GH2. Functionsprovided are as follows:
TVS Flow Control -Flow in the TVS iscontrolledby electricallyoperated on-offlatching
valves actuated by commands routed to RIU'.s 11 to 14. Two flow controllegs,containing
orificedrestrictions,providethe capabilitytoregulateflow tothreelevels.TVS tubingis0.64
cm (0.25 in)OD with a 0.17 cm (0.065in)wall thickness.Associated components are all0.95
cm (0.375in)insize.
Outlet/Inlet Line - This 1.9 cm (0.75 in) OD line carries the LH2 from the tank baffle to the
transfer line for routing to either the supply tank or to the vent system via the transfer/vent by-
pass.
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V_t Line - The tank vent line is 1.3 em (0.5 in) OD that co_ to vent isolation provided by
1.3 cm (0.5 in) electrically operated valves that interface with the 1.9 em (0.75 in) OD BP/Free
vent. Two orificed vent paths are provided to accomplish various rates of gas venting to
accommodate vented fill tests that require restricaui venting capability. Pressurant is introduced
into this line via 1.3 cm (0.5 in) sized pressurant valves.
Sm'av System Flow Control - Flow in the axialand radialspray systems iscontrolledby
el-octi'icaUyoperated on.off latchingvalves actuated by commands muted to R.glYs11 to 14.
Two flow controllegscontainingorifieedrestrictionsprovide the capabilitytoregulateflow to
three levels.
Instrumfntation - The tank and associated lines are fully instrumented. See section 4.7 for
deml]¢.
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The pressurizationsystem consistsof the following functions that are provided to support tank
pressm'izauonstoaccomplish theexperiment set:
-GI-12& GHe pressurantstorageat20670 kN/m 2 (3000 psia)
-GH2 & GHe pressurantregulationto276 kN/m 2 (40 psia)
- GH2 & GHe regulated prcssurant distribution to experiment tankage
- GH2 & GHe ground f-d1
Pressurantstorage isprovided by nine tanks 29.8 cm (I1.75 in)diameter by 122 cm (48 in) length
with a volume of 0.076 m 3 (2.7ft3 ) pressurizedto 20670 kN/m 2 (3000 psia)on the ground priorto
flight.Seven tanks store8 kg (17.5 Ibs)of GH2 while the remaining two contain 4.5 kg (10 Ibs)of
GHe. Eitherpressurantcan be used for receivertank pressurizationwhile only GH2 willbc used for
the supply tank. Fixed regulatorscontroldeliveredpressm-antto276 kN/m 2 (40 psia).Pressuresless
than thismaximum are controlledby tank isolationvalves. The pressurizationpartof the schematic
has been previouslyshown on Figure 4.4-2and comprise the followingmajor subclcments:
Gaseous Hydrogen Storage - This pressurant storage capability provides warm hydrogen gas for
autogenous presstarization For Liquid expulsion from either the supply or receiver tanks. Seven 0.076
m 3 (2.7 ft 3 ) composite overwrapped, 6061-T6 aluminum cylindrical bottles pressurized to 20670
kN/m 2 (3000 psia) provide the storage capability for this fimetion. Each bottle holds I. 14 kg (2.5 lbs)
of gaseous hydrogen. The bottlesaremanifolded togetherand provided with an isolationvalve ateach
bottleso thatbottlescan be depleted individually.Isolationfrom high pressure GHc isprovided by
seriescrossovervalves. Under normal operationeitherthe GHe or GH2 pressurantsystems would be
availablefor use at any one time. Servicing the GH2 bottlesisaccomplished as a totalpad clear
terminalcount hazardous servicingoperationviathecommon manifold and QD atthe T-0 umbilical.
Gaseous Helium Storage - This pressurant storage capability provides warm helium gas for
pressurization for liquid expulsion from either of the receiver tanks using a non-condensable
pressurant. Two 0.076 m3 (2.7 ft3 ) composite overwrapped, 6061-T6 aluminum cylindrical bottles
(thesame asthose used forGH.2 storage)pressurizedto20670 kN/m 2 (3000 psia)provide the storage
capabilityforthisfunction.Each bottleholds 2.27 kg (5.0Ibs)of gaseous hydrogen. The bottlesare
manifolded togetherand provided with an isolationvalve ateach bottleso thatbottlescan be depleted
individually.Isolationfrom high pressureGH2 isprovided by seriescrossovervalves. Under normal
operation eitherthe GHe or GH2 pressurant systems would be availablefor use at any one time.
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Servicingthe GHe bottlesisaccomplished as a locallyhazardous servicingoperationvia the common
manifold,servicingportand manual servicingvalve.
Pressurant Re_,ulation and Control - Pressurant regulation is controUed by manual fixed regulator legs
set to deliver 276d:27.6 kN/m 2 (40_4 psia). One leg is notmatly dedicated for GH2 regulation while
the other is used for GHe regulation. The two legs are redundant to one another, if reqtdred, via the
series crossover valves. Isolation valves, filtering and orifice control to establish maximum flowrates
are included in each leg. Flow metering, temperature and pressure instrumentation is accommodated at
the branch connect of the two legs.
Pressurant Distribution- The regulatedGI-12and GHe isdistributedto allof the experiment tanks
simultaneously.Control valvesatthe vent linestoeach tankcontroltheindividualpressurizationof a
given tank at a time. These valves also serve as control devices regulating tank pressurizations below
the regulator serpoint and maintain tank pressure to within 6.89 kN/m 2 (1 psia) of the desired value.
Line and component size is 1.27 cm (0.5 in).
4.6 FluidDistributionand Control
Control of the experiment subsystem process consumables and the distribution of these commodities
(LH2, GH2 and GHe) is accomplished between tankage, other subsystem elements and/or overboard
using the following fluid distribution subelements:
-Transfer line
-Back pressure, free and ground vents
- Pressurant distribution lines
-SFray system control
-TVS & CHX control
-Over pressureprotection
-Plumbing/component insulation
A briefoverview of thesesubelcmcnts isprovided as follows:
Troffer Line -This linecarriesLH2 from the supply tankLAD and routesittocithcrreceiver
tank or to the vent system via a transfer/ventline by-pass. The line and all fullflow
components are a 1.9cm (0.75 in)OD size.Other lower flow legsare a 1.3 cm (0.5in)OD
size.The lineis configured as shown in Figure 4.1-3. Isolationvalving is provided for
receivertank 2 testsso thatonly thatportionof the linebeing used isexposed to the transfcr
fluid.
Back Pressure and Free Vents -The back pressureand freevents provide paths to routefluid
overboard when on--orbit-While on the ground thesevents are isolatedwith normally closed
ordnance valveswhich are operated formission use on-orbit-All ground venting for testand
launch operationsisvia the ground vent interfaceatthe T-0 umbilical.The QD ispoppedess
and isopen atalltimes untilorbitaloperationsbegin atwhich time a normally open ordnance
valve isoperated closed. The back pressurevent featuresa check valve thatmaintains 13.8
kN/m 2 (2 psia)to precludehydrogen freezing.The freevent providesan unobstructedpath to
the space vacuum. The vents are interconnectedby crossovervalvesfor redundancy and for
testswhich require no vent back pressure.Normal venting operations are out of the back
pressure vent. Both vent interfaceswith the space environment contain redundant I00 w
heaters that cycle on before the LH2 triple-point temperature is reached as a back-up to preclude
freezing. The back pressure vent exits at the aft centerline of the spacecraft and contains a non-
propulsive diffuser so as to not perturb attitude control. The free vent exits with a similar
configuration at the forward end centerline location. All vent line tubing and associated
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componentsare 1.9 cm (0.75 in ) OD. Instrun_ntafion is provided as shown in the experiment
subsystem integratedschematic (Figure4.1-3)
J_-,ssm'anz Distribution - The regulated GH2 and GHe is distributed to all of the experiment
tanks simultaneously. Control valves at the vent lines to each tank control the individual
presstud.zafion of a given tank at a time. These valves also serve as control devices regulating
tank _I__ressmd.zafions below the regulator setpoint and maintain tank pressure to within 6.89
kN/m 2. (I psia) of the desired value. Line and component size is 1.3 cm (0.5 in).
Sorav System Flow.Control - Flow in the axial and radial spray systems is controlled by
e[ect_caUy operaf_ on-off latching valves actuated by commands muted to R1U's 11 to 14.
Two flow control legs conmlnlng orificed restrictions provide the capability to regulate flow to
three levels.
TVS & CHX Flow Control - Flow in both the TVS and CHX iscontrolledby electrically
operated on-off latchingvalves actuated by commands routed to RIU's II to 14. Two flow
conu'ol legs containing orificed restrictions provide the capability to regulate flow to three
levels. TVS tubing is 0.64 cm (0.25 in) OD with a 0.17 cm (0.065 in) wall thickness.
Associated components are all0.64 cm (0.25 in)in size.The tubing afterleavingthe CHX is
1.3cm (0.50in)OD with similarsizedcomponents.
Over Pressure Protection- Each e_ent subsystem tank containsa burstdisk and a relief
valve plumbed in seriestothe tankvent lineand routefluidtothe freevent linetoprovide over
pressure protection.They are setto relieveat 413_+.27.6kN/m 2 (60"_-_4psia). While on the
ground the supply tank reliefisrouted to the ground vent interface.See section4.10 for a
descriptionof elecuicaloverpressureprotection.
Plumbine/Comoonent Insulation- A foam/M_ system is a requirement for much of the
experiment subsystem fluid dismbution system in order to :
- Minimize heat transferto the LH2 duringloading (and contingency detanking) to assurethat
required fluid conditions and servicing tirnelines are achieved.
- Prevent LN2 or liquid air formation (the payload fairing AC system'is providing GN2 during
LH2 servicingoperations)on linesand components reaching cryogenic temperatureduring the
servicingor contingencydetankingoperations.
-Prevent atmospheric or payload fairingpurge moisture condensation and frostbuild-upon all
components reaching water condensing orfreezingtemperatures.
- Provide for on-orbitthermal protectionduring experiment process investigationsinvolving
fluidu'ansfcrs.
The insulationsystem consistsof 1.3cm (0.5in)of polyurethane foam over allplumbing and
components that are exposed to LH2 on the ground. The insulation is sealed against
cryopumping by an outer covering of kevlar cloth impregnated with a polyurethane resin
sealer. In order to provide for required thermal performance on-orbit,certainpartsof the
plumbing system willcontainan overwrap of 10 layersof MLI.
Figure 4.6-1 shows the experiment subsystem schematic with the experiment tankage removed. The
remaining components and interconnecting plumbing comprise the Fluid Distribution and Control
subsystem. Components locatedin the same area performing similaror relatedfunctionsassociated
with specific tankage have been grouped into seven individual valve panels with interconnection
plumbing lines. Components in each panel are idenRfied with the valve panel designation in Figure
4.'6-I. Table 4.6-I list the valve panels by number, function, size and weight. Each panel is a
subassembly that is built and tested at the panel level
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Figure 4.6-1 Experiment Subsystem Fluid Distribution and Control
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Table 4.6-1 Eorperiment Subsystem Valve Panel Approach
4 RECEIVER TANK 2 VENT, TVS CONTROL 13.83 KG
& PRESSURIZATION CONTROL (30.5 LlaS)
5 RECI=IVER TANK 2 INLET, SPRAY SYSTEM 37.46 KG
CONTROL & TRANSFER LINE (82.6 LSS)
6 RECEIVER TANK 1 VENT, WS CONTROL 12.11 KG
& PRESSURIZATION CONTROL (26.7 LBS)
U w
1 SUPPLY TANK OUTLET, TRANSFER 2_7 X 50.11 X 20_ CM 15.87 KG
LINE & CHX CONTROL (10.5 X 20 X 8 IN) (35 ks:IS)
2 SUPPLY TANK VENT, TVS CONTROL, 30.5 X 50.8 X 20-2 Cad 19.73 KG
BP VENT, FREE VENT & GROUND VENT 02 X 20 X 8 IN) (43.5 LIDS)
3 GH2 & GHe PRESSURIZATION CONTROL, 27.g X 50.8 X 12.7 CM 11.02 KG
REGULATION S 01STRISUTION (11 X 20 X 5 IN) (24.3 LSS)
3dk3 X 50.8 X 2O-2 CM
(13.5 X 20 X 8 IN)
75.3 X G7.3 X 20.2 CM
(29.25 X 26.5 X 8 IN)
34.3 X 50.8 X 20.2 CM
(13.5X 20 X8 aN)
7 RECEIVER TANK 1 INLET, SPRAY SYSTEM 58.4 X 67.9 X 17.8 CM 20,21 KG
CONTROL & TRANSFER LINE (23 X 26.75 X 7 IN) (64.4 LBS)
Valve panel 3 which is associated strictly with the pressurization system is shown in Figure 4.6-2.
Figure 4.6-3 shows the arrangement of the six experiment subsystem valve panels associated with
tankage, transfer and vent lines. Panel relationship to tankage and to one another are also depicted
along with major functions into and out of each panel. Proximity relationships are also shown. Major
interfacing of the panels occurs with the tankage. Panel to panel interfacing consists of transfer,
pressurization and vent line muting which can easily be accommodated in the various empty space
between components and smacture.
'r4
: o_,4__
Figure 4.6-2 E_eriment Subsystem Pressurization Valve Panel 3 and Plumbing Concept
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Figure 4.6-3 F_rperiment Subsystem Fluid Distr_ution Valve Panel and Plumbing Approach
A brief definition of each of the valve panels is provided as follows:
_- This valve panel has a size and weight as shown in Table 4.6-1. It contains the
components as shown in Figure 4.6-4 and is located below the supply tank in the aft equipment bay at
Station 490. It serves to interface with the supply tank inler/oudet line and contains the transfer line
flow control elements, including the transfer pump for distribution of fluid to either receiver tank via
valve panel 5 or 7. It also contains the CI-IX flow control components which interface with the back
pressm'e vent line.
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Certain components (pressure transducer F301) still require incorporation into the panel. Other
components originally assigned to the panel and the rational of why they are not located in the panel are
defined below which include being installed in other off panel locations:
- OVl LH2 ground fill/drain QD isola_on pyro valve and OV6 vacuum jacket space vacuum
exposure valve will be installed in an accessible location for ordnance initiator installation.
- P301 requires incorporation into the panel design.
- Vacuum jacket over pressure protection burst disk BD2 and reLief valve RV3 will be installed
on the vacuum jacket near the pump out port.
The panel will be instflaml faom the external environment and will be thermally isolated f_m mounting
structure. The plate to which the components are mounted is a composite structure to isolate
components from one another as much as possible. Additional analysis is required to determine the
need to further isolate transfer line components or provide cooling with heat exchangers (not an
ata-active design option) to prevent component warm up during tank chilldown cycles.
.......
, ., _ _ mr_ r_ "_ "_-- :/
o_ .jh i ----_,_.=,---_ /_" _. - ,__.:....-"': ,-_ -----_I._._
_ql MI . RVS
"P_4"
Figure 4.6-4 Valve Panel I Equipment Design Configuration
_'_J_YLPAR_L_ - This valve panel has a size and weight as shown in Table 4.6-1. It contains the
components as shown in Figure 4.6-5 and is located below the supply tank in the aft equipment bay at
Station 490.
It serves "to interface with the supply tank vent line and contains the vent line flow measuring and
BP/free vent interconnect elements, including the interface for distribution of fluid to the ground vent
during ground operations. It also contains the TVS flow control components which interface with the
back pressure vent Line.
Certaincomponents (pressuretransducerP307, Burst diskBDI, and ReliefValves RVI, RV1 I,and
RVI3) stillrequireincorporationintothepanel design or instaUationatsome otherlocation.Other
components (OV2, and OV3) originallyassigned to the panel and the rationalof why they are not
locatedinthepanelaredefinedbelow which includebeinginstalledinotheroffpanellocations:
- OV2 LH2 ground vent QD isolal_on pyro valve and OV3 back pressure vent isolation pyro
valvewillbe instaUedinan accessiblelocationforordnance initiatorinstallation.
- BDI, RVI, RVI 1, RVI3, and P307 require incorporation into panel design.
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The panel will be insulated from the external environment and will be thermally isolated from mounting
structure. The plate to which the components are mounted is a composite structure to isolate
components from one another as much as possible. CooLing of components within this panel is not a
consideration.
- This valve panel has a size and weight as shown in Table 4.6-1. It contains the
components as shown in Figure 4.6-6 and is mounted to the rectangular tube support structure by
receiver tank 1 at Station 313. It serves to interface with the GI71.2 and GHe high pressure pressurant
storage tanks and the experiment tankage providing regulated pressurant to each via valve panels 2, 4,
and 6. The panel contains dual regulation legs, including particulate filtering and leg crossover
provisions.
a.
TOP VIEW
Figure 4.6-6 Valve Panel 3 Equipment Design Configuration
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Two components (MV1 and OVS) originally assigned to the panel and the rational of why they are not
located in the panel are defined below as being installed in other off panel locations:
- MV1 high pressuze manual ground servicing valve will be installed in an accessible location
for GHe servicing operations and connection to facility GHe pressure panel
- OV5 GH2 ground QD isolation pyro valve wilI be installed in an accessible location for
ontnance inkiator insml]mion.
The panel will be insulated fzom the external environment and does not have to be thermally isolated
fzom mounting s_. The plate to which the components are mounted can be a composite su'ucmre
or a metal plate. Components need not be thermally isolated from one another. The panel should be
kept as warm as possible to provide the tankage with warm pressurant.
- This valve panel has a size and weight as shown in Table 4.6-1. It contains the
components as shown in Figure 4.6-7 and is located behind the MMS MPS module near receiver tank
2 at Station 360. It serves to interface with receiver tank 2 vent and pressurization peneu"ation. It also
contains the TVS flow control components which interface with the back pressure vent line and the
tank relief system that interfaces with the free vent.
The panel willbe insulatedfrom theexte_malenvironment and willbe thermallyisolatedfrom moum_ag
structure. The plate to which the components are mounted is a composite structureto isolate
components from one another as much as possible.CooLing of components within thispanel isnot a
consideration.
vvi
FRONT VIW
Figure 4.6-7 VatvePanel 4 Equipment Design Configuration
- This valve panel has a sizeand weight as shown in Table 4.6-I.Itcontains the
components as shown in Figure 4.6-8and islocatedbehind the MMS C&DH module atStation377.
Itserves to interfacewith receivertank 2 inleffoudetlineand contains the transferlineisolation
elements. Italsocontains the T'v'Sheatexchanger chilldown leg. All of thechili/fillspray isolation
and flow controlcomponents arealsolocatedon thispanel
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Figure 4.6-8 Valve Panel 5 Equipment Design Configuration
The panel will be insulated from the external environment and will be thermally isolated from mounting
structure. The plate to which the components are mounted is a composite structure to isolate
components from one mother as much as possible. Additional analysis is required to determine the
need to further isolate transfer Line components or provide cooling with heat exchangers (not an
attractive design option) to prevent component warm up during tank chilldown cycles.
_V.RLw,_P._gI_ - This valve panel has a size and weight as shown in Table 4.6-1. It contains the
components as shown in Figure 4.6-9 and is located behind the MMS MPS module near receiver tank
1 at Station 312. It serves to interface with receiver tank 1 vent and pressurization penetration. It also
contains the TVS flow control components which interface with the back pressure vent line and the
tank relief system that interfaces with the free vent.
TO BACK
eAi=X TO _SE TO _REE _ESSURE _ROM
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J __ pV 1 2
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TANK 1 VF.NT TANK I WS TANK 1 VENT
Figure 4.6-9 Valve Panel 6 Equipment Design Configuration
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The panel will be insulated from the exteanal environment and will be thenmlly isolated from mounting
sn'ncture. The plate to which the components are mounted is a composite structure to isolate
components from one another as much as possible. Cooling of components within this panel is not a
consideration.
- This valve panel has a size and weight as shown in Table 4.6-1. It contains the
components as shown in Figure 4.6-10 and is mounted to the rectangular robe support su'ucmre by
receiver tank 1 at Station 380. It serves to interface with receiver tank 1 inlet/oudet line and contains
the transfer line/vent by-pass interface elements. All of the chill/fill spray isolation and flow control
components are also located on this panel
The panel will be insulau_l faom the external environment and will be thermally isolated from mounting
structure. The plate to which the components are mounted is a composite structure to isolate
components from one another as much as possible. Additional analysis is required to determine the
need to further isolate _ansfer line components or provide cooling with heat exchangers (not an
attractive design option) to prevent component warm up during tank chiUdown cycles.
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Figure 4.6-10 Valve Panel 7 Equipment Design Configuration
4.7ln.smamfzm 
This sectiondiscussesthose measurements requhe,d to successfullyconduct the COLD-SAT Class I
and Class II categories of experiments which were defined in Section 3 and instrumentation
necessarytoobtaintherequiredexperimentaldataforan understandingof the associatedprocesses,as
well as fortheverificationand correlationof analyticalpredictions.
The instrumentation for the COLD-SAT experiment subsystem consists of those sensors, status and
position indication devices required to perform the following:
- insure the safety of the operation of the experiment subsystem;
- provide data and control capability necessary to conduct the exper_ental tests;
- provide dam for experiment analyses; and
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- provide additional and redundant data both to enhance experimental analyses and obtain an
understanding of the involved processes.
These devices will interface with existing 8-bit MMS data handling and processing equipment to the
maximum extent possible without equipment modification. One area, however, that will require
modification to the equipment is high accuracy in thermometry. Needed equipment impacts arc
discussed in Section 4.10.
A listing of the Experiment Subsystem dam requi_mmcnts was Isrepared and is included in its entirety in
Ref 4.7-1. It gives a summary of the data requirements which describes the use for each measurement
( or groups of measurements) with regard to applicable experiment and associated model or analysis
that will utilize the data. Recommendations for sampling rate needs arc also provided.
Table 4.7-1 is a summary listing of the Experimental Subsystem Instrumentation. The Instrumentation
Report (Ref 4.7-I) contains a more complete listing where for each measurement an identification
number is provided along with the function and location of the instrument. Range, accuracy, sample
rate requirements, and resolution information ( based on an 8-bit data word) are also provided. A
recommended source for each type of device, as well as part number/model number information is
included.
Redundancy Conceot - For the most part, no attempt has been made to duplicate transducers at a
single location for r__,dundancy purposes. Similar sensors are installed in close proximity to each other
and arc of sufficient numbers that a form of redundancy is provided. Loss of data from any single
device will not rcstdt in the inability to complete experimental analyses or prediction verification or to
accomplish required control functions.
Sensor Locations - Figure 4.1-3 provides an integrated schematic of the experiment subsystem
defining locations for instrumentation. Ref 4.7-1, Appendix A contains a more detailed definition of
tankage tempcrann'c and other sensor locations.
4.7.1 Instrumentation Definition
The following sensors and instrumentation devices have been identified as having the proper
characteristics to meet the data needs of the COLD-SAT. Figures 4.7-1 and 4.7-2 contains additional
information on each instrument.
- The Bell Aerospace Model XI aecelerometer is the recommended device to provide
acceleration data in the rnicro-g range for experimental use. It consists of an analog accelerometer
assembly composed of an orthogonal, triaxial set of accelerometer sensors, associated analog servo
and temperature control electronics, power conditioning electronics and housekeeping data signal
elec_nies to provide accurate measurement of low level accelerations ( micro-g to hundreds of milli-g
range ). The unit uses 28 + 4 vde input power and has outputs of 0 - 5 vdc for each of the three axis
sensors. Device characteristics will be customized to meet specific COLD-SAT needs.
Liouid Hydrogen Density and Flow Rate - Transfer line LH2 flow rate of supply and receiver tank
outflow Will bc bidirccti0nally measured using turbine Model FT designed and manufactured by Flow
Technology. These units require 28 yclc power only to condition the output 0-5 vdc signal which is
proportional to the fluid velocity over the flow range of the instrument. Two phase flow can be
detected by a sudden change in the indicated velocity. Device accuracy is 0.3%.
Gaseous Hydrogen T'VS/CHX Flow Rate - The GH2 flow rate from the supply and receiver tank
thermodynamic vent systems will be measured using turbine units Model FTO designed and
manufacatmd by Flow Technology. These units require 28 vdc power only to condition the output 0-5
vde signal which is proportional to the flow .range of the given instrument. Device accuracy is 0.05%.
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SENSORTYPE
• TEMPERATURE
PRESSURE
ACCELERATION
CHARACTERISTICS
P_IMlnum
_ (Pm')
21k55 R
30.e0 R
28-2S0 R
28.540 R
400-S00 R
Vmlal)le Rel_
Preuure Tmmmuc_
28 Vdo Input
0 - S Vde Output
0.50 Psla
0-75 Psla
15-28 Psla
0-4000 Psm
3Ax__
28 Vdo Input
0 - S Vdo Output
1 -SO0 _g
SOURCE
Rommount
Model 118MF2000C .
.._
T_Is Corporation
Moded 10417
Mod_ P-106
ModegXl TW
CONFIGURATION
/
_m
• m m_ mmm
mgma, D_
r--O.OOOOOOOlg----
. to450g !TheBell
biedelXI
Figure 4.7-1 Experiment Subsystem Temperature, Pressure, and Acceleration Sensor Information
Gaseous Hydrogen Free Vent Flow Rate - The GH2 flow rate from the Free Vent System will be
measured using turbine unit Model FT designed and manufactured by Flow Technology. This unit
requires 28 vdc power only to condition the output 0-5 vdc signal which is proportional to the flow
range of the 0-100 lb/hr instrument. Device accuracy is 0.3%.
- All temperature sensors willbe Rosemount Model 118MF2000C four-wire Platinum
Resistance Thermometers ( PRT ). PRTs will be excited from 10 ma constant current sources. Five
full scale temperature ranges 16-31 ° K(28-55 ° R), 17-50 ° K (30-90 ° R), 17-139 ° K (30-250 ° R), 17-
300 ° K (30-540 ° R), and 222-333 ° K (400-600 ° R) cover all desired experimental data needs. The (30-
540 ° R) range will be split into two equal parts to maintain desired accuracy. In order to maintain
desired accuracy and linearity of output to be compatible with existing 0-5 vdc analog-to-digital
converter (ADC) all ranges [except 222-333* K (400-600 ° R)] require special signal conditioning
circuits between the sensor output and the ADC.
Pressure - The pressure transducers selected for the experimont subsystem is the basic variable
reluctance.unit designed and built by the Tavis Corporation. The unit operates with a 28 vdc input and
provides an output of 0 - 5 vdc which is linear within the pressure range of the unit. In some locations
temperature limitations on sensor electronics requires a modification which removes the electronics
away from cryogenic temperature extremes.
Liouid Level & Liouid Deteerioll - The settled LH2 liquid level will be determined for each tank by a
capacitance probe or super conductor type of probe that is compatible with surface tension and wicking
characteristics of I.,H2. These sensor systems are designed and produced by Simmonds Precision and
are similar to units currently in use on the STS. They require 28 vdc for operation and provide a
conditioned 0 - -5 vdc output signal to provide a linear indication of the liquid level in the tank. The
actual tank fluid quantity will then be determined by tank geometry.
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Liquid detectionin tankageventlineswill bedetermined with a I/q_por point sensor. These warm
wire sensors are also made by Simmonds Precision and are currently m use on the STS F.xtcrnal Tank.
The sensor is essentially a platinum wire to which a controlled I75 m;].ampeue current is applied. If
the sensor is dry, self-hearing generates enough temperature that resistance increases significantly ( 20
ohms wet to 100 ohms dry ). A discrete 28 vdc signal represents the dry state, while 0 vdc indicates
wet.
SENSOR TYPE
The accuracy for either type is :/:0.25 cm (±0.1 in).
CHARACTERISTICS
LIQUIONAPOR
FLOWRATE
FLUID QUANTITY
wire Point Sensor
28 VOc Input
0 - 5 Vd© Output
Turbine Flew Mets_
for gas
0.0.3 Ib/hr
l"urffine Flow Meier
fewliquid
0 - 100 Ib/hr
0 - 200 Ib/hr
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Bidirectional
¢apmlny
De_dcs Indlcalmm tank
Ilqul¢l levet when
semN
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Figure 4.7-2 F.xpedment Subsystem Liquid/V_por', Flowrate and Fluid Quantity Sensor Information
4.7.2 Thermometrv Oofions Assessment
The relative advantages and disadvantages of six types of commercially available cryogenic
temperature sensors were compared. The objective was to determine how to best meet the ± 0.055"K
(0.1"R) accuracy requirement for COLD-SAT in the 16 to 31 "K (28 to 55"R) temperature range; this
AT translates into a requirement of about ± 0.5 % at the high end. However, sensor output and
sensitivity (mV/'K), together with accuracy and low noise, comprise only one factor in the
thermometry wadeoff. Consideration must also be given to the effects of : 1) sensor serf-heating; 2)
thermal-emfs generated in sensor lead wiring, 3) lead wire arrangements, 4) rime constant of the
sensor/leads, 5) requirement for additional amplificarlon or signal conditioning, 6) packaging/
mounting of sensor, and 7) cost. These considerations are discussed below.
Itis clear thatthe concept of using "interchangeable"sensors is probably not useful because no
resistancethermometers behave exactlyalikeand theso-calledinterchangeableDT-470-SD- lI diode,
e.g.,exhibitsa sensor-to-sensorAT of ± 0.25"K atbest,over the range of interest.Itismore likely
thatcarefullyselectedPRTs could be interchangeable,with the advantage thatsignalconditioning
circuitscould be standard/zed. However, individuallycalibratedsensors of whatever type, with
signal-conditioninggain/offsetadjustments customized for each sensor, will always provide the
highestaccuracy.
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Terrmerature Sensor Discussioll - Thermometer serf-heating occurs ff the heat dissipated in the sensor
due to the excitation current cannot be conducted easily to the medium under measurement, assuming
that the medium can serve as a thermal reservoir. A AT is generated causing the measured value to be
too high. Given other sources of error as well, we need AT << 0. I"K (0.18"R). (The error sources
are related to sensor repeatability, current source regulation, the 8 bit resolution limit, mathematical
modeling of the sensor output linearization process, and total output errors inherent in each stage of the
signal conditioner.) Assuming an adequate thermal reservoir, the best technique for avoiding this
problem is good heat sinking of the sensor case and leads. Heat sinking the leads is also required to
intercept parasitic heat from warmer temperature regions which would also cause an unwanted AT. At
very low temperature, in vacuum, the dissipation should be <10 -12 Watts. The requirement at 20"K
(36"R) in a liquid hydrogen environment is not nearly so stringent. For example, a PRT will be in
error by -0.4"K/roW (0.72"R/mW) in a N2 gas environment at room temperature. One way to
determine a safe level of self-heating is to begin with a relatively larger current than is required and
reduce it incrementally until there is no further change in the voltage readout.
Thermal emfs are voltages generated in the lead wiring due to mechanical stresses (Ref. 4.7-2) when
the leads carry a temperature gradient Other sources are potentials generated by thermocouple effects
at solder joints, etc., when dissimilar lead materials are joined, e.g., phosphor-bronze to manganin or
copper. The problem here is that in a single polarity de measurement the thermal emf adds to the
sensor voltage drop, causing an error. For a given sensor the thermal emf can be determined by
rev_g the polarity of a low level current (-lgA) and using an accurate DVM: Thermal emf = (V+ -
V. ) / 2. Typical values are < 0.1 mV, but the measured value might not remain constant after thermal
cycling. Therefore, it is possible to correct for this offset voltage in the signal conditioning or software
only if it is known to be a repeatable effect. To reduce the error, a larger excitation current could be
used, so that the sensor voltage would always be much greater than the thermal emf. A problem arises
when the required current is large enough to cause self-heating, so that a tradeoff is usually required
between self-heating and thermal emfs.
A four wire lead arrangement is always preferred for the most accurate temperature measurements,
regardless of the sensor type. The leads should be twisted pairs (± I, ± V) to reduce EMI in adjacent
sensors and to reduce voltage pickup from external sources. If the sensor resistance is very. large
compared to the lead resistance, then 2 or 3 wire arrangements can be used with negligible error. But
sensor resistances at 20"K are typically less than 100 f2, and the lead resistance is comparable if
manganin wire, e.g., is used to reduce parasitic heat leaks from the warm (>250"K [480"R])
electronics environment.
If several sensors must be scanned, then the excitation ctwrent must be applied long enough to ensure a
steady state sensor voltage. The sensor wiring and connections contribute to the time constant, but the
sensor itself is also important. Diodes typically respond faster than resistance thermometers to
dynamic thermal conditions (0.1 see vs 0.5 see), but under static or slowly changing thermal
conditions resistance s_asors and diodes alike can be scanned at a rate of-50 per second.
If the sensor output voltage is too low it must be amplified. If an offset is also required (to provide the
optimum zero reference for the 0-5 volt analog signal), then the electronics can cause additional errors
if there is amplifier instability.
Sensor packaging should promote easy attachment of the sensor and good heat sinking to the medium
under measurement. If the case is nonmetal then the heat-sinking must be totally accomplished using
the sensor lead wires. Except for certain diode packages, most sensors must be held in place by
miniature brackets (or inserted into blind holes) and epoxied with a low temperature bonding agent.
Used as a probe, a sensor can be heat-sunk into a hollow OFHC (oxygen-free, high conductivity)
copper insert, which has been previously brazed into position; this eliminates the need for lead wire
feed throughs as normally required in probe-type installations. If the flow channel or pipe dimension
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is of the order of the sensor size (I.D. < 1.3 cm (0.5 in)], then the sensor must be thennal/y bonded w
the e,xwrnal wall, ensuring that the lead wires are also heat sunk near the sensor, as described above,
and that _ere is radiation shielding and/or insulation around the sensor depending on the surrounding
thermal environmcm.
Many of the foregoing sensorselectionfactorsare summarized in Table 4.7-2 The unitcost of each
candidatemmperatum sensorisalsogiven.
Temperature Sensor Recomrnendadon -There isno "perfect"sensor forthe 16 to 31"K (29 to 56"R)
temperaturerange,because allsensorsexhibitsome nonlinearbehavior and none are perfectlymatched
for a I mA source. Signal conditioningisrequiredforany sensortype. The Germanium Resistance
Thermometer (GRT) has the best accuracy, but the diode has the largestoutput voltage and good
sensitivity.However, alldiode curves exhibita severeanomaly at-25"K (45"R),and they requirea
I0 _ currentsource. The GRT istypicallynoisy,and offerslittleadvantage over the GRT in a low
magnetic fieldexcept foritsslightlygreateroutputvoltage. The rhodium-iron sensorcharacteristicis
nearly linear,but not quite linearenough to preclude si.gnalconditioning to meet the ± 0.055
"K(±0.099"R) requirement. At I= I mA itsoutput voltage tsvery low, and itisthe most expensive
sensor. Use of a chromcl /gold (0.07%) thermocouple was alsoconsideredbecause of itshigh degree
of linearity,especiallyin the 16 to 55"K (29 to 99"R) range. However, itssensitivity(dV/dT = 16.8
I,tV/'K[9.3ttV/'R])and output voltage are very small;spurious thermal cmfs induced by lead wire
stresseswould compromise itsaccuracy; and a very well-regulatedwarm temperature reference
junction would have to be incorporated. (A cold referencejunction would improve the accuracy,
eliminating most of the thermal ernfproblem and reducing the required precision of the voltage
measurement.) The applicabilityof a very linearmangan/n/nickel filmthermometer describedby D. R.
Snelson (Temperature _ 871, 1972) has also been investigated.Itsoutput at I mA varieslinearly
from 220 mV at 4.2"K (7.6"R)to 290 mV at 295"K (531"R), itssensitivityis0.239 mV/'K (0.163
_tV/'R), and itsresolution is 0.01"K (0.02"R). Unfortunately, this sensor is not commercially
availableand would have to be flight-qualified(seeRef 4.7-3). At thistime the 2000 f2 (icepoint)
PRT appears tobe the bestcompromise when signalconditioningand currantsource requirementsare
considered,but the filmthermometer would be the more idealchoice ifcommercially availableand if
proven reliablefor space applications.
4.8 Cornoonent Assessments
This sectionaddresses allof the component equipment requiredforthe Experiment Subsystem. The
components definedbelow isthe initialselectionbased upon cur_nt COLD-SAT requirements. They
arebased upon theexistingdesign maturityof thevariouscomponents and theircapabilitytoperform
requiredfunctionswith minimum modificationand the greatestpotentialforuse with LH2.
- loule-Thompson expanders designed and produced by General Pneumatics were
selecteddue to the abilityof thisdevice toa)be adjustedand b) self-cleaningability.That isto say;
when the flow isreduced the device "warms" and the flow passage areaincreases.This device will
require furtherdevelopment and qualificationtestingbut has been demonstrated in ground tests.
General Pneumatics has considerableexperience with the proper materialsselectionto achieve the
proper "motion" with thedevice.
pressureRemflator -StererEngineering now a divisionof Vickers has been designing,manufacturing
and qualif)d-ngaerospace valves and relatedcomponents for over 30 years. Their design for the
regulatingvalve for COLD-SAT isbased on thisexperience and the specificdesign utilizedon the
Manned Maneuvering Unit (MMLr) regulator,which they developed. The MMU regulator was
required to reduce 24800 .kN/m2 (3600 psig)to 1460 kN/m 2 (212 psig) with an output toleranceof
±103 kN/m 2 (±15 psi)while flowing GN2 at 1.2-3.7 m 3 (42-132 standard cubic feetper minute).
The regulationtoleranceappliestotheGN2 outletpressurethroughouttheinletpressurerange and the
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GN2 temperature range of 205-338 ° K (370-610 ° R). Figure .4.8-1 provides additional information on
the .l'r expander and GH2/GHe pressure regulator.
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Figure 4.8-1 JT Expander and GH2/GHe Pressure Regulator Component Status
Mixer and Transfer Purer) - The operating conditions and requirements for the Liquid H2 mixer pump
are best met with a partial emission type pump driven by an induction motor fed from a variable
frequency power source. This configuration provides for efficient matching of the pump capabilities to
any desired flow operation level of the system. By varying the pump and motor speed through a
variable frequency drive, the pump and motor can be operated at their best efficiency at all times and
.power is not wasted in throttling devices to achieve a desired system flowrate. A single pump design
can perform both the mixing and transfer functions. The range of flow rates and associated head rise
covers the range required to both mix the supply tank contents at various fill levels, as well as transfer
fluid to the receiver tanks. This approach together with appropriate component design also provides
the greatest reliability achievable.
A pump and motor design approach that provides the features and reliability required for this cryogenic
application is shown in Figure ,1.8-2. A 3-phase induction drive motor is short coupled to the pump
and sealed to eliminate the need for shaft seals. The motor shaft is mounted on preloaded ball bearings
with the pump impeller cantilevered from one end of the shaft. The partial emission pump is equipped
with a screw type inducer to further enhance its capability to operate at very low net positive suction
head (NPSH). Prior cryogenic experience has verified this performance and has also demonstrated the
capability of the pump to move vapor. The partial emission pump configuration was selected over a
full emission design because it allows for a lower NPSH requirement with only a 10% loss in pump
efficiency. This pump utilizes existing technologies and is based on Barber-Nichols designs currently
in operation. It has not yet been built or tested. Further information is contained in this section on
pump characteristics.
Flow Control Orifice - Flow control orifices will be designed in accordance with ASME standards and
practices and verified by test with the media and the adjacent tube runs.
Figure 4.8-2 provides additional information on the LH2 mixer and transfer pumps and flow control
orifices.
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- The check valve selectedforthe COLD-SAT experiment isan allCR.ES design except
forthe _.L-F seals.The unitisallwelded tominimize leakage and isavailablefrom sourcessuch as
Ametek/Straza and CircleSealas flightqualifiedunitsinvarioussizesand pressureratings.
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Figure 4.8-2 LH2 Mixer Pump, Transfer Pump and Flow Control Orifice Component Status
MQt_ Driven Cryogenic Valve - This valve utilizes a 28 VDC stepper motor through a ball screw gear
train to move the poppet. The valve body is a basic CRES Nupro unit with the Torlon (high density)
poppet sealing on the CRES seat. The two elements are hand lapped to achieve the necessary
Fit/F'mish. The poppet/seat interface of this valve has a common angle (not limited to line contact).
The seat load is maintained constant (somewhat) by the use of Belleville washers in series with the
drive linkage. The drive from the stepper motor to the poppet utilizes a CRES ball screw which is
lubricated with a dry f'dm molydisulfide. The helium leakage through this valve is less than 1 x 10 .8
scc/sec. This is achieved due to; a) good poppet/seat fit, b) goodpoppet/seat finish, c) very high seat
load. External leakage is less than 1 x 10-10 scc/sec (6.1 x10-12). The 1.3 cm (0.5 in) and 1.9 cm
(0.75 in) valves have very high seat loads. These high seat loads do not enhance cycle life. This
valve, manufactured by Space Systems Engineering, is basically designed for super fluid helium use at
temperatures in the 20K (3.60R) region.
Another Cryogenic Valve Ootion - Flodyne is a supplier and has designed and qualified various
ball valves for ground and flight cryogenic applications. However for the COLD-SAT
application of this valve to be sealed within the vacuum jacket of the supply tank, work needs
to be done to qualify their valve for this installation. A magnetic drive coupling would be very
advantageous to avoid problems with the motor and GH2/Vacuum.
The following identifies some of the valve requirements, valve applications, and candidate valve types
that are needed for COLD-SAT :
• Desirable Requirements (These requirements are not necessarily combined for each use.)
- Small pressure drop
- Reliable
C_F _ L3_.;_ QUALITY
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-Serf_g internallyfortrappedvolume conn'ol
-"0" exte_al leakag_
-Positionindicationforboth open and closedstates
-Low _ _on (16°K)
- Consn'uctioncompatible with LH2/GI-12
- Sizes forvarious applications0.95-1.9cm (0.375-0.75in)
-All welded constructionand installation
-BiZonal flow capabilityforce_in applications
•Applications
- Control of LH2/GH2
-Transfer(FHI& Drain)
-Thea_xlynamic vent
-Over-pmssm'e protection
- Isolation
• Candidates
- Ball
-Torque Motor
-Solenoid
-Modified Motor Driven
Figu_ 4.8-3provides additionalinformationon LH2 valves.
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Figure 4.8-3 LI-12Valve Component Status
LH2 Discor_n_ct-The LH2 disconnectsprovide an interfaceata T-O umbilicalwith facilityservicing
and vent equipment. They facilitate the transfer of I.H2 to the supply tank from the LH2 loading
systems, as well as venting of boiloff gases from the tank The disconnects are composed of a flight
haft coupling and a ground haft coupling that has a pull away quick release feature. Both halves are
serf sealing when unmated (for the fill side) and provide for effective interface sealing when mated.
The flight half vent side remains unsealed (open) by having the poppet removed. The flight haft will be
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similar to the Orbiter PRSD QD. The ground haLf will be a much simpler version of the Orbiter T.4
PRSD QD and does not have to be pressure operated. Both halves arc made by Fairchild.
GH2 Disconnect - The GH.2 disconnects provide an interface at a T-O umbilical with facility high
pressure GH2 servicing equipment. It facilitates the transfer of high pressure GH2 to the pressurant
storage tanks from the GH2 loading system. The disconnect is composed of a flight half coupling and
a ground half coupling that has a puU away quick release feature. Both halves are self sealing when
unmated and provide for effective interface sealing when mated. The QD is currently in use for
recharging the MMU prcssurant bottles, both on the ground and in-flight. A T-O release feature wiLl
have to be incorporated into the design which is made by Symetrics.
Figure 4.8-4 provides additional information on T-O Quick Disconnects (QD) needed for COLD-SAT.
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Figure 4.8-4 LH2/GH2 7"-0 Quick Disconnect Component Status
Cold GH2 Valve - Torque motor valve (Consolidated Controts/I-'IRT) HRT(Space Products Group)
recendy acquired by Consolidated-Eaton. This supplier has designed and qualified various torque
motor valves for space applications. However, they have very limited experience with this valve in a
cryogenic application. The reason this design is attractive is due to:
a) Remote location of the motor relative to the cryogenic flow stream.
b) Inherent self-relieving feature which is available for this type valve.
c) Available as a latch or normal opcrdclose valve.
d) Proper design of motor can provide adequate force for motor operation at cryogenic temperatures
with margin.
Figure 4.8-5 provides additional information on cold GI-I2 valves.
- The gas and liquid filters selected for the COLD-SAT application are designed and produced by
either WINTEC or VACCO. The filters are totally welded and shall be of all stainless steel
construction. The filter element is either pleated wire mesh or an etched disc, with a 25bt absolute
rating. The design of the filter could permit removal of the f'flter element for cleaning, repair, or
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replacement with the filter body insraUed ff necessary. However, since aU media is filtered prior to
entering the system this is not considered necessary and the filters are just added insurance to prevent
any contamination from causing a problem.
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/,q..gl2_gf,__ - The GHe pressurant storage tanks will be loaded through high pressure service valves
provided by Pymnetics, a subsidiary of OEA. This valve utilizes a metal-to-metal poppet/seat design
wherein the internal pressure within the system tends to assist seating the poppet. This valve also
incorporates dual seals and the potential for three independent seals, if necessary. This design is
utilized on many high pressure gas systems as well as storables. The valve materials are basically
CRES with the seat being 15-5 PH. All seals are teflon or KEL-F. The service valves for evacuanon
of the vacuum system wiU utilize a standard 5.1 cm (2 in) tube port. These are available from sources
such as CVI and commercial hardware.
Figure 4.8-6 provides additional information on filters and service valves.
B_t Disk - The burst disks selected for the COLD-SAT application are designed and produced by
Ametek/Swaza Division of Ketema. The burst disc incorporates a BeLleviHe spring with the
diaphragm. The principle of operation results in a change from increasing to decreasing force during
the stroke as opposed to a coil spring which requires a uniformly increasing force to compress it. The
snap over action of the BeUevllle results in a clean shear of the diaphragm as it is driven into a hollow
punch. The burst disk shall be of stainless steel construction and shall incorporate a downstream
screen to trap the cut out section, thus preventing contamination of the relief valve, which is
downstream of the burst disk. The COLD-SAT unit will be similar to the design used for the
"SHOOT" program. The "SHOOT" design is repeatable to within 3% of the design point at 77°K.
Helium leakage is reported to be less than 1 x 10-6 scc/s at 4°K.
Rf.JJ._llJ._ -The reliefvalvesselectedforthe COLD-SAT appLicationaredesigned and produced by
Amemk/Straza Divisionof Ketema. The valvesshallbe ofstainlessteelconstructionand utilizeteflon
or KEL-I::for scatsand "O"-rings. Valve constructionuses a secondary pressure pickup area which
increases valve sensitivity.At valve cracking pressure the flow p_t the poppet flows into the
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secondarychamber. The secondary pressure buildup then acts over a larger diameter of the poppet
thereby r_lueing the band from cracking to flail flow.
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Figure 4.8-6 Filter, Service Valve, and Pump out Port Component Status
Fi_ 4.8-7 provides additional info_ation on LI-L2/GI-t2 brat disks _d relief valves.
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Figure 4.8-7 LH2/GH2 Burst Disk and Relief Valve Component Status
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(_'dnance Valve - The ordnancevalves for the COLD-SAT experiment would be supplied by
Pyronefics. The_ model 1420 & 1421 valves were developed during and in support of the Viking
Program. These valves use redundant ordnance - any one would operate the valve. N.C. valves each
contain dual seats of parent CRES material which is sheared upon operation to open the valve. For the
normally open configuration the closing operating is accomplished by the RAM which seals (mere J-to-
metal) both the inlet and outlet tubes of the valve.
The 1420 valve is the 1.9 cm (0.75 in) valve which requires a pressure canzidge in addition to the
NASA Standard Initiator (NSD for activation whereas the Model 1421 valve is a 0.65 cm (0.25 in )
size which only requires the NSI for operation. Pyronetics has developed and qualified many valves
of various sizes which are very similar. The final flow requirements will determine the actual valve
size. Figure 4.8-8 provides additional information on ordnance valves.
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Figure 4.8-8 Ordnance Valve Component Stan_
GH2/GHe High Pressure Storage Bottle- The experiment gaseous pressuram boule design is
illustrated in Figure 4.8-9. The design was established through a discussion wkh Sa-ucmral
Composite Indusmes (SCI) based on our design space and weight requirements and their existing
technology and fabrication capabilities. The geometrical constraints of the pressuram tank design
comply with the COLD-SAT spacecraft design. Where _spherical press.ura,,n._ bottles had been the
pr_-iousdesign baselinefor the S/C, thecurrentdesign reflectsa long cytmancm mm¢ with root-_vo
domes to fitwithin the existingdesign space. From a packaging point of view, thisdesign ismore
ef_cient since botdes can be locatedin small slenderspaces whereas a sphericalbottledesign uses
space lessefficiently.
4,-52 OR_u_ --. _o_,_C_ES
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The prossurantbottlewas designed using the highestperforming state-of-the-artmaterialsfor high
pressurebottleperformance. The bottleisfabricatedwith a high-strength6061-T6 aluminum linerand
iswrapped with a carbon fibercomposite overwrap for strength.SCI typicallyproduces more of the
cylindricaland near-sphereshaped tankssincethey perform betterforthe same weight. The spherical
tanks requiremore fiberstrengthreinforcingin alldirectionsand thus add to the composite weight.
The carbon-fiberoverwrapped aluminum-lined high pressuregas bottlehas a performance factor(PF =
BP x VOL /WT) on the order of 800,000 to 1,000,000 which isthe highestperforming lightweight
compos/to designcommonly manufactur_ and flown in space typeapplications.
Our experiment gaseous pressure bottle conceptual design has been proposed with the use of existing
technology, tooling and materials in mind. It is similar in design, size and shape to other space-
qualified pressure vessels currently in use on many orbiting space satellite a_plications. The operating
pressure is 20670 kN/m 2 (3000 psia) and the burst pressure is 41340 k.N/m z (6000 psia) with a safety
factor of 2.0 (greater than 1.5 required by NASA). The volume is approximately 75400 cm 3 (4600
in3) and the entire tank weight including mounting bosses, etc. is estimated at around 11.3 kg (25 lbs).
The aluminum liner is very thin and combined with the carbon fiber composite overwrap amounts to
0.41 cm (0.162 in) in thickness. The tank is 122 cm (48 in) long and 29.8 cm (11.75 in) in diameter
to fit within S/C space constraints between and alongside the electronics modules. A total of nine
prcssurant tanks are required for the ex _eriment subsystem pressurant.
[] 29.8 cm
0.41 cm (0.162 in.)
{Overwrap + Liner)
(11.75 in) 29.022 cm (11.426 in)
1
/
./ 00.6 cm (:39.60 in)
122 cm (48.0 in)
Figure 4.8-9 GH21GHe Pressurant Bottle Configuration
GH2/GHe High Pressure Vglv¢_ - The high pressure gas valve for GH2 and GHe service is shown in
Figure 4.8-10. It is a latching, single stage, solenoid operated, helium shut-off valve. Electrically, the
coils are designed to operate with a 28 VDC power supply and poppet motion is achieved with 0.9
amperes of current. It is designed for high pressure 34,500 kPa (0-5000 psig) with low pressure
drop less than 172.5 kPa (25 psid) at rated flow 0.136 kg/min (0.3 Ibs/min) with an inlet pressure of
1725 k.Pa (250 psig). This valve displays low internal leakage, less than 0.82 standard cubic inches
per hour (20 standard cubic centimeters per hour), at a pressure up to and including 34,500 kPa (5000
psid). The unit includes a positive position indicator switch and a "spike" suppression network. It is
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hermetically sealed and is compatible with N204 and hydrazine fumes. This unit weighs less than
0.95 kg (2.1 pounds) and features a long Life, hard seat to enhance its durability. It will responds to
command signals that are less than 0.025 seconds duration. Random vibration levels in excess of 30
g's were experienced during qualification and evaluation testing in both the open and closed valve
positions. The valve is qualified for man-ra_ spacecr_ and is presentty in production.
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4.9 E_eriment Analyses
During the course of the COLD-SAT study certain detailed analyses were performed to aLlow for the
generation of the experiment list. These analyses are detailed in the following sections.
4.9.1 Pressure Con_'ol
The functional requirement of the mixer system is to deswatify the contents of the supply tank after the
tank has been intentionally thermally stratified with waLl mounted heaters. The customer directed that
the mixing jet should not induce excessive geysering for most tests although some geysering would be
acceptable for a few tests. Excessive geysering is prevented ff the dimensiordess geyser height is less
than 0.4. The dimensionless geyser height, denoted as F, is the height of the geyser divided by the
tank radius. The geysering consideration detemaines the nozzle size and flow rate, so the time required
to mix the tank is permitted to "float". The mixer system analysis produced the design requirement of
a variable speed mixer pump with a flow rate of 20.4 - 24.9 kg/hr (45 - 55 lbm/hr). The pressure rise
across the pump at 24.9 kg/hr (55 Ibm/hr) is 3.45 kPa (0.5 psid).
Supply Tank Mixer System Sizing/Analysis - The mixer system was designed to maintain the
dimensionless geyser height, F, below 0.4. The following correlation by Aydelott (Ref. 4.9-1) was
used to correlate acceleration, surface tension, and jet momentum to geyser height:
F -- (1.6 We - 0.5) / (1.0 + 0.6 Bo)
when'e: F is the dimensionless geyser height
We is the Weber number at the surface
13o is the Bond number at the surface
Evaluation of the dimensionless groups required the" jet radius and flow rate at the surface. The
following relation by Syrnons and Staskus (Ref. 4.9-2) was used to determine the jet radius at the
surface:
Rs = 0.11 Ro + 0.19 Hs
where: Rs is the jet radius at the surface
Ro is the jet radius at the nozzle outlet
Hs is the liquid height above the nozzle outlet
The following relation was used to determine jet flow rate at the surface (Ref. 4.9-3).
Qs / Qo = 0.25 Hs / Lo
where: Qs is the volumetric flow rate at the surface
Qo is the volumetric flow rate at the nozzle outlet
Lo is the nozzle characteristic length, nozzle area 0-5
The dimensionless geyser height was evaluated for different flow rates at tank fill levels to determine
the flow rate and fill conditions satisfying the geysering requirement. The results are presented in
Figure 4.9-1 which shows the jet characterization parameter, F, as a function of flow rate for three fill
levels. The geysering requirement is satisfied in the region described as "Flow Pattern r', where
geysering through the liquid surface does not occur. A variable flow rate between 20.4 - 24.9 kg/hr
(45-55 lbrrdu') permits operating in the Flow Pattern I region for all fill levels.
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Figure 4.9-1 F-Factor as a Function of LH2 Flowrate and Tank Fill Level
The mixing time was calculated with two correlations. The f'trst correlation is the following equation
by Aydclott (Ref. 4.9-4):
T--QotVb
when:: T is the dimensionless mixing time
Qo is the jet flow rate at the nozzle
t is the actual mixing time
Vb is the liquid volume
The following equation correlates dimensionless mixing time with the dimensionless geyser height, F:
T = 0.09 + 0.01 In(F)
The second correlationformixing time isthe followingequation by Poth and Van Hook (Ref 4.9-5):
T=VoDot/Dt 2
whcm_: Vo isthe jetvelocity at the nozzle
Do is the nozzle diameter
Dt is the tank diameter
The value forthedimensionless mixing time,T, was assumed tobe 5. The mixing time forthe supply
tank was evaluated using both correlationsand a flow rateof 24.9 kg/hr. The resultsof the two
correlationsare reasonably close and indicatea mixing time of 1.0 - 1.5 hours, as shown in Figure
4.9-2 below.
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Sut_t_lv Tank Internal TVS Heat Exchanger Sizin_Analysis - The internal Thermodynamic Vent
Sysiem (TVS) Heat Exchanger (I-IX) will be utilized to remove heat from the cryogen in the COLD-
SAT supply tank. This HX can be used in two modes. The fwst is labeled nominal and is a situation
where the heat removal rate (i.e. line flow rate) is equal to the heating rate of the fluid. This case will
be utilized to maintain a constant tank pressure. The other operational mode will be where the flow
rate exceeds the nominal case to reduce tank pressure. As of now, the TVS HX will only be utilized in
the nominal mode, but the capability for the excess flow must be accommodated for in the design.
The other function for the HX will be to ensure vapor-free operation of the tank Liquid Acquisition
Device (LAD). By routing the HX properly over the surface of the LAD, the cooling capability of the
fluid can be used to condense any vapor bubbles that might form in the LAD. These two requirements
provide a complication in the design, since to provide cooling to the entire LAD might present a
different flow rate than the first requirement would call for.
This analysis was performed to determine a required HX line diameter. The primary design driver for
the I-IX sizing was the amount of heat transfer that would occur between the I-IX and the tank fluid.
This parameter is not controllable, so limiting cases had to be evaluated, and a design chosen that best
covers the entire range of conditions. The line length was bound by geometry of the tank to between
10.67 and 15.24 m (35 and 50 feet). This also became a requirement on the system. The analysis has
shown that a 0.635 cm (1/4 inch) O.D. tube with a 1.651 cm (0.650 inch) wall thickness is the best
choice to satisfy the requirements. To ensure that the two functional requirements can be met, separate
flow control legs will be needed (i.e. if the nominal flow will not cool the entire LAD, extra flow will
be required for a short time to meet that objective). This aspect of the design will also provide for the
modulation of the heat removal capability, to allow for variances in the nominal heat flux into the
cryogen.
The analysis was performed using two computer programs. The first was a specially written analysis
routine that predicts the length of pipe required to completely vaporize a two-phase flow. This model
was used to perform the parametric analysis required to size the line. The code uses Chen's two-phase
heat transfer correlation for the boiling heat transfer value. The second model used was TWOPHS.
This code was used to verify the predictions of the first model (once a particular size had been chosen)
and to predict the pressure drop through the line. In all cases run, the environmental variables were
kept fixed. The assumed environment was an inlet pressure of 34.5 kPa (5 psia) throttled from a tank
pressure of 103.4 kPa (15 psia) and an acceleration level of 1 micro-g. These values certainly will
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alter the resuks ff changed but they were chosen since they represent the nominal values for COLD-
SAT.
The models were run with two differentlimitingvalues for the external heat transfer,natural
convection and conduction. Since low-g heattransferisa greatunknown, thesevalueswere used as
an upper and lower bound on the amount of heat transfer to fine heat exchanger. In reality, the u'ue
value will fall in between the two limits. Other limits on the analysis were that the flow must be fully
vaporized before exiting the tank (so that no fluid cooling capacity is wasv=d) and that the pressure
drop in the line will be limited to 6.89 kPa (1 psid). This limit was placed so that the flow control
oRficeswould be thepointof greatestpressuredrop,thereforeprovidingtrueflow controL
Three different line diameters were investigated. These were a 0.3175 c-m (I18 inch) Line with a 0.089
cm (.035 inch) wall, a 0.476 crn (3/16 inch) line with a 1.245 crn (0.49 inch) wall and a 0.635 cm (I/4
inch) tube with a 1.651 cm (0.65 inch) wall. The large wall thicknesses were chosen to reduce the net
heat transfer through the tube, and to allow for ease of fabrication. The required line lengths for the
necessary vaporization to occur are plotted for different cases in Figure 4.9=3. Here it can be seen that
if the heat transfer is dominantly via convection, the flow will vaporize before exiting the tank,
whereas if conduction dominates, then the chosen length is approximately correct. This plot leads one
to feel that the HX should be the 0.3175 cm (I/8 inch) line, since this configuration is closest to the
desired design. However, the pressure drop analysis shows another result. The 0.3175 cm (I/8 inch)
line is such a restriction to flow, that the nominal flow rate cannot be achieved in the line even if the
pressure drop is the full 34.5 kPa (5 psid). Only the 0.635 cm (I14 inch) line can achieve the desired
How rate with a 6.89 kPa (I psid) pressure drop.
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Figure 4.9-3 Heat Exchanger Performance for Different Line Sizes
The analysishas lead to certaindesignrequirementsfortheTVS HX. The firstisthatthe linewillbe a
0.635 crn(I/4inch)stainlessteelrobe with a 1.651cm (0.65inch)wall thickness.This requirement
has been shown tobe drivenmore by thepressurelossinthe linethanthe heatu'ansfcrcharacteristics.
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Since the flow in the 0.635 cm (I14 inch) line will probably completely vaporize at around the 6.10 m
(20 foot) point of the line, the requirement to cool the entire LAD will not be met. To achieve this, the
capability to have 3 to 4 times the nominal flow will be needed. This extra flow will result in excessive
pressure loss in the line, so flow control may not be possible for this amount of flow. One option is to
have three flow control legs. Two of these legs (for < nominal and > nominal) will be used for heat
removal and the third will provide flow control for the LAD ff the need arises. Another option that is
not as desirable is to dump the flow directly overboard in the high flow case. This would alleviate the
possibility of overcooling the VCS during this mode of TVS operation. The drawback to this is the
requirement for another thermal short to the VCS. Finally, the use of a 0.476 cm (3/16 inch) line
could be studied in more depth. This would be a better choice from a heat transfer point of view, but
not from others.
Su_nlv Tank Corot)act Heat Exchanger (CHX3 Sizin_Analvsis - Although the CHX will be used in
the-Pressure Control Experiment, the-analysis for sizing and-performance has been performed for the
Liquid Subcooling During Outflow Experiment. The design requirements of the CHX are based on
the outflow requirements of this experiment and the CI-'IX capability is employed for pressure control.
Therefore, the results of this analysis and design study are presented in Section 4.9.8 later in this
report.
Supply Tank Pressure Control Thermal Analysis - The thermal design of the COLD-SAT supply tank
was undertaken to ensure that thermal control of the cryogen could be obtained. With the use of a
Thermodynamic Vent System (TVS), a Vapor-Cooled Shield (VCS), and Multi-Layer Insulation
(MLI), the heat flux into the tank can be controlled to whatever level is required by the thermal design.
The heat flux value for the COLD-SAT supply tank was set at 0.315 W/m 2 (0.1 Btu/hr-ft 2) per
direction from NASA LeRC. This value resulted in a required tank heat leak of 4.01 W (13.7 Btu/hr).
Another imposed requirement was that the heat transfer into the cryogen via conduction paths should
be less than 10% of the total tank heat leak value. The two customer directions plus the functional
requirement to control tank pressure were the primary design drivers for the system.
The two customer directions were used to determine the derived design requirements of the tank
insulation system. Analysis of the tank lockup case has shown that the desired heat flux can be
obtained with 1.905 cm (3/4 inches) of MLI on the inner tank and 3.175 cm (!-1/4 inches) on the
VCS. The conduction can be limited to -7% of the total heat leak via the use of thermal intercepts
between the VCS and the tank supports and plumbing. The heat flux requirement has set the nominal
TVS flow rate to 0.032 kg/hr (0.071 Ibrrffhr). The TVS analysis assumed an internal heat exchanger
length of 6.10 m (20 feet) and VCS FIX length of 9.14 m (30 feet). The TVS tank thermal analysis
has shown that this flow rate will indeed provide control of the tank pressure for the HX designs
derived.
The thermal analysis of the COLD-SAT supply tank was initiated by constructing a tank thermal
schematic. This schematic accounts for all fluid and thermal nodes to be used in the model. As can be
seen in Figure 4.9-4, the tank wall and fluid have been broken into 5 separate nodes, with the
sectioning propagated out through the MLI layers and the VCS. From this schematic, a thermal R-C
network of the system was generated which fed into the MMCAP model input deck. The MLI was
broken up into two sets of nodes to represent the middle and the surface of the insulation. The tank
model also includes the TVS Heat Exchangers (HX) in the tank and on the VCS.
To finish the development of the MMCAP model, the conduction paths had to be accurately accounted
for. F'trst an estimate of the wiring cross sectional area required to service the instrumentation, pumps,
and valves was made. This estimate looked at the size of wire needed to prevent self-heating of the
wire itself. A better estimate could be made if the component data were more developed. In that case,
the wire could be sized so as to not produce too much voltage drop upstream of the component. To
account for this factor, a sizeable margin of safety has been applied to the wire area.
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Figure 4.9-4 Thermal Model Representation of MMCAP Thermal Model (R-C Network)
Next, a summary of all the conduction parameters was made. The support sizes were scaled from
those proposed for the Superfluid Helium Tanker. The pipe sizes were calculated from the fluid
system schematic, and the wiring size was generated as explained above.
The fix'st analysis performed was a modeling of the pressure rise that will occur when the tank is
locked up (i.e. ERD I. I & 1.2). This analysis was performed to predict a tank heat flux in an attempt
to determine the required amount and distribution of MLI. The tank pressure can be predicted, but
this value cannot be modeled with high fidelity since the fluid has only been broken into 5 nodes.
After numerous runs it was found that the required heat flux can be obtained with 1.905 cm (3/4
inches) of MLI on the inner tank wall and 3.175 cm (1-1/4 inches) on the VCS. The chosen boundary
(vacuum jacket) temperature for this analysis was 278 K (500 R) which is an average environmental
value. This temperature was relatively high to ensure that the heat flux goal could be met and if the
value decreases as expected, the amount of MLI will be allowed to decrease also. The lockup analysis
has also shown that to limit the conduction heat leak to less than 10% of the total, a 0.305 m (l-foot)
piece of 12-gauge wire will be needed to thermally tie the supports and plumbing to the VCS,
otherwise this value would have been 40% of the total heat leak without thermal intercepts to the VCS.
The lockup model was also used to predict the warm-up time of the dewar once the cryogen has been
depleted, since there was interest in including this experiment in the ERD (Ref. 4.9-6). The analysis
was run for 500 hours and the tank wall had only risen to -111 K (200 R). From this model an
¢stimat= of 3 to 4 months to warm the tank to ambient was made.
Figure 4.9-5 presents the pressure rise of the fluid during the tank leek'up case. The STRAT code has
typically been used to predict the true pressure during the test, but the results of this model compare
very well with the results of the STRAT predictions (the STRAT model lock-up stratification
predictions will be presented in the following section). The lockup case modeled here is at the 95% fill
level, with a nominal heat flux of 0.315 W/m 2 (0.I Btu/hr-ft 2) in a Ix10-6 g environment. The initial
hump in the pressure curve is controlled by the choice of initial conditions. The Iockup was assumed
to have begun immediately after tank mixing, therefore the fluid was in a homogeneous two-phase
condition. A review of recent ground testing of a similar condition has shown that this initial hump
does show up in the data. The hump is caused by the ullage needing a superheat to mansfer heat and
mass to the liquid. Thus when the Iockup begin, the gas will have an initial temperature rise resulting
in the pressure hump before condensation starts to occur that reduces the pressure rise rate.
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Figure 4.9-5 MMCAP Model Tank Pressure Rise During Lock-Up (95% Fill)
After the lockup case was finished, the task of modeling the TVS operations was begun. The supply
tank TVS analysis runs have shown that the nominal flow rate will indeed reduce the tank pressure,
allowing this variable to be controlled without free venting to space. The amount of time for this
pressure reduction to take place has been found to be very dependent on the choice of initial conditions
for the model. As can be seen from the pressure profile plot in Figure 4.9-6, the first cycle can take
much longer than subsequent ones. In fact, the f'n'st cycle proceeds for 50 hours before the pressure
stops rising. A more detailed model that has a set of boundary layer fluid nodes in contact with the
TVS only might provide a better modeling of the pressure response.
The thermal part of the model has proven to be more stable and predictable. The T'VS ILK flow has
shown to become fully vaporized at the 6.10 m (20 foot) point in the line, just as other modeling had
predicted. The VCS does develop a 28 K (50 R) temperature differential during TVS operations, but
this could be alleviated by the use of non-uniform spacing of the tubing on the VCS. Finally, the use
of the VCS ILK has reduced the tank heat leak to a value -30% of the lockup value. This reduction in
heat leak will provide the capability to store the LH2 over a longer period of time than originally
allocated for, or conversely less fluid will have to be budgeted for boiloff.
Figure 4.9-6 presents the pressure profile during one particular TVS run. The case modeled is for a
95% fill level in a lx10-6 g environment with a boundary temperature of 278 K (500 R). The pressure
prof'lle is very dependent on initial conditions. In the case modeled here, the tank is assumed to be in a
two-phase condition (as it would be after a mixing test) when the TVS is turned on. If the tank had
been initially stratified then the pressure response would have been much different. Another parameter
that could be varied is position of the ullage. In this run the ullage is assumed to be at the top of the
tank (meaning positioned at the far end from the inlet of the TVS HX). Due to this configuration the
flow has completely boiled by the time it reaches the ullage resulting in little direct cooling of the gas.
If the reverse had been assumed the gas would have cooled off much quicker, and the pressure
response would have been more dramatic. One idea to better model this system would be to include
fluid nodes that act as a thermal barrier between the bulk fluid and the HX. These nodes would be
along the wall and could be set up to act as a thermal boundary layer that would pump heat into or out
of the ullage depending on the configuration.
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Figure 4.9-6 Supply Tank Pressure Response During TVS Operations
The conclusions that can be drawn from this analysis are quite interesting. If the pressure actually
takes 250 hours to respond to the TVS flow, then the time allocated for TVS testing is not adequate. If
the test had only been run 50 hours, no reduction in the pressure rise rate would have been seen at all.
Further modeling is required to determine if these large thermal rime constants are required, but it does
seem that it would be very desirable to modify the ERD to include some long term (20 days or more)
steady state TVS tests where all other systems are left idle.
The temperatures of the fluid nodes and the interface illustrate the degree of stratification that results
during TVS pressure control. The gas temperatures tend to exhibit a similar response pattern as seen
in the pressure plot. The stratification in the remaining fluid nodes (Liquid) contributes to the node-to-
node heat transfer. The choice of ullage position will dictate the level of stratification in the liquid and
in the gas. If the ullage were in direct contact with the TVS HX, the gas would become less stratified
relative to the liquid, resulting in a lower overall tank pressure.
Figure 4.9-7 below presents a slice through the insulation system showing the temperatures of all the
nodes progressing radially outward from the tank wall, and at the bottom of the tank. Temperature
results at the top of the tank are similar but are not presented here. The plot shows the reduction in the
VCS and MLI node temperatures due to the vent gas flow in the VCS I-IX. It can be seen that the vent
flow cools the VCS substantially, and that it also cools the MLI layers as well via radiation from the
VCS. The inner MLI (IMLI) layer actually becomes warmer than the VCS while the TVS is operating.
This is expected since conduction through aluminum is a much better driver of a heat flow than
radiation to the MLI. If the vent flow rate were to be reduced to a value lower than the one needed for
the nominal lockup case (i.e. to a point where its heat removal capability would be equal to the heat
flux) the TVS would not have to cycle on and off and a new steady-state temperature profile would
develop. In realit'y, hitting this point would be very hard to do, so the best idea would be to have one
flow leg with a rate less than required, along with a second higher flow leg that would be periodically
turned on and off to maintain relatively constant tank pressure.
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Figure 4.9-7 Tank Temperature Profiles During TVS Operation (Bottom of Tank)
The maximum temperature difference that develops on the VCS heat exchanger operations is
approximately 28 K (50 R). The temperature difference develops as a result of colder TVS fluid
entering at the bottom of the shield that exits at a warm gas condition at the exit of the HX at the top of
the shield. This temperature difference could be reduced to maintain uniform thermal conditions on the
shield if the VCS heat exchanger tubing is routed in a non-uniform manner alternating from the bottom
to the top of the shield continuously. The reduction in TVS flow resulted in a net drop in the tank heat
leak from a value of 4w (13.7 Btu/Hr) when the TVS was not operating to 1.5w (5 Btu/Hr).
Supply Tank Thermally-Induced Stratification Modeling Analyses (STRAT) - The STRAT code was
developed for the specific purpose of analyzing thermal stratification in cryogenic hydrogen and
nitrogen tankage systems via a buoyant flow boundary layer simulation in low-g that accounts for
boundary layer convection heat and mass transfer. The STRAT code has the capability to model
multiple fluid layers (up to 200) subject to boundary layer flow conditions, allows modeling of
arbitrary tank geometries with insulation, allows the user the capability to prescribe slowly-varying
uni-direcdonal g-fields, and to prescribe time-dependent tank wall heat fluxes. The model is applicable
to acceleration levels of 10-7 g's or more and for heat fluxes less than the nucleate boiling threshold,
which is consistent with the COLD-SAT experiment tank environments. The finite-difference
equations for boundary layer and bulk fluid heat and mass tr_sfer are solved in conjunction with a
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liquid/vapor interface heat and mass transfer balance. The latest thermal stratification analyses for
COLD-SAT have been performed with the use of this code.
A container of cryogenic fluid in a gravity field subjected to heating or cooling at the container walls
will develop free-convection boundary layers at the wall-fluid interface. These boundary layers will
develop flow such that the heated fluid is carried towards the top of the container, or in a direction
opposite of that to the direction of the gravity vector due to buoyancy forces. It is the result of
buoyancy forces that causes a boundary layer to develop along the inside of the tank wall. The
boundary layer flow starts from the bottom of the tank and grows within each fluid constituent (liquid
and gas), thus developing to its utmost at the top of each fluid constituent. The boundary layer mass
flow is dumped into the top liquid and gas nodes. The net effect of boundary layer flow into the
topmost liquid and gas layers causes a net downward flow in the core of the bulk fluid. As a result of
these processes, thermal stratification of the fluid (temperature and density variations in the fluid
layers) in the tank results, the degree to which depends on the heating rate, g-level, fluid properties,
and the tank geometry.
In STRAT, the stratification process is handled by a series of fluid mass and heat transfer processes in
the tank wall, the boundary layer flow, and the bulk fluid elements in the tank. A physical
representation of a tank fluid stratification model and these processes is depicted by Figure 4.9-8
below.
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Figure 4.9-8 Physical Representation of Fluid Stratification Model
The tank wall and fluid are modeled by a series of interconnected tank wall and bulk fluid elements as
shown. The wall and fluid elements are mated to one another in a one-to-one correspondence since the
STRAT computer program builds an internal conductor network on this basis. Each of the wall and
fluid elements (nodes) are horizontal flat layers perpendicular to the direction of the gravity vector,
with the liquid nodes at the bottom and building upward in the opposite direction of the gravity vector
into the vapor ullage nodes.
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An insulation thickness can be built uniformly around the tank waLl through which an external tank
heat flux is calculated. If a heat flux is known as a system design requiremenL the option exists to the
user to specify a fixed tank waft heat flux or a heat flux that varies with time. Both of these heat flux
options will be superimposed to yield a net tank wall heat flux. This heat flux is a necessary condition
to cause stratification in the fluid.
A comparison of two indel_ndent computer models for predicting stratification in the COLD-SAT
liquid hydrogen supply tank has been accomplished. The STRAT boundary layer flow model
simulation was cross-vaLidated with Flow Sciences computational fluid dynamics code, FLOW-3D.
This was a preliminary comparison for purposes of cross-validation of the predictive ability of the new
STRAT code for predicting cryogenic fluid thcmaal stratification in low-g with reasonable heat fluxes
imposed on the fluid. The validation was preliminary since little or no valid test data is available at low
enough heat fluxes and controlled fluid conditions with which to validate its capability.
The COLD-SAT supply tank was modeled using both models for a 95% full tank condition. With a
high fill level, the fluid stratification process will be primarily restricted to the liquid constituent and not
the gas since the FLOW-3D model is not able to handle a two-phase fluid system. Only the liquid
portion of the system could be modeled by FLOW-3D, so this provided similar conditions in both
analyses for purposes of valid results comparison. The analysis was conducted to assess the validity
of STRATs buoyant convective flow model with that of FLOW-3D's finite element fluid model. It
was assumed that the FLOW-3D model prediction would be more accurate in terms of its capability to
fluid problems of this nature and its extensive heritage in industry, and so it provided the basis for
comparison of the STRAT prediction. The same thermodynamic properties and equation of state were
used in both models and the liquid surface was assumed flat by imposing a zero surface tension
condition to the free surface in the FLOW-3D model. In addition, the same uniform heat flux was
applied to the tank wall area encapsulating the liquid volume.
The maximum and minimum temperature conditions in the bulk liquid were extracted from the analvsis
runs at two heat fluxes, 0.315 and 1.892 W/m2 (0.1 and 0.6 Btu/hr-ft^2). The comparison at low heat
flux is shown in Figure 4.9-9. The two heat fluxes analyzed provided more than one data point from
which comparisons in model predictions could be made. Excellent agreement was obtained between
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Figure 4.9-9 Comparison of STRAT and FLOW-3D Model Predictions for Low Heat Flux
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the two models. The chart shows a maximum Liquid tcmperatu_ difference of about 0.17 K (0.3 R) at
200 hours time. The symbols on the plot are the FLOW-3D predictions whereas the continuous Lines
relm:_nt the STRAT tcmpecam_ predictions for the minimum and maximum liquid temperatures.
The results of the FLOW-3D model show evidence that a distinct boundary layc'r has developed at the
tank waLl by virtue of the steep temperature isotherms near the wall as opposed to the flaRcr profiles in
the bulk fluid region similar to the manner in which the boundary layer physics of the STRAT code
tend to predict this phenomena. A net upward flow along the tank wall in the B.L exists that gives
way for a net downward flow in the bulk fluid. Therefore, the predictions arc similar to both models
for the fluid phenomena occurring from the conditions imposed.
A few significant conclusions can be made regarding the validation of the STRAT model with the
FLOW-3D code. ExceLlent agreement was obtained for two independent sample run cases that used
different heat fluxes since heating is the primary driver for fluid flow. Although these comparisons
provided outstanding agreement and a means for cross-validation between analytical capabilities,
applicable test data still needs to be obtained for the best possible validation of the STRAT code. The
FLOW-3D predictions are l:_licved accurate due to its extensive checkout and validation by the Flow"
Sciences Company and through its extensive use by its many users in industry. For these reasons,
STRAT was determined to be more than adequate for predicting stratification in cryogenic tanks.
Analyses of the COLD-SAT ERD stratification tests have been conducted with the use of the STRAT
code. An example of the pressure rise and temperatu_ stratification results are presented in Figures
4.9-10 and 4.9-11, which graphically show the pressure rise and fluid temperatures, respectively. The
case shown is for a 95% full supply tank at the low heat flux value of 0.315 W/m 2 (0.1 Btu/hr-ft 2)
which is meant to represent test 1.1-2. Note the difference in temperature (stratification) that develops
for the liquid in the tank at this high of a fill level.
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Figure 4.9-11 STRAT Supply Tank Lock-Up Stratification Fluid Temperatures
Receiver Tank Heat Exchanger Thermal Analy_i_ - The thermodynamic vent system (TVS) heat
exchanger is the primary means of controlling the tank pressure by removing heat flux from the
cryogenic tank. The functional requirement of the receiver tank T'VS heat exchanger is to provide
passive thermal control with the use of an external wall-mounted heat exchanger.
A receiver tank heat exchanger analysis was performed to investigate heat removal capacity, required
line sizes and lengths, tank wall temperature gradients, line spacing, and proposed HX tube attachment
methods for the COLD-SAT receiver tanks. The assumptions were made to consider an external wall-
mounted design, that completely dries out at the end of its length on the tank, and one that removes a
quantity of heat consistent with the required tank wall heat flux (this analysis assumed a heat flux of
1.577 W/m 2 (0.5 Btu/hr-ft2)).
Since no absolute requirements for the design of the receiver tank wall-mounted heat exchangers were
defined by the customer, an assumption was made to provide uniform heat exchanger wall coverage
such that wall temperature gradients could be reduced to 1.1 K (2 R) or less. This assumption became
one of the design requirements. This is an important requirement since high wall temperature gradients
(from hot spots) could inherendy contribute to stratification in the tank due to non-uniform wall heat
input to the fluid. It is desirable to separate the effects of stratification and pressure control in the tanks
as much as possible, which is accomplished by maintaining uniform wall temperatures.
Overall HX-to-wall conductances and contact conductances from the thermal analyses were derived for
a number of arbitrary candidate heat exchanger design configurations. The computed thermal
characteristics (heat exchanger conductances) of the candidate designs became the derived design
requirements for the configurations analyzed. An unlimited number of possible design concepts could
potentially be considered.
High resolution thermal models of the receiver tank HEX's were developed with Mini-MITAS to
handle the detailed FIX design variables that affect a HEX's performance in order to assess reduction
of wall temperature gradients. The I-/X tube attachment methods and the selection of materials are
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variables that wiU affect the thermal performance of the HX design. Uniform FIX coverage of tank
walls can only be achieved by controlling material thermal conducdvides and HX tube contact
conductances. Tberefore, the Mini-MITAS models of each receiver tank geometry was developed to
model general HX tube networks with the flexibility to change thermal performance variables for
parametric analysis and evaluation.
The high fidelity (resolution) steady-state MITAS models were developed to be used for predicting
TVS heat exchanger performance of arbitrary heat exchanger networks as defined by the user. Tank
wall temperature profiles and heat removal capacities were calculated from the analysis runs so that the
performance of specific designs could be characterized. The models possessed the capability to define
arbitrary paths and lengths of HX tube and to vary heat transfer conditions such" as film coefficients,
thermal conductivities, HX tubing size and contact area, and tank wall thickness and area. Each tank
model is comprised of a tank grid nodal network that is interconnected by a conductor network.
Receiver tank 1 has 362 tank elements and receiver tank 2 has about 218 wall elements (each tank has
24 sectors.)
The equivalent conductances for each of the HX design configurations analyzed were computed from
the model variables with the assumption of infinite contact conductance between the tube and outer
tank wall. The equivalent conductance is computed from a series conductor relationship for the heat
transfer through the HX tube wall thickness and through the tank wall itself. The equivalent contact
widths (I-IX length and contact width make contact area) from which the equivaJent conductances are
determined are shown in Table 4.9- i below. The smaller the conductance, the longer the HX can be
and the more uniform the wall coverage is for the same heat removal capability. Contact conductances
are computed in a similar manner by introducing an additional conductor in series with a known
contact area and assuming the same overall conductance value. These are shown in the table as well.
The contact conductance is limited by the overall equivalent conductance when the contact area is large
enough not to affect the heat flow (relative to assuming an infinite conductance between the HX tube
and the tank wall).
Table 4.9-1 Receiver Tank Heat Exchanger Derived Contact Conductance Design Requirements
CONF1G #
Receiver #2
#1 AI HX
S$ HX
#2 AI HX
SS HX
#3 AI HX
SS HX
#4 AI HX
SS HX
Receiver #1
#1 AI HX
HX
LENGTH-m
3.30
(I 0.82 ft,
4.77
(1s.64ft,
9.28
(30.45 if)
12.1
(39.66 ft,
4.89
(16.03 ft,
17.3
(31.2 R)
18.3
(33.0 R)
19.2
(34.6 R)
19.9
(35.9 R)
17.9
(32.2 R)
WALL "I'EMP-°K
MIN MAX
22.2
(40.0 R)
i21.z
(39.0 R)
21.1
(37.9 R)
20.9
i (37.7 R)
21.8
GeQ
-W/K
173.5"
101.3"
4.30
2.11
1.80
Gcc
-W/K
277.6
406.2
4.33
4.40
2.11
1.79
Gcc/A
-W/m^2-K
6626
9698
71.5
72.7
17.9
11.7
CONTACT
WIDTH-cm
.476"
.953"
.0082
.028
.0021
.0070
.0014
.0046
(39.3 R) 28.7 30.0 483.8 .053
Heat Transfer to HX Limited by Fluid-to-Wall Convection Heat Transfer Coefficient; Values
Shown are Minimum Widths for Maximum Heat Transfer
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The analysis derived thermal requirements for a number of candidate HX configurations that can feed
into the design of the heat exchangers. The analysis has indicated that a longer heat exchanger length
is necessary and required to reduce the tank wall temperature gradients for improved stratification
control of the fluid in the tank, however, these longer designs require more detailed attachment
methods (less contact) based on the low heat fluxes considered. On the other hand, shorter designs
require intimate wall contact yet result in higher tank wall temperature differences. The shorter designs
do have one advantage in that they are less complex and can be attached to the tank wall through more
conventional methods for the same heat removal capacity (such as welding).
Under the next phase of the COLD-SAT program, it will be more practical to conduct detailed
parametric studies of wall-mounted heat exchanger designs once the tank designs become finalized.
Possible attachment methods include insulating the heat exchanger lines and/or intermittently clipping
the lines to the wall with low thermally-conductive clips. These and other viable approaches will be
investigated in the next phase of the program to finalize the heat exchanger design.
Thermoacoustic Oscillation (TAO) Phenomenon Analysis - The heat leak into cryogenic tankage
systems can become exorbitant if the phenomenon of themaoacoustic oscillations is allowed to occur.
Such a phenomenon is known to occur primarily in liquid helium and hydrogen plumbing systems in
which cold lines from a tank are connected to warm valves or lines at some length from the point of
cold contact. Thermoacoustic oscillations result from a thermally-driven expansion and contraction of
cold gas inside plumbing lines that is accompanied by a large magnitude of heat transfer from the warm
end of the line to the cold tank. This heat leak can be on the order of many times the heat leak allowed
in the tank design and therefore, must be eliminated by the COLD-SAT design.
An analysis was performed to analyze this concern in the COLD-SAT experiment plumbing for any
possibilities of occurrence. A worse case analysis was assumed and theoretical TAO stability curves
developed for helium and hydrogen were used for making rough order of magnitude predictions of
TAO in the COLD-SAT design. The derived design requirement is to eliminate TAO concerns in the
design so that the proper tank heat flux can be designed into each tank.
The analysis predictions indicated that TAO would not be a concern in the COLD-SAT
tankage/plumbing design. The only plumbing suspect for TAO were the three tank vent lines which
were routed to relatively warm valve panels that introduced a potential source of heat leak for the
oscillating gas in the lines if TAO were to occur. The theoretical analysis predicted that the existing
COLD-SAT vent line lengths were short enough to preclude the occurrence of TAO even in spite of the
assumed worse case analysis conditions. The supply tank vent line length was 3.96 m (13.0 feet)
long, as compared to 7.47 m (24.5 feet) required for TAO instability to occur. Likewise, the receiver
tank vent line lengths were 1.07-1.37 m (3.5-4.5 feet) in length as compared to an allowed 3.32 m
(10.9 feet) of length before the onset of TAO. These data are shown in Table 4.9-2 below. The
conservatism in the analysis and the short vent line lengths provide a safety matin. Testing will
indicate whether or not TAO is of concern in the final design.
Table 4.9-2
LENGTHS
Derived Design Requirements for Therrnoacoustic Oscillations
ALLOWABLE
ACTUAL
SUPPLY TANK
7.47 m [24.5 FT)
3.96 rn ',13.0 FT)
RECEIVER TANKS
3.32 m (10.9 FT)
1.07-1.37 rrl (3.5-4.5 FT)
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Thermoacousd¢oscillations can occur spontaneously in gas or vapor lines containing helium,
hydrogen, nitrogen,or neon in which a temperature differenceexistsbetween the ends of the tubes.
The warm end is closed or restrictedand the cold end is open to the liquiddewar. As already
mentioned, exu'cmely high heattransferams can occur as a resultof thethermally-<Irivcnoscillations
between thewarm and cold ends of the tube.
Thermoacoustic theoryhas been developed forthesegases subjecttorapidheating and cooling which
describethe stabilityregionsforpredictingTAO inplumbing geometries.An analysiswas performed
usingthe TAO theoryin ordertoidentifyplumbing linesinthe COLD-SAT experiment subsystem and
to predict whether or not TAO is expected to occur.
The stabilitycurves forhydrogen area plotof temperatureratioversusa dimensionlessparameter,Yc.
The temlm'r_tureratiois the ratioof the hot-to-coldend tube tcmpcrann'cs and the dimensionless
parameter isa function of the tube geometry and the gas fluidproperties.The occurrence of TAO
becomes more pronounced with an abrupt change in temperature although a gradual change in
tcmpermure does not necessarilyexclude the possibilityof occurrence. A seriesof "stability"curves
developed from the theory were used to make the TAO occurrence predictionsforthe COLD-SAT
spacecraft (Ref. 4.9-7). Each curve isrepresentedby a differenthot-to-coldtube lengthratio(eta
ratio).
A plotof thethermoacousdc osciUadon stabilitycurvesforhydrogen isshown inFigu_ 4.9-12below.
Curves are shown formany hot-to-coldlinelengthrados. The etarado isdcf'med to be theratioof the
warm (hot)tocold ends of the tube thatpcneu'atesthe tank. The alpha fade isdcfmcd as the rado of
the hot end to the cold end temperatures of the tube. The parameter Yc, isa combination of fluid
propertiesand the radiusof the tube. Itisdefined as the tube radius times the square root of thc
quantity:velocityof sound atcold gas temperature divided by the cold lengthtimes the kinematic
viscosity. It is expressed as:
where r= tube radius
C.c=velocityof sound atcold tempcrann'c
I.c=lengthof cold end of tube
Vc= kinematicviscosityofcold gas
A worse case eta ratio(hotto cold lengthrado) of 1.0was selectedforconservatism in the analysis.
An etafade of 1.0indicatesthatthehot and cold lengthsof the tubearcthe same.
The profileof thecurves tend toopen up to the upper rightinthe plot.The regioninsideof thecurves
istheregionof instabilitywhere TAO isexpected tooccur. The regiontotheleftand below thecurves
isthe regionof TAO stability,the areathatthe COLD-SAT plumbing willbe designed to. For an eta
ratioof 1.0,a minimum temperatureratioof about 5.5 -6.0 existssuch thatbelow thisvalue TAO will
never occur. Tempcrann'c ratiosforCOLD-SAT could typicallygetabove avalue of I0.
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Figure 4.9-12 TAO Stability Curves for Liquid Hydrogen Based on Therrnoacousric Theory
A great deal of work has been performed by Rott and others on the development of TAO theories (Ref.
4.9-8). The most extensive work has been conducted for helium for which there is much test data that ,
has aided in the validation of the theories. A theory has been developed for hydrogen similar to that of
helium, but no test data is available to validate the theory as of yet. Future work on hydrogen TAO
testing is planned as early as spring or summer 1990 in order to obtain some real test data to validate
theories. Dr. Timmerhaus at the University of Colorado is currently working these issues and plans to
conduct the testing with hydrogen under a grant (# NAG3-1018) from NASA-LeRC. Once test data is
obtained, the issue of TAO will be investigated further in the next phase of the program.
4.9.2 Tank Chilldown - COLD-SAT Receiver tank chilldown analyses were conducted for a spray
chilldown process and for the tank wall heat exchanger chilldown process. Both chilldown processes
have been shown analytically to perform adequately in order to achieve the required tank wall target
temperatures prior to no-vent filL The differences noted for each of these two processes include the
heat transfer mechanisms, fluid usage, and times for chilldown.
S{_ray Chilldown Process - The spray chilldown process depends on the understanding of the fluid
dynamics of the injected fluid and heat transfer processes occurring between the fluid (spray or
otherwise) and the tank wall. As the chiUdown fluid enters the tank as a spray, the small liquid
droplets flash and boil at the lower tank pressure. The spray drops impact the warm tank wall and
since the wall temperature is above the "Leidenfrost" temperature where drops bounce off the hot wall
characteristic of film boiling, much of the heat transfer occurs by convection to the gas than by contact
of the liquid with the wall. The process of film boiling imparts thrust forces to the droplets, which in
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turn maintains fluid motion. These thermodynamic processes add vapor mass to the tank ullage and
thus raise the tank pressure. Heat transfer due to film boiling and radiation heat transfer are present to
some extent with the majority of the initial heat transfer occundmg by flashing of the spray droplets as
long as liquid is present and the tank pressure is below Liquid saturation pressure. This process occurs
very rapidly and the time taken is essentially negligible. The final phases of heat wansfer involve
convective hearing of the resulting vapor until the chiUdown gas reaches near the tank wall temperature
at the maximum tank pressure. This is the time intensive portion of the chilldown process. The
ultimate goal in order to characterize the chflldown process will be to examine and understand these
processes and the mechanisms which control their behavior.
The generalenergy equation describingthisprocess for a controlvolume around the tank system is
expressed as follows:
MwCpw dTw/dt -- QEXT "QWALL - QFLI.rID= mSPRAY (Uz'U:s_+hg s_-hIsat)
Mw
Tw
QwAu.
QmXXD
mSPRAY
hlsat
hg sat
Ug
Ug sat
= Mass of wall (+ MLI + suppo_ + hardware ifaffectedby chilldown)
= Wall specificheat(functionofTW)
= Wall averagemnpcmtu_
= Sensibleheatstoredin the tank wall
= Heat added from externalsources(background heat leak)
= Heat absorbed by thechilldown fluidfi'omthetank walland heatleak
= Cha_e mass forchflldown cycle
= Incoming saturatedliquidenthalpy
= Saturatedvapor cnthalpy
= Internalenergy of vapor beforeventing
= Internalenergy of thevapor atsaturation
This relationship states that the sensible heat stored in the tank wall and other affected tank system
hardware is ultimately absorbed by the chilldown fluid for any given cycle. The QFLUID term
encompasses all of the above mentioned fluid dynamic heat transfer effects that are being investigated
in this experiment. The chflldown fluid is initially injected into the tank for each cycle as a saturated
liquid at the nominal supply tank pressure. Supply pressurization or CHX operations will provide
subcooled Liquid to insure delivery of pure single phase fluid (liquid) from the supply tank to the
receiver tanks.
Some of the heat transferprocessesincludeLiquidflashing,the heattransferratefordrops splattering
on a hot surface,thedropletbreakup Weber Number forsplattering,freeconvection heat transferand
correlationsfor evaporating dropletheat transfer,fluidto tank wall freeconvection heat transfer,
forced convection vapor heat transfer,Leidenfrosttemperature for film boilingcorrelations,spray
nozzleflow forchoked and unchoked flow conditions,etc.These am allof theprocessesaffectingthe
spra.ychilldown performance of the receivertanks. Flashing,fluidconvective heat transfer,and
venting processeshave been considered and are simulated by the fluidand thermodynamic analyses
conducted. The resultsof theseanalysesare presentedinthissectionof theExperiment Analyses.
Figure4.9-13 shows the schematic and the controlvolume entitiesforthe energy balance of the tank
chiUdown process. The heatingterm forthe tank wallheat exchanger (QHx) should be ignored since
theTVS heat exchanger willbe inactiveforthe spray chiUdown process. Typical tank pressureand
chilldown fluidtemperaturetransientprofilesfor spray chiUdown arc alsoshown inthe figureas an
example. A fixedquantityof chiUdown fluidissprayed intothetank ata predetermined flow rateand
allowed toabsorb heatfrom thetankuntila deltatemperatureof about 5% isobtainedbetween thetank
wall and the chilldown fluid.At thistime,the fluid(which isstillcolder than the tank) isvented
through the tank vent in stages resultingin additionaltank cooling for iscntropiccooling of the
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remaininggasin the tank. The process is continued until the tank wall reaches the "target" temperature
of about 78 K (140 R) or less.
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Figure 4.9-13 Heat and Mass Balance of Tankage System and the Process During Chitldown
The chiIldown experiment and process performance has been predicted in reasonable detail using a few
computer analytical capabilities for the refinement phase of the COLD-SAT program. The analytical
capabilities include the use of the MMAG and NASA-LeRC developed computer codes, MMCAP,
TARGET, and CRYOCHIL. TARGET computes the final chilldown temperature for each receiver
tank before commencing with an adiabatic no-vent fill process. CRYOCHIL uses the target
temperature as a finish point for mapping the number of chilldown cycles and chilldown fluid used for
each cycle from an initial tank temperature [usuaLly about 294 K (530 R)] given fluid and tank
boundary conditions. The MMCAP model assesses the transient hold and vent thermodynamics
following each charge cycle. The MMCAP model simulates the thermodynamics of the flashing,
convective heat transfer, and venting processes resulting in reduced tank temperature and the time it
takes to perform each of the charge-hold-vent cycles.
The analysis assumptions and conditions for TARGET, CRYOCHIL, and MMCAP are shown in
Table 4.9-3. These assumptions were driven by many different inputs. The target temperature range
for the COLD-SAT receiver tanks is illustrated in Figure 4.9-14. The range of target temperatures
varies considerably over the 137.9 to 206.8 kPa (20 to 30 psia) fill pressure region, that is expected to
be the range of fill pressures for the no-vent fill. The temperatures are lower for receiver tank 1 by
about 5.6 to 8.3 K (10 to 15 R) since this rank has a higher M/V ratio. The 137.9 kPa (20 psia) values
are the lowest at about 73.7 and 78.4 K (132.6 and 141.1 R) for receiver tanks 1 and 2, respectively.
This is important because a single chilldown scenario will cover the range of target temperatures.
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Table 4.9-3 Analytical Assumptions and Conditions
TARGET
(1) 95% fiLl lewel during no--vent fill
(2) minim.m target temperature for 138 kPa (20 psia) fill
(3) saturated fluid conditions following fill
CRYOCHIL
(1) chill to minimum target temperature for range of fill pressures (138 kPa (20 psia)
_)
(2) 345 kPa (50 psia) maximum vent pressure
(3) 345 kPa (50 psid) vent stage pressure drop (single vent stage)
(4) maximum initial tank wall temperature of 294 K (530 R)
(5) charge mass attains 95% of tank waLl tcmperatu_
MMCA.P
(1) flashing and heating of each liquid charge mass initially to saturated vapor conditions
(2) free convective wall to vapor heat transfer for stagnant fluid motion
(3) forced convection heat transfer for persisKng fluid motion case
(4) vent system discharge coefficient based on choked flow at 345 kPa (50 psia) inlet
pressu_ and 278 K (500 R) gas inlet conditions
(5) tank vented to 13.8 kPa (2 psia) in last stage
22O
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Figure 4.9-14 COLD-SAT Receiver Tank Target Temperatures
Figures 4.9-15 and 4.9-16 illustrate the reduction in tank wall temperature and the cumulative charge
mass injected for each of the COLD-SAT receiver tanks. The final temperatures noted are indicative of
the target temperatures for subsequent no-vent fill to 137.9 kPa (20 psia). The resulting target
temperatures are higher for higher fill pressures and smaller mass-to-volume (M/V) ratios. The
number of cycles and chilldown mass required gready increases for higher M/V tanks and lower target
temperatures. This is typical of the higher M/'V receiver tank 1, especially since the tank wall
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temperaturedrops below 83 K (150 R) where the efficiency of the fluid used for cooling is less at the
lower temperatures.
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Figure 4.9-15 COLD-SAT Receiver Tank Wall Temperature During Chilldown
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Figure 4.9-16 COLD-SAT Chilldown Fluid Usage
The MMCAP model of the two receiver tanks was used to predict the amount of time for spray
chilldown. Three specific heat transfer correlations were considered with which to bound the
chiUdown experiment processes. These were free convection for a Nusselt Number of 6, a Nusseh
No. of 32 obtained from ORS flight tank data, and forced convection heat transfer Nusseh Numbers
that range from approximately 160 to 430. The free convection heat transfer correlation model was
assumed to represent the upper bound worse case for chilldown time. The lower bound was
represented by the forced convection correlation for laminar flow over a flat plate. The times for
chilldown can be substantially reduced if a persisting fluid motion can be induced for the cooling vapor
in contact with the tank wall. In reality, a persisting fluid motion may persist for a short duration
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relative to the whole chilldown process, unless a mixing capability is provided in the tank or fluid can
be injected in spurts over the duration of each hold cycle. Fluid motion will cease due to fluid friction
and the interference introduced by the internal tank hardware. The heat transfer con_lations used in the
MMCAP mod_ arc :
Free Convection Nusselt Number Nu = C (Rap = 6 (internal to MMCAP)
ORS Effective Nusselt Number (Ref. 4.9.9) Nu = 32 (measured)
Forced Convection NusseltNumber (Ref.4.9.10) Nu = 0.664 Reu tn PrI:_(ave.,fiatplate)
The models examined the transient behavior of the first and the second to the last cycles for each
receiver tank (thus the variation in forced convection Nusselt number at different temperattn_s). The
transient performance for all of the cycles in between was assumed to vary linearly since it would be
cumbersome to analyze each cycle independently. Figures 4.9-17 and ,*.9-18 show the performance
of the chilldown process (times) for each receiver tank considering the above heat transfer conditions.
The time for chilldown from an initially warm tank wall temperature to the target temperature is a
function of convective heating, tank M/V ratio, tank A/V ratio, and the target temperature. More
chilldown time is required where free convection heat transfer dominates at low Nusselt Numbers and
where the temperam.re differ_ce betw_n the tank wall and chilldown fluid decreases. The times for
flee convective chflldown are probably higher than would be expected din-rag the COLD-SAT mission.
The performance of the ORS data is a more realistic candidate since it does not consider a purely
buoyant system representative of Nu--6. Chilldown times on the order of a few hours could possibly
be attained with more, inefficient fluid usage (quicker cycles) or by imparting a persisting fluid motion
lathe
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F_gure 4.9-17 COLD-SAT Receiver Tank 1 Chilldown Process Performance
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Figure 4.9-18 COLD-SAT Receiver Tank 2 Chilldown Process Performance
An increased nttmber of vent stages during a particular cycle will optimally utilize the available cooling
in the charge mass, but more time will be required to recover this added efficiency for vent stage
warming of the cooled vapor. A fewer number of vent stages (one preferably) will only require
slighdy more fluid and reduce the chilldown time considerably. This is the approach that will be
adopted by many of the tank chilldown tests on COLD-SAT.
Trade Study of COLD-SAT Receiver Tank ChiUdown with Different Heat Flux__ - A trade study was
conducted to determine the sensitivity of liquid hydrogen fluid consumption for chilldown while
imposing two different environmental heat flux conditions, 0.315 and 1.577 W/m 2 (0.1 and 0.5
Btu/hr-fta). The tank wall heat flux contributes to tank wail heamag during the periods of the mission
between tank no-vent fills. A higher tank wall heat flux will warm the tank wall to a higher
temperature, thus requiring more chiUdown fluid to attain the target temperature.
The difference in fluid usage between the two heat fluxes by the receiver tanks for all phases of the
COLD-SAT mission is relatively significant and amounts to about forty-three pounds of additional
hydrogen for the higher heat flux of 1.577 W/m z (0.5 Btulhr-ft2). In addition, the higher heat flux
contributes to increased fluid usage for thermal control (pressure control) based on the existing COLD-
SAT experiment subsystem and experiment timeline. This resulted in approximately another 28 kg (62
Ibm) of liquid hydrogen required for cooling. These results indicate that a 1.577 W/m a (0.5 Bt-u/hr-
ft 2) tank heat flux is too high and a lower heat flux will be required for COLD-SAT. The required heat
flux is on the order of 0.631 W/m z (0.2 Btu/hr-fta), high enough to eliminate concern for a VCS in the
tank design and low enough to preclude excessive fluid usage for chilldown cooling and thermal
control.
The chiUdown fluid consumption was based on the previous TARGET, CRYOCHIL, and MlVICAP
thermodynamic analyses from which polynomial curve fits were established to derive chilldown fluid
requirements based on initial tank wall temperatures when cooled to the target temperature. Transient
warming of the tanks is allowed to occur during periods between no-vent fills when the receiver tanks
are empty. The resulting transient warm-up temperatures will constitute the initial temperature for
chilldown when the tank wall heaters are not used on receiver tank 2. Heating of the tank wall with
environmental heat flux follows an exponential decay law. A simple computer model was developed
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to determine the transient heating of the receiver tanks in enter to establish the initial conditions for the
chflldown process. Figure 4.9-19 typifies the transient heating profile of the tank wall exposed to
environmental heating, and Figure 4.9-20 shows the curve fit of the linearized exponential heating
equation used for predicting the temperature of the tank wall at the start of chil.ldown [example is
receiver tank 1 at 0.315 W/m 2 (0.1 Btu/hr-ft2)]. Figure 4.9-19 shows that the transient heating of the
tank waLl follows an exponential decay relationship. When the tank wall nears the external
environment temperature, then tank waLl heating slows down considerably due to reduced temperana'e
differences.
Chilldown fluid requirements for each of the COLD-SAT t_sts varied depending on the initial tank wall
temperature. Figure 4.9-21 is a polynomial curve fit of the relationship between the irdml tank wall
temperature and the chflldown fluid required for charge-hold-vent spray chflldown. These curves
(with the one for receiver tank 1 shown) were developed from the analysis results presented in Figures
4.9-15 and 4.9-16 to allow a simpler analysis of the chilldown fluid requirements. Most of the inidal
temperatures were established as a direct result of tank wall transient warm-up between chilldown tests
rather than with the use of heaters (receiver tank 2). The inidal temperaures of the receiver tanks, and
thus the fluid used for chilling down, were largely different for the two heat fluxes analyzed. Table
4.9-4 shows the initial tank wall temperatures, the chilldown fluid used, and the fluid usage for
thermal control as derived by the analysis for each of the tests baselined in the ERD (Ref 4.9-6).
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Figure 4.9-19 Transient Response Profile of the Receiver Tank Wall for Environmental Heating
Tank Wall Heat Exchanger Chilldown Process (Receiver Tank 2_ - An analytical assessment of the
tank wall heat exchanger chflldown process on receiver tank 2 has been performed. The heat
exchanger thermal/flnid processes are characterized between the Fanno Line Flow and Rayleigh Line
Flow analyses with liquid flashing. The Fanno Line Flow analysis assumes adiabatic flow with
friction and the Rayleigh Line Flow analysis is frictionless with heat transfer to the fluid. These cases
will bound the actual tank chilldown process via the tank wall heat exchanger.
The modeling approach taken used the MMCAP cryogenic system analysis program to conduct the
analysis. Analysis assumptions included a constant 0.91 kg/hr (2.0 lbm/hr) heat exchanger flowrate,
saturated liquid inlet conditions at 103.4 kPa (15 psia), exit conditions at 34.5 kPa (5 psia). This
flowrate was more than adequate to provide cooler two-phase fluid throughout the length of the heat
exchanger. The heat exchanger length is 4.33 rn (14.2 feet) long with a 0.476 em (3/16" O.D.). The
heat exchanger is attached to a 46.7 kg (103 Ibm) aluminum tank wall initially at a warm temperature of
294 K (530 R). The heat exchanger used for tank wall chilldown is the same one used for receiver
tank 2 thermal control in the TVS system.
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Figure 4.9-20 Transient Warm-Up o/Receiver Tank with Time (Receiver 1, Low Heat Flax)
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Figure 4.9-21 Chilldown Fluid Consumption as a Function o/Initial Tank Wall Temperature
(Receiver Tank 1)
Results of the analysis simulation are illustrated in Figures 4.9-22 and 4.9-23. Figure 4.9-22 shows
the transient temperature response of the tank wall and the heat exchanger fluid at the FIX exit. Note
how the HX fluid temperature is generally less than the tank wall itself. Figure 4.9-23 shows the heat
transfer rate to the HX from the tank wall during the chilldown process. As the tank is chilled further
and the wail temperature decreases, fluid utilization becomes less efficient and a higher concentration
of liquid is expelled from the heat exchanger.
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Table 4.9-4 Comparison of COLD-SAT Fluid Usage for Two Receiver Tank Net Heat Fluxes, 0.315
and 1.577 Wlm 2 (0.1 and OJ Btzdhr-ft 2)
Sequence Rece,ver Warm-Up
0r,d_e.," Tank # ERD # T]me-hr
1 1 1.3-11 HA
5 1 1.3-2 374.0
9 1 1.3-13 _5.3
11 1 1.3_ 1_.0
2 2 1.3-6 N/A
3" 2 1.3-3 N/A
4" 2 1.3-10 N/A
6 2 1.3-9 160.5
7" 2 1.3-4 N/A
8"" 2 1.3-12 37.0
10 2 1.3-7 276.3
12 2 1.3-1 205.5
13°° 2 1.3-5 36.5
14" 2 1.3-1 69.0
• heatup with tank wall mounted heaters
"" heaters used to bring R(2) aJoove
target temperature
Ttarg (R1) - 132.6 °R
T tam/R2) - 141.1 °R
Final Tank Wall Temp. - °R
0.1 B/hr-fP2 0.5 B/hr-fP2
530.0000 530.0000
289.1613 498.0564
314.4207 510.0971
198.7826 417.0806
530.0000 530.0000
530.0000 530.0000
530.0000 530.0000
207.7055 424.0482
530.0000 530.0000
215.0000 228.0995
274.3682 484.3219
236.2126 453.4368
215.0000 226.5126
215.0000 309.1741
Totals : (Chiiidown)
(Fluid for Thermal Control)
iFtuid Use¢l for Chmllclown- Ilom
0.1 B/hr-fP2 0.5 B/hr-ft^2
18.41 18.41
8.69 17.35
9.91 17.76
3.91 14.37
7.50 7.50
7.50 7.50
7.50 7.50
1.37 6.04
7.50 7.50
1.57 1.94
3.21 6.89
2.17 6.46
1.57 1.90
1.57 4.05
82.38 125.15
15.47 77.35
Difference : (cttill) 42.78 Ibm LH2
(control) 61.88 Ibm LH2
Total Fluid Difference = 104.66 Ibm LH2
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Figure 4.9-22 Receiver Tank 2 Wall-Mounted HX ChiUdown Process Temperatures
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Figure 4.9-23 Receiver Tank 2 Wall-Mounted l-IX Chilldown Heat Transfer Rates
Table 4.9-5 shows a comparison of the time and fluid usage for each chilldown process assuming a
complete chilldown from ambient tank wall temperature conditions. The H/X chilldown method
substantially reduces the chflldown dine over the charge-hold-vent process, yet requires a higher
consumption of fluid since two-phase fluid exits the heat exchanger near the end of the chilldown.
Table 4.9-5 Comparison of Results for Each Ctu'lldown Process
CHILLDOWN FLUID
CHILLDOWN TIME
CHARGE.HOLD-VENT
3.86 KG (8.5 LBM)
14.4 HRS
WALL HX
6.35 KG (14.0 LBM)
7.0 HRS
4.9.3 Tank No-Vent Fill and Refill
The no-vent f'dl is a complex process and has proven difficult to analyze completely. To-date only the
thermodynamics of the test have been modeled with any degree of confidence. The heat transfer
between the ullage and the liquid is the great unknown in this instance. This value is highly dependent
on the liquid position, velocity and the local acceleration environment. Therefore no one as yet has
been able to predict the condensation rote of the ullage (in fact the heat transfer is usually a direct input
of models). The flU discussion has been broken down into two separate tasks with a separate write-up
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for no-vent fill and ullage exchange, since the two fill methods have fundamental diff_nces in
approach and hardware design.
_No-Vent l_ll - A no-vent fill is accomplished by controlling the fluid inflow so as to preclude
compression of the ullage, thereby achieving a greater f-Rl level than would be possible under normal
conditions. The no-vent fill prt>cess can be broken down into fl_'ee main steps that are initial pressure
rise, ullage condensation, and ullage compression. The second step is the most important in the
process since the amount of ullage condensation that occurs will determine the final fill level. To
accomplish the required condensation rates three different nozzle designs will be utilized; the axial,
radial, and tangential nozzle systems. By varying the flow rate through each nozzle, the ullage
condensation rate will be varied to see how this parameter will affect the final fill level
The first phase of the no-vent flU is the iuidal pressure rise, which occurs during the first few minutes
of a tank fill.This process isthe resultof theintroductionof a liquidintothe tank thatisata higher
pressure than the receivertank (103.4 kPa [15 psia]liquidintoa 6.9 kPa{l psia]tank for example).
Due to the drop in pressure upon entering the tank, some of the liquid will flash gencr'a_g vapor. The
remaining liquid will then contact the tank wall that is initially at a target temperature greater than the
sann_on temperature of the liquid. Due to this contact the liquid will boil, thereby cooling the tank
wall. This process will continue until the tank wall temperature is reduced to a point close to the
sann-ation point of the liquid, at which _ne the boiling will cease.
The analysis of Otis process, is fairly straight forward and consists of performing muldple mass and
energy balances on a tank that account for the mass of liquid and gas along with the thermodynamic
stateof each component. The energy balances alsomust take intoaccount the heat transferfrom the
warmer wail, the work being done on the ullageby the flashinginletliquid,and the change in fluid
propertieswith pressure.The logicforpredic_ng the heatu'ansferfrom thewall tothe liquidisthe key
tosolving thisproblem. Due to the factthatthe wall toliquidtemperaturedifferenceisgreaterthan
criticaltemperature differenceforLH2 nucleateboilingover most of the cooldown process,one can
assume thatfilmboilingwillbe the predominate heat transfermechanism. Two correlations(forpool
filmboilingon a sphericalsurfaceand forforcedconvectivefilmbg.ilingon a flatplate)can be used to
predictthe wall to liquidheat transfer.The use of these two correlationsallows one to bound the
problem since a real case will be somewhere between the two limits.
The next phase of the fill is uUage condensation. This process is related to the third phase (ullage
compression) since the only difference between the two is whether there is enough heat transfer out of
the ullage to allow the gas to condense. While a no-vent fill of the tank is being performed, the ullage
is simultaneously undergoing condensation due to heat transfer to the bulk liquid and the inflow, and
compression due to the influx of liquid. The dividing line between the two processes is when the
compression effects become larger than the condensation's, at this point the tank pressure will begin to
rise again.
The analysisof thisprocess ismuch more detailedthan the firstcase. Energy balances are performed
on the tankwith threenodes in the tank,the gas,liquidand interfacenodes. Using appropriateenergy
and mass balances the hope isto predictthe liquidand gas masses, the interfaceheat transfer,and
thereby the ullagecondensation rate.The interfacenode isthe key to thissinceitisthe only pointat
which allfluid propertiesare known before hand (itis assumed to always be at the saturation
temperature). This node alsoisthe pointat which allheat transferbetween the ullageand the liquid
ocCURS.
Again in thisanalysisthe heat transferbecomes the drivingforce behind the fillresults.Ifthereis
insufficientullagecondensation (i.e.insufficientheattransfer)the net work being done on the ullage
willcause the pressureto increase,leadingto a cessationof the u"ansfer.This compression process is
very important sincein a pressuredrivenflow once thepressureincreasesthe flow ratewilldrop off,
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leadingtoa furtherreductioninullagecondcnsanon. Thereforeonce theheattransferam drops below
a set value, Ibis effect will accelera_ and may not be easy to stop.
The mixing configurationchosen for a particulartestwilldirectlyaffectthe fluidmotion and heat
tmn,der.The configurationbelievedtobe thebestistostarthe fillusingtangentialnozzlestoprovide
good heat transferwith the wall,resultingin a quick pressure rise. This fastfluidmotion willalso
tend to force the fluid to the outsidc wall of the tank and the ullage to the inside. This liquid motion
willalso begin to condense the ullage,thereby providing pressure control for the firstpart of the
transfer.After the fluid mass has reached a predetermined value (- 70% full)the flow will be
trmsferred to the radial or axial spray systems. This action will be performed to ensure that the heat
transfer out of the ullage will continue" since the new spray pattern will be directed straight into the
ullage. This spray configuration is only assumed to work the best, thereby leading to all the other
proposed tests.
To-date no model of the heat transferbetween the ullageand the liquidhas been able to adequately
predict the ullagecondensationram, thusanalysisof thismost important variablewillhave to waituntil
the testshave been conducted and the datarecorded. Previously developed mixing correlationsand
possiblyotherswillbe evaluatedto see ifa generalmodel can be developed which willallow one to
optimize theno-ventfillprocess.
Ullage Exchange - The ullageexchange technique is a method of transferringliquidsin a low-g
environment welch eliminates problems associatedwith vented or no-vent fillprocesses. Fluid
transferwith theullageexchange techniqueisaccomplished by connecting thesupply and receivertank
filland vent linesto each other so thatther_ isa closed fluidloop connecting the two tanks. The
supply tank has a liquidacquisitiondevice (LAD) to deliverliquidto the tank oudct. The liquidis
transferr_tothereceivertank with a liquidpump. Pressureisrelievedinthe receivertank as the tank
isbeing filledby venting through the vent line. The positionof the ullageis uncertainin such a
process,so liquidor gas may be vented. All fluidvented from the receivertank iscollectedin the
supply tank. The ullage exchange process increases system heat leak due to heat transfer to the Fill and
vent lines and pump work to the liquid. It is possible that the increased heat transfer may raise tank
pressures to unacceptable levels, the_for_ analysis was needed to detemtine if this effect would occur.
This conce_n is compounded by the randomness of liquid/gas vendng from the receiver tank which
makes the amount of time necessaryto fillthereceivertankunpredictable.This concern was analyzed
by performing Monte Carlo simulationof the ullageexchange process (between two genericspherical
tanks) (Ref 4.9-11) using the computer model 'MMCAP'. Detailsof the analysis axe presented
below.
The followingassumptions were made inperforming the analysis:
I)
2)
3)
4)
s)
6)
7)
8)
9)
I0)
11)
accelerationicvelof Ixi0-6g's
2831 liters(I00 ft3)supply tankvolume,
283 liters(10 ft3)receivertank volume,
IS.6S kg (34.-5Ibm) receivertank mass,
0.316 W/m2 (0.IBm/hr-ft2)heatfluxintothe two tanks,
I..58W/m2 (0.-5Btu/hr-ft2)heatfluxintothe transferlines,
negligiblesupply tank mass (i.e.allof theheatfluxgoes intothefluid),
supply tank pressureof t37.9 kPa (20 psia),
a 6.89 kPa (I psi)pressureriseacrossthepump ata flow rateof 45.36 kg/hr (100 Ibrn/hr),
a 50% pump efficiency,and
receivertankisinitiallyevacuated
To model thisprocess an MMCAP inputdeck was generated with the followingcapabilities.Early
analysishad shown thattheflow resistanceof thevent and transferlinesmust be accounted for.This
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fact can be _ by b_g£_ing a case where the system has a very small veto system. In this case
the ullage exchange _ become more like a true no-vent fill since very litre mass will exit the n_:eiver
mzdc To account for this pat-amet=" the Hnes were modeled as constant flow resistances where the
flow ram is proportional to the _L_n'e mot of the Frcssuxe difference. By vax_ng the redo of u_ansfer
lineto vent lineresistances(i.e.varying the linesizes)differentresultscould be achieved. The
baseline case had this ratio set to a value of I. This analysis approach was limited to single phase
flow, therefore only Hquid or gas was asstm_ed to be vented at one tizne. FLna,IIy, the flow in the lines
is assumed to be in a quasi=steady state mode since the flow transients due to pressure fluctuations
cannotbe mode,led.
The Monm Carlo simulmion was perfozmed by randomly venRng liquidor gas fzom the receivertank.
The randomness was implemented with fl'a'eem thods. The fn'stmethod assumed thatventing was
random over the durationof the fillprocess so thattherewas an equal probabilityof ventingliquidor
gas at a.I/filllevels. This approach is referredto as "Random Exchange". The second approach
assumed thatthe probabilityof venting liquidincreasedas the tank became more full.This approach
biasedthe ventingso thatno liquidwas vented when the tank was empty and no gas was vented when
the tank was full,There was an equal probabilityofventing liquidor gas when the tank was 50% full
This approach is referredto as "Biased Random Exchange" and was the one used in most of the
simu/ationsbecause itwas feltthatthisapproach most accuratelyrepresentswhat would happen inan
actualullageexchange. A thirdsimulationwas performed torepresenta bestcase ul.lagexchange.
This approach assumed that the liquid in the receiver tank remained setded during the 9.11pnx:ess so
that only gas was vented. This approach is refen'ed to as "Setded Ullage Exchange", All three
pmbabLLiries axe U/ustrated in Figure 4.9-24, which shows the probability of venting Hquid for each
approach as a function of liquid fill level.
Probability
of Venting
Liquid
10V Bia,_cl Ranaom Exchange
0.0 50 100
Receiver Tank F_IILevel (%)
Figure 4.9-24 Venting Probability
During theanalysismany caseswere run todetermine the effectthatparameters such as receivertank
initialtemperann'eand supply tank fillevelwould have on theresults.The entiresetof cases run are
described fullyin the reference,thusonly the highlightswillbe discussed here. Sevcra/runs were
performed toassessthe effectthatthe probabilityof liquidor gas venting has on the results.Figure
4.9-25 presentsthe resultsof thissetof analysis.Multiple runs were made forthe Random cases and
one forthe SettledExchange, This a/lowed thefulleffectof therandomness to be seen. The receiver
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tank filled in 0.44 hours in the Settled Exchange case. This benchma_ was then used as a best fill
case to compare other runs against. Next, 5 Random Exchange casos we_ run. In each case the tank
at a nearly constant ram that did vary from run to run. F'mally, three Biased Exchange fills were
modeled. In each case the tank initially filled at a rate equal to the Settled Exchange, that then began to
decrease as the tank becmmc filled. After the tank had filled to approximately a 90% level the net rate
had fallen to such a low amount that the process was assumed to be done. The results of this analysis
has shown that the transfer line flow resistances must be accounted for in the analysis. The cases run
here show a higher rate of fill than those that assumed the lines had no pressure drop. This result is
obvious if the fact that it is easier to flow liquid through the vent line than gas is accounted for. Thus
when liquid does enter the vent line less of it can flow, leading to a net gain of fluid in the tank.
The other parameter that drives the results is the receiver tank initial tempcratu_. If the receiver tank is
too warm at the start of the fill, the rapid boiloff of liquid will result in a pressure spike that if too large
would lead to supply tank venting. To assess this effect a series of runs were performed with different
receiver tank initial temperatures. Supply tank pressures for the cases are presented in Figure 4.9-26.
The first two cases had temperatures of 27.8 and 55.6 K (50 and 1(3(3 R) respectively, and the runs
predicted that the pressure would actually decay before beginning to rise again. The last case had a
temperature of 111 K (2130 R). In this run the pressure in the tank rose to a value more than double the
initial one. Extreme surging was also seen in the transfer lines with the pump actually deadheading at
times due to excessive receiver tank pressure.
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Figure 4.9-25 Ullage Exchange Fill Levels for Different Fill Scenarios
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Figure 4.9-26 Effect of Receiver Tank Initial Temperature on Supply Tank Pressure
This analysis shows that the ullage exchange process can fill a receiver tank without overpressurizing
the system. The results show, however, that a significant pressure increase can occur if the receiver
tank is warm and it would be possible to overpressuriz¢ the system if the receiver tank was not pre-
chilled.The method of modeling the venting randomness affected the fillingprofileof the receiver
tank but did not significandyaffectthe pressureor temperatureresponse of the system. This approach
addressed the concerns of pressure and temperature riseduring the fillingprocess with minimum
modificationof theanalysistools.
4.9.4 Tank Pressurization - A pressurization subsystem is required in order to evaluate the
pressurization process whereby pressurant shall be supplied to the COLD-SAT tanks to provide the
driving force necessary for liquid expulsion from the tank for liquid transfer. The pressurization
design requirements were established from specific customer direcuons and detailed thermodynamic
analyses of the pressurization process in the COLD-SAT tanks.
The customer issueddirectiontoevaluatethepmssurant requirements forthe COLD-SAT experiment
subsystem pmssurimtion experiment. The directionwas very specificand calledforpressurizingthe
tanks at differentoverpressum levelsand specificallyallocatingthe use of hydrogen and helium
pressurant. The directionimplied thatallsupply tank transfersare to use GH2 at two different
overpmssure levelssuch that75% arc performed at a 13.8 kPa (2 psid) overl_ressurefor .pumped
transfersand the remaining 25% at 68.9 k.Pa(10 psid) for pressurizedtransfer,tn anaanon, mc
customer directedthatallback-transfersfi'omthereceivertankstothe supplytank be accomplished by
a 68.9 kPa (10 psid)overpressurcfor pressurizedtransfer.An equal number of receivertank back-
transfersam touse GPI2 and GH¢ pressurant(50% each).
Analyses were conducted with the MMCAP program in conjunctionwith the customer direcuon in
order todetermine the pressurantquantitiesrequiredtosupport theCOLD-SAT experiment set.The
pressurantquantitiesforexperiments createda demand fornumerous pressurantbottlesfor storageof
the required prcssurant as a design requirement for the experiment subsystem. The pressurant
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quantities,thebottlesizeandnumberof tanksarelistedinTable4.9-6 and comprise the derived design
r_lUitcments. Details of the prcssurant bottle design arc included later on in this report.
Toble 4.9-6
: PRESSURANT
GH2
GHE
Derived Design Requirements for the Pressurization Subsystem
# TANKS
7
2
TANK VOLUME
(EA)
0.076 M^3 (2.7 FT^3)
0.076 M^3 (2.7 1='1"^3)
PRESSURANT
MASS
7.94 KG (17.5 LBM)
4.67 KG (10.3 LBM)
The experiment pressurization analyses were prompted as a result of reducing the experiment size and
by the customer direction to pressurize at different pressure levels for pumped and blowdown transfer
methods. MMCAP models were developed foreach of thetanksand simulationswere run foreach of
thecasesoutlinedby theTechnicalDirection(derivedrequirements).The quantityof GI-L2and GHc
was calculatedbased on each of theanalysisrunsand thenumber of testsperformed intheexperiment
set.From thesequantities,the number of pressurantstoragebottlesrequired for the pressurization
system design was determined from a bottledesignestablishedthrough consultationwith SCI _vcn
theirexistingexperience,productiontooling,etc.The design establishedfrom the analysisthrough
StructuralComposite Indusmcs (SCI) requiredseven GH2 and two GHe pressurantbottles,each with
a volume of 0.076 m 3(2.7ft3).
The analysis assumed that the pressurant was supplied at a 278 K (500 R) warm gas condition, in
addition, assumed interface heat transfer conditions based on the experience and recommendations
from the ORS studies were fed into the analysis. A minimum Nusselt number of 32 for quiescent
periods and a value of 250 during actual pressurization or outflow processes was assumed based on
the ORS recommendations.
Table 4.9-7 of the analysis results shown below outlines all of the possible tank pressurization and
outflow scenarios that will be encountered during COLD-SAT pressurization experiments. The
pressurant fluid quantifies for each case and the number of complete transfers for each scenario are
presented. The difference in the total derived quantities presented on the previous chart and the
compiled totals on this chart axe for short LAD outflow tests following filling of the LAD. These
quantities axe about 0.27 kg (0.6 Ibm) for GH.2 and 0.045 kg (0.i Ibm) for GHe pressurant.
4.9.5 Low-__ Settled Outflow. Vented Fill. and Ullage Venting
This test series is concerned with the behavior of the fluid while in a controlled low-g environment.
Control of the acceleration environment will be provided by the spacecraft propulsion system. The
three separate tests that will be evaluated are an outflow without the use of an LAD, a vented f'zll, and a
direct ullage vent to provide pressure control without the use of a TVS system. The separate tasks
involved with performing the test series will be discussed in the following sections.
- This process is critical to the success of all of the separate experiments in the test series. If
the liquid cannot be maintained over the outlet or away from the vent, whichever is required, the test
will not achieve the desired results. To achieve settling the thrusters are fh'ed at a predetermined level
and duration. The liquid interface shape and fluid position will be determined by use of the point level
sensors in the receiver tanks.
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Table 4.9-7 Pressurization System Analysis Results
TANK
SUPPLY
RECEIVER 1
RECEWER 2
DELTA P
-kPa
(Psid)
68"9 (10)
68"9 (10)
13.s (2)
13.s (2)
68"9 (lO)
_'9 (lO)
68"9 (lO)
68.9 (10)
TOTAL OF 7.21 KG (15.9 LBM
VOLUME
.rn^3
(ftA3)
1.13 (40)
o.57 (2o)
1.13 (40)
o.s7 (20)
1.13 (40)
1.13 (40)
o.57 (20)
o.s'/(20)
PRESS.
TYPE
GH2
GH2
GH2
GH2
GH2
GHE
GH2
GHE
PRESS.
PER X-FER
-kg (Ibm)
o_o (1.lO)
o.31 (0.68)
O.22(o._)
o.12 (0.26)
o.28 (o.61)
o.73(1.s2)
0.15 (o.34)
0.41 (0.90)
FOR GH2 AND 4.33 KG (9.54 LBM) FOR He
(SEE ERD DATABASE FOR ALL PRESSURIZATION
TESTS)
NUMBER
OF COMPLETE
TRANSFERS*
1
4
8
8
6
2
7
7
The settling dm¢ and resultant fluid interface shape arc parameters that can be complex and difficult to
calculate. Many forces affect these values, but the inrerface shape is primarily determined by the tank
Bond number. The Bond number criterion for stability of the interface is:
Boer =
where :
pgR2/_ = 0.84
Boca. = Critical Bond Number
= Liquiddensity (kg/m3)
= Acceleration(kg-aYsec2)
R = Tank radius(rn)
and (_ = Sm'face Tension (N/m)
When the acceler_on levelresultsina Bond number greaterthan thecriticalevelthe liquidwillsetde
in the direction of the acceleration vector. For the receiver ranks, this level will be surpassed with any
acceleration above 10 .5 g's. When the Bond number is less than 50, the surface tension forces tend to
impede the flow at a rate proportional to the Bond number. When the Bond number is greater than this
level, the interface level rare of rise is dependent on many factors including liquid kinetic energy, the
flow's Reynolds and Weber numbers and the Froude number. The regime of flow will not be
encountered since the maximum Bond level that will be obtained in the receiver tanks will be -12. The
setding time will be determined fzom the level sensors in the receiver tanks. A prediction of the serding
rune could be made apriori if a FLOW-3D model were to be developed of the receiver tanks. This step
has not been done as of yet, but could be performed in the funa'e.
Outflow -The liquidoutflow through theinlet/oudetbafflewillcommence immediately followingthe
scrding. This process consistsof simply draining the tank and studying the effectthatvarying the
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acceleration level has on the amount of residuals left in the tank. The test will be terminated when
vapor is detected in the transfer line. This wiU be accomplished by use of the flow meters capable of
detecting 2-phase flow.
As the liquidflows outof thetank,them isa tendency forthe liquidleveltodistortdue to theoutflow.
The resultisingestionof vapor in the oudet before the entiretank contents have been deplctcck
Through extensivetestingin both one-g and inlow-g drop tower tests,ithas been determined thatthe
surfacedista:a'tionscharacmaSzedby theratioof gas ingestionheighttoa characteristicdimension such
as the tank diameter. The gas ingestionheightisthe distancethe liquidinterfaceisabove the tank
outletwhen gas firstreaches the outlet.This dimensionless parameter isdependent on the Froudc
number, the surfacetension,and viscous effeets.When the Bond number isgreaterthan 25 and the
Reynolds number islargerthan 100,the surfacetensionand viscouseffectsdisappear. A correlation
forthisparameter has been presentedin the literature(Ref.4.9.-12).
h/D = 0.43 Tanh ( 1.3 Fr '29 )
where : h
D
Fr
V
d
and a
= Gas ingestionheight(m)
= Tank diameter(m)
= Froude Number = v2/a d
= Outlet velocity (m/see)
= Oudct dimmest (m)
= Acceleration(m/see2)
When the Froude number becomes greater than 10 the dimensionless number reaches a constant value
of 0.43. Other correlations have been developed for this relationship, but they are of a similar form.
- The vented fill will commence as soon as the tank wall temperature cools down to a point
at which liquid wiLl accumulate in the tank. This process is controlled with the motion of the liquid in
the tank and the acceleration environment of the spacecraft. The experiment will be terminated when
liquid is detecmd in thevent line.
The vented fill is a flow pattern where the fluid motion is determined by two dimensionless
parameters, the Bond and Weber numbers. The Bond number analysis has previously been discussed
and the Weber number is as follows:
We = ovZL/cr
where : We = Weber Number
p = Liquid density (kg/m 3)
v = Inlet liquid velocity (m/see)
L = Characteristiclength,usuallythetankdiameter (m)
and c7 = SurfaceTension (N/m)
The key toensuring liquidfreeventingistokeep the liquidinterfacestableduring the fillprocess. If
theincoming flow of fluidhas too much momentum itwillbreak through the liquidinterfaceand likely
be vented overboard. By avoiding thisphenomena the liquidlevelin thetank can be made torisein a
controllablemanner, preventingunnecessaryventingof liquid.Drop tower testshave been conducted
todetermine the flow rateatwhich theinterfacewillbecome unstable(references4.9-13 through 4.9-
15).This value isstronglydependent on tankgeometry (i.e.baffledtankor not).The resultsof these
studies are summarized in Figure 4.9-27 which presents the critical flow rate at which the interface
became unstable, for different tank configurations. The impact this effect has on the design is instantly
obvious. If the tank has a bare inlet the flow rate would be limited to -3 kg/hr (6.6 Ibm/hr), whereas
with a baffled inlet up to 36 kg/hr (79.4 lbm/hr) could be transferred into the tank.
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Figure 4.9-27 Cridcal Weber Number for Stable LH2 Interface
The a_ulysis of the fluid motion during the fill is a complex and difficult task. Again as in settling,
many factors conmol this flow. The model FLOW-3D could be used in this instance to predict the
liquid position and velocities during this process. A detailed set of FLOW-3D models were generated
to analyze this process (Rcf. 4.9-16). This work was not specifically directed at the COLD-SAT
design, but the results did show that the above curve can be easily scaled. There arc limitations on this
code though,so any heat transferdominated effectswillnot be abletobe predicted.
- This process will be used to reduce the pressure of all three tanks without the use of
a TVS system. This task will follow a settling bum of the thruster to orient the fluid away from the
vent. Once the fluid has settled the vent valve will be opened to reduce the tank pressux¢. The initial
part of the vent wig b¢ calm if the tank ullage is initially supenheated. During _ phase of the vent the
liquid interface should rise in a.prcdictable mannm" to take up the area of the tank from which the vapor
has been vented. This venting case can b¢ modeled by FLOW-3D since the interface will only be
responding to kinematic forces, not thermodynamic.
For a tank thatisinitiallyatsann'med conditionsor once die tankpr_ssu_ isreduced to a point lower
than the sann-anon pressureof the liquid,bulk boilingwilloccur. Once thisevent begins,theposition
of the liquidinto'facewillbe an unknown pammet='. Two possiblescenarioscan occur. Iftheboiling
isvery violent,the liquidwillse_m toexplode resultingin many finedropletsof liquidthatwillthen
vent out with the gas. Anothen"possiblecase isthattheboilingwillbo lessviolentand the bubbles that
form inthe liquidwillcause the liquidinterfacetorise,but itwould remain intact.In thiscase the idea
istolimitthevent roteto below a levelatwhich the interfacewould risetothe vent,resultinginliquid
venting.
The vendng case can be analyzed toprexlicta maximum allowableventrateforeach tankfillevel(Ref.
4.9-17). Studies have shown that the shape of bubbles risingin LH2 will resemble that of a
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cylindrical cap. For this shape bubble, the velocity through the fluid is determined by the following
con'eiation.
U = 0.711(adeAp/p) Itz
where : U = Bubble rise velocity (m/see)
a Ac_lcration (m/see2)
z_O = Diffcr_ce between liquid and vapor densities (kg/m3)
pd¢ = Diamctm'ofvolumctricaliy equivalent bubble (m)and = Liquid density (kg/m3)
For other shape bubbles the equations am the same, with only the constant being changed. Now, if
the assumptions that the bubbles arc uniformly distributed throughout the fluid and that they arc of a
uniform shape and volume axe made the prediction of the maximum vent rate can be made. The first
step is to predict the height to which the interface will raise at any given vent rate. This r_ladon is as
follows.
hl, max
where :
and
= (VBN+ Vl,init)/ A
hl,max = Maximum liquidheight(m)
VB = Average bubble volume (m3)
N = Number of bubbles in liquid
Vl,init Initial liquid volume (m3)
A - Tank cross-sectional area (m2)
By requiring that this maximum liquid height be the tank length (i.e. to ensure liquid free venting), one
can determine the bubble volume and the number of bubbles (actually both values cannot be known,
but the combined V N factor can be). Once these values are known, the maximum vent rate may be
predicted from:
Qmax = VB N U / hl, max
where : Qmax = Maximum volumetric vent rate (m3/scc)
With thismodel the maximum ventratecan be pr_Lictedforeach case. Trade studiescan be made to
parametricallysettheventrateforassumed bubblediameters.This analysismethod isonly one way to
model thisprocessand has many limitingassumptions. Thereforeitwillonly bc used inan attempt to
correlatesome of thetestdata,not as a designtool.
4.9.6 LAD Performance
This testseriesisconcerned with characterizingthe performance of the supply and receivertank I
LAD's. This entailschecking the liquidforthe presence of vapor during an outflow. The expulsion
efficiencyof thetwo LAD's willalsobe determined during theCOLD-SAT mission. The supply tank
LAD willonly provideone datapointsincethe fluidwillonly be completely expelledonce during the
mission. The LAD in receivertank I willbe the primary testarticleforthissetof experiments. The
expulsionefficiencywillbe checked many times under varyingaccelerationlevels.
Since the LAD of receivertank I willbc theprimary test articlefor thisset of expcrirnents,thedesign
efforthas been focusedon thisitem. The functionalrequirementofthe liquidacquisitiondevice (LAD)
inreceivertank Iistoprovide the capabilityforliquidoutflow ina micro-gravityenvironment. The
customer directedthatthe LAD should be configured so thatthe device can bc stressedby varying
operatingconditions.The design constraintswcrg a maximum accelerationof 1.4x10''tg'sand a flow
rateof 136 kg/hr (300 Ibm/hr). The LAD analysisshowed thatthe LAD would not meet the basic
functionalrequirement while stillbeing capable of being stressedby operationalmodifications.The
low accelerationlevelsavailableon COLD-SAT could not stressthe screen unlessthe screen were
quitecoarse. There isa concern thatsuch a screen would not properly wet, thereby not meeting the
functionalrequirement of providing low-g outflow capability.The commonly used four-channel
approach would prevent meaningful cvaJuationof testresultswithout some way of determining the
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flow distributionin the channels. Thus, the currentLAD design inreceivertank I does not meet the
customer desire to stressthe LAD. Itisrecommended thata LAD stresstestbe performed on a
dedicated,singlechannel device to precludejeopardizingthe capabilityto outflow in a micro-gravity
environment. A singlechannel isrecommended so thatthereisno unce=minty in theflow distribution.
The bubble pointsfor severaldifferentscreens were calculatedfor LH2. The bubble points were
compared with the maximum statichead availableon COLD-SAT and thisrelationshipisshown in
Figure 4.9-28. Itwas found thatthe statichead was ordersof magnitude smaller than the minimum
bubble point. Thus, an LAD made from any of these screenswould not be stressedby the available
accelerationenvironments on COLD-SAT.
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Figure 4,9-28 Comparison o/Screen Bubble Point and Static Head Produced by Acceleration
The frictional pressure loss in the LAD was calculated for an LAD designed to breakdown due to
friction, regardless of flow distribution. The Figure below (4.9-29) shows that the flow rate causing
screen breakdown is a strong function of flow distribution in the LAD. A flow rate of 27 kg/hr (60
Ibrn/hr) would cause breakdown if only 1 channel is flowing whereas 109 kg/hr (240 lbm/hr) is
required if all 4 channels are flowing. The LAD in receiver tank 1 has 4 channels with no way of
preferentially routing the flow through the channels. Analysis of the test results would be difficult
without some knowledge of the flow distribution in the device.
4.9.7 Transfer Line Chilldown
The transfer line will require periodic chilling to allow for the vapor free transfer of liquid between the
supply and receivertanks. The transfer linechilldown willbe accomplished by opening the Supply
rankoutletvalve and allowing cryogen to flow intothe line.In allcases the supply tank willprovide
the hydrogen to chill the line, even if the transfer will be from the receiver tank to the supply tank.
This choice was made for design reasons, since to use the receiver tank fluid to chill the line would
require an extravalve and bypass line.
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Figure 4.9-29 Pressure Drop in the Channels Under Varying Conda'tions
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The line chflldown was analyzed to predict a hydrogen consumption value to use in the mission
database. The chilldown has been considered an operational step only, therefore extensive
instrumentation and analysis requLmments for this test series have been deleted. Due to this fact the
analysiswas very crude,and alsovery conservative. In a cryogenic nmnsfcr linechilldown them are
exn'cm¢ thcrmaI and hydrodynamic transientsthatoccur. The flow tends to surge as the liquidfront
proceeds down the transfer Line.This surgingresultsinlargespikesin theprcssur_(surgesas largea
40 atmospheres have been seen in testing),and subsequent flow reversalinthe line(Ref.4.9-i$). To
precludethesesurgestwo methods are employed. The firstistoensure thatthefluidatthe inletisin a
saturatedsm_c. This willnot be easy forCOLD-SAT toaccomplish sincethe tankmust bc pressurized
toensurevapor freeoutflow from the LAD. The second measure istothrotdcthe flow atthe valve so
thatthe chilldown fluidismostly gas. This method eliminatesmost of the pressure t'luctuarionsand
alsoreducesthe amount of cryogen reqmred forthe chilldown. The amount of fluidncedcd tochillthe
linereduces sincethismethod allowsthe walltoabsorb much more of thesensibleheatinthe fluid.
The analysisof the processdid not account forany sensibleheatingof the fluid.This assumption can
leadtothe amount of cryogen predictedto be an orderof magnitude largerthan thatactuallyrequired.
The analysisprocedure consistedof predictingthe amount of heat required tochilla linedown to a
given r_mpcramre viatheequation :
Q = m Cp AT
where Q = Heat removaJ amount (k.D
m = Transferlinemass (kg)
Cp = Specifichca: (Id/kg-K)
and AT = The change intcrnpcratm_(K)
For thisanalysisthetransferlinewas assumed to bc 1.9cm (3/4inch)linewith 20 gauge wall,and the
lengthwas assumed to be 15.25 m (50 feet).These values resultedin a linemass of 2.13 kg (4.37
Ibm). The specificheatvalue forAluminum isroughly 0.419 kJ/kg-K (0.iBmAbm-R). From aJlof
thistheamount of heatrc_luiredtochillthelinefrom ambient toliquidhydrogen tcmpc_turc has been
calculatedto be 128.7 Id (122 Btu). To predictthe amount of hydrogen requiredtoremove thismuch
hear,thisvaJuc was simply setagainsttheamount of hydrogen thatwillboilunder thismuch of a heat
load. The resultantconsumpuon value for each chilldown has been determined to bc 0.45 kg (I.0
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ibm). To predict the chiHdown consumption in this mann_ is _-_tremely crude, but it also is very
con.scrvadve.Another pointof conservatismin theanalysisisthatthe Linewillalways be chilledfrom
an ambient temperature. In all chilldowns, except the first one, the line will still be cold when the
cldlIdown isinitiated.Therefore even lesshydrogen willbe used tocoot the Linedown in thesecases
than the
4.9.8 1 .inuid Subcoolin_ Durin_ Outflow
The functionalreq_em of thecompact heatexchanger (CHX) system isto Frovide activepressure
controlfor the supply tank and thermal subcooling to outflow fluid.The customer directedthatthe
CHX should provide scl_icicatheat removal capacity for a heatfluxof 1.9W/m2 (0.6BTU/ft2-hr),
which is6 times the nominal tank heating rateand isequivalent to 24.6 W (84 BTU/hr). Itwas
assumed thatthe CHX should provide 34.5 kPa (5 psi)of subcooling to the outflow at 45.4 kg/_
(100 Ibm/hr),which isequivalentto 158 W (540 BTU/Iu')of heatremoval
The followingassumptions we,remade inperforming theanalysis:
45.4 kg/_ (I00 lbm/hr) liquid outflow ral_
1.28K (2.3R) tcmlxa'atu_reductionof outflow Liquid
minimum warm sideinlettemperature= 20.3 K (36.6IL corresponding to 15 psisaturated)
maximum cold sidetemperam__ = 17.1K (30.8IL corresponding to5 psisaturated)
no fins
constant 2-phase heat transfer coefficient = 2000 W/m2-K (352 BTU/ft2-hr-R) (Ref ,t.9-19)
variable single phase heat transfer coefficient, Ditms-Boelter equation
concentric tubes with liquid in outer tube
outsidesurfaceisinsulated
double length for conservatism.
Figure 4.9-30 illustrates the CHX configuration. The constant temperature cold-side made it possible
todevelop a closed form expression forthe heatexchanger lengthbased on the desiredheatremoval
capacity of 158 W. This expression was evaluated for several different tube diameters, and the results
are presented in Figure 4.9-31. From this figure the design point for the heat exchanger was chosen to
be an outer tube diameter of 2.5 cm (I inch),an inner tube diameter of 1.6cm (5/8inch),and a heat
exchanger lengthof 3 meters (I0 feet).
02 - Th2- Tc2
dQ = U dAtTc-Th)
dQ. !_1Cp dTh
L - 2 In (O1 / O2) I_ CO / (_t D U)
[Heaz Transfer Between Fluids]
[Liquid Energy Balanct]
[Solve For tJngth, Including SF = 2]
Figure 4.9-30 CHX Configuradon and Design Consideradons
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4.9.9 COLD-SAT Missigrl l_atal;_se
The database has been developed to allow for the tracking of all of the COLD-SAT experiment
consumables and to organiz.¢ the test series into a logical manner. A sample print out of the database is
shown in Table 4.9-8, and the complete database can b¢ found in the f'mal review package provided to
NASA-LeRC. The database can be used to track the test number, sequence number, liquid hydrogen,
gaseous hydrogen, gaseous helium, and propellant consumption, as well as determine the spacecraft
weight. The titles are generally self explanatory, with a few exceptions. The column labeled pump
number is used to track which pump is operamag. A 1 refers to the operation of i mixer pump, a 2
means both mixers are being used, and a 3 refers to the transfer pump. The three columns to the right
of this one track the power consumed by the heaters, the thrusters, and the pumps respectively. Also,
the column labeled D/C (duty cycle) has be_n included to allow for the pulsing of the thrusters.
On a separate page the database can be used to track the amount of LI-L2 in each of the three tanks
during every test. This page also tracks the true test timelin¢ by accounting for simultaneous tests and
is shown in Table 4.9-9. In addition, the last column is a cross reference between the experiment
database and the valve position database.
Table 4.9-10 presents a summary of the estimated required LH2 usage for the various processes
assessed in the COLD-SAT experiment set. The 100% nominal TVS flow is the flow required to
balance a surface heat flux of 0.316 W/m2 (0.1 Btu/ft2-hr). The surface heat flux refers to the flux on
the pressure vessel and not the flux on the VCS. The supply tank and receiver tank 1 baseline heat
leaks and consumptions do not take into account the heat flux reduction that will occur while the TVS
is operating. The higher TVS consumptions provide greater heat removal capability which may be
used to reduce tank pressure or to maintain the pressure at a higher heat flux. The CHX consumptions
are based on reducing the liquid saturation pressure from 103 to 69 kPa (15 to 10 psia). The transfer
line chilldown quality was based on a 1.8 kg (4 Ibm) Aluminum transfer line being chilled from 167 K
to 21.1 K (300 R to 38 R). Only the heat of vaporization was used to provide cooling, therefore this
consumption is very conservative. The tank chilldown quantities were determined from the computer
codes TARGET and CRYOCHILL. The range given represents two different chilldown approaches:
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fuji chilldown and partial chilldown. A full chilldown begins at 295 K (530 R and proceeds to the
target tcmperatu_. Partial chilldowns begin at whatever temperature the tank is at the start of the test
(i.e. the tank wall heaters will not be used). The LAD residuals are the volume occupied by the
LAD's. The residualof receivertank2 isestimated to be 5% of the tankvolume.
Table 4.9-8 Sample COLD-SAT Mission Database - Page 1
Table 4.9-9 Sample COLD-SAT Mission Database - Page 2
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The databa.s¢ output can be presented graphically to provide a better understanding of the trends during
the mission. Hgure 4.9-32 presents the amount of LH2 allocated for each experiment category.
Approximately 75% of the total fluid is budgeted to class 1 experiments with the single largest
allocation being given to the pressure control experiments. The large allocation for ERD 2.5 is due to
the fact that this experiment set retn'esents free venting and vented fills, both of which will use large
amounts of LH2.
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Table 4.9-I0COLD-SAT MLssi_n Database Fluid Usage Assumptions
LH2 USAGE DAT_
Supply Tank
% OF NOMINAL "I'VS FLOW
100% 0.041 kojhr (0.09 Ibm/hr)
200% 0.078 kg/hr (0.17 Ibm/hr)
CHX 0.73 to 1.45 kg/hr (1.6 to 3.2 Ibm/hr)
Receiver Tank 1 100%
200%
0.078 kg/hr (0.17 Ibm/hr)
0.15 kg/hr (0.34 Ibm/hr)
Receiver Tank 2
Transfer line Chilldown
Quantity Used Each Time
Transfer Line Residuals
Receiver Tank Chilldown
Quantity Used Tank 1
Quantity Used Tank 2
1OO%
175%
0.045 koj'hr (0.10 Ibm/hr)
0.078 kojhr (0.17 Ibm/hr)
4.54 kg (1.0 Ibm)
0.45 kg (0.1 Ibm)
0.91 to 8.2 kg (2.0 to 18.0 Ibm)
0.91 to 3.6 kg (2.0 to 8.0 Ibm)
Lad/Tank Residuals
Quantity Used Supply Tank
Quantity Used Receiver Tank 1
Quantity Used Receiver Tank 2
1.27 kg (2.8 Ibm)
0.50 kg (1,1 Ibm)
1.81 kg (4.0 Ibm)
12D.00
100.00
80,_Q
W.00
40,OO
20.00
0,00
1.1
541,74
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Figure 4.9.32 LH2 Allocation by ERD Number
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In comparison, the database can also present the amount of liquid hydrogen available during the
mission. This is presented in Figure 4.9-33. The database can track many different consumables,
including the liquid hydrogen, the pressurant (both hydrogen and helium), and the propellant.
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Figure 4.9-33 Total Ltt2 Remaining During COLD-SAT Mission
The database can also track the amount of hydrogen in each of the three tanks. This capability allows
one to evaluate cea_ain transfers to ensure that the supply tank does not have to be completely emptied
to fill the receiver tank. By using this approach, we were able to asc_ that the recelver tank i fills
had to be moved to a point earlier in the mission, since there was simply not enough hydrogen in the
supply tank to fill the receiver tank fully. Figure 4.9-34 presents the the amount of hydrogen in the
supply tank th_ughout the mission.
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Figure 4.9-34 Amount of LH2 in the COLD-SAT Supply Tank Throughout the Mission
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One last capability of the database is to be able to track the true 1_nelin¢ of the mission. Many of the
experiments occur simultzn¢ously (liquid outflow and a no--veto fill for example). From this dam a
timelin¢ for the mission can be gcne_rmcd and printed graphically. A sample l_n¢lin¢ is presented in
_gm'e 4.9-35. Each t_sc is prc_me_i on the y-axis, in the ord_ of testing sequence. The horizontal
bar shows the test duration in days.
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Figure 4.9-35 Sample COLD-SAT Mission Tirneline
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4.10 _ent Subsystem Control and Monitorin_
Control and dam handling of the extxaSmmat and its subcl6macnts will be by the Remote Interface Units
(RIUs) that _tist within tl_ cxl_rim_at subsysmm. The RILTs receive commands from the Telemetry,
Tracking, & Command ('Fr&c) subsystem via the multiplex data bus. Commands arc stored in the
On-Board Compumr (OBC) memory where the CU controls the relaying of commands to the
c_t subsysram or any other subsystem via the data bus. Any changes/updates to the software
sequencer will be uplinkcd to the OBC via TDRS$ from the SOCC. The RIU's also control the
acqui_tion of ¢_t data and provl.clc the data to the TT&C via the data bus. The CU collectsthe
data and provides the data to the OBC for _g, downlinking, and/or to be) us_ by the software
S_lUCnCer for experiment control. The EUs (F_,xrander Units) extend the capability of the RILTs to
acqui_ data. Figurc 4.10-1 shows the EJcperiment Subsystem functional control and monitoring
approach.
Figure 4.10-1 E_eriment Subsystem Control Functional Approach
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As shown in Figure 4.10- I theexpedment subsystem will utilize RIUs to process commands fi'om the
TT&C subsystem for the control of the experiment valves. The Experiment Valve Electronics ('EVEs)
wiU provide the control and data interface between the RIUs and the valves. Data acquisition will be
via I{[Us and EUs. Extent sensors will b¢ assigned to diffe_nt RIUs or EUs to maintain fauh
tolerance.
The Experiment Valve Electronics (EVE) module is based on the Multi-mission Modular Spacecraft
(MMS) Propulsion Module Electronics (PME) d_sign. The EVEs interface with the system through a
standard Remote Interface Unit (RIU). Fore" EVEs arc used for stares and control of all valves in the
cxpcRmcnt except the ordnance valves which am handled by the Power Control & Distribution Module
(PC&DM) in the Elecwical Power Subsystem ('F_,PS).
To cream an EVE, allanalog signalconditionerswcm removed from the PME design. The mother
board and the circuitsin the box were modified. The quantityof valve driversand bilcvclsignal
conditionerboards was tripledto handle 24 valves per EVE. The only change to the valve driver
ci_uitwas theoutputpulse duration.Figure4.10-2shows theEVE functionalconfiguration.
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Figure 4.20-2 Experiment Valve Electronics (EVE) Functional Configuration
Control algorithms have been defined as shown in Figm'e 4.10-3 to perform automatic control of
critical events many of which are safety related. Most pressure relief valves arc complemented with
venting pressure using system valving before manual relief valve and/or burst disc settings are
exceeded. Approximately half of the defined control networks arc associated with safety, while the
rest perform various component limit cycling. Figure 4.1-3 shows the control networks on the
experiment subsystem schematic. Each shows what sensors or functions that are being monitored
along with the components that arc effected by the operation of the control network. As other
requn'ements are defined, the use of these algorithms will be expanded. For the most part, these
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functions will reside in software and will be continuously active to perform required actions should
they be required.
The Martin Marietta approach to measuring temperatures in the COLD-SAT experiment involves the
use of the Remote Interface Unit (RILl) and Extender Unit (EU) from the existing Multi-mission
Modular Spacecraft (MMS) family. At issue is that the single 8 bit data word generated by the
RIU/EU for each passive resistive tmperature sensor cannot provide the desired accmcy for some
tmmptwatm_ ranges. The amount of redesign required to convert the present system to 12 bits is
considered to be too extensive. The following discussion presents our recommendation to use this
equipment to get the accuracy dcsLred with _ impact and redesign while still using the existing 8
bit MMS bus without modifg_on.
A List of potential problems associamd with our existing baseline dec=onics is:
- the 3 lead arrangement must be converted to a 4-1cad configuration,
- the ± 0.5 % Cur_nt source error implies an identical voltage error, +_0.5% ,which wiU add to
other voltage error sources unless it can be compensated,
- the scanning rate Limit (- 50 sensor / sec) for accurate measurement means that the RIU
multiplexingpulsetime must be increasedfrom 55 I_Sto20 ms (Ref 4.i0-I).
Figure 4.10-4 shows the RIU/EU as itwas originallyintended to be used with passive resistive
tcrnperaturesensors. A command received on the Multiplex Data Bus causes the Current Source to
produce a 1 mA ± 0.5 % current pulse. This 54.7 la.s pulse is directed by the Cm'rent Demulriplexcr to
one of 16 connector pins that act both as current outputs and voltage sense inputs. The current passes
through one temperature sensor and then returns to the Current Source by a path common to all 16
sensors. The era'rant flowing through the sensor resistance causes a voltage difference to appear
across the sensor. The positive side voltage, plus voltage appearing on the current/sense wire, is
routed by the Telemetry Data Multiplexer to the Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) in the Telemetry
Controller. The minus side reference voltage returns by a path that is twisted with the positive voltage
and shielded. Seven inactive sensor returns join the active one before being muted by the Telemetry,
Reference Multiplexer to the ADC. The ADC converts the voltage difference to an eight bit binary,
word which is sent back on the Multiplex Dam Bus.
The advantages of using this scheme are:
1. No development costs required.
2. Less wires penetrating the tanks.
The
1.
2.
3.
disadvantagesare:
Current Som'ce inaccuracy_-('0.5%.
Cm'rentpulse isa very short54;.7_ts.Sensor manufacturers recommend 20 ms.
Because one of the sense wires alsocarriesthecurrentpulse,the situationisnot ideal
for the use of high thermal resistancemanganin wire, due to its large electrical
resistance.
_t. Inaceuram temperature measurements.
Ratine
16"31 ° K (28 -55* R)
1%50* K (30 - 90* R)
i% 139* K (30 - 250 ° R)
17-300" K (30 - 540 ° R)
222-333* K (400 - 600 ° R)
Accuracy at Range Extrem_,_
±6.94-1.28 ° K (12.5 - 2.3" R)
+_5.44,-0.78* K (9.8 - 1._,° R)
+5.44--1.16 ° K (9.8 - 2.1 ° R)
± 9.5-2.5 ° K (17.1 - 4.5 ° R)
+_.2.28-2.83 ° K (4.1 - 5.1 ° R)
5. Only 16 of the 6,$ RIU inputs (32 of 128 EU inputs) are set up for passive sensors.
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Figure 4.10-3 Experiment Subsystem Control Networks
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The poor accu.,-'amesshown in"disadvantage 4" primarilyrepresentthe errorper count ateach end of
the range. They are caused by the low amplitude of the sensor output voltage at 1 mA and by the
sensor's inherent nonlinear temperanm: - resistance characteristic. However, other sources of error
associated with "disadvantages 1 - 3" become increasingly important when the sensor output problem
is corrected. PRTs having appropriate resistances (up to 8000 g2) at the high temperatu_ end were
basdined for these estimau_.
OOO
Figure 4.10-4 Existing RIUIEU Passive Temperature Sensor Circuit
Figure 4.10-5 shows a circuit with five advantages oven" Figure 4.10-4. They are the duration of the
current pulse, four lead wires to each sensor, tighter current source control, lineaxizing signal
conditioning, and the number of channels that can be used for passive temperature sensors.
Due to the MultipLex Data Bus timing and design, extension of the internal Current Source pulse
dutadon is quite difficult. External current sources controlled by a separate command allow any pulse
duration desired. The measurement is taken near the end of the current pulse by executing an active
sensor read command. In order to read many sensors in a short rime, 8 current sources drive 8
sensors simultaneously. Near the end of the current pulses 8 active sensor read commands are
sequendaUy executed.
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The use of active sensor read commands allows all 64 input channels to do temperature measurement,
instead of the 16 original passive input channels. For the EU this means there will be 128 active input
channels instead of 32 passive.
The advantages of using this scheme are:
I. Four lead _ configuration to each sensor.
2. Current accuracy improved from 0.3% to 0.1%.
2. Separatecun_nt and voltage sense.wires.
3. Manganin _ reduces the=realIo_
4. Signal conditioning incorporates lincarizadon to allow nearly uniform tempc_'ann'_ error
across the entire range.
5. Cha'r_ntpulse increasedfrom 54.7 _ (one sensor ata time) to 20 ms (8 sensors ata
time).
6. Measurement accuracy conskierablyimproved.
Range
16-31° K (28 -55° R)
17-50 o K (30 -90° R)
17-139 o K (30 -250° R)
17-300° K (30 -540° R)
222-333° K (400 -600 ° R)
Accuracy at Ranffe Extremes
--+0.07=0.16 ° K (_-'0.12 - 0.29 ° R)
±0.14-0.16 ° K (-+0.25 - 0.29 ° R)
_4"0.5-0.6 ° K (_+0.89 - 1.07 ° R)
+1.17-1.4 ° K (+_.01 - 2.51 ° R)
_+0.63-0.74 ° K (_+1.14 - 1.34 ° R)
The disadvantages are:
1. Moderate development.
2. Flight certification of Current Sources, Demultiplexers, Control Logic, and Signal
Conditioning is required.
The primary advantage of the baseline electronics is that it already exists. We believe that it can be
modified for compatibility with an existing sensor type, such as the 2000 f2 (273"K_491"R]) PRTf2,
so that the temperature measurement system meets the ± 0.14"K (0.25"R) requirement at 31"K
(55.8"R). An example of a candidate sensor / signal conditioner circuit for the 15 to 31"K (27 to
55.8"R)temp_ range is given in Figure 4.10-6. An analysis was performed to characterize :he
circmt and is contained in the Instrumentation Report (Ref 4.10-2). In this figure the transducer is a
Rosemount Model 118 _ PRT and the voltage values represent calibration data points from a typical
sensor excited at lmA. The temperature vs voltage characteristic at each stage of the signal
conditioner, which uses Burr-Brown components was also defined. The theoretical temperature vs
analog voltage curve which would be generated by the signal conditioner was determined. A best fit
equation with equal weight factors indicates a standard deviation of ± .07" K (0.13"R); the 8 bit
resolution is +_ .06" K (0.11"R) and the COLD-SAT requirement is ± 0.14" K (0.25"R). The worst
case error analysis for optimized instrumentation requires that the current source be 1 mA + l_tA
(0.1%). The error sources can be related to 1) sensor repeatability /current source regulation, 2) the 8
bit resolution lirnit, 3) mathematical modelling of the sensor output linearization process, and -_) total
output errors inherent in each stage of the signal conditioner. To implement a circuit which minimizes
the total error involves a judicious choice of instrumentation amplifier parameters (gain and offset)
such that the converter stage can operate in the most accurate part of its input range. Transformation
equations have been used to determine optimum values of these parameters which are shown in Fi=_tre
4.10-6.
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Figure 4.10-6 PRT Temperature Sensor Signal Conditioning Circuit
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Figure 4.10-7 shows the solution for those few remaining cases where the accuracy is still too low.
Two channels are assigned to a single sensor. The 16.7-300"K (30 - 540 ° R) temperature range is
broken into two sections with different signal conditioning for each. When one channel is saturated
the other is within its range.
The advantages and disadvantages for this configuration am the same as for Figure 4.10-5 except that
the accuracy for the 17 - 300 ° K (30 - 540 ° R) range is improved to :'_.56-0.84 ° K (4-1.01 - 1.51 ° R)
and fewer channels am available.
(
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Figure 4.10-7 Recommended RIU Modification for Dual Ranging for Sensor Accuracy
Figure 4.10.8 shows the generic circuit for the RIU/EU interface of acceleration, flow, level, and
pressure sensors. None of these require signal conditioning beyond that supplied with the sensor.
These sensors all provide a 0.5 vdc output that is compatible with the RIU ADC. Required accuracy
is attainable without additional signal conditioning. To keep the hot wire level sensors from generating
more heat than necessary, their -)-28 volt supply should be pulsed. This requires a control circuit that
receives its direction from the command outputs of the RIU. Active sensor read commands are
sequentially executed near the end of the +28 volt pulse. The other sensor circuits may also be pulsed
if desired.
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Figure 4.10-8 RIU Interfacing With Other Instrumentation Sensors
4.11 Experiment Subsystem Recommended Changes
The expcr_ent subsystem not only must be compatible with meeting experiment set needs, but should
also provide for'an optimized, cost effective design that is also operationally responsive. The
following are some recommendations for modifications to the experiment subsystem design:
- There is still some uncertainty of the acrnal pressurant use during experimentation that
may be dictated by variables that cannot be controlled. Performing an L,H2 recharge
on-orbit would accommodate these uncertainties, provided that additional fluid was
allocated in the supply tank. The number of bottles could be reduced eliminating S/C
weight and complexity, as well as eliminating a GH2 loading system on the ground.
Ground loading of the pressurant bottles with LH2 could be accomplished while the
supply tank is being serviced.
- The receiver tanks' thermal management subsystems can be optimized without the
addition of a VCS to substantially reduce heat flux so that a hydrogen use benefit can be
realized. This saved hydrogen could then be allocated towards performing additional
tests in numerous experiment categories.
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- With range safety concun'cnce, a plausible LH2 ground loading scenario can be
developed that would result in the elimination of the supply tank vacuum jacket which
would reduce weight and complexity of the design. A foam/MI.J system would replace
the jacket for ground servicing of the tank using the GN2 purge of the payload fairing
for additional thermal capability and to mitigate condensation accumulation. The size of
the tank will have to bc assessed to meet both experiment set goals and new overafl
sazctlitc weight goals.
- Receiver tank I currently has an external wall mounted TVS heat exchanger that
precludes the need to penetrate the tank wall multiple times. However, using an
external wall mounted heat exchanger presents concern with whether or not it is
important to provide adequate cooling to the LAD fluid. Additional assessment of LAD
fluid cooling needs is required to resolve this issue.
- Dcsix_ mass-to=volume ratios r_ui_ additional evaluation to achieve proper receiver
tank design. The tank sizes am too small to achieve large differences without artificially
adding unnecessary weight (from a structural stand point) to one of the tanks (most
probably receiver tank I), Tank sizes may also b¢ reduced to meet new overall satellite
weight goals.
- F'mally, there is an issue of how to size and control the flow legs for the TVS HX in
each of the experiment tanks. A higher-than-nominal T'VS flow could overcontrol
pressure in the tank, resulting in more of a pressure drop than desired if there is no
absolute basis from which to turn the flow legs on and off. On the other hand, too little
flow could allow for unwanted pressure increase. In any event, higher than nominal
flow legs wiU have to be operated intermittently to maintain and reduce steady state
pressure levels, as desired, in the tanks. Detailed analysis and ground testing of control
algorithms will have to be performed to accurately characterize the existing T'VS flow
control designs for pressure control. VCS temperature may be another control
mechanism which may add to the controllability of tank pressure.
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5.0 MISSION DESIQI_
5.1 Mission Renuirements
COLD-SAT mission design requirements were derived primarily from the need to reduce the
back.ground acceleration during the experiments to less than 1 micro G. The capability to transmit
expermaent data and uplink command data was also considered. Launch on an ELV was baselined. A
final orbital altitude of 926 km (500 ttmi) was selected to provide a 500 year lifetime, in order to
circumvent a detailed reentry study.
A 3 month mission is planned, based on projected consumption of the liquid hydrogen. At the end of
the mission, propellants, pmssurants, and remaining hydrogen wiU b¢ purged from the tanks as a shut-
down procedure is followed to safe the spacecraft.
5. I. 1 Orbit - Launch to a circular orbit was baselined, with experiment thrust maneuvers performed to
minimi_e the growth of eccentricity. Although circularity is not a strict rextuirement' it is desirable in
order to maintain a more consistent experiment environment (background acceleration due to
atmospheric drag varies with altitude). The drag acceleration at 926 km (500 nmi) is less than 0.001
micro G's. Refer to Figure 1.7-1 for the orbit in relation to TDRSS.
The attitude of the COLD-SAT spacecraft was selected to provide adequate solar array contact with the
sun, and minimize perturbation of the experiment environment. A slow roll, pitch and yaw of the
spacecraft is required as the orbit regresses and as the earth moves around the sun.
COLD-SAT mission design requirements went through several iterations to refine and improve the
overall mission design. The initial orbital altitude was raised from 834 kin (450 nrm) to 926 km (500
ami) in order to provide additional margin for the final periapsis altitude. The increase to 926 km (500
nmi) results in an orbital period of 103.5 minutes. This change tends to improve the TDRSS
communication availability and reduce disturbance torques, while increasing the f'mal periapsis altitude.
A second change was the reversal of the spacecraft long axis, so that the longitudinal axis aft end
points toward the projection of the sun in the orbit plane.
5.1.2 CommunicatiQras - The TDRSS satellite is baselined as the primary communication mode for
downlinking experiment data and uplinking commands. The GSTDN network is included to provide
health and status data only, as a backup to the TDRSS link. TDRSS contact is available for at least 10
minutes per orbit, and backup GSTDN contact for at least 9 orbits per day. Health and status data are
transmitted through the GSTDN/DSN emergency backup link. The data is analyzed to determine
whether to reinstate the operational on-board computer (OBC) or to transfer control to the redundant
OBC. Finally, commands are uplinked through GSTDN/DSN to remm to the nominal attitude control
scheme.
The three GSTDN locations not targeted for shutdown, and the three DSN locations were analyzed for
contact with COLD-SAT. Using a 5 degree minimum elevation requirement, contact with at least one
station in 9 orbits per day was provided. Four of these orbits showed contact with 4 out of the 6
stations. The average contact time, 8 minutes per station, should be adequate for health and status
information.
A reduction in staffing, in addition to a reduction in the number of GSTDN stations from 8 to 3 has
been planned. This could mean delays of 2 to 3 hours between the time a link is requested and the time
communication is actually established.
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Data Storage and Transmittal Strategy
(1) Two on-boa_ solid state recorders together provide a minimum of one day of storage capability
(1.29 x 10 exp(+8) bits). The entire orbit data will be recorded at 2 kbps (103.5 minute orbit). Loss
of one recorder will mean that one recorder records and plays back There is no effect on the mission.
(2) The downlink rate has been set at 16 kbps (nominal) and 32 kbps (maximum). Typically, a ten
minute per orbit contact period with TDRSS will be adequate to recover the experiment and
housekeeping data and to transmit changes to the onboard sequences. However, to recover from gaps
due to TDRSS scheduling conflicts or to provide continuous downlinking during critical experiment
acti_'ty, additional time may be requested fl"om the TDRSS scheduling office at GSFC.
5.2 Launch Vehicle Capabilities
No surfaces of the spacecraft may protrude through the dynamic envelope. High frequency basic
strucane may come close to the dynamic envelope, but low frequency structure such as solar panels
and antennas must be adequately contained. Any infringements of the above practices may be
negotiated with MDAC.
The Delta II - two stage launch vehicle can ci_ularize a 4082 kg (9000 pound) payload at 926 k:m (500
nmi) (per the Commercial Spacecraft User's Manual). A Delta II expendable launch vehicle was
selected based on a trade study of'lima, Atlas, and Delta ELV's. The Delta II is a two-stage launch
vehicle with solids for additional thrust.
A Kepner-Tregoe (K-T) analysis was used to select the launch vehicle. With the K-T analysis, the
candidates must first pass a go/no-go criteria. NASA LeRC identified the candidates, so this was
considered the go/no-go criteria. The alternatives evaluated were based on a weighted criteria affecting
system cost and the maximum technology return. Spacecraft volume was treated as the criteria to
determine technology return which would be based on the maximum amount of liquid hydrogen that
could be carried. The experiment K-T analysis ranked various methods of utilizing the available
volume for the class I experiments. Basic features required to perform the experiments were enhanced
with extra features to increase the fidelity of the experiments. The Titan III and Atlas Centaur were
considered to have twice as much payload volume available to increase the amount of liquid hydrogen.
Payload volume was considered separately from experiment fidelity to consider the impact of the
arrangement of the housekeeping functions. Satellite cost increases caused by a larger volume
(excluding the cost of larger experiment tanks) is offset by the decrease in cost of allowing easier
housekeeping function placements. Launch site modification was considered a driver because Atlas
Centaur was the only vehicle which had cryogenic handling facilities and equipment on the launch site.
The other launch sites required modification to provide cryogenic handling. Operations complexity
was included with launch modifications and was rated according to the number of stages and additional
motors and the necessity to introduce LH2 into the processing flow, which Atlas-Centaur already did.
Payload weight was not a discriminator, because all of the launch vehicles could meet the minimum
capability to the destination eixcular orbit. Axial acceleration Limit load factors were relatively close for
each of the vehicles, and no adverse affects could be identified. Increased tank sizes also increases the
technology risk. However, no available tanks meet the minimum COLD-SAT requirements for LH2.
The Centaur availability risk factor was speculated as low due to problems previously experienced at
KSC. Partners available to coexist with a COLD-SAT would be required for launch on a Titan III,
and none could be identified. The study results determined that designing to the minimum
configuration, utilizing the largest Delta 1I shroud volume, would allow the satellite to fit on any of the
launch vehicles. Both Atlas-Centaur and Delta II had almost equal scores based on the combination of
the cost analysis and the experiment fidelity analysis, therefore the Delta II was selected as the baseline
launch vehicle..
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The Delta IT launch vehicle consists of two liquid stages and attached solid boosters. The solid
boosters are separated prior to first stage separation- On orbit, the shroud is ejected and the attitude
control system activated prior to second stage separation. After separation from the Delta If, the
TDRSS antenna and solar arrays are deployed. After the spacecraft check-out procedm'v is completed,
experiment operations are initiated. Experiment data is recorded each 103.5 minute orbit. The
recorder data is downlinked and commands uplinked (if rcx:I_) during the I0 minute contact with
TDRSS each orbit.
Solararraypanelsand TDRSS antenna deployment followDelta IIsecond stageseparation.The solar
array panels are folded and each attached to a boom which is folded. The boom isdeployed and
latchedafterthe panels arereleasedand unfolded. The panels arerotatedto alignwith the sun. The
TDRSS antenna isalsoattachedtoa boom which isreleasedand deployed.
5.3 Mission Analysis
5.3.1 Orbit - The orientation selected for the COLD-SAT orbit and attitude results in a continual
spacecraft roll, pitch, and yaw to maintain direction of the longitudinal axis at the projection of the sun
in the orbit plane. The plane of the orbit is constantly changing because of the nodal regression that
resultsfrom theearth'soblation.The rateof the regressionisa functionof the orbitalaltitudeand the
inclination.Based on a 926 km (500 nmi) circularorbitwith an inclinationof 28.8 deg, the longitude
of ascending node regressesat5.4deg per day.
The effect of nodal regression on the spacecraft attitude is demonstrated below. Assuming an initial
longitude of ascending node of 0 deg, the spacecraft is pitched at 28.8 deg and the roll is 0 deg. The
longitude of ascending node regresses at 5.4 degrees per day. After 16.7 days the ascending node
regresses to -90 deg, causing a pitch of 0 deg and roll of -28.8 deg. After an additional 16.7 days, the
ascending node is -180 dog with a pitch of-28.8 deg and roll of 0 deg. The nodal period is 67 days.
Figure 5.3.1-1 is a description of the variation in orbit.
I.AN = 0 OEG (0 DAYS)@ NG S/A BOOM I
, #1_
I.AN = -180 DEG (33.3 DAYS)
VIEW ALONG S/A BOOM
SEASONAL VARIATION OF
SPACECRAFT/SUN ORIENTATION
(VIEW FROM ABOVE ECLIPTIC)
90 DEG
(3 MONTHS)
:9,-
180 DEG 0 DEG
(g MONTHS} {0 MONTHS)
Figure 5.3.1.1 Orbit Description
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A second auiugie effect is caused by the modon of the earth about the sun. The variation in sp_
yaw is illustrated by viewing the spacecraft / earth / sun geometry from above the eclipuc plane. The
yaw changes 180 deg in 6 months at an average _ of ! deg pea" day.
The spacecraftroll,pitch,and yaw arc continuously updated by the vehicleattitudecontrol system.
This maintains constantpointingof the spacecraftlongitudinalaxistoward the projectionof the sun in
theorbitplane.
For the 40 expcrinxmts that nxlui_ thrusting to ackieve desir_ bond numbers, three thrust levels wea'c
select_ 5.6 n (1.26 lb), 1.9 n (0.42 lb), and 0.4 n (0.09 lb). Over the 90 day mission, a delta v of
nearly 213 m/s (700 ft/s) is applied to the COLD-SAT orbit. This results in a growth of eccentricity,
causing a reduction in the final pcriapsis altitude. Using a simulation that integrates the COLD-SAT
orbit, it was found that eccentricity can be reduced by applying thrust reversals. Thus, by reversing
the long axis of the spacecraft for ctamin experiments, the eccentricity of the final orbit can b¢ reduced,
inc-masing the final orbital periapsis altitude.
Six of the experiments were selected as candidates for long-axis reversal, based on high thrust and 1
hour duration criteria. The application of these 6 r_versals significantly reduced the final orbital
eccentricity.The thermalimpact of I hrreversalsisexpected to be minimal. FurthermOl_,because the
solararrayscan b¢ articulated±170 dog, thin should be no solarpower degradation during these
reversals.
Initial studies examining the effect of ¢xpea=imcnt thrusting on f'mal orbit eccentricity revealed that
dcspim the input of significant delta v (nearly 213 rn/s (700 ft/s)), the semi-major axis of the _nal orbit
was relatively unchanged. Parametric analyses were performed to characterize this result. A
relationship was discovered between low level thrust directed in the orbit plane and the orbital semi-
major axis.
Based on COLD-SAT orbitalconditionsand tl'xustlevels,a periodicperturbationof semi-major axisof
approximately 3.7 lore(2 nmi) occu.,red(repeatingevery 103..5ram). This smusoidal effectresulted
withoutregardtothe spacecrafttrueanomaly or the angle between thethrustvectorand orbitperiapsis.
Furthermore, itwas discovered thatthe phasing of the cyclicalvariationin semi-major axis was
dependent only on the angle between the thrustvector(vehiclelong axis)and thecenterof theem'that
thrustinitiation.An initiationangle of 0 deg (nadir-pointingat thrustinitiation)resultedin a semi-
major axisperturbationcycle beg_ning attheminimum semi-major axis.An initialangle of 130 deg
(th.n_terinitiationwhen vehicleispointeddirectlyaway from theearth)caused thecycle tobegin atthe
maximum semi-major axis.
In order to continually increase the semi-major axis over the COLD-SAT mission, a strategy was
adopted to delay the start of each experiment until the vehicle is within 10 deg of nadir-pointing. This
provides a 5 minutc window (onc_ an orbit) to begin thrus_g and in the worst case extends the
mission by 3 days. Because each experiment dtwation is different from the 103.5 rain orbit period, the
semi-major axis is larger after each experiment. Figure 5.3.1-2 demonstrates the effect of reversing the
spacecraft for six experiments and constraining the bum initiation times.
Experiment thrusting without timing constraints causes a slow increase in the eccentricity, while the
semi-major axis remains at about 926 km (500 nmi). Reversing the spacecraft long-axis causes the
eccentricity to decrease, while the semi-major axis remains at about 926 km (500 nmi). If experiment
timing is optimized, the semi-major axis steadily increases, while the eccentricity is relatively
unaffected. Using both techniques the eccentricity is reduced while the semi-major axis is increased.
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Figure 5.3.1-2 Altitude TOne History
5.3.2 Lifet_l"ne - Lifetime prediction is highly dependent on the atmospheric model used. A heavier
spacecraft leads to a higher ballistic coefficient, which leads to a lower altitude with an equivalent
Lifetime. The following results arc based on circular orbits, decaying in a nominal COSPAR
International Reference Atmosphere (CIRA 72 - 1972). An initial altitude of 765 km(413 nmi)
corresponds to a 500 year Iffedmc assuming a 3175 kg (7000 Ib) final mass (consumables depleted),
CD=2, and a r_fer_nce area of 11.15 sq meters (132 square feet). Some sources indicate atmospheric
density increases of I to 2 orders of magnitude over nominal values can be seen during high solar
activity periods. The effects of dispersions in atmospheric density and elliptical initial orbits on
lifetime predictions should be investigated.
5.3.3 _ - The time history of the solar beta angle (the angle between the orbit plane and the
sun) is a result of the baseline orbit and the spacecraft attitude scheme that points the back of spacecrat2
long axis at the projection of the sun in the orbit plane. Figure 5.3.3= I depicts the time history of the
solar beta angle over the mission starting at a beta angle of zero degrees. The beta angle can be used to
r_:)tc,sentthesolaran'-ayarticulationangle formovable arrays,or theangle between the long axisof the
spacecraftand the sun forfixedarrays.
The pitch attitudevariation (a sinusoidal oscillationbetween +_28.8 deg every 56 days), is
superimposed on the annual apparent sun elevationmotion between +_.23.5deg. The resultingbeta
angle variesbetween :t.52.5deg. The orientationof beta angle peaks and valleyscan be adjusted by
modifying the launch time of day (affectsthe longitudeof ascending node of the orbit)or the launch
time of year (affects the inidal app_t sun angle relative to the equator).
For a 90 day mission duration, the beta angle can be reasonably bounded by _+40 dog. This will
impact the fixed solar array scenario. The beta angle range for the 6 day quiet experiment is of interest
for the movable array option, because it will be fixed during this 6 day period. In the worst case the
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beta angle will vary 22 deg. For the best case, the beta angle will only change 2 deg. Figure 5.3.3-1
contains the solar beta angle time history based on a longitude of ascending node of 0 degrees.
A movable solar array option has been basel/ned for the COLD-SAT mission. However, the arrays
will be fixed during quiet experiments, the longest lasting approximately 6 days. The power
degradation that results from the combination of the change in beta angle during the 6 day period and
the basic pointing requirements is bounded by anticipating the beta angle change. The arrays can be
biased to yield a drift offset equal to haft the beta angle change. Pointing requu'ements of 2 deg in
spacecraft pitch and 2 deg in solar array articuiation, yield a total pointing tolerance of 4 deg. This
results in a total worst case offset of 15 deg and best case offset of 5 deg, corresponding to power
degradations of 3.4 percent and 0.4 percent, respectively. The average drift offset of 10 deg yields an
expecxed power degradation of 1.5 percent for the 6 day quiet experiment.
Solar array shadowing as a function of the boom length shows minimal shadowing [0.06 sq m. (0.7
sq ft.) or less than 1 percent] for the 2.8 deg pointing requirement, even with a very short boom
length. If desireck shadowing can be eliminated completely by incorporating a 0.305 to 0.61 m (1 to 2
ft)solararrayboom extensionor separationdistancebetween the spacecraftbody and the solararray.
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Figure 5.3.3-1 Solar Beta Angle Tune history
5.3.4 Pronellant Reouirements - Station-keeping thrust requirements are expected to be driven by the
end-of-m_ission periapsis altitude and the projected lifetime corresponding to this altitude. Current
lifetime predictions show an ample altitude margin, requiring no propellant to raise the f'mal periapsis
altitude. However, Lifetime analyses are highly sensitive to the atmospheric model. Until a more
sophisticated lifetime program can be used to examine the COLD-SAT mission, a propellant allocation
of 22.7 kg (50 Ib) will be used for station keeping.
Attitude control thrust requirements are based on countering thrust misalignrnent and cg-offset errors
that induce torques during thrusting experiments. Based on a simplified, two-dimensional analysis, a
propellant allocation of 34 kg (75 lb) has been established, with an expected usage of approximately
22.7 kg (50 Ib). This two-dimensional approach to a three-dimensional problem provides a rough
approximation to propellant consumption. A high-fidelity attitude control simulation should be applied
to validate these results.
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Experimentt&rustinghasbeenallocated374.1kg (825Ib) of propellant,providingamarginof 24 kg
(53 lb)overexpectedusage.Overall,apropeUantmargin of 58 kg (128 lb) or 13 percent exists for the
cun'cnt COLD-SAT mission.
5.3.5AttitudeControl -The contro!system concept isa traditionaldesign consistingof an onboard
computer ariasottware,sensorsand actuators,and interfaceelectronics.The spacecraftattitudeis
determined using a sun sensor,earth sensor,and the spacecraftephemeris which isperiodically
obtained from GSFC and propagamd _twe, n uplinks.
Sun sensorsare body-mounted with sufficientfield--of-viewtohandle betaanglesbetween :L52.5dcg.
Horizon sensorsa,,mdir_tcd along thespacecraft+ Y-axes toensurehorizoncontacttwiceeach orbit.
Inputsfrom the coarse sun sensor and the _ree _ magnetometer provide an orthogonal current
coordinatesystern.OBC models of the desiredsun positionand magnetic fieldprovide a targeted
coordinatesystem. The attituderrorbetween currentand targetedconditionsareprocessed through
thereactioncontrolsystem logictocommand the thrusters.Vehicle attitudeischanged and a new
currentattitudeisestablished.
Peak attituderam rtq_ents wcr, derivedfrom theorbitalsimulationthattracksvehicleattitudeasa
functionof sun position,orbitplane,and spacecraftpositionwithintheorbitplane. Regression of the
orbitallongitudeof ascending node and morion of theearthabout thesun,cause peak ratesof 4 dcg
per day forrolland pitch,and 6 deg per day foryaw. Rotationalaccelerationabout the spacecraftz-
axisinducesta'ansvers¢accelerationinthe supplytank and receivertanks. Itisdesirableto maintain
theseinduced accelerationlevelslessthan 10(E-6) g's.FinaLly,attitudedeadbands of 2 dcg during
experiments and i deg between experiments (to minimize gravity gradient torques) have been
baselined.A limitationof 25 % ratioof transversetoaxialaccelerationhas been established.The
expected thrustvectormisalignment shouldbe between 0.ldcg_es and 0.5degrees.
The COLD-SAT spacecraftwillbe subjectedto numerous internaland externaldisturbancetorques.
The internaltorquesare discussedinsection6 (dynamics).The externaltorquesareconsideredas they
affectthespacecraftdesignand missiondesign.
The largestexternaltorquesarc due to gravitygradientand aerodynamic drag. By designing the
attitudeof thevehiclewith thelongaxisofthevehicleintheorbitplanetheseeffectsarcboth cyclical.
The totaltorqueintegratedover a complete orbitiszero,with peak torquewithinthe capabilityof the
reactioncontrolwheels. Although solarpressuretorqueissignificandylessthangravitygradientand
drag torques,itbuildsover time necessitatingcontinuous use of the mag torqucrsto keep reaction
controlwheels from becoming saturated.
The attitudecontrolcapabilitiesincludereactionwheel momentum of 20 N-m-see (I5 ff-lb-scc),torque
of 0.15 N-m (0.11 ft-lb),and average magnetic torque of 0.004 N-m (0.003 ft-lb),and the use of
thrusteroff-pulsingand on-pulsing
The small disturbance torques between experiments should be within reaction wheel and magnetic
torquer capability. However, torques caused by cg-offset and thrust vector misaiignment, during
experiments, require thrust on-pulsing or off-pulsing.
Based on Magellan experience, the cg is expected to be balanced to within 0.127 cm (0.05 inch) with a
ballast mass of less than 45.4 kg (100 lb). Thrust vector misalignment is expected to be between 0. I
deg and 0.5 deg. Finally, the interaction between the individual ACS elements is a complex process.
To fully understand this interaction, the use of a high-fidelity simulation is required.
The COLD-SAT orbit and attitude scheme dictate a slow roll, pitch and yaw in order to maintain the
long-axis of the spacecraft pointed at the projection of the sun in the orbit plane. As the ascending
node regresses, the roll and pitch attitudes oscillate between +_-8.8 deg. The peak roll and pitch rates
(4 deg per day) occur as the vehicle attitudes pass through 0 deg. The yaw attitude averages 1 deg per
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day driven by the earth's motion around the sun. However, peak yaw rates can reach 6 deg per day
due to periodic nodal regression effects. The reaction wheel and magnetic torquer elements should
pmvi_ suff_ent capability to handle these peak attitude rates.
For the purpose of attitnde control analysis, the cg=offset and the thrust vector misalignmcnt angle can
be combined into an effective cg=offset, Thrust vector misalignment and cg-offset create a torque
imbalance that imparts an angular acceleration about the spacecraft z-axis.
The angular acceleration as a function of effective cg=offset for the 3 experiment thrust levels was
determined. Assuming a 1.7 m (5.5 ft) moment arm from the cg to the bottom of the supply tank, the
maximum allowable angular acceleration (corresl_nding to an induced transverse acceleration in the
supply tank of 10E-6 g's) is 3.35 x 10E-4 deg/sec 2. To meet this requi_ment, an effective cg-offset
of 0.8 cm (0.3 in) would be required. This would constrain the thrust vector misalignment to 0.15
deg. Figure 5.3.5-1 depicts the CG offset for various thruster accelerations required for the
experiments.
A highly simplified, two-dimensional analysis of a complex, three-<iimcnsional ACS process assumed
a 1.25 cm (0.5 inch) effective cg-offset, resul_ng in a planar rotation about the spacecraft z-axis. The
torque imbalance was allowed to continue untila deadband of _ deg was reached. At thispoint,
thrust pulsing was initiated to counter the torque, arrest the angular velocity, and returnthe spacecraft
to the 2 deg deadband Limit. The thruster p.uising was discontinued, followed by the torque imbalance
due to the effective cg-offset, etc. Derivauon of the equations describing this model showed that the
ratio of the time outside the deadband to the time inside the deadband is simply the ratio of the torque
inside the deadband to the torque during thruster pulsing. Therefore, a larger torque ratio (torque
applied during pulsing over cg..offset torque) results in a shorter thruster pulsing time ratio.
The axial acceleration regimes of 4.7x10E-5 and 1.0xl0E-5 axial g's required on-pulsing for only 1
second out of every I0 seconds, because the same number of thrusters could be used during on-
pulsing as were used to generam the axial acceleration. However, the 1.4xl0E_ axial g's regime has
only one-third of the thrusters used to generate the axial acceleration. As a consequence, the thrusters
must pulse three times more frequendy than for the other two axial acceleration regimes.
It should be noted that in each of these cases the transverse acceleration levels induced in the supply
tank during thruster pulsing exceeds the desired Limit of 10E-6 g's by about one order of magnitude. It
should also be noted that these results may be tempered by the use of reaction wheels to dampen both
the torques within the deadband limits and outside the deadband limits. To fully characterize ACS
performance, the use of a high-fidelity simulation is required.
In addition to affecting rotational acceleration levels, thruster on-pulsing and off-pulsing impact ACS
propellant consumption. Thruster off-pulsing results in lower than expected experiment propellant
consumption, while on-pulsing causes higher than expected propellant consumption. In order to
assess this consumption sensitivity, the two-dimensional approach was employed. To be
conservative only on-pulsing was considered (the 4.Tx10E-5 and 1.0x10E-5 axial g's regimes).
Additional propellant consumption due to thruster on-pulsing as a function of effective cg-offset using
a mid-range offset of 0.01 m (0.5 inches) results in ACS propeLlant consumption of 22.7 kg (50 lb).
Hgure 5.3.5-2 depicts the propeUant required for control based on different CG offsets. See Figure
5.3.5-3 for the axial thrust required for each experiment thrust regime.
- Contingency planning for the loss of a gym has been established with the attitude control
subsystem automatically switching to a S an Aspect Mode (SAM). In this mode, the inertial reference
unit is not used for attitude control. Instead, the OBC autonomously rotates the spacecraft to locate the
sun and pointthe solararraystoward the sun.
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The Sate Hold Mode is a backup system that is used in the event of a failure in the OBC. The Safe
Hold Mode can be initiated by a ground command or by the on-board electronics when an OBC fa.flure
is sensed. The attitude control electronics (ACE) will sense the need to switch to its analog mode to
control the spacecraft. The spacecraft is driven to an orientation such that the solar panels are facing
the sun and the third axis is held inertial.ly stabilized by using gyro position / rate preference and the
thrusters.
The automatic transfer to the Sate Hold Mode is accomplished in the ACE by the Computer Status
Monitor (CSM) electronics when it detects an anomalous pulse train from the OBC or receives a "sate
hold on" command from either of the two ACE Remote Interface Units (RIU). Upon ent_ing the Safe
Hold Mode the Safe Hold Electronics (SHE) will: (a) be powered - up; (b) switch its three axis
control loop outputs to the reaction wheels; (c) switch the Inertial Reference Unit (IRU) analog rate
inputs to the SHE control loops; (d) switch the rate and position signals to the Propulsion Module
Electronics (PME); (e) send a "safe hold enable" logic signal to the PME; (f) switch the outputs of the
Coarse Sun Sensors (CSS) to the SHE control loops; (g) use the CSS position inputs and the IRU
rateand positioninputstoorientthe spacecraftsuch thatthe normal to thesolararray isaligned with
the sun line; (h)convert the reactionwheel tach pulsesto analog signalsproportionalto the wheel
momentum; and (i)switchthe magnetic torquedrivecommands to theACE Magnetic Torquer Drive
Electronics.
5.3.6Mission Onfions - Propellantto raisef'malperiapsisaltitudeshows thatoptimized burn timing
saves between 18.1 to 20.4 kg (40 to 45 Ib).The reversalstrategysaves 13.6 to 15.9 kg (30 to 35
Ibs).The most severepower lossfor thearticulatedsolararrayisabout 2 percent(assuming thatthe6
day quietexperiment can be pre-plannedto achieve theaverage power degradation).Conversely, the
fixed array option resultsin a power lossof 7 percent (assuming the 90 day mission can bc pre-
planned to limitthe betaanglevariationto+40 dcg). Additionally,ifthe reversalstrategyisemployed
by the fixedarrayoption,a propellantmass savingsof 13.6to 15.9kg (30 to 35 Ibs)can be realized,
but at a power system cost requiring a doubled batterycapacity or a doubled batterydepth of
discharge.
Ctu-rendy, the articulated array concept is baselined for system flexibility. However, the benefits of
simplicity of the fixed array option (along with the slight power costs) are recognized.
An alternate fixed array option was explored (different from the 20 deg canted array option, where the
spacecraft is rolled 180 deg to handle beta angles less than 0 deg). In this option, the long axis of the
spacecraft is still in the orbit plane, but is rotated 90 deg from the current configuration so that the long
axis is parallel to the projection of the sun in the orbit plane. The solar arrays are coincident with the
orbit plane (initially). The spacecraR is then rolled about the long axis until the fixed arrays are normal
to the sun. This option has several drawbacks. The primary concern is thai the solar array boom axis
is no longer constrained to the orbit plane, introducing gravity gradient torques that accumulate over
time. It is expected that these torques would be within the capability of the magnetic torquers,
although a detailed magnetic field model is required for verification. This option also introduces a
mechanism to rotate and lock the solar arrays during deployment. Finally, the communication link
analysis is slighdy perturbed by this spacecraft orientation.
5.4 Mission Desi__n Conclusion,s
The major COLD-SAT mission requirements are satisfied by the current configuration. Solar power
degradation is minimal. TDRSS communication is more than adequate. Disturbance torques are
within reaction wheel and magnetic torquer capabilities. Additionally, several simple strategies have
been developed to maximize the final periapsis altitude (longitudinal-axis reversals and optimized bum
mmag).
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Figure 5J J-1. CG Offset vs E.rperiment Acceleration Requirements
Several areas should be targeted for further analysis. Lifedme prediction requires a highly
sophisticated atmosphere model and should account for eccentricity effects. The lifemaae program from
NASA/MSFC should provide the required capability. Also, the current attitude control system should
b¢ analyzed with a high-fidelity simulation.
The simulation should valid,am the current configuration, define induced lateral acceleration levels,
examine reaction wheel desaturation requirements, and provide ACS propellant consumption
requirements.
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The need forthe 926 km (500 nmi) orbitshould be examined based on the lifetimemodel used. The
500 year lifetimerequirementwas selectedtoavoid a lengthyanalysisof thedispersionof a deorbi_ng
spacecraft.A tradestudy todetermine the costof the high altitudeversus the costof the dispersion
analysisshould be conducted.
The articulated solar army cost versus the power available from a possibly larger fixed solar army is
another trade study that was conducted. The mechanism requirements and the software costs for
dc_g themovement of the articulatedarrayareoffsetby the volume restrictionsof a fixed array
and the flexibility gained by the articulated array. However, the ability to eliminate external forces on
the liquid hydrogen caused by the motion of the solar array is significant, but is only r_tti..-_ during
the experiment periods of no thrust (stratification) which is only done during 5 to 10% of the mission
arid can be accommodated by fixing the array for tho_ time periods without significant power loss.
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6.0 SPACECRAFT DESIGN
The sateUitc has characteristics similar to many inertial spacecraf_ designs. The driver on the design of
COLD-SAT is the payload envelope permitted by the 3.05 meter (ten foot) diameter fairing and the
sizing of the experiment tanks in that voltm_. The spacecraft design concept utilizes the entire payload
faJ_nng of the launch vehicle. The experiment tank configuration is surrounded by other subsystems'
hardware. Heavier items arc located at the aft end of the spacecraft to move the center of gravity further
aft.
The restricted volume caused some difficulty in thedesign integrationof thehardware and willrequire
carefulplanning in the assembly of the experiment sub system atthe satellitelevelof integration.The
3.05meter (10 feet)fairingallowsfortheuse of any of theELV candidates.
The spacecraftsubsystems arc comprised of hardware thathas existing,qualifieddesigns. The
conceptualdesignof the satcUitchas bc_n evaluatedforreliabi.Utyand risk.The high reliabilityand low
riskestimateisbased on theus(:of spacecraftavionicspresentlyinproduction,and requiresminimum
modificationsfor itselectronicfunctions.The intentistouse the spacecraftavionicshardware with
minimum modificationstotheirelectronicfunctionsor interfaces.Some modLfication tothe electronics
interfacingwith the experiment arc necessary to allow for the range of measurements and their
requit_ accuracies.The off-the-shelfhardwax_ was selectedtocoexist with minimum new interface
hardware and software.
The satellite fits within the shroud payload envelope of 2.54 meters (8 ft 4 in) in diameter by 5.39
meters (19 ft 4 in) in height. The satellite, with consummables, weighs 3222 kg (7105 ibs) without
margin. With a 20% margin imposed, the total launch weight is 3866 kg (8526 Ibs). The
consummables consist of 286 kg (630 Ibs) of liquid hydrogen, 433 kg (956 Ibs) of hydrazine
propellant, 6.8 kg (15 Ibs) of GHE pressurant (for experiment and propulsion), and 8.2 kg (18 Ibs) of
GH2 pressurant for the experiment. The consummables arc sized to provide sufficient margin to
allow for minor contingencies in the mission rimeline. The satellite requires an average orbimt power
of i 167 watts provided by a solar array and batteries. The solar array was sized for 2400 watts end-of-
life. The batteries operate during peak periods and occultazions.
The components from theMartin Mariettaversionof theMuldmission Modular Spacecraft(NLMS) are
utilizedin thisconcept. The capabilityto acceptmultipleRcrnote InterfaceUnits and Extender Units
allows for the number of measurements required by the COLD-SAT experiment. The avionics
equipment has distinctheritage,and thuscan be sizeddirectlyforthisspacecra£t. The one mcgabit
bus provides sufficientcapabilitytohandleallof the bus trafficreqtm-,.dby COLD-SAT. The satellite
on-orbitconfigurationequipment bays and the propellanttank locationsrequire thatthe tanks are
covered with MLL The on-board computer (OBC) has a dual function. Ithandles the experiment
sequencing and controlas wellas processingthe attitudecontrolneeds of thespacecraft.
The experiment subsystem willrequiredesigndevelopment forspecificitems of hardware defined in
Section4.8.All expcrirncntrequirementshave bccn accommodated orrevisedper LcRC directionwith
thepresentdesignof the satellite.
6.1 St)acecraft Confi_rarion Evolution Overview
The spacecraft has evolved over the two year study based on the driving requirement of the LH2
supply tank size. Center-of-gravity considerations also played a large part in determining the location
of equipment. Every intent was made to locate electrical and mechanical hardware, involving a specific
experiment tank, near that particular tank. The major change made during this study period was to
include the MMS module structural containers as well as the individual electronics assemblies.
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OriginaLlyit was thought that there was not enough room to include four complete modules in the
given volume. The use of the GEOMOD program validated that there is sufficient room inside the
shroud.
The other changes to the configuration included changing the number and size of propellant and
pressuram tanks, again based on experiment requirements being reduced. Also, the Power Control
and Distribution Module (PCDM) was added to house much of the electronics that was not already
included in the other MMS modules. The pressure regulation scheme was changed from non-flight
proven elecu'onic regulation to a bang-bang system and then to conventional set regulation system for
the high pressure required and a bang-bang system for the low pressure required. The number and the
size of the thrusters changed from an original set of eight 4.45 N (1.0 lb) thrusters and twenty 0.44 N
(0.1 lb) thrusters to a set of twenty 0.89 N (0.2 Ib) thrusters.
The Concept Review baseline configuration was packaged within the Delta H 0.305 m (10 ft) payload
fairing. It made use of the majority of the available payload dynamic envelope and allowed for the
inclusion of the largest size tankage possible for both the supply and receiver tanks to provide the best
compromise of available LH2 [approximately 363 kg (800 lbs)] and scaling relationships between the
two receiver tanks. This concept utilized MMS hardware installed in equipment bays located
throughout the satellite. Launch vehicle constraints dictated moving all of the heavy equipment as far
back as possible and led to the creation of an open (MLI blanket enclosed) aft equipment bay where
batteries, power boxes, propellant tanks, and valve panels were supported aft of the supply tank struts
and lower ring frame which also l_rovided for attachment/separation fi'om the Delta II. Eight longemns
provided the major structure for load carrying and support of equipment shelves and for the two
receiver tanks. Equipment was instaLled on the top side and bottom side of the equipment shelves, as
were the pressurant tanks and valve panels and associated plumbing. The interface with the Delta H
was a direct mount to the top of S rage H. No payload adapter was required.
Modifications and refinements to the sateLlite design approach were made as a result of extending the
level of design detail based on more detailed analyses of the satellite requirements to support the
experiment and evolved a more cost effective and mission supporting design approach. The MMS
module su'ucmres were added here and allowed for a greater off-the-shelf procurement. The
experiment component panels were placed in optimum Iocar/ons to be near associated tankage and
plumbing interconnect/distribution systems. Propellant requirement increases changed the size of the
propellant tanks and added more pressurant tanks. The solar array was resized and redesigned. A T-0
umbilical was added to support final countdown servicing.
The Preliminary Requirements Review Concept increased the supply tank capacity to ,,13 kg (911 lbs)
of L2iZ This concept utilized existing MMS module hardware installed in thiee existing module units.
Other equipment was installed in an existing MMS likeness unit termed the PCDM. An aft equipment
bay contained propellant tanks, experiment valve panels, the aft propulsion module, and various
satellite interfacing electronics and avionics boxes, including the recorders which were supported on an
equipment shelf above the propulsion module by the supply tank struts and lower ring frame which
also provided for the attachment/separation from the Delta II. Eight longerons provided the major
structure for load carrying and support of a rectangular support structure to which the MMS modules
and the two receiver tanks were attached. Experiment pressurant tanks were mounted above the MMS
modules. Experiment valve panels were installed as close to their respective tanks as possible, both
beneath and on the sides of the MMS modules. Experiment tankage remained the same as the Concept
Review concept. The interface with the Delta II remained unchanged.
The final configuration presented at the Experiment Review decreased the size of the supply and
receiver tanks to provide additional volume for other equipment within the payload shroud. The
TDRSS antenna boom was redesigned and relocated to provide a clear field of view..The pressurant
and propellant tanks were reduced in size or number. The solar array configuration was revised from
3 hinged panels to 2 hinged panels on opposite sides of the satellite. The number of thrusters was
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reducedand they were all rcsized- The number of Remote Interface Units and Extender units was
deceased aft_ defining the mcasm'cmcnt interface.
6.2 StruemmJ Des_c_n
Figure 6.2-I is a GEOMOD program-developed concept showing the satellite in the Delta II shroud.
Figure 6.2-2 is the GEOMOD version of the satellite on orbit with the solar array and antenna
deployed. Figure 6.2-3 is a cutaway version of the launch configuration with the experiment tanks
removed to indicate structural attachment of avionics and other asscmblics.
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Figure 62-1 Satellite Configuration within the Delta II Payload Shroud
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Figure 6.2-2 Spacecraft Orbital Configuration
Figure 62-3 Cutaway View of the Satellite with Experiment Tanks Removed
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6.2.1Field of View Constraints - The field of view req_ents of the sun sensors, the solar array,
the earthsensors and the antennas have been observed in the design.The TDRSS antenna has been
placed toavoid interferencewith the solararrayview angle and to provide a clearfieldof view. The
TDRSS antenna obstructionsby the spacecraftbody when viewing aftwere eliminated by using a
longerboom. To ease the design implications,a constrainthas been leviedtoonly rotatethe antenna
+_35o inelevation(sufficienttoget atleast10 minlorbitofTDRSS time).
Solararrayrepositioningisrequireddue tothe changes in betaangle and the Earth'sregressionover
time. Figure6.2.1-Idepictsthe fieldof view requirmnents.
6.2.2 MMS Module Structure - There is less risk using the MMS modules intact and not changing the
mechanical interfac_to theboxes.However, the weight penalty forusing the MMS module structureis
severe- 18.I kg (40 Ibs)extraper subsystem. The MMS modules can fitinthe envelope of the launch
vehiclepayload shroud in conjunction with the experiment tanks.MMS equipment mounted within
theirenclosuresaccommodates the launchc.g.requirements.
The MMS module structure provides the necessary interfaces to support and house electrical units and
interface connectors. Thermal control is through the addition of a louver system and/or radiator plates
depending on module-specific needs. Mounting to the spacecraft structure is via a 4-point attachment,
upper and lower preload bolts, two-axis restraint socket and a three axis restraint socket. The interface
connectors mate with strucmze for support. The connector mate on the structure is designed for easy
connector mate or demate.
EARTH SENSOR (2) -
• -_2 DEGREES CONE ANGLE
- POINTING REQT-AFT LOOKING
- FIELD OF VIEW MUST PASS
THROUGH EARTH ONCE PER
ORBIT
SUN SENSOR (4) -
- BODY MOUNTED
- 128 ° CONE ANGLE (FINE)
- 160° CONE ANGLE (COARSE)
- 2 AXIS
TDRSS ANTENNA -
- TWO GIMBAL SYSTEM
• 21 DEGREES BEAM WIDTH
- POINTING REQT: _=35DEG EL
_=170 DEG AZ
SOLAR PANEL (2) -
- _=5DEGREES POINTING
REQUIREMENT
- ONE DEGREE OF FREEDCM
±170 DEGREE ROTATION
CAPABILITY
GSTDN OMNI ANTENNA (2) -
- 180 DEGREE FOV
- MUST SEE GSTDN
STATION ONCE PER ORBIT
FOR BACKUP COMM
Figure 62.1-I Field of View Constraints
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The PCDM contains many of the assembliesrequired forpower distribution.The PCDM isa special
unitbuiltto hons¢ equipment not included inthe standaxxiMMS complement. The dimensions of the
module are the same as thatof theothc_MMS modules. The module itselfuses the basicstructureof
an MMS module {same size).The module uses more externalconnectors (8) than the basic MMS
module (one or two extm'nalconnectors).MounRng provisionsfor the module allow relativelyeasy
nnnoval of the module.
6.2.3 Launch Vehicle Interfaces- The launch vehicleinterfaceconsistof the Delta II Fairing,the
ElectricalInterface,theUmbilical,and theSeparationSysmm.
DELTA ITFairin_-No surfacesof the spacecraftlax)trudcthrough thedynamic envelope provided by
thepayload fairing.High frequency basicsmacmm may come close tothe dynamic envelope but low
frequency structure such as solar panels and antennas must be adequately contained. Any
infaSngcmentsof the above practicesmay bc negotiatedwith MDAC given theexactlocation.
Electrical Interface - The hardwi_ intea'face from COLD-SAT through the payload fairing boattail
(bypassing the Delta 1I umbilical) to the blockhouse of launch Complex 17 exists for measurements
and commands. The need to activam the Attitude Control Subsystem, prior to launch vehicle
separation,requiresa timed signalfrom the hunch vehicleor spacecraft.
- Connections through the payload fairingarcrequired forfilland drain,forpurge and for
vent of the liquidhydrogen and gaseous hydrogen on board thespacecraft.Two electricalumbilicals
arerequiredthrough thepayload fairingboattailsection.
Setmrarion System - The spacecraft is attached to the launch vehicle during the launch sequence using a
v-band clamp. The V-band clamp, when signaled to do so, will release by f'wing the pyrotechnic
separation nuts. This releases the energy stored in the tension band of the clamp causing it to back
away from the ring frames of the spacecraft and the launch vehicle. When the V-band clamp has
released, the Delta Stage 17Iwill back away from the spacecraft acceteralSng to a velocity of 0.305 m/see
(1 ft/sec). The separation switch will indicate that separation has occurred. After the V-band clamp
(supplied by MMAG) releases, it is captured by a restraint system which precludes the danger of it
striking the spacecraft. After separation, the V-band clamp will stay with stage 1"I,thereby not adding
to the flyaway weight of the spacecraft. Figure 6.2.3-1 depicts the V-band clamp design.
_[PARAllON sw_ro¢
OtLTA I,,A_ VID4CI,.I[ IAI AT BOLT Fq.,AJIiGII
Figure 623-1 Launch Vehicle Separation System
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6.2.4 Center of Gravity (C.G._ EnvelQ_e, - The estimated range of spacecraft weights and C.G.
locations at liftoff (stowed weight) shows-that the COL,D-SAT C.G. location is acceptable according to
the Deita IT criteria in MDAC memo A3-P923-PDES-88-93 (Ref. 6.2-I). Figure 6.2.4-I depicts the
sateilitcand thestationlocationsdetermined from the existingstationnumbers assignedby the Delta ]Z
A satelliteweighing 3401 kg (7500 pounds) can have a CG beiow station404. The presentdesign of
3221 kg (7103 pounds) iswellbelow thatstationatstation416.9. The satellitehardware isinsidethe
payload fairingand islocatedaccording tothe launch vehiclestations.While the volume availableis
restrictive,allhardware has been accommodated. The furthestaftand furthestforward c.g.locations
am dctm'mined based on theconsummablcs usage over time. The largestpossiblee.g.traveiover the
pcziod of the COLD-SAT mission depends on the amount of consummables remaining and the tank
locationof the liquidhydrogen. The worst case e.g.occursabout day 75 of the mission when the I.,H2
remaining islocatedin thefarthestr_eiv_ tank,with none inthesupply tank.
5TA 241
L44m
Figure 6.2.4-1 Dimensions of the Satellite within the Payload Shroud
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6.2.5 _ - '_¢ summaz3, of d's¢saze_te subsystems weights has added to r.hcs¢weights a.
20% contingency on the total spacecraft. It is anticipated thaz the weight for off the shelf hardware is
mote than adeqmt= without margin, smc¢ that hardware is cxisx:mg and has mcasm'cd weights. "_¢
estimate for the smacture and the experiment subsystems are conscrvanv¢, and 20% mar_n, m d'sosc
subsysr.cms, should also _ adcqtmzc for development growth. "X%¢Delta TTprovides r.h¢ _donaJ
weight margin since itcan mlcmt¢ more than a 4082 kg (9000 pound) payload atour c.g.location.
Table 6.2.5-I contains_c masses and locationsof thesamllir.¢hardware and consummablcs.
The mass propertieswcr¢ calculalcd using a mass propertiesanalysis program. Modification of
locationof Itmxiwar¢can easilybe inputtotheprogram todc_e theeffecton the mass properties.
Table 62.5-1 Satellite Weight
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6.2.6 Structure - The major structural elements of the COLD-SAT spacecraft include the following
items as shown in Figure 6.2.6-i. The Delta II interface flange is an aluminum rolled ring (1). The
spacecraft/Delta rr separation system is a V-band clamp (2). The supply tank vacuum jacket and
rings and ring frames are part of the support structure of the spacecraft (3). There are 16 Supply Tank
support struts of aluminum with aluminum end fittings (4). The four MMS modules are supported on
a frame face and frame Z structure (5). There are four GSE lif_Sng/rotation trunnions at the top of the
girth ring (6). Eight cqui-spaced supply tank longerons are attached to the girth rings (7). The solar
array boom is attached to the body with a support structure (8). The thrusters and supporting
propulsion system hardware are supported on aft (9) and forward propulsion module panels and
support structure (10). The forward propulsion module panel is made of honeycomb with aluminum
face sheets (1 i).
The antenna deployment hinge is torsion spring loaded (12). The antenna boom is curved to fit in the
shroud envelope at the desired length (13). An upper longeron / lower stringer large ring frame
supports the M_MS module supports and is attached to the girth ring (14). The upper structure around
the upper receiver tank is a rectangular tube structure with shear panel skin (15). Eight support su'uts
connect the large ring frame around the supply tank to rectangular tube structure with aluminum fittings
(16). The solar panel is on a hinged boom (17). The gimbal design for the solar array is the same as
used on the Magellan Spacecraft.
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ORIG)_!_.L PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
Su'ucnn_ responses will have a design goal of below 1 micro g. Frequency ranges will be maintained
above 35 Hz in the thrust axis and above 15 Hz in the lateral axis. The satellite can experience 1.5
runes the Delta H value at the C.G., affecting the lateral accelerations. Therefore, a factor of 1.5 was
added to all accelerations to account for the lower frequency. The COLD-SAT load factors are:
Axis Limit Ultimate-=-Limit_
Lamml .'LS.625 ±11.25
Thrust +9.0/-0.3 +18.0/-0.6
The stress analysis included the load factors (accelerations) used for limit and ultimate load conditions,
margins of safety for all structural components and pressure vessels, structural models and mass
distributionused in the computer analysis.All elements of the structureand pressure vesselshave
positivemargins of safetyforlimitand ultimateloads. The margins of safetyfor the pressurevessels
Smmlv Tank Receiver Tank I Receiver Tank 2
L£mit 0.72 2.28 2.30
Lrltinmm 1.10 1.58 i .50
Wall Thickness 0.14 0.06 to 0.125 0.08
The tanks willbe designed using fracturemechanics.
Some margins of safetyare relativelyhigh,which isa resultof higherstiffnessrequirements forthese
structuralcomponents. Stressanalysishas confn'med thatmargin existsabove the ultimate loads
definedby theLV requirements. The minimum margins of safety,based on yieldallowablesare:
Member Lirrdt X&Z Limit Y&Z Ultimate X&Z Ultimate Y&Z
Su'ats 1.50 C 1.50 C 1.00 C 0.24 C
Stiffeners 3.10 C 2.90 C 1.00 C 0.95 C
Lower Ring 17.00 C 13.00 C 8.20 C 6.10 C
Transition Ring 2.90 T 2.60 C 2.70 T 1.70 T
Tank Rings 4.50 TC 4.50 TC 1.70 TC 1.70 TC
Cone Ring 93.0 T 9.10 T 4.20 T 4.10 T
Upper Struts 1.60 C 1.60 C 0.30 C 0.28 C
Column 1.20 C 1.80 C 0.11 C 0.01 C
Base Beams 2.00 C 4.00 C 0.II C 1.50 C
Press.BottleStruts 4.80 T 5.40 C 1.90T 2.20 C
SolarArray Struts 16.00 T 19.00 C 9.I0 C 8.80 T
Top Beams 15.00 C 19.00 C 6.80 C 7.20 C
SolarArray Beams 3.00 TC 2.50 C 1.00TC 0.73 C
Antenna Struts 8.30 C 5.20 C 3.60 C 2.I0 C
Antenna Beams 5.90 C 8.80 C 2.50 C 3.90 C
VON MISES STRESS
M/S 2.65 2.61 0.83 0.81
(NOTE: T=TENSION, C= COMPRESSION)
A one Micro G environment is attainable in steady state (rigid body). There is only a 2.5 x i0 -v cm
(I0 "z inch) displacement.
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On=orbittransientenvironmentscannotbekeptbelow 1Micro G unlessan exotic isolation system is
prvvided for the experiment tanks. Itisbelieved thatthe shortdurationof the transientresponses do
not impose a restrictiveforce on the processes to be analyzed. No constraintsaxe evident from
reviewing the launchvehiclerequirements.The requiredfrequencies(rigidbody) can be met using the
correct load sizing and providing proper damping and stiffening. The load factors axe very
conservativefora conceptualdesign. Uldmatc loading was changed from a factorof 1.25to a factor
of 2.0 toavoid buildinga testsn'ucture.Verificationwillbe by analysis.
®
®
®
Q
®
©
®
©
©
Q
Q
Q
Figure 6.2.6-1 COLD-SAT Structural Subsystem Configuration Isometric
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6.3Thermal Control
As the COLD-SAT design activity proceeds, the thcm'nal design analysis will incorporate margins for
uncertainty and variations in surface properties, etc. Flight allowable temperatures for the components
and equipment modules range from -159 ° to +135°C (-254.2 to 275 °F) external to. the sateUite body,
fi'om -252.7 ° to +77°C (422.9 to 170.6°1=) for the e2ttmritmnt, and from -50 ° to +80°C (-58 to +176°F)
for the avionics. Temperature predictions with th_mal math models must be within the "flight
allowable range". A margin of 11°C (51.8°1 =) is applied to the flight allowable range to determine
acceptance test levels. This is consistent with Mil-Std-1540B Test Req_ents for Space Vehicles.
If the component is actively heated, then the temperature predictions can be within the ll°C (51.8°I=)
margin band b_low the lower flight allowable limit in Figure 6.3-1.
Component Design
_. Component Qualification ._ I
lm@_ a-t
I I , L_ 16oc _l
r
v
PROTOFNGHT
Figure 6.3-1 Fight Allowable Temperature Limits and Margins
The rest levels for qualification include margins that depend on whcth_" the quaiification hardware will
be flown as the flight vehicle (protoflight vehicle). NonmLly this margin is reduced to 10°C per Mil-
Std-lS40B, however for a protoflight design such as COLD-SAT this mar_n is reduced to 5°C.
Derived r_u_nts include those such as the vehicle orientation and heat loads.
The most restrictive thermal requirement is the need to maintain the batteries within a narrow
tcml_rature band at all times in the mission. Rotating the vehicle 180 ° about the Y-axis (point the
longitudinal-axis in the opposite direction) can be accomplished utilizing a passive thermal design
concept. The solar panels are orienteM normal to the solar vector.
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The longitudinalor long axisof thevehicleisfixedinertiallyin theorbitplane and itisalways pointed
parallel to the projection of the solar vector in the orbit plane, e.g. when the solar beta angle is zero the
long axis points directly at the sun at all points in the orbit.
Instantaneousand orbitalaverage heatfluxes were computed forbetaanglesof 0° and 52°. The beta--
0° orbitisthe cold case because of the reduced time in the sun and because the vehicle'slong axisis
parallelto the solarvector. The beta = 52° case corresponds to the hot case because of the solar
exposure time and the incident solar fluxes on the vehicle sides.
Equipment operationalscenarioswe_ examined todetermine hot and cold case conditions.The key
factorthatdrives the hot case heat loads isthe operation of the TT&C components and also the
operationof the experiment. The cold case scenario assumes minimal experiment and subsystem
activity.Then, combined with cold orbitalconditions(sun-orbitbetaangle =0) the worst case beater
power results.The conceptual layoutof thecomponents resultsin the heat loads distribution.These
valueswere inputto theconceptual thermal analysistoassesstheperformance of our passive thcrmal
balanceapproach.
The surfacegeometry (TRASYS inputs)used inour conceptual design analysisdefined the nodes in
our thermal math model. The Thermal RadiationAnalysis System (TRASYS) program was used to
compute orbitalheatratesand radiationexchange factorsforinput to our COLD-SAT thcrrnalmath
model.
The model predicted preliminary temperatures for COLD-SAT using a 68-node MITAS thermal math
model, with 278 conductor nodes. The results are for steady state conditions. Orbital average heat
fluxes were computed for the external surfaces using TRASYS and put into this MITAS model.
Individual boxes and components were not modeled at this point. Heat loads from the components
were impressed on the modules and on the other mounting areas to provide this assessment of the
thermal balance characteristicsof thisconceptual design. These preliminary resultsshow thatour
approach is reasonable., e.g. our selected thermal control coatings and MLI can maintain the equipment
environments in the desired ranges and has adequate heat rejection capability. Two different optical
property conditions for Nfl.,I were investigated to bound the problem of thermal control. These are the
minimum (a/e=.33/.84) and maximum (or/e-.35/.76) values that can be obtained with available off-
the-shelf insulation. The minimum cz/¢ for white paint should be .16/.92. Table 6.3-1 lists NLITA5
temperann'_ predictions from the preliminary model.
No new development is needed for the thermal control hardware. The design approach is to provide
passive thermal balance of the total vehicle using thermal control coating, multilayer insulation, heaters
and louvers. The existing thermal control hardware used has extensive heritage in programs such as
Magellan, Scatha, etc. as well as numerous other spacecraft under classified programs. The louvers
have a long heritage for their use with the MMS hardware.
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Table 6.3-1 Conceptual Thermal Design MITAS Temperature Predictions
Item
PCDM Mounting Plate
ACS Mounting Plate
C&DH Mounting Plate
MPS Mounting Plate
No. 1 Receiver Tank Radiative Environment
No. 2 Receiver Tank Radiative Environment
Supply Tank Radiative Environment
HydrazJne
Experiment Pmssurant Tanks
Cold Hot
dog C(deg F)
_e = 35/.76 max ML.I
17 (62.6) 24(75.2)
2o(68) 27(8o.6)
23 (73.4) 38(100.4)
16 (64.4) 24(7s.2)
.lS (5) 7 (44.6)
28 (78.6) 38(96.8)
24 (75.2) 33(91.4)
40 (104) 61(123.6)
-4 to -13 6 to 47
(24.8 to (42.8 to
55.4) 116.6)
Cold Hot
deg C(deg F)
aJ£= _22/.84 rain MU
15 (5) 23(73.4)
18(64.4) 28(78.8)
19(66.2) 35(95)
16(60.8) 22(36.4)
-19(-2.2) 6(42.8)
13(55.4) 30 (86)
16(60.8) 3o (86)
17(62.6) 43(109.4)
-9 to -19 0 to 28
(15.6 to (32 to 82.4
-2-2)
Figure 6.3-2 depicts the thermal control methods to be used on COLD-SAT. The forward se_'nent of
the vehicle containing the receiver tank I will be coated with white paint to minimize temperatures
around the tank. The experiment pressta'ant tanks will be individually wrapped with MI..I to prevent
radiation cooling to space and to moderate tank temperanzres within the surrounding spacecrat't
environment. The four MMS modules will be wrapped with MLI with the exception of the outboard
radiator surface. The heat flow dissipation will be controlled (regulated) from these radiator surfaces
to the module baseplates by the module louvers. The louvers are temperature actuated and will account
for variations in environmental and component heating. The batteries axe located within the M.PS
module and will be maintained below 30 °C (86°F) by the use of a module radiator without a louver
assembly. The MPS module will not require any louvers because of its higher heat dissipation rate,
even in the cold case condition. The C&DH module uses heat pipes for dissipation of heat. The heat
pipe contacts the electronics by a series of flow loops (legs) such that heat can be absorbed by the heat
pipe and rejected by the module base. The fluid is recirculated to continue the cycle over and over.
The a_. equipment located under the supply tank will be enclosed in an MLI blanket enclosure in order
to rnmntaan the equipment temperatures in their allowable ranges. The propellant tanks will be
maintained within their allowable range by the use of thermostatically-controlled tape heaters to control
individual propellant tank temperatures to within +9 °C (35.6 °F-). The supply tank vacuum jacket wiJl
be painted white on the outer barrel section surface that is exposed to space to minimize solar heating(low a/e ratio).
A cross section through the MMS Modules at station 381 looking aft shows the location of the louvers
and MLI relative to the solar vector orientations. This conceptual design utilizes these modules
because of their ability to regulate the heat flow to the module electronics in both cold and hot case heat
load environments.
The modules are thermally isolated from the spacecraft structure by the use of its four point mounting
system coupled with an inboard radiative barrier of M.LI. They are insulated from the exterior
environment with the use of MLI on the module walls and an outboard radiative surface and louver
system which regulates heat flow to the module baseplates.
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MLJ Moderates
Praasurant Tank
Temperatures
MLJ and Paint
Establish Cold Bias for
Modules and Supply Tank
Louvers (typ.) Provide
MMS MODULE
Temp. Control
Tharmoetatl= Heaters
to Maintain Propellent
Temperatures
-X
Solar Input
-¢
MU Blankets on Aft
End cu_ ,, .221.94 mln
0u_ : .35/.78 max
Multilayer
insulation Outer
Blankets Around
Prasaurant Tanks
-15 Layers
(rncslver tanks
have their own
laml
pCD.
Louver Provides __
Temp Controt _(all modules
except UPS)
Solar Input
(Beta > O)
Solar Input
(Beta < O)
Radiator Surface
/i
/ ._._.. MPS MOOULE
-_ [NO LOUVERSI
L_ _ TOP OF SUPPLY TANK
_ ACS MODULE
•
RECEIVER TANK 2
/
_C & DH MODULE
[HALF LOUVER]
Figure 6.3-2 Thermal Control Con[:ept
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The experiment pressure bottles surround the modules for purposes of maintaining a thermal
environment to assistin keeping thebonle,s warm.
The louverson theindividualmodules arepassivelycontrolledwith a bimetallicspringmechanism that
automaticallyexpands and contractsin rc.Sl_Onsoto the module baseplatemmpcratu_ to achieve the
proper opening for the correctheat dissipauon rate.The maximum effectiveemittanc¢ of the MACS
louver in the fullyopened position is0.822,and occurs ata temperatu_ of about 19.7 deg C (67.5
°F).Tho minimum effective¢mittanceof the louveroccurs atabout 1.3deg C (34.3°F) for the fully
closedpositionand has an ¢mittanc=value of 0.II. A Chcmgla_ paint(Eft0.85) isused on the plate
extm'ior.The louver a.reaffi0.6 sq m (6.5sq ft).
The heaters selected am a film type builtby Tayco and used on the Magellan spacecraft. The
thermostatsa._ a snap actiontype builtby Texas Insmm_ents and used on Magellan. The MLI material
is manufactured by Sheldahi and fabricated by Maz_ Marietta of aluminum mylar and dacron net.
The design approach of our conceptual thermal control system for COLD-SAT is to provide passive
thermal balance of the total vehicle using thermal control coating, mukilayer insulation, heaters and
louvers, No orbit constraints have been determined as yet if the vehicle attitude is maintained. The
180 degree rotation of the vehicle (aft end toward the sun vector) for a few orbits does not seem to
require mort than the passive design concept= Flight allowable temperanu-_ Limits for the COLD-SAT
components and experiment hardware must b¢ maintained for all the on-orbit phases of the mission.
6.4 Electrical Power
The electrical power subsystem controls, stores, distributes and monitors power derived from a solar
array. Two modules arc used, the Modular Power System (MPS) and the Power Control and
Dismbution Module (PCDM). The MPS supplies un_gulated 28 vdc power to other MIVIS
subsystems and to the experiment subsystem. Isola_on diodes arc used to prevent damage to the M.PS
from external power line faults. During normal operations the MPS accepts power from the solar
array, controls the solar array generated power, controls the unregulated output bus voltage, and the
charge and discharge Of the batteries. Batteries arc required to provide power during sun occulrations
and to supplement solar array power during peak loading. The batteries are rechargeable. A single
point ground system is used with the power dismbution return bus grounded to the external spacecra.t't
strucaa'¢ at the spacecraft central ground point= All primary subsystem power distribution return buses
arc independendy connected to the Power Control Unit (PCU) in the MPS and bussed within the PCU
to the MPS power remm bus. The onboard computer (OBC) monitors MPS parameters for control.
These functions a_m battery under-voltage protection, battery overtemperamre protection, load bus
voltage, ampere hour battery charge control computer pulse wain, and battery and bus currents.
Battery charge control is achieved by time integrationof the batterycharge/discharge currents,
computation of batteryefficiency,computation of batterydepth of discharge and measurement of
batteryvoltage,compar_ againstcomputed mnperamre comi_,nsat_1,eolian.,li_.'ts..The voltagefrom
each batter/,batteryternS, sensoroutputsand elapsedume wlth realume indicatorsare allused
inbatterycharge controland welfaremon/toring as wellas measurements of individualbattery,currents
and totalload bus currents.
The PCU serves as the distribution point for the spacecraft loads and for battery., recharge power. The
PCU contains the power switching functions and current sensors for monitonng the MPS currents.
The Power Regulation Unit (PRU) maximizes the utilization of the solar array energy to supply toad
power and battery charging, and to control battery charging.
The 50 AH batteries are Nickel Cadmium and utilize the GE 42B050AB22 cell design with the NASA
standard terminal configuration. No third electrode is used.
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The orbital average load was analyzed to determine the solar array and battery requirements.
unique load r_l_ents fall on day one of the mission. Day 1 consists of four phases.
1 - Launch 2 - ACS Activate 3 - Post Deployment 4 - System Checkout:
The
In Phase 1 the EPS and "Trcs arc active in support of recording the experiment subsystem status
during launch. In Phase 2 the ACS is brought on line to spin up the gyros prior to separation. The
batteries provide all of the power during phase 1 and 2. Phase 3 peak power uses the solar array to
recharge the batteries that have bccn partially depleted during launch and ascent. Phase 4 peak power
includes transmitting data using the transponder and the 30 watt amplifier. Day 2 is the start of the
experiment phase. Orbital average battery power during occultation in the experiment phase is 1167
watts. The orbital average power during surdight of 2003 watts includes: Average maximum power -
1167 w + battery charging power of 886 w.
Power levels above 1167 watts would include a mix of the following:
A: Mixer Pumps on (included in orbital average)
B: 2 Thrusters (on continuous)
C: 6 Thrusters(on continuous)(includedinorbitalaverage)
D: Pulsing 2 Tlu'ustcrs
E: Pulsing 6 Thrusters
F: Expcmnent Heaters on (includedinorbitalaverage)
G: Experiment Valve Activation
H: Transfer Pump on (included in orbital average)
A breakdown ofelements withineach subsystem with maximum orbitalaverage and peak power loads
was performed to generate the power requirements.Table 6.4-i liststhe load requirements averaged
over an orbitfor the assemblies in each subsystem. Peak power requh'cmcnts arc also shown. A
worst case totalof thepeak power was calculatedtoprovide a measure of thebatteryrequirements.
A flight qualified MMS design concept has been utilized for the electrical power subsystem. The
Modular Power Subsystem Module provides power generation, regulation and battery charging.
Command & data handling for the EPS is from the T, T, & C Subsystem via the Remote Lq:: Units
(RIUs). The Power Control & Distribution Module (PC&DM) provides protection, control &
distribution of power to electrical elements external to the Subsystem Modules (AACS, C&DH, NIPS).
The PC&DM provides control of Solar Array & TDRSS Antenna Articulation, power to mixer pumps
& control of f'wing NSIs. The PCDM contains the pyrotechnic initiator controller f'wing circuits and
provisions for nominally f'wing simultaneous prime and redundant initiators by a single set of firing
commands. Command & Data Handling is from the T, T, & C subsystem via the Remote I/F Units
(RIUs). The MMS MPS module is built by McDonnel Douglas except for the Power Regulation Unit
which is built by Martin Marietta for the MMMS. The PCDM is built by Martin Marietta for the
MMMS. The Pyro Controller is built by Martin Marietta. Figure 6.4.-1 is a block diagram of the
EPS.
The solar array consists of two solar panels. Each panel is oriented by a redundant, independently
controlled, single axis drive unit. The solar array is designed with multiple diode isolated parallel
strings of solar cells, such that no single failure causes more than a 2% loss of the total (both panels
combined) power output. The solar array power generation capability was calculated using the
conditions and degradation factors for a short 6 month mission. The initial output wattage per square
foot is degraded, resulting in a lower output wattage. Certain factors are over a 1 year period. The
solar array is sized on the maximum orbital average power requirement, the worse-case beta angle,
efficiency of the solar array & battery systems, and the ratio of the solar arrays in the shade to being in
the sun. Sufficient spacing between solar cells is provided. The solar array requires a folded boom
and two folds per panel to fit within the Delta II shroud. The solar array has heritage from the
Magellan program.
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Table 6.4-1 Satellite Orbital Average Power Requirements
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Batteries will supplement the solar arrays in the event lolls exceed _e capability of the solar arrays.
ha e =pe ty tosupply of baby ona50. to
handle peak loads. The battery charge rate is less than 27.8 amperes, t ne mammum mscnarge is ._ .o
amperes maximum per battery.The batteriesselected(2-50 ampere-hour batteries)are used on the
Multi-Mission Spacecraft and provide redundancy if one battery is lost. The worst case depth of
discharge is 25% with two batteries operational. With one banery the DOD is 50%. The batteries are
built by General. Electric for the M/_.
The capability of the Electrical Power Subsystem to handle peak power loads is dependent on the
capability of the batteries to supply the necessary amperage. Based on a 75% discharge capacity per
battery, calculations show a sufficient margin capability of the bammes to meet peak loads.
The EPS can control up to twelve pyro initiating events. The events, functions, and pyro device is
shown in the chart. The EPS provides a redundant pyrotechnic ....wattaung controller system capable of
selecting and firing up to 48 NSIs. Control commands are two steps: Arm and Fire.
6.5 Telemetry. Trackin_ & Command ('I'T&C_
The C&DH module provides a means for tracking.,for ground and on-board controlof allspacecraft
and experiment sensor functionsand for transmasslonof housekeeping and experiment data. To
uplinkcommands a redundant TDRSS transponderincludesreceivers.The transpondertransmitters
are used for transmitting data. The commands are routed from the command receivers/detectors to the
Interface Unit (ILD which authenticates and distributes the commands to the Central Unit (CU). The
CU distributes these commands throughout the spacecraft. The IU provides an interface to the
transmitters to downlink, as well as performing the telemetry selection and processing. Control and
monitoring of the housekeeping subsystems and the experiment subsystems is handled by the
Multiplex Data Bus (MDB) attached to Remote Interface Units (RIUs).
The MDB consists of a supervisory bus and a reply bus; each bus being redundant. The central unit
(CLD within the "I'I'&C controls the distribution of commands and the acquisition of data. Remote
interface units (RIUs) in each subsystem interface to the MDB, process commands and acquire data as
requested by the CU. The telemetry and command requirements of the COLD-SAT spacecraft and the
experiment have been analyzed. Command requirements will fit within the one kbps uplink rate
utilizing a block update concept. This allows multiple commands, which arc frequently used, to be
grouped together and initiated from a single block command in the uplink. The data bus rate required
is 2.0 kbps which is well within the one Mbps capability of the conceptual design. The M.MS data bus
can handle one Mbps of information. Both commands and telemetry arc channeled to the Onboard
Computer (OBC) which is a Litton LC--4516E Extended version.
The RIU isthe standard interfacebetween the CUs and the various subsystems. The RIU performs
the functionsof remote command decoding as well as remote telemetrymultiplexingrequired by the
subsystems. The capabilityexistsfor 62 RIU tapsfor telemetry.The conceptual design utilizes14
remote interfaceunits(RIUs) and 9 extender units (EUs). The mason for the quantityof interface
unitsand extender unitsis the largenumber of activeanalog channels required by the experiment
subsystem. Each RIU and EU can handle up to 16 activeanalog channels each. The remaining
spacecraftmeasurements are easilyhandled by the RIUs. Data isacquiredin the form of 0 to+5 volt
analog signals,passive u'ansducersignals,bi-levelsignals,and serial-<ligltalsignals. These signals
are converted, conditioned, and multiplexed in 8-bittypes. The RIU accepts 32 bit instruction
messages from the CU, recognizes itsown unique address, and responds appropriately to the
instructionby (a)decoding and distributingcommands tothe subsystem,(b)decoding and distributing
selectedclock signalstothe subsystem, and (c)accepting,conditioning,formatting,and transmitting
the subsystem telemetrydata. This includessupplying allnecessarycontroland conditioningsignals
to thesubsystem toeffectdata transfer.
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The expanderunit (EU) provides two way communication between a subsystem and the CU via the
RIU and the MDB. On command from the CU, an RIU requests telemetry data fi'om a channel via an
EU. The RI'U accepts, converts, and conditions the data as necessary, then transmits it via the MDB to
the CU for insertion into the telemeu'y downiink stream and/or input to the OBC.
The OBC is a general purpose, stored program, digital compute_ with a redundancy approach suitable
for achieving long life in a space environment. The OBC is used for experiment control and data
processing, a_dmde control and detcu_linadon, solar array and antenna poinung, variable format
telemetry, mission sequence controlling, fa-lt detection with corrective action for critical sateUhe
failures, and monitoring and controlling the electrical power subsystem including battery charge
control. One string of the OBC redundant processing capability is active, Functional redundancy is
capable of being operationally verified. The OBC is organized in four functional subdivisions: the
Central Processing Unit (CPLD which provides the computational capability of the OBC; the Power
Conditioning Unit (PCU) which provides de-de conversion and regulation; the Memory Unit which
has a storage capacity of 96K words; and the Input/Output Unit which provides cross-su'apped
redundant interfaces to the CUs, the R.IUs and i'Us. The OBC provides the capability to address up to
128K (K--I024) words of memory. The OBC can accept a minimum of 16 interrupts which can be
selectively inhibited. The Input/Output Unit receives 16 bit serial magnitude commands from the RIU
to put into the OBC.
The telemetry, tracking and conu'ol subsystem utilizes standard M_vIS hardware. The conceptual
design presented intends to use these components without modification. The heritage, therefore,
reflects actual hardware presendy being produced. Figure 6.5=I is a block diagram of the TT&C
Subsystem.
Figure 6.5-1 TT&C Block Diagram
RX
RIU 1
All data is recorded. Solid state recorders are sized to hold 12 hours of data each in case of TDRSS
unavailability. All orbits have at least a 10 minute TDRSS window with many having as much as a 60
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minute window. The recording media for the solid state recorder is semiconductor. There are no
moving parts. There is no restriction on the ratio between the record rate and the playback rate. The
recorder has the capability to simultan_usly record and playback. The power consumption is data rate
dependent and relanvely independent of the mode of operation. The recorder utilizes a first in/first out
mode of operation, with two of eight channels assigned a FIFO pair. The model selected is a Fairchild
SSR1-64B (to be flight qualified in 1990) which contains a 64 megabit recording capability with
memory expansion in 64 megabit increments. Each memory card has 64 megabit user space. The
recorder MTBF is estimated at 10 years. Status telemetry is 1 serial digital channel (8 bit word) and 4
hi-level channels and 2 analog channels. A separate battery (8.5 to 20 vdc) is required for backup
when the bus is down. The 28 vdc bus input is required for operational use. This recorder is
compatible with the MMS.
In a contingency mode, ff one solid state recorder fails, real-_ne data during the TDRSS contact could
sull be recorded for playback. Each recorder can record and playback at the same time. GSTDN
stanons are visible once per orbit for 3 to 8 minutes to process emergency health & safety data. To
communicam with GSTDN a 2-hour call-ap nine is req_
The telemetry, tracking and control subsystem uriliTes the MMS hardware. Multiple remote interface
units (RIU) and extender units (EU) allow control and monitor of the extensive experiment subsystem
sensors and valves. Control of the experiment sequencing function and the attitude control function
arc both handle, d by the on-board computer. The data handling function is handled by the Central
Unit. Handling of wansponder uplink & dowrdink is through the Inte=face Unit. Loading of ground
or uplinked commands will be under the control of the central unit (CLD. Commands will be tagged
as being required to be loaded into OBC memory or executed real time. Uplinked commands will
consist of housekeeping or experiment sequences. Experiment sequence uplink events will occur once
per week. The memory has been sized for a two week upload. Housekeeping commands can be
uplinked every TDRSS pass as requi_d.
The RIU, Bus Coupler, EU, CU, and IU are built by Fairchild for the M.MS. The On Board
Computer is buih by Litton and used on the MMMS. The Near-Earth Transponder and 30W Power
AmpLifier are built by Motorola. The electronics and motor for a_culadng the antenna are built by
Schacffer Magnetics and have heritage from Magellan.
Command operations are as follows: Computer commands are sent to an RI'U to'control the satellite or
acquire data, These commands can be realtime or delayed and can be OBC commands from the stored
program, CU commands for memory load, or [U commands for memory dump. Special commands
am executed by the CU to control CU operations and M.DB configurations. Realtime commands can
bypass the OBC. F"med conunands a=_ used for control of the satellite or experiment elements.
The RF equipment provides the capability to communicate with ground stations or TDRSS antennas.
Pointing control, in two axes, is provided for the TDRSS antenna with pointing accuracies plus or
minus 5 degrees. The RF equipment acquires and phase-locks to a carder signal and receives and
demoduiates the S-band signals transmitted by the "f'DRSS remote stations (at GSFC). The frequency
of the received signal is coherently ttanslateA. The normal operating mode of the RF equipment is two
receivers active and one transmitter on standby except for the 10 minute period of TDRSS downlink
availability. The active a'ansmitter is selected by the OBC initiated commands in response to stored
program commands or real time commands, RF switch activation as well as transmitter activation is
used to switch transmiRers from primary to redundant or vice versa.
The primary communication link is via "r'DRSS. The antenna required by COLD-SAT will be a 4-
element array antenna. Each element is of helical design with 16 turns per element. Frequency range
of the antenna is 2.1 GHz (forward) and 2.3 GHz (return). The 30 watt S-band amplifier was
selected because of its off the sheLf availability. A 20 watt amplifier would be sufficient but was not
available off-the-shelf. The amplifier, built by Motorola, is space qualified on Centaur. It amplifies
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the5 wattrf outputof theTDRSScompatibletransmitterin theNASA StandardTransponder.It hasa
I0 year lifetime. It can withstand temperatures fi'om -50 deg C to +60 de E C (-58 to 140 °F). When
tz'ansmitting, the amplifier uses 200 watts maximum. The analysis of the return link indicates that with
a 32 kbps downlink rate, the rf output is 45 dB with a margin of 3.5 d.B. At 16 kbps, the margin
grows to 6.5 dB.
The redundant communication link is via Ground Stations (GSTDN). Two omni antennas will be
utilized, located perpendicular to the longitudinal-axis near the supply tank, and placed 180 degrees
apart. The omni antennas will be passively coupled. GSTDN communication links will be used for
return link of data only, no forward _ of commands will be allowed although possible at I kbps.
The control system concept was selected to maximize the ability to perform all of the experiment
operations with a minimum of external torques on the fluid. Some operational requirements were
derived to be used in conjunction with the control system operation. Reaction wheels in combination
with magnetic torquers are to be used for experiments requiring a background acceleration of less than
one micro g acceleration. This is to provide a minimum amount of disturbances on the experiment.
When acceleration is required, forward or aft thrusters will be used to provide the acceleration and
attitude control about the transverse axes. Reaction wheels will control the longitudinal axis. It is
expected that the reaction wheels would be used during any quiescent period for tracking TDRSS and
performing very slow maneuvers required to maintain the orbit for sun pointing. Any significant
maneuvering rates will be performed using thrusters.
The control system concept is a traditional design consisting of an onboard computer and software,
sensors and actuators, and interface electronics. The spacecraft attitude is determined using a sun
sensor, earth sensor, and the spacecraft ephemeris which is periodically obtained from GSFC and
propagated between uplinks. Nominally, an attitude update will be performed once per orbit. Figure
6-6-1 is a block diagram of the Amtud¢ Control Subsystem (ACS).
The attitude error is corrected using thrusters or reaction wheels and magnetic torquers, depending
upon the spacecraft mode of operation. The commands to the wheels, torquers or thrusters are issued
by the flight software to the hardware via the interface electronics. The control system will determine
the present, and desired orientation will be issued from the flight computer's control software.
Accelerometers are required to provide experiment data correlation but are not needed for Guidance and
Navigation. They could be used in a fault detection and isolation scheme.
Because of the nature of the COLD-SAT mission, the pointing requirements for the various mission
phases are not very stringent. The toughest pointing requirement of one degree is needed during
periods when no accelerations are desired on the experiment. Due to gravity gradient torques, frequent
momentum desau.u-ation would be required if one of the spacecraft axes (preferably X') was not .aligned
with nadir. A two degree pointing requirement is anticipated for delta-V maneuvers, during
experiments with accelerations, or when control during quiescent periods is performed using thrusters.
The modes of operation for attitude control are (1) Delta V for orbit adjust, (2) Experiment (with and
without thrusting), (3) Quiescent (with and without thrusting), and (4) Slew to maintain the orbit. The
pointing accuracy of the solar array is a significant driver in the power subsystem design. A
requirement for pointing accuracy of five degrees was selected to minimize power loss due to pointing
at 0.4 percent.
In the allocation of pointing requirements to the spacecraft attitude and solar array articulation, and
because the articulation is about the solar array boom -axis, the other axes show off-pointing due to
spacecraft attitude only. The RSS method of combining angular offsets (applicable for small angles)
yields a total pointing offset of less than 5 degrees. The coarse sun sensors are only used for acquiring
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the sun, not for pointing information. The fine sun sensors assist in the attitude determination and
meet the one degree pointing requirement derived from the momentum buildup from gravity gradient
torques. Nominally, a two degree pointing requirement is sufficient while thrusting.
The TDRSS antenna is also articulated, and also depends on spacecraft attitude as well as antenna
articulation.The TDRSS antenna pointingrequirement isbased on the antenna beam half-widthof
10.5 degrees. Antenna poinRn,g.isachieved with a two axis glmbal for azimuth and elevation.For
consismncy, spacecra£toff-pomnng was converted from roll,pimh, and yaw to azimuth and elevation.
The articulationrequirementleviedon theTDRSS antenna can be combined with the spacecraR animde
toyielda totalpointin,g offsetof lessthan the 10..5degrees beam half-width.The Schaeffcr stepper
drivemotor operatesm stepsof 0.0075 degreesor less.The motor can be drivento a maximum of 2.5
degrees per second. This rateismuch beyond the trackingraterequirementsof theTDRSS antenna or
theSolarArray. The stepsizzassuresat,curarepointingcapabilitywith thismotor design.
Solar array sun pointing willbe maintained by a singleaxis drive to within +/- 5 degrees of the
sunline,exceptduring experiment quiescenttestswhere solararmy panelswillbe held fixed.Constant
slow pointingmaneuvers willkeep the satclfi.mlongitudinal.axisinthe .orbit.pl_d avoid maneuvers
tomaintain the animde and theorbitovercoming theregresszoncausca by me
,SENSORS _J
I SUN _.NEORS
|
!
J
J
!
!
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!
POWER
SYSTEM
Figure 6.6-1 ACS Block Diagram
Guidance algorithms axe required for performing orbit adjust maneuvers. The maneuvers axe
anticipatedto keep theorbitnear 926 km (500 nmi) to maintain orbitallifetime.Using a fixedburn
time scheme should be adequate toperform theorbitaladjustmaneuvers although more complex and
preciseoptionsexistusing accelcromctcrsor navigationalaids.
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Navigation is requir_ for both the ardmde determination scheme and for orbit adjust maneuvers. A
simple scheme will be employed which used TDRSS or ground based tracking for the spacecraft
ephemcridcs. The flight software will have the ability to propagate its ephemeris between uplinks. No
special svnsors are being added to the spacecraft for either gttidancv or navigation.
The spacecraft also has some rate constraints derived from the cxpeaSment requi_ments. For example,
during experiments the rotational rates about the longitudinal and a'an.wersc axes must be less than .07
and .05 degrees per second, respectively.This isto minimize transverseaccelerationsand to make
them assmall a component of longitudinalaccelerationaspossible.Other rateconstraintsare imposed
to minimize sloshing of the fluidsbetween experiments. These r_qui_ments may change as the
vehicleevolvesfrom a concept toa design.
The attitudecontrolelectronics(ACE) employes the designfrom theMMS MACS module. The ACE
isbeing considered tominimize costsin thedevelopment of thecontrolsystem Sensor data istaken
and actuatorsarc commanded via theseelectronics.The ACE concept includes an analog safe hold
mode in the event of an OBC fault.
The controlsystem concept was selectedtomaximize the abilityto perform allof the experiments.
Some operationalrequirements were derived to be used in conjunction with the control system
operation.Reaction wheels incombination with themagnetic torquersarc to be used forexperiments
requiringI micro g or lessacceleration.This istoprovidethe minimum amount of disturbanceson the
experiment. When accelerationisrequired,forward or aft thrusterswillbc used to provide the
accelerationand attitudecontrol about the transverse axes. A reaction wheel will control the
longitudinalaxes.
It is expected that reaction wheels would be used during any quiescent periods for tracking TDRSS,
and performing slow maneuvers. Any significant maneuvering rates will have to be performed using
thrusters.
Most of the ACS hardware has heritage from the MMMS used in other Martin programs. The
hardware is being manufactured today. The most recent NASA MMS hardware is on the Explorer
Platform and its ACS hardware provides a heritage factor. The horizon sensor replaces the star scanner
used in the MM_MS configuration.
The Inertial Reference Unit selected is built by Teledyne for the MMS. The Sun Sensors, both coarse
(Model 18394) and fine, are built by Adcole. The fine sun sensor has heritage from Magellan. The
Horizon Sensor is built by Ithaco and has heritage from SAS-3. The reaction wheel is built by Sperry
and has heritage from many explorer programs using MMS hardware. The 3 axis magnetometer is
built by Schonstedt (Model SAM-63C-12). The magnetic torquer is built by General Electric (model
SYS-1046S). The attitude control Electronics is built by GE for the MMS.
The disturbance torques that act on COLD-SAT will be environmental as well as internal. The gravity
gradient torque causes momentum build-up in the reaction wheels and drove the requirement to keep
the spacecraft longitudinal axis in the orbital plane during the long, no-acceleration experiment tests.
The aerodynamic torque also causes momentum accumulation. However, it is cyclic in nature if the
spacecraft is maintaining an inertial attitude. Analysis shows the wheels cannot tolerate the momentum
build-up without requiring desaturations during the experiment tests.
Solar pressure is another environmental disturbance but is small enough such that the wheels can aJso
manage the momentum buildup without requiring desaturation. Magnetic and outgassing effects are
anticipated to be negligible. The internal torques need to be assessed as the spacecraft design matures.
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One of the major concerns for amtude control is fluid slosh. An intera_on between the control system
and the slosh frequencies could lead to gym samr_on or large disua-bances on the experiment.
Typically, spacecraft will manage slosh in tanks by use of baffles. In the case of COLD-SAT, baffles
can not be placed in the experiment tanks since studies are being performed to assess fluid motion and
interactions.The controlsystem willmost likelyemploy a technique of operatingata frequency far
away fi'om the slosh fxequencies.
At this point in time it is not possible to predict with accuracy the slosh or control system frequencies
except that the slosh frequency was analyzed to be between 1 and 10 Hz (during on-orbit thrusting).
The slosh frequency will be dependent upon the supply tank size, its geometry, fluid mass, damping
characteristics, and the acceleration levels imparted on the tank. The control system frequency can
only be determined given a known e.g. offset, moments of inertia, and control algorithms. Software
solutions to separate control from slosh frequency include rate signal filtering or forcing control
frequencies. A simulation model has been developed for use in Phase B that wiU predict the control
system frequencies. A slosh model developed for another program will be integrated into the
simulation model for COLD-SAT.
Trade studiesand analyses have been performed to resolve the issuesof fluidslosh,flexiblebody
dynamics, internaldisturbancetorques,and fluidventing.
The degree of autonomy that the fault detection and isolation system should have win require a trade
study between hardware and software costs vs reliability. The selected approach to recover from loss
of attitude reference is to use the scheme developed on other MMAG programs for "Attitude Safe Hold
Mode" and "Sun Aspect Mode". Experience and analyses from other similar systems such as
Magellan wiU serve as useful information toward resolving these issues.
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Propulsion is a required subsystem of COLD-SAT for the purposes of station-keeping, providing
speo.fiedaccelerationlevelsforexperimentation,and attitudecontrol The requirementsderivedforthe
propulsionsystem are based on thesefunctions.
Station-keeping requirements are based upon the impulse required to reorient the spacecraft between
experiments in order to minimize orbit perturbations due to thrusting during the experiments.
Meeting the experiments' acceleration levels is not a simple matter. Other options for performing the
acceleration functions include more and different thrust levels. This option has not been investigated at
this time because it is considered to rcqui_ a large number of thrusters and thus add greatly to system
complexity and weight. This optionwould, however, eliminatethe need forvarying tank pressurein
order to achieve the desired thrustlevels.The minimum sizethrusteravailableis 0.445 N (0.I ibf).
We have selected0.89 N (0.2Ibf)thrustersforthe mass of COLD-SAT.
In order to satisfy the experiment requirements for supplying the proper acceleration level(s), it is
necessary to vary the thrust level of the thrusters. In other words, the various acceleration ranges of
the experiments impose a requirement to be able to select various total thrust levels. This can be
accomplished by selecting certain thrusters as well as varying the thrust of those thrusters between
experiments. This variation of thrust is done by varying the tank pressure. Table 6.7-1 provides the
correlation between acceleration requirements and thrust levels.
The system is capable of maintaining tank pressure at a given value that can be changed between
experiments. The system operates by monitoring tank pressure and controlling power to the solenoid
valves. The valves are commanded opened if the tank pressure falls below that desired, thus
supplying more pressurant to top the propellant tanks.
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Hgurc 6.7-1 shows the propulsion subsystem schematic for COLD-SAT. The propulsion subsystem
consists of a single pressurant tank, eight hydrazine tanks, twenty 0.89 N (0.2 lbf) thrusters, valves,
filters, transducers, and regulators. The pressuram tank is the same design as used for the experiment
subsystem. The propellant tanks have an elastomeric diaphragm to provide positive expulsion
capability and are initially loaded to a 90% flU level The cur_nt qualified level of the tanks is 75%,
but the vendor, TRW-PSI, has indicated that the higher fill level should be possible without modifying
the tank design. The propellant tanks are arranged in two groups; a group of 2 tanks for low thrust
expe=4.ments and a group of 6 tanks for high thrust experiments. The two groups are arranged
symmetrically to prevent CG shifts during firings. The thrusters have a thrust level between 0.187 to
1.121 N (0.042 - 0.2.52 Ibf) depending on feed prcssu_. Figure 6.7-2 shows the configmation of the
thrusters on COLD-SAT. The thrasters are configured as close to the centerline as possible to
minimiTe transverse accelerations. Transverse accelerations are determined by the distance from the
satellite c.g.
Table 6.7-1 Experiment Accelerations and Thruster Usage
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The propellant tanks are loaded by opening the service valves and filling the low and high thrust tanks.
The service valves are then closed, thereby isolating the low and high thrust legs. On-orbit, the pyro
valve upstream of the triter in the propellant feed line is opened, allowing hydrazine to fill the feed lines
up to the thrusters. The high thrust experiments are then performed by maintaining the propellant tank
pressure at 2411.5 k.N/m2(350 psi) with the pressure regulators and withdrawing propellant from the
group of 6 tanks. The low thrust experiments are performed consecutively, so the pressure in the
propulsion system only has to be reduced once. This is accomplished by closing the multi-function
pyro valve, which isolates the group of 6 high thrust tanks, and opening the pyro valve in the
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pressurizationline m permit pressur/z_ outflow from the group of 2 low thrust tanks. During the low
thrust _xpea'iments, the pressure in the propellant tanks is maintained at 517 kN/m 2 (75 psi) by
modulating the latchingvalvesby the regulators.The check valvesin the pr_surization line prevents
blowdown pressurizationfxom the group of 6 high thrusttanks. Upon completion of the low thrust
cxp_'iments, the multi-functionpyro valve is opened and the remainder of the experiments arc
pea'form_ atthehigh t_ust l_el. At thispointthe two tankspe_'forminglow thrustoperationsremain
manifolded to the 6 high pressure tanks and provide common high pressu_ propellantfor the restof
themission.
The propulsion subsystem takesadvantage of an expea'imentsettestplan which performs low thrast
e_cnts consecutively. If the testplan would chang_ so thatthe low thrustexperiments are
l_rformed throughout themission,thenthe propulsionsubsystem would have to be modified topermit
multiple changes in thrustlevels.A statisticallydesigned experiment approach may require more
variationinthrustlevels.
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Figure 6.7-1 Propulsion Subsystem Schematic
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Figure 6.7-2 Thruster Configuration
The propulsion module clec_nics (PME) will have the function of providing the measurement data to
the TT&C subsystem. The electronics will also accept formatted commands to activate the valves and
heaters of the propulsion subsystem. The PME, built by Martin Marietta, is compatible with _he
MMMS
The hydrazine is contained in eight diaphragm tanks. The system requires pressure regulation for
maintaining a selected constant thrust level for each thruster throughout a Nven experiment. Two
different tank pressures am required for meeting the range of acceleration requirements of the
experiments. The two tank pressures of 2756 & 586 k.N/m 2 (400 & 83 psi) combined with
appropriate thrustor f'n-ing schemes provide the flexibility needed for desired accelerations and amtude
control. The system is provided with redundant main pyro valves for the propellant lines. Roll
thrusters arc placed in REMs (nx:kct engine modules) that contain two thrusters per REM.
Due to the large number of fluctuations in required experiment acceleration levels, it is unacceptable to
dump pressurant each time the thrust level must decrease due to the large pressurant tanks required.
One alternative is to add several different thrust levels of thrusters to the system. This would
significandy increase the number of components and complexity of the propulsion system. Theretbre,
the compromise solution between pressurant tank size and system complexity is to independently
pressurize two of the propellant tanks at 2756 k.N/m 2 (85 psi) and the other six at 586 k,N/m 2 (400
psi). This is accomplished by a combination of check valves and latching valves that isolate the tanks
not being used in a given experiment and thus result in no presstwam needing to be dumped overboard.
The components in the propulsion system have either been flown or have been flight qualifie&
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The thruster patterns axe at both the fore and aft ends of the spacecraft. The aft end has eight 0.89 N
(0.2 lbf) thrusters (6 required) to accommodate the highest experiment acceleration requirements and
allow for some redundancy in case of failure. Also on the aft end are the four roLl thr_ters which are
0.89 N (0.2 lbf) each. The 0.89 N (0.2 Ibf) thruste_ accommodate pointing the Iongitudinal-aods of
the S/C. The eight thr_ters at tim fi'ont end provide negative thrust along the longitudinal axis.
The longitudinal thrtmters are in patterns of eight in order to provide redundancy and to provide for
control by on-pui_g. For instance, one or two th.rusters would be on-pulsed if two thrusters in a
pattern are already continuously firing. Off-pulsing of up to a maximum of two thrusters would be
used for conu'oi where six",J_t_ arefi#mg.
The major issue in the on-board propulsion system for thrusmrs is the steady state Life of the 0.89 kg
(0.2 lbf) thrusters. The function of la'oviding low acceleration in the +longitudinal direction requires
that two of the 0.89 N (0.2 lbf) thrusters on the aft end of the spacecraft handle on the order of 227 kg
(500 lbm) total propellant used for the experiments. This assumes that the other six 0.89 N (0.2 Ibf)
thrusters on the aft end are for contingency use only (redundancy). Therefore, two thrusters must each
be capable of less than 100 hours of essentially steady state operation apiece. This does not appear to
present a major problem since according to Rocket Research personnel (the only manufacturer of the
0.89 N (0.2 lbt0 fl'ax_ter). These thrusters have been ground-tested to as much as 227 kg (500 Ibm)
for 500 hours of steady state operation.
The only other potentialproblem with the thrusterswould be a resultof high pulse rate (high
frequency)operation.This tends to thermallycycle thecatalystbed and thuscause increasedwear on
the thruster.In addition,the valvesmay experience wear as a functionof high cycle operation. The
pulsed operationof the thrustersaboard thisspacecraftcorresponds to typicalACS thrusteroperation
for the deadband of spacecraftattitudecontrol. In other words, there is no high cycle or high
frequencyoperationanticipatedforthe thrusters.
The ordnance valves for the COLD-SAT experiment would be supplied by Pyronetics.Their model
1420 valve was developed during and in supportof the Viking Program. This valve uses redundant
ordnance -any one of which would operatethe valve. The valve containsdual scatsof parentCRES
materialwhich issheared upon operationtoopen thevalve. The I,,20valve isthe 1.9crn (3/4inch)
valve which requires a pressure cartridgein _ddition to the NASA Standard initiator(NSI) for
activation.Pyronetics has developed and qualifiedmany valves of various sizes which are very
similar.
The NZH4 multifunctionordnance isolationvalves(P/N 3325) forCOLD-SAT would be suppliedby
Siebelair.The valves are normally open and are closedwith a pyro initiationatone end of the valve.
The valve isopened by a pyro initiationatthe otherend of thevalve. In thisway, the normally open
valve is reopened. The multifunction capabilityprovides a reliableand inexpensive means of
switchingpropulsion system pressurewithout using latchingvalves. The multifunctionvalve isflight
qualifiedand has flown on STS.
The GHe pressurantstoragetanks willbe loaded through high pressure servicevalves provided by
Pyronetics.This valve utilizesa metal-to-metalpoppet/seatdesignwherein theinternalpressurewithin
the system tends toassistseatingthe poppet. This valve alsoincorporatesdual sealsand the potential
forthreeindependent seals,ifnecessary.This design isutilizedon many high pressuregas systems as
wellas storables.The valve materialsare basicallyCRES with the scatbeing 15-5 PH. All sealsaxe
teflonor KEL-F.
The N2H4 tanks willbe loaded through servicevalvesprovided by Pyronetics. This valve utilizesa
metal-to-metalpoppet/seatdesign wherein the internalpressure within the system tends to assist
seatingthe poppet. This valve also incorporatesdual sealsand the potentialfor three independent
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seals, ff necessary. This design is utilized on many high pressure gas systems as well as storables.
The valve materials am basically CRES with the seat being 15-5 PI--L All seals are teflon or KEL-F.
t_e thrusters for the COLD-SAT experiment would be supplied by Rocket Research Company. The
mr part number is MR-103C which is part of the MR-103 family of engines. The MR-103C has
flown on MagcUan, SATCOM, Spaccnct, and G-Star. The thruster has a variable thrust capability
between 0.187-1.121 N (0.042-0.252 Ibf), depending on inlet pressure. COLD-SAT will use thrust
levels betweon 0.2.0.9 N (0.045-0.21 lbf). The thrust variability permits the use of a single engine
designtoprovide allrequir_ thrustlevels.The thrasterhas 100:i expansion and a dual seat,Wright
Components, valve (P/N 15726). The thrusterdemonstrated 158,531 N-see (35,62.5Ibf-scc)total
impulse capability,64,800 second continuous firingtime, minimum impulse bitof 0.00445 N-sec
(.001Ibf-scc)and 1033.5 kN/m 2 (150 psi)inletpressure,and 410,000 totalpulses.
The propellanttank for COLD-SAT would be supplied by Pressure Systems Incorporated (PSI),a
subsidiaryof Thompson, Ramo, Woolridge (TRW). The selectedtank partnumber is80274-I and
has previouslyflown on EXOSAT. The tank issphericalwith a 0.48 m (19.03 inch)inner diameter.
The wall material is 6Al-4V titanium. The tank uses a positive expulsion AF-E-332 elastomeric
diaphragm for low-g fluid expulsion. The minimum wall thickness is 0.06 cm (0.023 inch) and the
tank Weight is 6 kg (13.25 Ibm). The maximum operating and burst pressures are 2598 and 5195
kN/m 2 (377 and 75,( psi), respectively. Normally this tank is utilized in a blowdown mode and only
fried to a 75% level with propellant. Use with regulated pressurization and an initial fill to 90% is not
a vendor concern although some delta qualification may be required.
The propulsion subsystem would use the same pressurant tank from Structural Composites
Incorporated (SCI) as used by the experiment subsystem. The tank has a seamless aluminum liner
overwrapped with a HITCO T--49 graphite/epoxy composite. The tank has a cylindrical barrel section
and square-root-of-two domes. The cylindrical barrel section simplifies overwrapping, resulting in a
high performance design.
The relief valves selected for the COLD-SAT application are designed and produced by Ametek/S traza
Division of Ketema. The valves shall be of stainless steel construction and utilize teflon or KEL-F for
seats and "O"-rings. Valve construction uses a secondary pressure pickup area which increases valve
sensitivity. At valve cracking pressure the flow past the poppet flows into the secondary, chamber.
The secondary pressure buildup then acts over a larger diameter of the poppet thereby reducing the
band from cracking to full flow. The burst disks selected for the COLD-SAT application are designed
and produced by Ametek/Straza Division of Ketema. The burst disc incorporates a Belleville spring
with the diaphragm. The principle of operation results in a change from increasing to decreasing force
during the stroke as opposed to a coil spring which requires a uniformly increasing force to compress
it. The snap over action of the BeUeville results in a clean shear of the diaphragm as it is driven into a
hollow punch.
The burst disk will be of stainless steel consmaction and will incorporate a downstream screen to trap
the cut out section, thus preventing contamination of the relief valve, which is downstream of the burst
disk.
The gas and liquid filter,s selected for the COLD-SAT GHe application are designed and produced by
either Wintec or Vacco. The filters are totally welded and shall be of all stainless steel construction.
The _ter element is either pleated wire mesh or an etched disc, with a 251.t absolute rating. The design
of the filter could permit removal of the filter element for cleaning, repair, or replacement with the f'dter
body installed if necessary. However, since all media is f'tltered prior to entering the system this is not
considered necessary and the filters are just added insurance to prevent any contamination from
causing a problem.
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The pressure transducer selected for the propulsion subsystem is the basic variable reluctance unit
designed and built by the Tavis Corporation. The unit operates with a 28 vdc input and provides an
outputof 0-5 vdc which islinearwithinthepressurerange of the unit.
The StererEngineering design forthe GHe pressureregulatingvalve forCOLD-SAT isbased on the
specificdesign utilizedon the Manned Maneuvering Unit _MMU) regnlatc_r,which they developed.
The MMU regulatorwas required to reduce 24804 kN/m z to 1461 kN/m _ (3600 psig to 212 psig)
with an output toleranceof ±103 kN/m 2 (±15 psi)while flowing GN2 at 1.19to 3.74 standard cubic
meters per minum (42 to 132 standardcubic feetper minute). The ±103 kN/m 2 (±15 psi)regulanon
tolerance applies to the GHe outletpressure throughout the inletpressure range and the GHe
temperaturerange of 206 deg K to406 deg K (-90"Fto+150'R_).
The GI--leisolationvalves (P/N 6699) were selectedfrom Consolidated Controls Corporation. The
valve isa latching,singlestage solenoidvalve designed tooperate with a 28 V'DC input signal.The
valve has 34450 kN/m 2 (5000 psi)pressurehandling capabilityand low pressuredrop of 172 kN/m 2
(25 psid)at0.14 kg/min (0.3Ibm/rain)flow of helium. The valve has low internalleakage of lessthan
0.3 scc/s (0.02 standard cubic inches/sec)of helium. The valve is flightqualifiedfor manned
spacecraftand has flown on Apollo.
The check valve for COLD-SAT were selectedfrom HTL. The valve isa quad package with two
parallellegs,each containing seriescheck valves. This packaging provides failedopen and closed
redundancy ina singleunit.The package isallwelded and has low pressuredrop and internaleakage.
The valve isflightqualifiedand has flown on Mariner.
6.8 Sof_ar_
Flight software is divided into the four areas of Experiment Control, OBC Computations and
Operations, Attitude Control, and Telemetry and Command Handling Operations.
The COLD-SAT software concept utilizes a compatible interface between test and flight and mission
operations software. The flight architecture uses a high order language to shorten the design time
period.
The experiment testsequences will be capable of being adjusted in flight.Sequence startsand
durationswillalso be adjustablein flight.Attitudecontrolpointingof the TDRSS antenna and the
spacecraft will also be able to be updated.
The top level functions performed by software am
1. ACS and Experiment Control
2. Recorder Management
3. Teicmen'y Control
4. Redundancy Management and Fault Protection
Experiment sequence, parametric experiment dam, orbit corrections, spacecraft positioning and fault
recovery instructions will be r_programmable in flight via TDRSS uplink to the spacecra.t't. Software
estimatesareprovided inthe tablebelow.
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ACS 3650 Provides spacecraft orbit corrections and positioning for maneuvers
such as solar array aiming. It is designed to accept commands up[inked
via TDRSS
Experiment 8375
Control
Experiment sequences instructions will be resident on-board the
spacecraft. Commands will be sent via TDRSS to select the order that
sequence instructions are to be performed and select associated
parametric data
Recorder 300
Management
l:)rovidcs control of telemetry data storage on the recorder and playback
of the telemetry data during active TDRSS communications to the SOCC
Telemetry 300
Control
Provides control and integration into a telemetry data stream of
spacecraft data and experiment data
Redundancy 3130
Command
Acccptor 1450
Provides self checks of spacecraft health and means to switch to the
backup on failure. Estimate is based on maximizing use of built in
hardware self checks with minimal software redundancy. This will be
revisited as the design progresses.
Provides engineering test of the on-board software during development.
Response
Generator 1750 Provides engineering test of the on-board software during development.
The software has been sized consistent with similar spacecraft subsystem requirements. The
experiment subsystem sofv, waxe requirements provide a different sizing requirement because of the
multiple sensor and control of valves requirement.
6. 9 Soacecraft Conclusions and Recommendations
The most significant concern was the [yayload shroud envelope. The restricted volume causes some
difficulty in the design integration of the hardware and will require careful planning in the assembly
flow. The use of the MMS modules eases the integration complexity. A reduced experiment set and
the resulting decrease in the size of the storage tank and the propellant tanks eased any weight
conc_TIs.
An assembly and test flow has been laid out that will be within the capability to reliably assemble the
satellite. It will be significandy advantageous to be able to fabricate the experiment subsystem at an
off-line system level and then integrate the experiment subsystem into the satellite, in this way it may
be possible to perform the thermal vacuum characterization tests in a smaller test facility.
The conceptual design of the satellite has been evaluated for reliability and risk during the concept
development. The basis of the high reliability and low risk estimate is the use of spacecraft avionics
that are presendy in production and will require minimum modifications for its electronic functions.
There is less risk using the MMS modules in tact and not changing the mechanical interfaces to the
modules. The MMMS modules cart fit in the shroud envelope along with the LH2 ta.rtk sizes.
The effect of acceleration forces on the experiment heat transfer and fluid motion characteristics
produce transient dynamics. Damping and isolation will be used where possible to avoid self-induced
acclerations on the spacecraft. An ACS fluid slosh model will be inte_rated into the attitude control
simulation model to determine the characteristics and interactions.
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Additionalspacecraftsimplificationdependsonestablishingcompromiseato _'periment requirements.
As they are eased with respect to numbers of tests, amount of LH2, amount of propellant for
acceleration, spacecraft attitude and pointing restrictions, etc. a Lighter weight and simpler spacecraft is
possible if the spacecraft simplification is allowed to drive the experiment requirements. As an
example, if a simple, cost effective propulsion system results in acceleration and propellant quantity
limits, the experiments should then be designed to operate within the established limits. The resulting
data would then be more of a demonstration nature rather than providing model validation.
The following reflects some recommended changes that could reduce spacecraft weight and
complexity. They would be implemented in consonance with recommended experiment subsystem
modi_ations. Such combined modifications could result in a dry satellite weight of around 1814 kg
(4000 lbs) or 2494 kg (5500 lbs) wet. A smaller, less expensive launch vehicle, such as the
augmented Titan ]I, may then become a viable option that would further reduce the overall system cost.
See Rcf 6.9-1 for additional information on reduced size COLD-SAT options.
- Modify the propulsion system to use simple blowdown with possibly several fixed
recharges for propellant expulsion. Delete the forward propulsion module that allows
liquid settling over the tank vents. Only a few of these tests are currendy planned and
thc';a" elimination does not significantly degrade the experiment set. This change has a
major impact on the capability to maintain "clean" acceltwations and associated fluid
regimes of interest. Reduce the number of propellant tanks using tanks as large as
possible and fix the experiment set to these restrictions is also a recommendation. A
major propulsion issue, that is worsened as sateUite weight is decreased, is the
developed thruster capability to provide very low thrust below 0.¢5 N (0.1 ib) to meet
required experiment acceleration regimes. Further assessment in thisarea arc required.
- Go to fixed solar arrays and accept attendant restrictions on S/C poimmg and available
power on expca'imem requirements.
- Reconfigum the MMS modules aft to accommodate ELV cg constraints to account for
supply tank weight reduction from no vacuum jacket. The restdting S/C structure is
greatly changed.
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7.0GROUND SEGMENTDESIGN
The ground segmentconsistsof the ground support equipment used for test and assemblyand
insinUationof theflight hardwareandsoftwa.n:alongwith the opczadons hardware and software at the
Satellite Operations Control Center (SOCC). The operations concept limits the number of personnel
thus sizing the SOCC equipment. Figure 7-I is the fancdonal block diagram of the ground support
eqmpment for COLD-SAT.
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Figure 7-I Ground Segment Functional Block Diagram
Mechanical Ground Sut_vort Equivment (MGSE) - The MGSE provides ground servicing, handling
support, transportation support, and maintenance functions for the satellite. The major MGSE
structural hardware items include a transporter with protective cover, handling and rotation dolly,
handling/lifting slings & strongback., holding fixtures and installation tools. In addition, a separation
interface test set and alignment test equipment are provided. Support equipment for the experiment
and propulsion subsystem includes a propellant servicing/deservicing cart, propellant high pressure
GHe pressurant servicing panel, I.M2 servicing/deservicing system, high pressure GH2 experiment
pressurant servicing system, high pressure GHe experiment pressurant servicing panel, experiment
and propellant system leak check kits, fluid support equipment and miscellaneous calibration
equipment. Figure 7-2 depicts the major interfaces with the spacecraft.
Electrical Ground S ut)vort E(_uit_ment CEGSE) - The EGSE provides command, control, calibration,
simulation, ground 28 Vdc power to the satellite, and data management of the spacecraft and
experiment subsystems during ground test and checkout operations. A major portion of the EGSE
hardware is comprised of the spacecraft "I'TCS support equipment comprised of a RF test set, sun
sensor simulator, articulation simulator, EPS simulator, ACS simulator, mission sequence and
command generation system, monitoring system, display equipment and printer. In addition, a power
distribution system, spacecraft electrical power subsystem support equipment, electronics integration
test set, and solar panel test equipment are provided.
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Figure 7-2 COLD-SAT MGSE Interfaces
Satellite Ooerations Control Center (SOCC_ - The SOCC provides in-flight command, control and
management of flight data (both realt£me and recorded) for COLD-SAT. Operations software is
included in the SOCC. The SOCC includes a router, telemetry preprocessor, data management work
stations, mission planning and scheduling work stations, and personal computers for experiment
monitoring and data processing. Figu_ 7-3 depicts the flow of data, commands, and tracking through
NASCOM and TDRSS.
The spacecraft provides data through TDRSS and GSFC to the SOCC and to the GSE. The spacecra£t
may be commanded from the SOCC through GSFC and TDRSS, or dixecdy from GSFC through
TDRSS.
Handling equipment is provided to move and hold the spacecraft during assembly and checkout and
installation at KS C.
7.1 MGSE
The mechanical interfaces with the COLD-SAT spacecraft include lines to a gaseous hydrogen
servicing system, to a gaseous helium servicing system, to a liquid hydrogen servicing system and to a
hydtazine servicing system. A handling dolly is ru-quh'ed along with lifting equipment to be used while
assembling the spacecraft.
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_l:gll,ill._,Igg_-The satellitetransporteralong with a protectivecover willbc used to move COLD-
SAT during the move to thefacilitieswhere integratedtestingoccur. The sateLlitewillbe transported
by airtotheLH2 thermalvacuum facility(ifnecessary)and toKSC.
 ' ;6x]ffa"Zao"bif£ "sZ iLh÷esvs're.
(TDRSS)
• Safety and health data only
Figure 7-3 COLD-SAT SOCC to TDRSS Interfaces
Figure7.i-l shows the transportationapproach we have selected.Ground transportationwillbe used
from thecontractorfacilitytothelocalairport,ffasuitablehazardous thcrrnalvacuum chamber exists
away from thecontractor'sfacilityairtransportwillbe used. Air transportwillbe used to move
COLD-SAT tothe CCAFS. Ground transportadonwillbe used forallmoverncnt atCCAFS.
One method of transportationthatcan be used between thecontractor'sfacilityand the thermal vacuum
testfacility(ifthisfacilityisnot atthecontractor'site)isto use the PETS or Payload Environmental
TransportationSystem, a trucktransportmethod belonging toNASA.
Handling - A handling dolly is required along with lifting equipment to be used while assembling the
spacecraft. The dolly is accommodated in both the contractor facilities and in the KSC facilities.
A handling slingisrequired along with liftingequipment to be used while moving or rotatingthe
spacecraft. The sling is accommodated in both the contractor facilities and in the KSC facilities.
Handling Equipment for COLD-SAT would be built new because of the unique size and shape of the
spacecraft.
PPF- The requirements for the Payload Processing Facility (PPF') are to provide for support
equipment assembly, integration, and checkout, receiving inspection, and rotation, final assembly and
installations, systems test and checkout, and a SOCC end-to-end test. A ground checkout and control
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station and personnel accommodations axe requized. CCAFS buildings AM, AE, and AO are suitable
for COLD-SAT. The pre_ recommendation is to use building AM. Table 7.1-1 is a parametric
look at the PPF requirements and the facility capabilities.
INTEGRATED HANDLING APPROACH
TRANSPORTER W/PROTECTIVE COVER
Figure 7.1-1 Transportation Concept
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Table 7.1-1 Launch Site Processing Facility Requirements Summary
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The driving requirement for the choice of facilities is the overhead crane height capability. The COLD-
SAT will necci about 10 meters in height in the highbay.
HPF - The requirements for the Hazardous Processing Facility arc to provide support equipment
assembly, integration and checkout, provide for a proof pressure demonstration test, provide N2H4
servicing and pressurization, and install the Delta II Upper Stage Assembly Handing Can. CCAFS
Explosive Safe Area ESA 60 Propellant Lab is the preliminary recommendation. Table 7.1-2 gives the
parametric look at what is required versus what is available.
L_a_c,h_,_._, - The only new design.eq.uipment required for KSC operations is an I.,H2 and GI-I2
Loading and Vent System. Investigauonintoavailabilityof hardware from completed programs ison-
going. GH2 loading is now planned to be accomplished atthe pad. This willrequi_ additionalpad
hardware. The modificationsto Pad 17B are shown inFigure 7.i-2.
The Hydrogen loading approach feann'esor accommodates nominal and emergency venRng afterLH2
& GH2 loading,topoffiseasilyaccomplished, and launchdelays/scrubsam betteraccommodated.
TANKER LOCATION MAY
BE IN FUEL LOADING AREA
2OOFT FROM THE PAD
Figure 7.1-2 Launch Pad 17B ModJ_atwns for CoMsat
7.2 EGSE
Using standardizedcomponents allows the use of existingsupport equipment no longerrequired for
theirprevious missions. Martin MariettabuiltMMS supportequipment ispresentlyavailableatMartin
Mariettafor fu_er design analysis.
SOCC Equipment forflightoperationscan be obtained,inpart,_:_m GSFC The equipment us_i on
Magellan for operations support might be made available thru JPL
The user Satellite Operations Control Center (SOCC) Data Processing Facility functional traffic
interfacesare command, telemetry,and trackingdata through TDRSS and the functionaloperational
interfaces axe with the Network Control Center (NCC) for user utilizationof the TDRSS
telecommunicationsservices.
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The SOCC hardware iscommercially availableand similarto Magellan Operations equipment..A block
diagram of the SOCC hardware isshown in Figure7.2-I.
The followinglistingof hardware describestheSOCC hardware.
ROUTER
Commercial hardware - serves as gateway and formatter interfacesto GFE data transmission
equipment(DTE) thatinterfacestocomm_ long haul linevendors datacarrierequipment ('DCE);
routes PCM to telemetry pre-Focessor, formats commands and requests for transfer over NASCOM to
NASA or thevehicle.
Table 7.1-2 Servicing Facility Requirements
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Commercial hardware -decommutates P_4; does real-runepreliminaryevaluationof dam according to
asetof approximately 13 algorithms;providestapeand diskstorageof vehicledam as itcomes infrom
NASCOM; alsodetectsand displaysvehictedine. Separate time code equipment displayingumc to
beginning of vehicleTDRSS linkand &me toend of TDRSS linkto the vehicle;has dccommumtor,
compressor, frame and subframe synchronizer,digitaltapes,disks,terminal and 2 Ethcmct ports:
ex_snng commercial off-the-shelf system similar to what will be at .IPL for Magellan telemetry, data pre-
processing.
DATA MANAGEMENT WORK STATION
Commercial hardware - provides TLM pre-processor setup, storage of common data base (e.g.
calibration curves), formats user selected data for output to plotters or line printers, has dual Ethemet
ports - one to the telemetry pre-processor for setup and one to the central SOCC Ethernet for dam and
commands; also contains 2 plotters, 2 line printers, multiple disk drives and digital tape drives,
external storage for database and experiment data storage; uses h/w similar to Magellan vehicle
monitoring system Martin Marietta has developed for Magellan tracking in Denver, uses advanced
O_;G!HAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALri'Y
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work stations/w doveloped in ADA for space stationthathas been used for nationaltestbed, R2P2
and OSCRS.
NASCOM
I KSCIRIG TIME
OPSl
CMOl
Tt;M
.I_--,.ID ROUTEN
Figure 7.2-ISOCC Con/igurarion
[VflSSION PLANNING AND S_UI..ING WORK STATION
Existing GSFC mission planning temuinal (MPT') system - provides dedicated communications with
the GSFC network control center for TDRSS scheduling;, supports planning, scheduling and mission
modifications; .also provides link that GSFC will use to provide SOCC mission control with attitude
control corrections, burn times, etc. The intent is for GSFC to do a.LIorbit analysis for COLD-SAT.
We shaft provide GSFC with vehicle parameters. GSFC will have direct access to vehicle telcmeu'y.
thnl NASCOM. The intent is to perform analysis regarding whether COLD-SAT should upgrade to
the new user planning system und_ development at GSFC when it is available.
PERSONAL COMPUTER
Comm_-'iaI hardware - provides us_ genc=al support such as experiment data processing; includes
hard disk, print_/plotteur and network port to the data management work station which provides access
to stored vehicle and expe=imcnt data. This is similar hardwar_ and design to the Martin Marietta
system that will be used in Dcnv_ to monitor Magellan. An enhancement will provide personal
compute_ to data management work station interlaces so no hand data entry is requi_d.
F..lecmcal support equipment for processing the COLD-SAT on the ground wifl include that equipment
in the remote Control Room located at the Processing Facility when at KSC or at the conu'actofs
facility. Drag-on cables are used when testing is on-going. This equipment allows communication
with the satellite for integration and test. Figu_ 7.2-3 is a block diagram of the control room EGSE.
The Near Vehicle eleca'icalsupportequipment is connected to the remote ControlRoom EGSE located
atthe Processing Facilitywhen atKSC. Drag-on cablesaxe used when testingison-going. Figure
7.2-4 shows the nearvehicleEGSF..
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Thc electrical support equipment has heritage from on-going Martin Marietta programs. It is derived
from support equipment developed for MMMS flight hardware.
COMPUTER
TFEP
TIME DECODER
VEHICLE TLM
VEHICLE CMD
L
BASEBAND
EQUIPMENT
2X FWD ERROR
CORRECTION/
ERROR
DETECTION
AND
CORRECTION
VEHICLE TIM
VEHICLE CMD
--_SINGLE DECK ATR
GND CONTROL AND STATUS
BERT CONTROL AND STATUS
INTEGRATION & TEST
COMM INTERFACE
t PRI
m
SEC MUX-_
BIT ERROR RATE
TESTER
5 CH VOICE
Figure 72-3 Control Room EGSE
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Figure 7.24 Block Diagram of the Near Vehicle EGSE
The following ground software is commc_-'ially available in most cases and would be used in the
SOCC scenario for COLD-SAT. The amount of lines of code (LOC_ required is estimated also.
ROUTr_R IO(X} LOC
Cornmunicadons executive, acts as gateway; routes NASCOM data to using SOCC s/w and formats
data to be sent out on NASCOM communications.
TELEMETRY PRE-PROCESSING SYSTEM COTS
Decommuta_n, compression and analysis of telemetry dam containing vehicle control and monitor
data and experiment data: routes compressed data to the SOCC Ethernct for work station use; accepts
setup from the data management work station via Ethernet.
VEHICLE CONTROL AND MONITOR 20,000 LOC
Monitor vehicle health (156 sensor & 41 effectors) using -13 algorithms and issue responses; has
COTS database at the heart of the system; uses modification of existing s/w mentioned above.
EXPERIMENT MONITOR 15,000 LOC
Real-time post test mode monitoring of experiments (471 sensors) with -13 algorithms, will compaxe
actual vulues to sequence simulation; display data and send selected data over Ethernet to Line printers
or plotters; issue responses to conditions; has COTS database at the heart of the system; uses
modification of existing s/w mentioned above.
WORK STATION CORE 8,S00 LOC
Work station,executive (50(30LOC), COTS database,output formatterand user context sensitive
interactiveinterface(8,000LOC and -24 screens)usesexistingadvanced work stations/w developed
inADA thathas alsobeen used forNationalTest Bed, R2P2 and OSCRS. Existings/w has interactive
contextsensitivegraphics,provides featuressuch as Help automaticallydisplayedwhen a usermerely
touches an icon, has touch screen and pointing device interfaces,also has speech synthesis,voice
%10
recognitionandan internalexpertsystem Mostwork in adaptingthissystemto COLD-SAT will beto
delete unnecessary functions.
SEQUENCE AND SIMULATION GENERATOR 10,000 LOC
Automated creation of experiment test software similar to compiler - does syntax and semantics
correctness evaluations of sequences which support 471 sensors and 222 effectors. Since actual
executable sequences are stored on board the vehicle, the output is software that identifies the
execution order of on-board sequences and provides variables such as time and ranges; uses COTS
database with the output a listing of a file containing the model of the sequence execution, and a t-de
that the user can transfer to the muter for uplink to the vehicle.
DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 5,000 LOC
Central data archive and data reduction services providing post test conversion of data to engineering
units, listings, plots and graphic displays, also provides interface to personal computers for user data
analyses, and includes COTS database system and COTS data reduction system.
MISSION PLANNING AND SCHEDULING - Existing
The intent is to use the existing GSFC mission planning terminal system running on the HP 1000
initially. An analysis will be performed to determine if the "user mission planning terminal system"
being developed by GSFC will meet schedule requirements and will be better for COLD-SAT by
reducing manpower requirements.
7.3 Ground Sem'nent Issues and Concerns
The access tower for pad 17 has minimal space available for the controls for loading LH2 and GH2.
Plumbing can be routed either internally or externally to the tower. Control of the valve complex will
have to be remote. The FST electrical classification only supports H2 servicing by using the method
of equipment shutdown and purging with GN2. The electrical equipment in the PAD area near the
hydrogen loading equipment may need to be upgraded to avoid any ESD during loading. Some
equipment can be powered down instead of modified. Modifications will take the form of providing
the enclosure with GN2. The payload fairing purge also eliminates some of the hazards associated
with hydrogen loading and venting.
The decision to load GH2 at the pad means additional modification for lines from the GH2 trailer to the
satellite to the T-O umbilical. The T-0 umbilical for the GHe purge for a payload has never been
offer_ as a service by Delta.
T'mae must be made to provide an adequate thermal conditioning of the supply tank. Time of MST
removal should accommodate GH2 loading.
To avoid excessive travel expenditures, the SOCC location should take into account the home location
of the flight team. Existing equipment at GSFC may make it more cost effective to operate the mission
there. The percentage of flight team members from LeRC may make it desirable to locate the SOCC at
LeRC. The short mission duration makes TDY expenses more economical.
The thermal vacuum testing of the spacecraft should include loaded LH2. A hazard-protection thermal
vacuum facility must be refurbished or built to accommodate the satellite.
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8.0 n'r'r'ERFACEff
Internal interfaces are defined hcr¢ as those between the spacecraft and the experiment subsystem;
those between the spacecrcft and the ground support equipment used during test and prelaunch
activities; and those between analysts and Prs and the SOCC.
External interfaces arc defined hcrc as those between the spacecraft and TDRSS, between the
spacccr_ and the launch vehicle, between the NASCOM and the SOCC, and between the GSE and
KSCJCCAFS.
Figure 8-I depicts the interfacing functions required to successfully complete the COLD-SAT
program.
s_Tm.Lrr_
a_ouNo si_ai_Jcr
Figure 8-1 COLD-SAT External and Internal Interfaces
All environments will bc defined m thesystem specification. Specific environments while attached to
the launch vehicle, will be specified in the Spacecraft to Launch Vehictc ICD.
TDRSS interfaces will bc def'med in theSpacecraft to TDRSS ICD.
Mission Operations (MOS) interfaces will be defined in the MOS to TDRSS ICD. This ICD will
include the agreements between GSFC and LERC specified in the Memo of Agreement (MOA) signed
by GSFC and LERC.
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Interfacesbetween the flightand ground segments of COL_SAT include servicingand calibration
support mechanical interfacesbetween the MGSE and the satellite;communications between the
satelliteand the SOCC and between the satelliteand the EGSE (through TDRSS, MIL-71 or
hardwim). Handling equipment attachmentstothe satelliteam detailedin section7.
SOCC interfacesto the satellitearc through the NASCOM network supplied by GSFC. GSFC also
provides the scheduling of TDRSS usage through coordination with the SOCC. Tracking data is
routed to GSFC and processed for updating the ephemeris data to be uplinked to the satellitevia
inclusionin the command loadsdeveloped atthe SOCC and sentto GSFC over NASCOM linesfor
uplinkingthrough TDRSS.
8.1 ExternalInterfaces
The externalinterfacesbetween the COLD-SAT SatelliteFlightSegment and itsassociatedGround
Segment and othersupportingsystems includephysical,envi_nmcntal, and radiofrequency which are
del_ndent on the phase of the mission. KSC/CCAFS proviclesmechanical and electricalsupport.
The launch vehicle,a Delta IL p/_vides a mechanical interfacewith the spac_-af't.TDRSS provides
the communications fzom the satelliteto the ground. GSFC provides the communications network as
well astrackingand scheduling.
Electricalinterfacespriorto ELV integrationarc through eitherthe T-0 umbilical or the drag-on
connections to the modules and assemblies that accommodate testconnections. The functions
supportedby theseinterfacesareshown inFigu_ 8-2 and include:
(a). Support system level testingbefore shipment to the launch siteto verify capabilityand
performance. Control, checkout, and monitoring functions are provided as well as servicing of
experiment consumables to simulate orbitaloperations on the ground. Calibrationfunctions axe
included.
(b). Handling and transportationfunctionsare requiredduring the ground processing flow and end
with flight segment integration to the launch vehicle at the launch complex.
(c). Certain finalassembly operationsof the satellitewill be accomplished at the launch siteand
requixesupport interfacefunctionsincluding installationand checkout of the solar array,TDRSS
antenna and batteries.
(d) Functional checkout and testingof the spacecraftand experiment subsystems isrequired during
ground processing to vcrif'yflight readiness.
(c) Hydrazine propellantservicingof thespacecz-aftisr_quiredpriortoLV integration.
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Figure 8-2 Prelaunch, Prior-ro-F_L V Integration, interfaces
Ground loading carts for pressurant or liquid hydrogen can interface through ports so designated for
ground fill and drain on the satellite.
Controlled environments will minimize external EMI/ESD and provide clean working conditions.
Electrical interfaces after ELV integration arc through either the T-0 umbilical or the drag-on
connections to the MMS modules and propulsion and experiment test sets that accommodate test
connections to verify flight readiness and system integrity prior to GH2 and LH2 servicing.
Experiment subsystem control is provided during GH2 and LI--I2 loading. The final configuration is
set up through the electrical interface. Figure 8-3 depicts the interfaces after attachment to the launch
vehicle.
End-to-end verification of the spacecraft uplink and downlink capability prior to launch is provided.
Ground loading for pressurant or liquid or gaseous hydrogen can interface through ports so designated
for ground f'dl and drain on the satellite. The launch pad provides for gaseous helium loading. The
launch pad will be modified to provide for hydrogen loading.
A mounting flange which is an integral part of the separation system provides the mechanical
attachment of the satellite to the LV.
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Figure 8-3 Prelaunch, After Launch Vehicle Integration, Interfaces
ControLled environments will miazimizc external EMI/ESD and provide clean working conditions. A
GN2 purged shroud will assist in eliminating potential hazards between the hydrogen during loading
and the electrical cizeuits activated for the COLD-SAT launch.
Ascent is defined as the period from launch to separation of the spac .cc_..t from the launch veh.icte.
No electrical interfaces arc available during ascent through Delta IT- The initiation of spacecraft amtucte
control will have to be a timed signal generated on-board the spacecraft. The separation signal will be
provided by a limit switch at the interface. Environments normally arc most severe during this mission
phase. The satellite will be designed to accommodate the environments as specified in the Delta i"i
User's Guide and defined in the Satellite-to-Launch Vehicle ICE). Figure 8-4 shows the types of
environmental interfaces during ascent.
Protection from the environments near Earth will be provided on the satellite. Specifically, the induced
drag at the orbit altitude will not interfere with the on-going experiments. On orbit interfaces are
depicted in Figure 8-5.
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Communications will bcg/n with the first acquisition of TDRSS for transmission of recorded launch
dam and the initial recorded data from the checkout of the spacccra_ and the experiments. Thereafter all
data wig b¢ recorded for transmission later.
8.2 Internal Interfaces
The experiment subsystem interfaces with the spacecr_ for dam and command through the RIUs to
the TT&C subsysmm. The clock refez'ence is provided from the TT&C subsystem. Prime power is
provided by the EPS. The spacecraft and experiment arc integrated to form the structure of the
satellite.The ACS and Propulsion subsystem provide accelerationforces on the experiment
subsystem.
- [iiiiiiiii;ii;]suemmeM [iiil;i:iiiiiiiii_ii!I '
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Figure 8-4 Ascent Interfaces
The satellite interfaces to the SOCC (using the TDRSS link) using an S-band carrier. A backup he:
through the GSTDN will be provided for emergency use only to acquire health and sat'et3," data.
Another internal interface is the one between the SOCC and the personnel assigned to COLD-SAT.
The SOCC provides a quick-look capability at experiment data. It also can recover and process
recorded satellite engineering data. All data received will be recorded by the SOCC. Satellite data will
bc time tagged such that the onboard satellite time may be correlated with UTC.
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9.00PERATIQ_
Onerations Areas - Operations will be conducted at (1) the contractor facility during assembly,
integration and testing (2) the large thermal vacuum chamber facility for sequence testing of the
satellite with Liquid hydrogen; (3) KSC and Cape Canaveral Air Force Station (CCAFS) for satellite
assembly and integration and testing after attachment on the launch vehicle, and for hunch operations;
and (4) the SOCC for flight operations.
Ork,anizarional Roles and Resnonsibilities - The_ are six organizations that play a part in COLD-
SAT. 1). LeRC is the project management for COLD-SAT and is responsible for the selection and
direction of the science team. LeRC also provides direction to the satellite contractor for design
requirements, information requirements, and budget considerations. LeRC also provides the Delta II
launch Vehicle. 2). GSFC provides the interface with COLD-SAT through NASCOM and the
TDRSS. Link availability is provided through coordination with GSFC. 3). KSC provides the launch
processing facilities. 4). AFETR provides the Delta II Launch Facility and coordinates range safety.
5). The LV Contractor provides the Delta II and its associated integration functions. 6). The Satellite
Contractor provides the satellite and personnel to perform on the mission operations team. The SateLlite
Contractor also integrates the flight and ground systems, coordinating the requisition of any new
equipment needed eitherat the SOCC or at the launch site.
Onerations Summary - Operations can be divided into pre-mission and mission.
•Premission - Integration and systems testing at the contractor's facility, at the large thermal vacuum
chamber, and at KSC/Cape Canaveral Air Force Station (CCAFS) require a control center to monitor
and command the satellite and near vehicle EGSE to be utilized to connect to the remote control center
EGSE. The EGSE and MGSE concept utilizes common hardware and software for use at any of the
facilities. Transportation and handling hardware are discussed in Section 7.
•Mission - A series of cryogenic fluid management experiments are to be performed in low-Earth-orbit
to develop the technology required to effectively manage cryogens in the space environment. The
satellite used to perform this mission will employ liquid hydrogen as the test fluid, be launched on an
expendable launch vehicle CDelta O, and be designed to conduct a series of experiments over a 3
month period, providing essentially low gravity data to enrich the understanding of the fluid physics of
subcritical cryogens and to validate analytical and numerical models.
A circular orbit provided by the Delta II launch vehicle at 926 ka'n (500 nmi) with an inclination of 28.8
degrees allows the satellite to remain in orbit at least 500 years and also minimizes drag on the satellite
to the range of 10 .9 g's. The longitudinal axis pointing at a projection of the sun in the orbit plane
provides minimum disturbances, enhancing the sun-pointing (available power) capability. The
communication capability of the satellite is enhanced by adding articulation capability.
Communication using the NASA Standard TDRSS Transponder (S=Band) is provided through a
switching antenna scheme. Control of on=board operations and data management is provided by an
on-board computer.
9.1 Ground Processin_
Ground Processin_ Considerations - The satellite will be serviced in two facilities at the launch site: a
payload processing facility and a launch site servicing facility. The discussion of the facility
requirements is in Section 7.1.
The payload processing facility will be used for I) support equipment assembly after shipment, 2)
satellite receiving, inspection and placement in a verdcal position; 3) satellite final assembly and
installations, 4) system test and checkout; and 5) a SOCC end-to-end checkout.
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The launch sitesea'vicingfacilitywillbe used as a hazardous processing facilityto I)reassemble the
support equipment' 2) D'ovide a proof pressure demonsu'ation test,3) provide N2H4 servicingand
_m'izadon, and 5) installthe satelliteintotheDelta ITUpper Stage Assembly Handling Can.
Ground Servicin_ Considerations-Pad 17B isthedesiredlaunch sitebecause the locationof the fuel
forboth pads istothe eastofpad 1713.When the supply tankcan be sc_vicedwith LH2 and GH2
af-t_theCOLD-SAT isintcgr_t_ito theDelta IIlaunchvehicleisacriticaldriveron LC- 17 launch site
modificationsreq_ to provide the capabilityto safelyI_rform these operations.Italso impacts
COLD-SAT r_l_ents fortank thermal stabilizationand how the chilldown of the supply tank is
going to be accomplished on the ground. Pad safetyconsiderationsand restrictionsmqu_re thatthis
servicingbe accomplished in the final8 hours priorto launch afterthe pad isclem'edof personnel.
This imposes remotely controlledLH2 and GH2 loading oI_mtions using an umbilicalconnected to
thespace,Taftvia thelaunch vehiclefixedumbilicaltower. This T-0 umbilicaldisconnectsatlaunch.
Early release of the T-0 umbilical will not be accomplished since a launch abort after the release would
create a situation wher_ drain and vent access to the supply tank would only be possible by
reconnecting the umbilical. This would create an unacceptable safety situation. The umbilical release
with a lanyard pull system rele, a_s the umbilical by the motion of the launch vehicle as it moves off the
pad. The umbilical is always in place for contingency deservicing for all pro- engine ignition launch
vehicle abort situations.
Certainsatellitecommands arc r_q_ through the T-0 umbilical. There arc 30 experiment valves
requiring commanding via the T-0 umbilical. They arc the vent valves, supply tank valves,
p_ssurizacionsystem valves,and transferlinevalves. Housekeeping functionsthatrequirecommand
capability include the propulsion hydrazine and pressurant valves, pyro sating, and sating commands.
Insmm_entafion required through the T-0 umbilical includes 115 experiment temperature, pressure and
liquid level sensors, housekeeping status of the hydrazine, helium, pyros, batteries, and bus power
measul_lllcnts.
When the supply tank can be serviced with liquid hydrogen is a critical driver on LC17 modifications
to perform this loading operation. It also impacts COLD-SAT requirements for tank thermal
stabilization and how the chilldown of the supply tank is to be accomplished. If servicing has to occur
after MST roll back (now at T-3 hours) then a loading approach using a T-0 flyaway umbilical is
rex[uiz_ using a LH2 servicing system attached to the Fixed Umbilical Tower (FUT). An LH2 valve
complex would be mounted at the servicing level on the FUT (preferred location) or at the base of the
FUT. Control would be provided remotely from EGSE. LH2 would be transferred up the FUT and
then into the COLD-SAT via the T-0 umbilical. Venting would be accommodated by a vent stack with
a flame arrestor located at the top of the FUT. Since the tank cannot be thermally stabilized in the thr_e
hours prior to launch, tank chilldown must be accomplished during the days prior to launch using LH2
(if safety permits) or cold GHe.
GH2 servicing has also become a critical driver on the final countdown and on MST roll back. It is
estimated that it will take eight hours for GH2 pressurization to meet system temperature requirements.
Countdown accommodations can be made to roll back the MST before T-8 hours. GI--12 servicing of
the COLD-SAT to 20670 k.N/m 2 (3000 psi) would then take place via the T-0 umbilical. The safety
requirements for GH2 loading are given in Table 9.2- I.
In the COLD-SAT operations for the seven days preceding launch, the significant event is the supply
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tank chilldown beginning at L-2 days. This chilldown will allow hydrogen servicing to be completed
on the launch day. The integrated Delta 11 activities include removing the MST prior to hydrogen
servicing and purging the shroud and Fur electronics with GN2.
Table 9.2-1 GH2 Safety Requirements
•7 GH2 tanks manifolded to a common ground servicing interface
- 32 em (12.7 in) outside diameter (31 em (12.27 in) inside diameter), 118 cm (46.5 in) long,
11.3-13.6 kg (25-30 lbs) dry
- 0.076 cubic meters ( 4666 cu in) volume each
- 20670 kN/m 2 (3000 psi) operating pressure, 31005 kN/m 2 (4500 psi) proof pressure,
41340 kN/m 2 (6000 psi) burst pressure
- 20670 kN/m 2 (3000 psi) - 9.1 kg (20 ibs) GH2
•McDonnell Douglas, the launch complex contractor, requires a burst to operating pressure ratio of
4to1
- A 2 to 1 safety factor is acceptable at the launch complex
- The COLD-SAT design uses a 2 to 1 burst to operating pressure ratio
•Alternatives for operations in the HPF, transport to the launch complex, and gantry operations with
less than a 4 to I safety factor
- Pressurization not to exceed 1/4 the minimum design burst pressure prior to vehicle mate in the
ganu'y
- COLD-SAT GH2 pressurization system meets the requirements of ESMCR 127-1 and
the additional requirements outlined within the MDAC Delta II Spacecraft Users Manual Safety
Regulations: The electrical systems with potential GH2 exposure must meet Class I, Division 17,
Group B specifications.
a) Pressurizations to operating pressure require 5 minutes stabilization period prior to personnel
exposure
b) Maintenance of a complete log of pressurization hold time and number of pressurization
cycles
c) Submission of pressure vessel data package to MDAC concurrently with the MSPSP
The MST removal occurs at about L-6 hours. Negotiations to remove the tower before hydrogen
servicing (L-8 hours for GH2) will be required" Our proposed launch day countdown has been
modified, with the MST removal occurs at about L-12 hours. At L-10 hours, the electrical equipment
on the FUT and the payload fairing will be purged with GN2 as a safety precaution to prevent sparks
during hydrogen loading. Personnel restrictions to access to the Pad will be in force for these 10
hours prior to liftoff. Figure 9.2-1 depicts the 7 day rimeiine for the COLD-SAT Launch Countdown.
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The COLD-SAT mission is planned to execute on-orbit tests and acquire sufficient data to analyze
liquid hydrogen properties in low Earth orbit. The amount of data to be collected is in the range of 10
kbps which accommodates the rates of all of the sensors used in the design. At the altitude of the
circular orbit selected, communication can be accomplished using either TDRSS or a GSTDN and the
NASCOM network. TDRSS availability _ be constrained to the actual experiment operation
timeline, plus command uplink times. Sun pointing to provide solar power will be maximized
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Figure 9.2-1 COLD-_AT 7 Day Launch Countdown
whenever possible to charge batteries, and power conservation will be practiced during occultations.
Inertial position updates may be required after certain tests arc run. The use of ACS gas will be
minimized during experiments where disturbances impact the results. UpLinks, except for contingency
operations, will be limited to commanding (once per week) for test sequences and routine
bousekeeping. Real-time changes to sequences will be limited to "GO" commands initiating on-board
sequences changing experiment configurations or dining. The "GO" commands may include timing
updates. Except for flight control, operations Will be Limited to a normal 5 day workweek. Flight
controllers will monitor the satellite around the clock with predesigned contingency procedures to
ensure the health of the satellite. Downlink data may be either r_aI-dmc data transmitted over T'DRSS
or data recorded for later playback. Data taken during experiment operations will be downlinked at
least the same day taken.
Experiment control sequences will be upiinked and automatically control the COLD-SAT experiment
tests. The pre-pmgrammed sequences will operate from the on-boa:fl computer which Will contain the
algorithms to properly condition the temperature and pressure which will be reported by the data
acquisition function on the satellite. Conu'o[ signals from the on-board computer to the valve drivers
allow for valve control.
Because the TDRSS provides servicesto many users,only I0 minutes contacttime per orbitwillbe
allocatedto new spacecraft.Additionaldine may be requestedforhigh activityperiods. Operational
controlof the network isthe responsibilityof the GSFC Networks Directorateand performed by the
NCC. The userSOCC requestsschedulingchanges ofTDRSS services.
Maximum returnserviceusing the TDRSS multipleaccessis50 kbps. Forward serviceiseitherIor 2
kbps. In order to take advantage of allof the dam from COLD-SAT, alldata willbe recorded and
played back through TDRSS during the i0 minute contact period. Playback dam isprocessed for
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scientific evaluation and long-term trend analysis of consumables. The newest data seen at the SOCC
will b¢ at best I0 minutes old unless the downJink is used for rcaltimc instead of playback data. The
MMS does not have the capability to interleave data.
The TDRSS I & Q channels were also analyzed for use - Realdme on I and playback or OBC dump on
the Q channel. Although this approach is feasible, it was decided to use playback data as the primary
means of dam acquisition because there arc no requirements for immediate action except possibly
during thruster firings. If TDRSS is made available during thruster firings, we would transmit (on the
multiple access channel) realdm¢ dam and delay playback data.
-The olx:rationstimclineisgoverned by thenccd tomaximm" e the use of theliquidhydrogen
toaccomplish the experiment objectives.Maneuvers willbe planned towork around the experiment
operations. Dam will be collectedfor the enti_ mission by using the onboard recorders and then
downlinking asoftenas"['DRSS permits.A detailedexperiment timeiineiscontainedintheexperiment
database describedin section4.10. Figure9.3-Idepictsthe accelerationsrequired by the experiment
set. Over the 90 day mission, a deltavelocityof nearly 213.5 m/see (700 ft/sec)isapplied to thc
COLD-SAT orbit.
altitude.
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Figure 9.3-I Satellite Acceleration Timeline
The functional flow beginning with the launch countdown until experiment checkout is shown in
Figure 9.3-2.
9.4 Satellite _Operations Control Center
Mission O_erations Requirements - Mission operations requirements can be broken into three
categories: those of 1) mission planning, 2) Mission Support, and 3) Satellite operations. Table 9.4-1
lists the requirements.
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Figure 9 J-2 Functional Launch and First Orbit Operations Flow
_l'ound Sunoort System (GSS') Configuration - The Ground Support System consists of the SOCC
operations combined with the GSFC communications operations.
•The SOCC contains the following hardware:
• Experimenter Consoles to develop sequences and analyze data
• Experiment Database Computers and software
('Subsystem Engineering Analyst Consoles to analyze data and support sequence
development
• Subsystem Database Computers and software
• Mission Planning Consoles to develop mission sequences and coordinate link
planning
('Mission Operations Manager Console to coordinate conflicts and control resources
• Sequence/Schedule Database to develop uplink command files
•GSFC contains the following hardware:
• Monitor Station
•The navigation processing equipment
•"1"hetelemetry, tracking, and command equipment.
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Table 9.4-1 SOCC Operations Requirements
MISSION PLANNING
• PERFORM S/C MISSION PLANNING
• S/C ORBITAL MAINTENANCE & SUPPORT PLANNING
• SIC WEEKLY CMD GENERATION
• VERIFY CMO SEQUENCES IN StC TEST BED
• PERFORM SJC EPHEMERIS CALCULATIONS
• CONTINGENCY PLAN8
• DEVELOP MISSION PLAN
• VERIFY COMBINED MISSION PLAN/SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
• DEVELOP MISSION GND RULES & CONSTRAINTS
• COORDINATE ALL PRODUCTS WITH SOCC AND GSFC OPS SUPPORT
• PERFORM MISSION CONSTRAINTS ANALYSES
• DISTRIBUTE MISSION PLAN AND CONTINGENCY PLANS
• SUBMIT COMM SCHEDULING & OTHER SUPPORT REQUESTS TO GSFC
• DEVELOP DAY-TO-DAY TDRSS CONTACT SCHEDULES
• COORDINATE ALL PLANS & ANALYSES WITH SJS ANALYSTS
• RESCHEDULE
• PERFORM LONG TERM _C TREND ANALYSES
• SUBMIT SIC ORBITAL UPDATE CMDS TO GSFC
• EXPERIMENT DEFINITION
• PERFORM PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENT PLANNING WITH PI'S
MISSION OPERATTON_;
• MONITOR S/C HEALTH AND STATUS
• MONITOR CONDUCT OF MISSION
• ASSIST IN S/C ANOMALY REDUCTION
• ASSIST IN SJC CALJBRATION
• PROVIDE INPUTS TO & COORDINATE
MISSION PLANSIT1MELJNES
• MONITOR COMM UNK STATUS
• ASSIST MISSION PLANNING IN DEV.
OF CONTINGENCY PLANS
• MONITOR ENFORCEMENT OF
MISSION GROUNDRULES
/CONSTRAINTS
• DEVELOP OPS PLANS WITH M.P
• VERIFY CCMM AVAILABILITY
• TRAIN FOR MISSION
• VERIFY AVAILABILITY OF SUPPORT
• ASSIST IN EXPERIMENT ANOMALY
REDUCTION
SUPPORT
• PROVIDE SIC DATA TO ANALYSTS
• REVIEW RESULTS OF ENGR ANALYSES
• OPERATE & MAINTAIN S/C TEST BED
• PROVIDE ENGR DATA TO PrS
• PERFORM S/C FAULT ISOLATION
• MAINTAIN SOCC H/W & S/W
• DEVELOP TRAINING PROGRAM
• DATA LOGGING AND ARCHIVING
AD MINISTRATION,PERSONNEL, SUPPL Y
Tv_e and Quantity of P_'r_0nn¢l Involved in Qpemtions - The table below lists the types of personnel
required at the SOCC.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Subsystem Analysts - for housekeeping; cross-
trainin_where possible.
Experiment Analysts - for pressure control, titl,
class IL
Mission Planners - for short and tong range
plannin_
Science PIE's - 3 types - same as experiment
analysts
Sequence Developers - for consecutive sequence
development
Test and Training Manager to
develop/coordinate flight team tramin_
Flight Controllers - for uplink command load
development and transmission and real-time
monitorin_ around the clock
Mission Operations Manager
Table 9.4-2 lists the staffing requirements over the three month mission at the SOCC.
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Table 9.4-2 Operations Personnel - SOCC Staffing
ANALYST
SUSSYSTEM :
POWER
TT&C
ACS
PROP
THERMAL
SOFTWARE
EXPERIMENT :
PRESSURE CONTROL
F1LL
CLASS II
MISSION PLANNERS :
LONG RANGE
SHORT RANGE
_SEQUENCE DEVELOPERS
TEST & TRAINING
FLIGHT CONTROLLERS
MISSION OPS MANAGER
TOTALS :
MONTH ONE
SHIFT 1 SHIFT 2
2 1
2 1
2 1
2 1
2 1
2 1
2 1
2 1
2 1
3 2
1
26 11
MONTH TWO
SHIFT 1 SHIFT 2
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
3 2
1
17 11
MONTH
SHIFT 1
THREE
SHIFT 2
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
3 2
1
17 11
TOTALS
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
3
3
6
1
15
3
94
The layout in Figu.m 9.4-1 gives a typical setup for each mission control team member. Also shown
arc the personal computers for data analyses and the mission data monitor. GSFC positions are shown
for completeness.
The Magellan SOCC at the Martin Marietta Space Support Building in Denver contains the mission
support area (MSA) for Magellan flight operations. The area is configured for eight Sun computer
stations, three high speed data lines from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, six personal computers, a data
library, a conference room, and personal offices (Contract Costs). The installation of the eight sun
stations included computer and printer interconnections (GFE). Three 56 kbps, high speed, data lines
were installed into the MSA (Government Leased). A library of design and test supporting
documentation was set up (Contract Costs).
The cost trades associated with the location of the Magellan SOCC were:
•Send 38 people to IPL for the mission, including prelaunch training under TIDY or permanent status
versus the cost of leasing data Lines and terminals
•The spacecraft team for launch and early mission operations for Magellan was 38 people. The number
of people decreased to 32 for the remainder of the mission. TDY costs are a monthly cost per person,
R&.R travel, and logistics costs associated with offsite personnel.
•The cost of obtaining expertise which has left the program, in response to spacecraft
problems/anomalies, is the cost to send experts offsite (time and travel) and the experts commitment to
travel.
It is recognized that COLD-SAT can be operated with a smaller flight team. This makes a similar cost
trade study worth pursuing in Phase B.
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Figure 9.4-I SOCC Layout
(_Qntrol Systerrl O_erarion_J Requirements _nd Funcrion: -
When cost effective, the control system will use previously developed system and subsystem
software. Residual hardware and software will be used in implementation whenever cost effective.
The operations system will be designed to sequence the spacecraft over a range of orbit attitudes and
periods. Control of the altitude will be +_25 km (3 sigma) about the nominal value. The angle of
inclination of the spacecraft orbit with respect to Earth's equator will be in the range of 27 to 29
degrees. The operations system will be compatible with a pointing prediction accuracy of effective
range pointing error of 0.20 degrees (3 sigma). The operations system will be compatible with a
pointing knowledge accuracy of effective range and azimuth pointing errors of 0.20 degrees (3
sigma). The operations system will have the capability to recover and process spacecraft recorded
engineering data. Sequences will be designed such that selective playback of recorded data is not
required. The operations system will accommodate a downlink data volume that allows playback of
recorded data each orbit. The operations system will provide capability, including software, to support
the operation of the on-board computer hardware and software. The operations system will time tag
received spacecraft data such that onboard spacecraft time may be correlated with U'TC to an accuracy
of 5 ms (3 sigma) overall.
Tot) Level Functional Definition of the Ground Control System -
•Control COLD-SAT Orbit
•Transmit commands
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•Prepareuplink command load often enough to update as requested
•Process downlink telemetry data
•_c health of COLD-SAT
•Prtrvidc e_ent data to the science community
•Track COLD-SAT often enough to control changes in the science payload and in the
housekeeping functions
partitionin¢ of Functions into Ground and On-board Control to Assima to Facilities (SOCC and
GSFC) - The operations design splits functions between _tmd and on-board control in order to
accomplish a cost-effective mission. This partitioning is described below:
• Navigation activities will be at GSFC with orbit changes through propulsive maneuvers
uplinked as command f'des to the on-board computer
•Command sequences will be transmitted from the SOCC through GSFC and NASCOM to
TDRSS and then to the COLD-SAT Satellite.
•Command Loads will be generated at the SOCC.
•Downlink telemetry received at the SOCC from the GSFC NASCOM system will be
processed to provide engineering status to the satellite analysts and science data to the experiment
analysts.
•The health of COLD-SAT will be the responsibility of the satellite subsystem analysts at the
SOCC. Experiment activities with potential impact on the health of the satellite will be coordinated
between the analysis teams.
•Experiment data extracted from the telemetry downlinked will be accessible to both on-site
fI.,eRC3 and off-site scientists involved with COLD-SAT.
•TDRSS availability will be coordinated with GSFC and specific on-board tests will be placed
to coincide with that availability where practical.
Control System Activity At_nroaches - Online and offline activity is provided by the ground control
system.
Online Operations - The senior controller approves or disapproves problem resolutions procedures,
monitors critical rescheduling and/or component reconfiguration. The controller also
approves/disapproves modifications to the TDRSS contact schedule. The controller also monitors the
status of the ground system and takes action to resolve anomalies/contingencies.
Data required for successful operations control includes: the status and quality of the naviganon
upload, the quality of the data received, the status of the downlink and uplink, the satellite status or
health, and recommended contact with TDRSS.
"The resource controller (GSFC) provides the status of the ground system and takes the action to
resolve contingencies or anomalies. The controller also receives the status of the navigation upload and
indications of communications problems and the quality of the data stream.
The Navigation controller verifies navigation upload, provides the navigation blocks, determines the
quality of the navigation upload, and advises the potential of not mcedng schedule.
The TT&C controller provides the status of the downlink and uplink and the status of the satellite.
Offline operations - The subsystem analysts monitor the health of the satellite and provide changes to
the housekeeping of the satellite as command blocks to the sequence of events generator. Satellite on-
board resources are monitored through telemetry. Sequences are reviewed to ensure sufficient power
will be available. Playback times are reviewed against expected opportunities.
The experiment analysts will review the experiment resources to ensure sufficient I.,I-/2 for the
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remainingtests.The system will be capable of generating the test parameters and sequences and
redesigning of tests, if necessary. Command blocks for changes to the experiment sequencing are
provided to the sequence of events generator. Real-time changes will be initiated by the experiment
analysts.
Mission planners demmzine the long range significant events required by the experiment P.I.'s and the
satellite analysts. T'tme on TDRSS for playback of data (real-dine and tape-recorded) is negotiated with
GSFC. Short range planning includes up-dating the timeline and TDRSS times as required.
Definition of Operational Mod¢_ -
•Daffy on=Line analysis mode: Analysts will be monitoring real=time data when available and
dumped recorder data oth_wise during quiescent (non-test) dines.
•Daffy Hight.controller only mode: Flight controllers will be responsible for the health of"
COLD-SAT in off-primetime.Analystswillbe on call.
•On-board testoperationmode: Analysts willmonitor the experiment parameters to provide
directionforreal-timein-testchanges. These changes willbe in thenatureof startcommands uplinked
toactivatechanges ineitherthedurationof theexperiment testor opening/closingof specificvalvesat
differentimesin thesequence.Parameter updateswillbe permitted.
•Launch Mode: Uplink willonly be.availableafterseparationfrom the launch vehicle and
deployment operationshave been nominally completed. No data willbe monitored atthe SC)CC after
Launch.
Contingency Onerarions - Contingencies will be handled by preparing scenarios for most likely
anomalies and having those scenarios prepared as uplink loads available for use. Other contingencies
will be handled as appropriate by the flight controller on duty by calling in the required analysts for
decisions. A potential use of the development tanks is to perform the contingency procedures on the
development tank system for validation prior to uplinking to the satellite.
Operational Interfaces - NASCOM circuits for voice and dam will be utilized between the SOCC and
GSFC. A local area network will be utilized, connecting the PC stations of the analysts with the flight
controller. The flight controller will be the single point of contact with GSFC on-line operations.
Personal Computers (PC s), with a local area network utilizing a common data base, will be used.
T,z_ti_- All flight team members will _mdergo operational training on their respective consoles and
software, including exercises simulating real-time mission scenarios. Cross-training of operational
positions in the SC)CC will be required.
Reliability. Availability. Maintainability. and Lo_,istics Operations Corlcents - Maintenance and
logistics are institutionalized at GSFC for ground equipment, and include automatic fault detection and
isolation. Availability is based on down time, considering the satellite, TDRSS, and external factors.
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i0.0 SAFETY
A safety program for COLD-SAT will be conducted in accordance with ESMCR 127-1, Range Safety
Manual and KSC Management Instruction 1710.1, Safety, Reliability, and Quality Assurance
Program. It will cover all program phases from production through deployment. A safety certification
program that meets the requirements of AFETR 127-4 will be maintained.
Testing and servicing of the satellite at the launch site will comply with ESMCR 127-1. The satellite
system design will provide for a safe installation and removal of pyrotechnic devices and EPS batteries
at the launch site.
A hazard analysis of the COLD-SAT conceptual design was performed. A summary of the hazards
identified by mission phase and by subsystem is shown in Table 10-1. The effect cause by the hazard
is shown, but only to the top level category. The controls and design features which mitigate the
hazards that have been identified are at a level commensurate with the design concept.
Table 10-1 COLD-SAT Hazards and Hazard Controls
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Table lO-i COLD-SAT Hazards and H_rd Comz'oLs Continued
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Table 10-2 shows the safety standards and r_guladons which will form the safety requirements for the
design, build, test, and ground processing of the COLD-SAT sysmm.
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Table 10-2 Applicable Safety Standards and Regulations
WrlO._, REV. 5, SAFETY A_EI_I
INCIDENT INVESTIGATION MANUAL,
JANUARY 1g84
M41-51, REV. _ SAFETY S'rANOAROS
MANUAL VOLUI_ I, VOLUME U
MARTIN MAdRILrI"rA STANDARD PROCEDURES
FOR FABRICATION, INTEGRATION AND TEST
ACTNITIES
KHB 170_7A, STS
PAYLOAD GROUND SAFETY HANDBOOK
_Sr_L
29 CFR, OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH
ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
PART 1910, LATEST ISSUE
MCOAC_V
TED
EASTERN SPACE AND MISSILE CENTER
REGULATION ESMCR-127-1, 30 dULY 1984
DOT
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPOFITAT1ON
OFF1CE OF COMMERCIAL SPACE
TRANSPORTATION HAZARD ANALYSIS
OF COMMERCIAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION
VOLS. 1, 2 AND 3
REFI_ENCE ONLY
COMPLIANCE
(FOR TESTING HERE
AT I_AAG)
CC;,mUANCE
COMPUANCE FOR KSC
FACIUTY PROCESSING
COMPLIANCE
COMPLIANCE
COMPliANCE
OTHER
NATIONAL F1RE PROTECTION AGENCY
NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE (NEC)
ASME BOILER AND PRESSURE VESSEL
CODES, LATEST ISSUE
ANSI B:30 SERIES AMERICAN NATIONAL
STANDARD SAFETY, LATEST ISSUE
COMPliANCE
REFERENCE ONLY
COMPt.IANCE
CHEMICAL PROPULSION INFORMATION
AGENCY (CPIA) REFERENCE ONLY
Certain COLD-SAT subsystem designs and associated operations have to comply with safety
requirements which are welt established. Those areas (spacecraft, experiment, and ground support)
will come under the closest safety scrutiny. Other COLD-SAT areas not defined (while meeting all
applicable safety requirements) have a lower level of safety concern. Table 10-3 lists the safety
analysis and testing requirements for COLD-SAT.
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Table 10-3 COLD-SAT Safety Analysis and Testing Requirements
• System safety Program Plan (SSPP)
• Missile System Prtlaunch Safety Package (MSPSP)
• Paylcmd Breakup Analysis
• Antenna Patternsand Power Curves
• Analysis and Testing of Electronic Equipment for Electromagnetic Interference Protection per MIL-
STD-461
• Qualification and Acceptance Testing of Ordnance Subsystem
• Flight Tca'mination System Rcquirtmacnt (Range Safety Analysis)
In order to verifythatthe COLD-SAT satelliteand associatedground support cqu!pment has been
properlydesigned and testedfi'oma safetystand.point,certaindocumentation arerequired(asshown in
Table 10-4)which alsoincludesground processing,flightand mission information.Much of thisdata
submittaliscoordinatedwith thelaunchvehicleoperator.
Table 10-4 COLD-SAT S_fety Restrictions
• Proposed changes to a facilitymust be coordinated with Range Safety 90 days prior to formal
meeting on thesubject
Equipment connected to a facilitystaticground system shallbe 25 ohms or less
An RF System shallbe testedpriortoarrivalattheRange
•The Cryogenic System, includingvacuum jacketedpipes,shallbe cold shock tested
•The Ordnance System shallbe tested
•Pad ElectricalSystem -
For Hydrazine usage -Class I,Div If,Group C (presentconfiguration)
For I..H2usage -Class L Div H, Group B (Required upgrade forhardware on lineduring
loading)
•Pad Hydrogen and P'mssurantLoading -high factorsof safety(4:I)desiredfortanks
(lower factorsof safetyrequiredanalysis)
•S/C ElectricalSystem
•Batteries
•SatcUiteIAfRng and Moving
•Antenna Checkout
•System Proof PressureCheck
•Hazardous Procedure Review/Approval
*Contingency DescrvicingofI.,H2JGI-12.
- Safety isa significantdesign driverfor the COLD-SAT program. The use of liquid
hydrogen atKSC requiresmodificanons to thelaunch complex hardware and procedures tomeet the
hydrogen servicingspecifications.GH2 loading was moved to the pad to avoid modification of a
hazardous processing facility.The timelincwas alsochanged to be able to power down electrical
equipment on the pad earlierin thecount priorto hydrogen loading.The factorsof safetyused in the
COLD-SAT designwillcomply withthe safetyrequirementsof theDelta IIlaunch facility.
The largevacuum chamber tobe used forsystem testingwhile loaded with LH2 and GI-.12must also
meet more stringentsafetyrequirementsthanthenormal vacuum chambers used forspacecrafttesting.
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I 1.0 RELIABILITY
The initial reliability assessment of the Conceptual Design reflects the method used for the analysis
which represents a worst-case reliability number. The reliability estimate used a six month operating
time for all hardware and modeled the experiment subsystem to requiring more than half of its
hardware and sensorsoperatingdn'oughout themission.
The SpacecraR subsystems are comprised of existing-qualifiedhardware, and in thisconfiguration
wc arc using the avionics packaged in MMMS modules. The modules arc the same as are used on
anotherMartin Mariettaprogram and we areusing them inthe same way the hardware isused on the
other program. The analysis used the failure rates and reliability data from that program. The basis of
the estimate includes: I) the Experiment Subsystem hardware failure rates were derived from various
space programs, 2) the Experiment Subsystem's technology development items are assumed to have
been developed and qualified, 3) the avionics failure rates are based on S-level parts, and other
component failure rates are from MIL-HDBK- 217.
Confidence limits for the estimated reliability have not been calculated, but the method of analysis is
considered to be biased toward the lower reliability number. Therefore, the .91 estimated is
attainable. Table 11-1 gives the reliability esd.mate by subsystem.
The single-string reliability shown is a rough estimate based on removing those components that were
redundant, however the design is such that to remove some of the redundant component it would
require a complete redesign. This would not decrease the program cost significandy, but it would also
increase the program risk considerably.
Some single string design can be considered with a reasonable decrease in mission success
probability. Single string design saves hardware costs, test costs and amplifies fault protection
software. The subsystems which appear amenable to reduction in redundancy are the EPS and the
ACS. Considerations in the EPS include reducing the solar array drive electronics from four units to
two units; reducing the pyro initiator controller from two units to one unit; reducing the internal
extender units from four units to two units. Considerations in the ACS include deledng the
magnetics equipment (TAMs, Torquer,s, TAM Electronics). In the T'T&CS, reducing the two
recorders to one tape recorder would cause loss of redundancy but no loss to operational capability.
The goal is to perform the class I experiments to a mission success probability of .92. The reliability
allocations shown on Table 11-2 follow the reliability esdmate shown on Table 11-1 and uses the
same numbers for all the subsystems except for the Experiment subsystem. The experiment
subsystem contains all of the components that will require technology development and flight
qualification. The design of the experiment subsystem will be new development. Therefore, we can
use redundancy to achieve the allocation of .967 which should be achievable and realistic as a goal to
be used for design trade-offs. The other subsystems are made up of existing hardware designs and the
reliability goals will be useful only in the case of modifications to the hardware. The existing
hardware reliability may be adjusted, but it could only be done on a very selective basis in order to
avoid redesign and re-qualification. The cost and risk would be considered in the trade study, if
reliability adjustment is warranted.
Table 1 I-3 lists the reliability enhancement methods that are included in our concept design. Some of
the items are reliability enhancements that are not actually reflected in the reliability estimates
presented. The items headed by the (*) really were not reflected in reliability probability of success
numbers; these items do enhance the mission success and the technical risk factors (Section 12). The
spacecraft subsystems are using existing, qualified hardware that has the redundancy hardware and
software designed and validated. The reliability estimates used single failure redundant methods,
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however the existingsystem iscapable of cross-strappingand therefore,can toleratemore than one
failure.
Table 11-1 COLD-SAT Reliability Estimate by Subsystem
SUBSYSTEM
PROBABILITY COLLECTING ALL DATA
SINGLE
STRING
EXPERIMENT .507
ATTITUDE CONTROL .896
ELECTRICAL POWER .941
T,T & C .827
STRUCTURE .999
PROPULSION .896
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Table 11-2 Initial Reliability Allocat_ons
SUBSYSTEM ALLOCATION
EXPERIMENT
ATTITUDE CONTROL
ELECTRICAL POWER
T,T & C
STRUCTURE
PROPULSION
.967
.996
.988
.986
.999
.982
.920 goal
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Table 11-3 Reliability Enhancement Methods
-REDUNDANTCOMPONENTS
"REDUNDANT PATHS FOR FLUID AND VENTS
"QUALIFIED AND SCREENED NEW TECHNOLOGY COMPONENTS
-REDUNDANT SENSORS AND DATA COLLECTION ELECTRONICS
-REDUNDANT CONTROL ELECTRONICS
'GROUND OVER-RIDE CAPABILITY FOR EXPERIMENT SEOUENCING
"SOCC CAPABILITY TO MONITOR EXPERIMENT RESULTS AGAINST ANALYSES
"FAIL SAFE CAPABILITY TO PRECLUDE LOSS OF HYDROGEN DUE TO A FAILURE
'DEVELOPMENT-PATHFINDER TANK FABRICATION AND TESTING
°PROTOFLJGHT TYPE THERMAL VACUUM TEST FOR EXPERIMENT CHARACTERIZATION
-REDUNDANT SUSSYSTEMS / BOXES- PRECLUDESSINGLE FAILURE
"REDUNDANT DESIGN IS EXISTING AND PROVEN
'ELECTRONIC BOXESAND SUBSYSTEMSARE EXIS'nNG DESIGN- NO NEW I/F MODS
-S LEVEL PARTS AND SCREENED-UP S PARTS ARE USED
"PROTOFLIGHT ACCEPTANCE TESTING WILL BE EMPLOYED WHERE REQUIRED
"GSTDN S BAND COMM. BACK-UP FOR SATELLITE RECOVERY FROM SAFE-HOLD MODE
GE, : 0G .. 00S!!iiiii!iii!ii!ili
"TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT OF THE DESIGN, BUILD, TEST AND OPERATION OF THE
SATELLITE - SPECIFY A TOTAL QUALITY PROGRAM
"TECHNICAL CHECKS-AND-BALANCE APPLICATION OF SYSTEMS ENGINEERING :
TRAC_,BILfl"Y OF EXPERIMENT REQUIREMENTS TO SUBSYSTEM COMPONENTS.
The reliability ¢s_matcs of probability of success from each assembly type are shown in the following
Tables. Table 11-4 is the thermal control subsystem heritage. Table 11-5 is the elecwical power
subsystem heritage. Table 11-6 is the telemetry., tracking and command subsystem heritage. Table
11-7 is the attitude control subsystem heritage. Table 11-8 is the propulsion subsystem heritage.
Table 11-4 Thermal Control Subsystem Hardware Heritage
ITEM
LOUVERS
HEATERS,
CONTROLS
THERMOSTATSI
MULTILAYER
INSULATION
STRUCTURE
TYPE HERITAGE SOURCE1 RELIABILITY
VENDOR PROB. OF
SUCCESS
BIMETALL|C MAGELLAN, FAIRCHILD .9999
MMS, CLASS. PROGS.
RLM TYPE MAGELLAN, SCATHA,
TETHERED SAT.
!TAYCO .9g99
SNAP
ACTION
ALUM.
MYLAR,
DACRON
NET
MAGELLAN, SCATHA
TETHERED SAT.
NUMEROUS
SPACECRAFT
!NUMEROUS
SPACECRAFT
TEXAS INST.,
ELMWOOD
MATERIAL-
SHELDAHL
MMAG FAD.
.99g9
9999
.9999
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Table 11-5 Electrical Power Subsystem Hardware Heritage
HERITAGE VENDOR
MPS
MODULE
DAI"nlRY
P_R CTIL UNIT
SIGNAL CONOmONIm UNIT
Rl[lmO_ I/F UNIT
PtlOTECTICN AmIY
REGULATOR UNIT
PC&OM
REMOTE _ UNIT
ID[PANOER UNIT
PYRO CONTROt.LER
S'A ORIVI[ ELECTRONICS
ACTUATOR SUBMOOUIJ[
POWER SUBMOOULE
ELECTRiCAl. SU81,1OOULE
_US_ING I)¢3m
r.JUqOS
__ _A_ _N_W
TIM • GUARD MOOE INrr
ilUS CQU_.ER UNIT
H_lIRS AND THERMOSTATS
PY1ROSWITCHING UNIT
ARTICULATION MOTOR
SOtJLq ARRAY
ORDNANCt
IdMIml
MMMO
M_
MMMI
Iml
MMMI
/
Ml$
MMM8
MM_
MM_
MM_
MM_
MM_
M_4
NIGN
FAmCHLD
GENIm_ ELECTRIC
MCOONNI[I. DOUGi.XS
MCOONNID. OOUGL_
NCOONNEL DOUGi.JUl
MCOONNm DOUGLAS
MARTIN kULqlI[TI'A
VAJlICHILD
MCOONNm. DOtJGLA8
FAIRCHILD
MARTIN MARIA
8AIJ. A_A_
FAIRCHILD
MARTIN MARIETTA
FAIRCHILD
_N uAR_A
MA_N MARIETTA
MA_N MARINA
_N _RI_A
RELJABIIJTY
PROBABILITY OF
.SNe
.gSSS
.Sm9
.m
.m
.smm
.gsH
.mo
.ms
.g99g
.gggil
.2958
.ggg9
Table 11-6 Telemetry, Track,'ng, and Command Subsystem Hardware Heritage
fTEM
C&DH UOOULE
AECCROIWI
REMC'I'E Irl=UNIT
BUS COUPLER UNIT
ON.OC4_O COMPUTER
C3DdTINJU.uNIT
JNTIDfACI UNIT
AflrrlEI4_t ,tRTCC lD.ECTIRC_S
JU_rlERNAPo_'r_cII_ MOTOR
OIMJD_R
rf SWffCH
ANTIHNHNk CIIM
_'ItNNA: TIDRS8
P_WlDR _ (_Wl
LOUVER
HEATER
MM_
0EF S,k_
MM_
MM_
MMM8
MMam
i
LANOSAT, ID[Iq.OIqUI
MMam
MMam
/
MMI
MMMS
TORSS
C_I"AUR
MM_
MM_
VENOOR
FAIRCHILD
FAU_CHn.O
FAIRCHILD
IrAIACHILD
IJI"_ON
FAIRCHILD
FAIRCHILD
IIOTOIIOLA
SCHAI=W_ MAGNEI"ICS
S¢I4AFFF.R MAGNE31¢8
WAVlECOM
TRANSCO
HAImm
TECOM
MOTOROLA
FAU_HILD
FAmCHI.D
RELIASa.ff'V
PIROilAmUI"Y
OF SUCCESS
.MI2
.NO0
.gNl
.Nml
.slme
.Ne4
m
FAILURE RATE
[Ftl,OIL_N HOURS
:).3O
0.02
4.60
0.13
4,,29
1.73
0.04
O.23
0..211
2.O7
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Table 11-7 Attitude Control Subsystem Hardware Heritage
rrEu
M_
BUS COUPLER UNIT
Eli
REMOTE INTERFACE UNIT
ATTITUOE CONTROL ELECTRONICS
[A&e]
_OWEn swrrcHsNa U_aT
GYRO PACXAGE [1Rt,,q
COURSE SUN SENSOR
RNE SUN SENSOR
EARTH SENSOR
REACTION WHEEL
TRIAXIS MAGNETOMETERS
TAM ELECTRONIC_
MAGNETIC TORQUERS
HEATERS AND THERMOSTATS
CONNECTORS
MMMS
MMMS
MMMS
MMM8
MMMS
VENDOR
FAIRCHILD
FAIRCHILD
FAIRCHILD
FAIRCHILD
GENERAL ELECTRIC
PROBABILITY OF
succsss
.9962
.9999
.99_I
.gffiHl
.9981
MMMS
MMMS
MMMS
MGN
SAS-,1
MMMS
MMMS
MMMS
MMMS
MMMS
MMMS
FAIRCHILD
TELEDYNE
ADCOIE
ADCOIE
ITHACO
SPERRY
SCHONSTEDT
SCHONSTEDT
GENERAL ELECTRIC
FAIRCHILD
FAIRCHILD
.9994
.9969
.9999
.9999
.9999
.999g
.9999
.9997
.9999
.999g
.9999
MACS - COMPUTER MODE REL = .99021 [1 YR]
MACS - SAFE HOLD MODE REL. = .968
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Table 11-8 Propulsion Subsystem Hardware Heritage
_I_'tAGI[
PAOP_J.AKr TANK
Plq_muRANT TANK
0.2 UW T14mJ_m
iml_ / OlqAIN VAI.VE
$1[RVI(_ VAI.Vll
RFJJEUPVAI,,VI[ • BURST
Om¢
FLT_q
PRESSURll
REGUL.ATOIq PACXAQIE
ISOLATION VALVE
PHoPqlA.,SION IdOOUUE
Ei._CTlqONICS
PqqlESSUIqAN'r lSQI.ATION
wLi.v| [LAT¢_I
RIU
C_IIOI( VDd.VE
TYPI[
TrI'JUeUM Slq41LqE WI
0UUmP.A_I
AI. ALLOY W/CO_
OVlIPIWlUB
HYOP, A,_F_
3AIIN_
1/4 IN.MA.'eUAI.
CREW SNAP Ac'r_N
WtSOlqEJm
2S I_A IcrcHED ohm
VARI&IILJE RIU.UC'TANCt
SJNGI.JE STAGE
341 IN .4_/_¢0"TICHN_C
MMIdS
SOI.F.NOIO
MMM8
MMMB
3/4 IN - 2 P&_IfllAFIAJ.J.F.L
QUAD PACXACUE
EXC_AT
MMU
SCAllUk, I-V
lilX, I-V, TOS
MK II PROP IdOO,
MMU
MARINER 71,VO75
ATI.AS/CJUCTAUR
ET, S'rS, TQS
MMU
GEMINI, LSAT, AGENA
MMAG PROGRAId
VARIOUS
MMM8
MMM8
VARIOUS
VENDOR
PSVTRW
SCI
RC=C:XET RIESEAFICH
PYlqONE'r;cs
PYlqONETI¢_I
AMLrrEx, PJTRAZA
VACCO
TAVm
S'IIEREIq
PYIqONLrT1CS
MMAQ
CONSOLIDATED
CONTROLS
FAIRCHII.J)
FAIRCHILD
H'n.
RELJABII.JTY
PRO llABlUTY OF
SUCCESS
.9964
.M21
.m
.gNS
.99118
.S_Q
.9996
.$900
.gggg
.9999
.ggg9
.gggg
.9999
.gggg
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12.0 PROJECT PLANNrN(_
The project planning activity prepared for the COLD-SAT development addresses our approach to the
derailed design and development, fabrication and test of the COLD-SAT System which includes related
ground support equipment. The Phase C/D program that is outlined runs through post-mission
analysis and is almost 5 years in length ending in 1997.
12.1 TechnoloL, v Risks
Table 12.1-1 categorizes the elements and assigns a risk rank in the category. The rationale for our
judgement is based on the heritage listed in the last column. All the spacecraft subsystems will be used
without changing design or interface. The heritage is based on our finalized baseline design which
uses the Multimission Modular Spacecraft (M_MS) modules that are presently in production. The
MMMS is a Martin Marietta version of the MMS that is presently being produced. This does not
change the risk rating.
Table 12.1-2 Risk Ranking
STATE OF TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY RISK RANGE
ASSIGN ED
a. USING EXISTING HARDWARE OR QUALIFIED DESIGNS 0_TO 1_
b. REQUIRE NEW DESIGNS-.
EXISTING PROVEN TECHNIQUES ARE AVAILABLE
c, REQUIRE NEW DESIGNS-
AT OR NEAR THE STATE,4:_F-THE ART OF TECHNOLOGY
ZTO 4:
5TO: 7
d. REQUIRE NEW DESIGNS-
BEYOND THE CURRENT STATE-OF-THE-ART 8TO 10
To perform a preliminary assessment of the state of the technology required to successfully execute the
mission, we have assigned to each subsystem the risk .rank shown in Table 12.1-2. In our judgement
category (a) risk range specifies that the hardware is used with no modifications to the existing
qualified design and includes no changes in the interfaces. The mechanical interfaces and the
environments provided by the spacecraft must meet the specifications to which the hardware was
qualified. A rating of "0" would only be assigned to hardware that is "on-the-shelf', built and tested.
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Table 12.1-2 Risk Assessment
RISK
_;UBSYSTEM FACTOR (catecjory)
Attitude Control 1 (a)
Electrical Power 1 (a)
I"i'CS 1 (a)
Thermal I (a)
Propulsion I (a)
Structure 1 (a)
Experiment 4 (b)
Ground Element 1 (a)
Software 3 (b)
MMS/MMMSIUARS/ExplorerPlat/G RO
MMS/MMMS/UARS/ExplorerPlat/GRO
MMSIMMMSIUARS/Explorer Plat/GRO
MMS/MMMS/Vlking/SCATHAJSKYLAB
F_(OSAT/DSCS III/SATCO M/X-24A/SCATHA
Titan
Component Development required
Magellar_MMMStR2P2/GSFC/MMS
Modify existing code
Essentially all of the risk associated with the COLD-SAT resides in the new designs associated with
the experiment subsystem tankage and various supporting component elements that have to be
demonstrated for LH2 use. These items have previously been defined in Figure 1.2-I where
technology needs were addressed.
12.2 p_/'sonnel Resources
The personnel required for COLD-SAT will be of two types. The spacecraft team will be contractor
personnel engineers, technicians, and support specialists who have participated in the design,
fabrication, assembly and testing of the satellite. The experiment team will be a mix of contractor and
NASA personnel, They arc scientists and engineers who understand the concepts involved with the
LH2 process investigations on-orbit. They will evaluate the data and determine if the tests are set up
corr_dy to provide the expected data. All skills required for this project are generally avhilable in the
awtospace community.
12.3
For the most part the facih'ties required to fabricate, assemble and test the COLD-SAT are common to
most contractors in the aerospace community and along with those at KSC/CCAFS can provide for all
of the required assembly, integration, and testing required by COLD-SAT. Table 12.3-1 lists the
standard and unique integration and test facilities requi.red.
The one unique facility that is not common is a hydrogen compatible thermal vacuum chamber capable
of accommodating the integrated satellite in the vertical configuration. The purpose of this test is to
provide an end-to-end checkout of the system using the working media, simulate the on-orbit mission
on the ground to collect a one-g data base and to exercise the entire flight and ground software together
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before themission. The thermal interaction of the experiment subsystem loaded with LI--I2 on the
spacecraft subsystems and visa versa can only be demonstrated with this type of test. The test will
serve as the final acceptance test of the protoflight hardware approach being used for much of the
satellite.
Table 12.3-1 Facilities Required for Integration and Test for COLD-SAT
STANDARD F_'C'_I'I'_S
*Facility with a Stable Platform for Model Survey
*Acoustic Facility
*Thermal Vacuum Chamber for Tank Development (LH2 compatible)
.Large Clean Room for Assembly and Integration
UNIOUE FACILITY
*Large Thermal Vacuum Chamber Facility for hategrated S/C LH2 Test
Required- LH2 Storage, Fill, Drain and Vent Capability
- Electrical Hazard Proofing
- Pumping System
Figure 12.3-1 provides an overview of the COLD-SAT satellite installed in a thermal vacuum chamber
and the functional interface requirements needed to accomplish I.H.2/GH2 testing. There are three
major impacts to the chamber to accommodate hydrogen testing which include:
- Compatibility of the electrical support equipment to operate in a potentially enriched hydrogen
environment.
- Compatibility of the pumping equipment to operate in a potentially enriched hydrogen
environment.
- Proximity of the chamber to other facilities during hazardous operations.
T
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Figure 12.3-1 Thermal Vacuum Chamber Requirernents for COLD-SAT Integrated Test
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Impacts to the fadlity in which the chamber is located also is shown in Figur_ 12.3-I and includes the
following features:
I. Provisions for LH2 loading and contingent deserricing of COLD-SAT tankage which wiU
mainly con._t of supply tank loading.
2. Provisions for GH2 loading of the experiment subsysmm pressurant tanks to 20670
kN / m2 (3000 psia).
3. An integrated hydrogen vent system which accommodates venting from:
- the LB2 tank_
- the GI-12 robe bank
- the COLD-SAT _eat subsystem vents
- the chamber pumping system
4. One of the experiment vents must be maintained at space vacuum conditions of lessthan
13.78 kN/m2 (2 psia).
5.A GHe purge forallplumbing includingthefacilityvent.
6.A suitablearea outside the facilityfor tanker/tubebank placement and transferplumbing
routing.
7.Hydrogen leakdetectorsto monitor hyd_ge.n concentrationsin the facilityin the proximity
of the a'ansferplumbing, as well as chamber H2 detectors.
Constraints which should be placed on I.kI2/GH2 transfer operations include:
I. The COLD-SAT will be delivered, loaded into the chamber and removed after test in an
empty condition with no LH2/GH2 on-board. Tankage may contain GHe blanket pressures.
2. LH2 will be loaded into the COLD=SAT after the chamber has been evacuated and the
mechanical pumping system is off line with turbo=molecular pumps operating. The chamber
may also be purged with GN2 to simulate the ELV payload fairing environment for LH2
ground servicing
3. Functional testing in the chamber will be Limited to LH2 management and transfer operations
which includes venting into the facility hydrogen vent, No planned venting of LH2/GH2 into
the chamber will be allowed.
4. After testing is complete, the LH2 and GH2 will be off-loaded and the experiment
subsystem will be purged with GHe before the chamber is repressurized.
5. If possible, chamber repressurizadon should be accomplished with GN2 followed by
adequate air exchanges before the chamber is opened for personnel access.
6. Propulsion tankage will be filled with water or will be empty during the test.
Additional information is containedin Ref 12.3-I relating to COLD=SAT LH2 vacuum testing.
12.4
The list of tests in Table 12.4-1 provides an overview for the integration and testing of COLD-SAT.
The protoflight levels and durations for the tests will satisfy the verification requirements to be
imposed. The COLD-SAT ground test program consists of those inspections and tests required to
verify the integrity, performance, and functionality of the experiment subsystem" and associated
spacecraft support subsystems. Specific experiment subsystem verification consists of the following
types of tests:
In-line Corrmonent & Subassembly Tesrin_ - These tests provide subassembly and component
level testing at key points in the fabrication sequence to verify hardware integrity before
performing steps that would preclude efficient repair or replacement, Tests at the component
level will verify compliance with specified design requirements for the most part using off-the-
shelf components that require only vendor or COLD-SAT contractor testing. For major
tankage assemblies, tests include x-ray of welds, bubble point of LAD screens, dye penetrant
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inspectionof welds, component/subsystem LN2 cold shock, component/subsystem proof
pressure tests,leak checks, instrument verification,vacuum integritychecks, cleaning,and
structuralproof loadings.
Oualifieation Tesrin_ - This type of testing is required for the most part on those parts of the
experiment subsystem that require development and include the experiment tankage,
pressurant bottles and various other components (see section 4.8). Our approach involves a
development item for each experiment tank and a basic protoflight approach for flight tankage
where testing could be accomplished on the development ranks to enhance design confidence.
Design loads and design factors of safety will be intentionally conservative, where possible, to
ensure sound design and preclude futm_ safety concerns, bearing in mind restrictions created
by experiment requirements for certain limitations to therraal and mass/volume relationships.
As an example, pressure cycle tests can be accomplished on the development tanks, as well as
a non-destructive burst test using an approach where the tank is designed not to yield at the
burst pressure. The development tanks could be used in a ground test bed to evaluate LH2
processes after tank development is complete. A unique tank quali_cation article is not
envisioned. All tank qualification testing will be accomplished on the development tank or at
lower protoflight levels on the flight hardware. Redesigned RIU's and EVE's will require the
development of a full qualification test approach. Where possible, component qualification by
similarity of use on past flight programs will be used.
Table 12.4-1 COLD-SAT Test Program
SUEmYSTEM TESTING
- FUNCTIONAL AND PERFORMANCE
- INTEGRATION AND INTERFACE VERIFICATION [H/W AND S_
- ASSEMBLY ACCEPTANCI= TESTING
- ASSEMBLY DELTA QUAUFICATIOM PROTOFLJGHT TESTING (WHERE NECESSARY)
INTEGRATION TESTING
-PROOF AND LEAK
-XRAY WELDS
-,SENSOR/TRANSFER FUNCTION VERIFIOATION AND CALIBRATION
• HARNESS CHECXOUT
-SENSOFU'rRANSDUCER FUNCTIONAL VERIFICATION
-GSE FUNCTIONAL VERIFICATION
-;NTEGRAT1ON EXPERIMENT ANO PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM
-SPACECRAFT BASELINE TEST
-GROUNDING TEST
-SUBSYSTEM TO SUPPORT C-OUIPMEHT
-I=_WER AND BUS REGULATION VERIFICATION
•,SUBSYSTEM TO SUBSYSTEM INTERFACE VERIFICATION
.EAI"rF.RY CHECXOUT
SYSTEM TESTING
-MODAL SURVEY
-ACOUS11C TEST
-PYROTECHNIC FUNCTIONAL VERIFICATION
-RF COMPATABIIdT_' TEST
-SPACECRAFT BASELINE TEST
.WEIGHT AND CG
-SPACECRAFT LOADED UOUID HYDROGEN THERMAL
VACUUM TEST
Accet)tance Tt_t'in_ - Such tests will be performed to certify compliance with predetermined
criteria and acceptable pass/fail limits and to certify components/subassemblies to specification
requirements for the purpose of ensuring proper fabrication, assembly and workmanship.
Acceptance tests at the experiment subsystem and subassembly level include 1.242 cold shock,
proof pressure, and leak checks, etc., and consist of tests pe.rformed under other testing
classifications.
I-_._,_.,eU/_&I'I'Y
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Functional Tests - Th¢s¢ tests wiU vecLC-y that the flight hardware is op_'ating as designed via a
series of discrete tests to verify experiment integrity, subsystem compatibility: and
insmancntation functionality. Criteria and techniques necessary to perform experiment
functions will be verified at both the subsystem and system levels. An example of such testing
for th¢ experiment subsystem is provided in Table 12.4- 2.
Table 12.4-2 Experiment Subsystem Testing
• EXPERIMENT SUBSYSTEM TESTING PERFORMED AT BOTH THE TANK ELEMENT ANO
INTEGRATED SUBSYSTEM LEVEL
• RELIEF SYSTEM VERIFICATION (MECHANICAL & ELECTRONIC)
- GHe & GH2 SYSTEMS FLOW & PRESSURIZATION CHECKS
- SUPPLY TANK GROUNO CHILLDOWN & THERMAL CoNDrT1ONING
• GHWGH2 REGULATOR LOCKUP CHECK
- GHe & GH2 PRESSURANT BOTTLE PRESSURIZATION
• SUPPLY TANK LH2 F1LL & DRAIN
• SUPPLY TANK LH2 TOPOFF
. SUPPLY TANK NON VENTED HOLD DETERMINATION
• SUPPLY TANK WALL HEATER OPERATION & STRATIFICATION CHECKS
• SUPPLY TANK WS OPERATION
• SUPPLY TANK MIXER & DESTRATIFICATICN OPERATION
- SUPPLY TANK COMPACT HEAT EXCHANGER OPERATION
. SUPPLY TANK OUTI=LOW ANO LAD OPERATION
. TRANSFER UNE CHILLDOWN OPERATIONS
- RECEIVER TANK TESTS
. CHILLDOWN AND SPRAY SYSTEM EVALUATION
- FILL CHECKS USING NO-VENT RLL
. TVS OPERATION
- OUTFLOW & DRAIN CHECKS
- TANK PRESSURIZATION USING GHe & GH2
• VERIFICATION OF ORIFICE FLOW CONTROL FUNCTION
- INSTRUMENTATION OPERATION
- HEATER OPERATION
- CONTROL LOGIC & CONTROL NETWORK FUNCTIONS
EnvimnmenIal and Performance Tes_llg - This testing will verify operation over the expected
extremes of thermal, vacuum, vibration, and EMI environments. These tests axe system level
to protoflight environmental criteria. During and after thermal vacuum environmental tests, the
experiment subsystem will be operated to determine that the COLD-SAT is performing as
designed over the required operating range. A complete ground based flight sequence and
duration simulation using LH2 and GH2 from ground servicing through normal mission
completion will be performed. This simulation in the thermal vacuum environment wiLl serve
as a validation of both flight and ground software against the flight hardware and will include
separate checks of all contingency, back-up, and fault detection, as well as, off-nominal
operational verification of the fault protection software. Operation of the experiment and
spacecraft systems with LH2 will verify thermal compatibility between the two. Data collected
from this mission simulation will provide a ground data base for math model correlation and
will eventually be compared to the flight data. Testing will also be performed to verify that the
flight hardware was not damaged by previous environmental testing.
The test program for COLD-SAT provides the necessary testing to verify the requirements imposed.
The test philosophy is to verify using a protoflight concept where acceptance and qualification of off-
the-shelf hardware is at pmtoflight levels and durations. Specific emphasis on safety will be
maintained throughout the program. New hardware, mainly in the experiment subsystem, will be
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qualified using qualification units, except for the supply and receiver tanks which have development
tanks which will undergo significant testing.
Minimizing the test program reduces cost significandy. The test assemblies used dm=img COLD-SAT
testing are Listed in Table 12.4=3. The philosophy for conducting each type of test is a/so shown.
Table 12.4-3 Test HardwareforCOLD.SAT and Test Philosophy
TEST ITEMS REOUIRED TO VERIFY COLD-SAT REOU/R.EtMUNTS
•PROTOFLIGHT SPACECRAFT
•TEST BA'rrER_S
•SOLAR. ARRAY SIMULATOR
•MASS SIMULATORS FOR SPECIFIC ELECTRONIC HARDWARE
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION - .Off-the-shelf Hardware: Similarity
•New/M(xiified Hardware:
Qua/at l_t)toflightLevels
•Experiment development Items: Qua/Units
Except for Development Tanks
SUBSYSTEM QUALIFICATION - •Hardware Assembled into Larger Units, such as
the Propulsion Equipment, and Tested at
Protoflight Levels
COMPONENT ACCEPTANCE - .Protoflight
SUBSYSTEM ACCEPTANCE -
•Experiment Subsystem Tests, including LN2 Cold
Shock; System Proof Pressure and System
Leak Tests
•Environmental and Performance Testing
SYSTEM LEVEL ACCEPTANCE
Our approach to testing the supply rank pressure vessel incorporates the use of LH2 prior to installing
the vacuum jacket. This will be accomplished on both the development and flight tanks. Testing the
vacuum jacket for pressure integrity prior to installation is not a normal operation in that cutting,
grinding, and rewelding operations to prepare the Vacuum Jacket for final installation are considered to
add more risk than the test verification is worth. It is our recommendation that this vacuum jacket test
verification not be considered.
Other testing on spacecraft subsystems at both the component, subassembly, subsystem, and system
level after the entire integration of the experiment and spacecraft subsystems is accomplished will be
performed and will include the following types of checkout:
Subsystem Intemratiorl - Such testing will verify grounding and isolation, bonding, interfacing,
operating states, and selected functional capabilities. Each subsystem should have a minimum
of 500 hours of operating time accumulated from all phases of the ground test program through
and including pre-taunch operations. Electrical/electronic flight hardware should be operated
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for a minlmnm of 300 hours priorto launch includingsubassembly, assembly, subsystem and
system testing.
Subsystem Testin_ - EPS testing will provide power consumption measurements, polarity
checks, AC feedthrough checks, AC amplitude and frequency verification, bus stability
checks, exercising the relays that provide power to user subsystems, demonstrating that
specified bus levels are maintained, and verification of the assignment of power loads. Other
tests include overload protection verification, redundancy and cross-strapping checks, enable
and inhibit tests, and checks for cable losses. TI"CS testing will provide telemetry formats and
mca,smm_ent checks, power--on-tract states verification, undervoltage trip point measurements,
clock synchronization, ram-on transient measurements, fault recovery testing, data handling
and command interface testing. ACS testing includes simulation of flight profiles.
Systems Intem'arion Testin_ - As the spacecraft bus subsystem elements are being integrated to
one another testing will be accomplished that includes verification/checks for power allocation
vs consumption, power distribution cable loss, power switching characteristics, ripple current
measurements, power bus frequency variation and stability, power prot"fle performance,
grounding, telemetry position, timing relationships, and telemetry values and modes with all
combinations of formats, including rates, memory readout, frame sync, format ID and clock.
All combinations of elements of downlink telecommunications will be checked along with
calibration of analog measurements, transducer operation, digital measurements verification for
information content, command capability and antenna operation which include tests for uptink
error detection, correction and execution, redundancy management, anomaly response, fault
protection and satellite sating ( including experiment subsystem sating), alignment and
phasing, plugs out verification, inertial properties, temperature control, sequence
verification/validation and software integration. Compatibility tests will verify compatibility to
the launch vehicle., TDRSS and the SOCC.
O o_-atin_ Capabilities Basetine Tesrin_ - This testing will provide, under ambient conditions,
bus limits, temperatu_ limits, long term continuous operation of the flight software,
uninterrupted operation of the flight software, the capability to recover from selected faults.
System and Component Environmental Verification - This type of testing and/or verification by
analysis will verify that the hardware will operate over the expected extremes of thermal.
vacuum, vibration and electromagnetic environment and consists of tests such as static toads,
acoustic, thermal vacuum, pyrotechnic shock, modal survey, RF compatibility and EMC:ESD.
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A top level COLD-SAT Phase B and follow-on C,/D program schedule is presented in Figure 12.5-1
and reflects the ctwrent view as we understand it for the ongoing continuation of the COLD-SAT
program. Critical to the ATP of the Pha_ C/D is the successful completion of the preliminary design
Phase B where the experiment and spacecraft system requirements are baselined. This design activity.
ends in mid 1992 with a System Design Review (SDR) and can be followed by a formal Phase 0
safety review with the ELV operator and ErR safety. At this point the design has matured close to a
Preliminary Design Review (PDR) with two contractors working independently on individual design
approaches to the same set of requirements. This will allow for a very short turn around once the
Phase C./D starts for a formal PDR with the single Phase C/D contractor proceeding with the favored
design. Twelve months later a Critical Design Review (CDR) would be held on the completed
finalized design.
The critical milestones to accomplish the phase C/D schedule in close to a four year dmeframe is the
very early commitment to procure long lead items. Primarily the long lead items will require new
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toolingand have long delivery time for basic materialsand components. The date to startthese
procurements isatATP where the basictankage size,shape and cortfigurationhas to be fixed so that
rankdevelopment can begin. Procu_ment of tankforgingsfor both the development and flighttanks
must occur simultaneouslyin order to be costeffective.Final machining of the flightrank willnot
occur unRl a.ftcrtank development testsarecomplete. After PDR commitment toprocure spacecraft
subsystem long lead components and assembliesmust bc made tomcct the schedule and requiresthe
use of an existing,mature spacecraftbus where component interfacesand compar_bilitiesare known
and proven. Our proposed S/C configurationmeets theseneeds.
COLD-SAT DESIGN ANO
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
m
1991 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997
PROGRAM MILESTONES
INTEGRATION MILESTONES
• PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
• SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
• DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
- SPACECRAFT
- EXPERIMENT
- GSE
• SOFTWARE
- FLIGHT
• GROUND
.... LAUNCH
!MSPSP , PH3
S/W SDR S/W CDR
• HARDWARE PRCC. FA8
ASSY & TEST
- SPACECRAFT
• EXPERIMENT
- GSE
• SYSTEMS TEST'3
• ELV INTEGRATION
• ANALYSIS & DOCUMENTS
- SAFETY
- HWD INTEGRATION
• MISSION OPERATIONS
• GROUND OPERATIONS
• FLIGHT OPERATIONS
- POST I:LIGHT ANALYSIS
I ¢
1 t
I t
! |
TEST
Figure 12.5-1 COLD-SAT Program Schedule
Equally critical to long lead procurement is the establishment of a supporting cryogenic technology
development program that will mitigate design risk by the CDR in both component, subsystem and
process investigation areas. This development is shown in Figure 12.5-2 for those areas that require
such effort. Some of the component development is critical for system level characterizations. Such a
component is the mixer and transfer pumps which at some point in the ground test approach will be
integrated with a ground test tank that contains a mixer spray system and TVS heat exchangers and a
VCS. Prior to this time, the pumps will have been qualified to operate with LH2 and the operating
characteristics will have been determined at the component level. As an example the development of
_'_l_._'_:._,..PAGE IS
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the mixer pump has to proceed to this point [independent of TVS development] before the combined
pressure control features of both can be meshed. It is important to note that the development of
experiment haxdware, on-going at LcRC, must be kept up to insure availability for the COLD-SAT
mission timeframc for those areas shown and must be coordinated so that the proper component
cha..-ams_s'dcs are being d_veloped.
coLD-SAT TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
ES'tlMATEO
DEVELOPMENT
COST
$1000K
$500K
S2500K
$2000K
$1000K
$1O00K
$2500K
$800K
$11,100K
LPI2 _QU|O LEVEL SENSORS
• OEF1NI= ¢JU4OIOATE H/W
- OL_ELOPMENT TES1_
- BASELINE WW APt=S:IOACH
Figure 12.5-2 COLD-SAT Development Items Schedule
After CDR a twelve month manufacna4mg and fabrication activity precedes the assembly integTation
and test of the satellite experiment and spacecraft subsystm_s. Figu_ 12.5-3 is a top level summary, of
the assembly, integration and test flow that has been developed for the satellite. The satellite has been
subdivided into thr_ sections that can be individually processed and then inmgrated to one another.
These consist of the following:
- Lower body composed of the supply tank and all of the components in the aft equipment bay.
The aft equipment bay will be assembled and then integrated to the supply tank.
- Middle body composed of four MMS modules, structure, and all components located in the
module cavity, including receiver tank 2 and certain pressurant bottles.
- Upper body consists of receiver tank 1, structure, forward propulsion module, other
components, assemblies and pressurant bottles mounted above the M.MS modules.
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The launch operationstakeplace atKennedy Space Center and the Cape Canaveral Air Force Station.
After deliveryby air,the sateUitaand GSE are configured.Operations takeplace atthe PPF and HPF
priorto movement of COLD-SAT to the launch complex. The launch operations flow is shown in
Figu_ 12.5-4. Additional discussion on GSE and ground processing operation was previously
presentedin sections7 and 9,respectively.
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Figure 12.5-3 Flowchart o/Assembly, Integration, Test, and Shipment
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